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Abstract: (223 words)
As developed throughout the dissertation’s chapters, I combined a number of
different and interconnected agendas with the overall goal being to strengthen and
revitalize the field of conflict resolution and peacebuilding research in a number of
ways.
First, I critiqued the past and current peacebuilding literature in order to present its
theoretical, methodological and substantive gaps and inadequacies. Second, I argued
for a recognition of the interconnectedness of methodology, reflexivity and

knowledge/power in general, and more specifically within the peacebuilding
literature. Third, my theoretical and methodological framework constituted a
distinctive exemplar for conflict resolution and peacebuilding that begins to ground
our research questions, methodologies and discourses as situated knowledges within
relations of power. Fourth, I argued academic peacebuilding discourses and
practices are not neutral but inherently involved in larger social relations. Fifth, I
presented the critical narratives from the locality of Indigenous and non-Indigenous
grassroots activists in order to shift the spotlight of peacebuilding discourses and
practices onto the transformative possibilities of grassroots community-based peace
building.
I continued with a reformulated theorization of grassroots community peacebuilding
as alternative geographies of knowledge, place-based practices and counternarratives, important in themselves, and as part of a glocality of bottom-up
transformative change. Finally, I conclude with a call for a renewing of the field of
Conflict resolution and Peacebuilding based on social justice and community-based
praxis.
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Chapter 1:

Introduction and Theoretical

Introduction

To speak of social change and social justice is to acknowledge conflict as intimately
connected to asymmetrical relations and practices of power. The consequential
inequities and hierarchies are manifested globally and locally, politically and
economically, socially and culturally. In our normative quest to not only understand
the causes and dynamics of conflict but to elucidate processes of transformation and
peace building, the nature of our own discourses reflect particularized vantage
points. These/our discourses and production of knowledge are indelibly situated
within relations of power and regimes of truth. Acknowledged or ignored, we are
inexorably part of a contestation concerning the nature, means and direction of social
change and configurations of power.

As a Canadian social justice activist and academic in the field of peace studies and
conflict resolution, I have been surprised by the gap in discourses between my lived
experiences and the unstated situated knowledges contained in mainstream academic
literature.

While the field of peace studies may have normative values of

emancipatory social change there is a discernable lack of academic attention to
referencing and grounding our peacebuilding theories and discourses to grassroots
community-based locations and practices. The result, I believe, is a deleterious
disconnect between self-reflexive praxis and research methodologies, relations of
power and ‗truth‘, and our lived experiences and emancipatory pedagogies.
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Consequently, the transformative potential of our field of conflict resolution and
peacebuilding too often slides into discourses that are epistemological reproductions
of relations of power rather than emancipatory ones.

My aim is to strengthen the field of peace research in two ways. First, I want to
make explicit the underpinnings of assertions of truth and legitimacy through a
discussion

on

the

interconnectedness

of

methodology,

reflexivity

and

knowledge/power. Second, I hope to shift the spotlight of peacebuilding discourse
onto the transformative possibilities of grassroots community-based peace building.
I use my own field-based research project as an example of peace research that
connects and engages these themes in a way quite different from mainstream peace
literature. I highlight an alternate methodological position both for my place as an
academic researcher as well as creating a space for politically marginalized and
localized discourses of grassroots community-based peacebuilding to occupy a
central focus.

The result, I believe, is a distinctive approach within conflict

resolution and peacebuilding that begins to ground our research questions,
methodologies and discourses as situated knowledges within relations of power.

Relations of power are discursive, material, and above all, ubiquitous. For example,
the ‗Global South‘ is not simply a geography, rather it is a pattern of global
hierarchies of inequality. So, too, driven by the same structural imperatives but
differentiated by its political facade, various forms of neo-colonial relations continue
to exist for many Indigenous peoples in the ‗Global North‘.
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In Canada, Indigenous peoples continue to confront the elements of dispossession
experienced as cultural violence, structural underdevelopment, political exclusion
amidst a continuing quest of decolonization.1 In the context of such dispossession,
neo-colonialism and capitalist globalisation, the practices of agency, resistance and
transformation are at the forefront in understanding social change.

Specifically, this dissertation seeks to show that grassroots community-based
peacebuilding2 discourses and practices between Indigenous and non-Indigenous
activists in Canada are challenging macro asymmetrical power at the local level
through alternate conceptualizations and practices.

Both constrained and

emancipatory (Foucault 1980; Bourdieu 1977), their discourses and negotiated
practices contest the very nature of dominant ontologies, epistemologies, regimes of
truth, and lived experiences. The changes initiated at the micro community level can
be, and are understood, as contributing to an evolving, albeit slow, cultural trend of
decolonization and the reconstitution of more equitable relationships between
Indigenous and non-Indigenous peoples in Canada.

As such, an analysis of community-based and locally-situated efforts can potentially
re-vitalize our discursive and limited thinking to more clearly appreciate the
importance

of

grassroots

community-based

peacebuilding

as

a

site

of

transformational change, and as a precursor for the development of social
movements in large-scale inter-group conflicts. The dissertation‘s three Canadian
1

As Smith (1998:98) writes, ―[d]ecolonization, once viewed as the formal process of handing over
the instruments of government, is now recognized as long-term process involving the bureaucratic,
cultural, linguistic and psychological divesting of colonial power‖.
2
My terminology of Community-based peacebuilding builds upon the transformative peacebuilding
evident in the works of Galtung (2000), Lederach (1999) and Francis (2002) highlighting community
capacity-building and the role of indigenous/local knowledges as a means of transforming
relationships from the ―bottom-up‖.
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case studies of grassroots collaboration between Indigenous and non-Indigenous
communities/activists

provide

empirical

evidence

of

this

contestation,

transformation and future possibilities.

The dissertation is structured in the following manner:

Chapter One continues below with a theorization of power as a prerequisite for
critiquing the field of conflict resolution and peacebuilding as embedded in
hegemonic

discourse,

and

for

understanding

grassroots

community-based

peacebuilding as a self-generated form of critical pedagogy for social change.

Chapter Two is a review and critique of the current discourses in the academic field
of Conflict Resolution, and Peacebuilding, and theorizes an alternative stance known
of ‗grassroots community-based peacebuilding‘, defined as self-generated critical
pedagogy and practices contesting relations of power.

Chapter Three takes up the theoretical issues of epistemology and research
methodologies arguing that research, researcher and reader are inherently political,
and subjectively and intersubjectively situated. I critique the positivist tradition in
the field of Conflict Resolution and Peacebuilding and counter with an explicit
reflexive ethics and a post-structuralist approach based in Grounded theory. The
Chapter continues with a requisite discussion concerning traditional descriptions and
concerns over methods and field research. Lastly, it highlights the data collection
and data analysis methods including challenges and problems I encountered in doing
research with/in Indigenous communities in Canada.
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Chapter Four seeks to contextualize the post-colonial conflict in Canada between
Indigenous and non-Indigenous communities, and with the Canadian State. The
synopsis of the historical and contemporary situation aims to give a sense of the
challenge and issues faced by grassroots community-based peacebuilding.

Chapter Five is the first of three case studies. Entitled ―Cape Croker‖, the research
involves a conflict between an Indigenous community, the Ontario Government and
local non-indigenous sports fishers. The conflict is about many things, not least
about treaty rights, decolonization, environmental sustainability and intercommunity relations/racism. Centred in the period of the early to mid-1990s, the
research looked at the discourse and practice between the Anishnabe community of
the Chippewas of Nawash and local non-indigenous supporters as they waged a
grassroots campaign to counter local racist violence.

Chapter Six is the second case study, entitled ―Grassy Narrows‖.

Situated in

Northern Ontario, women in the small isolated Anishnabe community of Grassy
Narrows initiated a blockade in late 2002 of a commercial logging road into their
traditional land. Their working relationships with various non-Indigenous activists
and NGOs argued for a stop to destructive forestry practices, a call for nation-tonation negotiations over control of the territory, and respect for their inherent right
to cultural survival.

Quite different in many respects than the Cape Croker case,

Grassy Narrows involved a grassroots discourse of solidarity touching on trust,
respect, ceremonies and negotiating/fusing different cultural, spiritual, and
epistemological positions.
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Chapter Seven is the final case study, named after the location in which it was
occurred, ―Kenora‖ in Northern Ontario. Beginning in 2006 until the present, joint
control an area of land with importance to both Anishnabe and non-Indigenous
peoples was being negotiated between the representative governing bodies of the
Grand Council of Treaty #3 and the City of Kenora. A unique partnership, the
process privileged Anishnabe epistemology and understandings of the land while
essentially re-invigorating respect for Treaty that had been negotiated a century
earlier. In spite of a continued problematic relationship between Anishnabe peoples
and the Canadian federal state, this locally-based process aimed to transform the past
by acknowledging the issues of power and historical trauma, as well as seeking to
create a sustainable future based on mutual interests as a community.

Chapter Eight is an analytical comparison of the three case studies. It points to the
way grassroots

community-based

peacebuilding

functioned

in

developing

relationships, and the particular local knowledges, discourses and practices that
accompanied those processes. It recounts place-based examples and geographies of
knowledge that offer bottom-up approaches and alternative lessons for the field of
peacebuilding and conflict resolution based.

Chapter Nine concludes with a summary and series of statements on the prime
questions engaged in the dissertation. Those include a reformulated theorization of
grassroots community peacebuilding that includes academic and non-academic ideas
and concepts. Second, it remarks on the issues of research methodology, ethics and
knowledge as power and truth. Third, it ends with a call for a renewing of the field
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of Conflict resolution and Peacebuilding based on social justice and communitybased praxis.

This First Chapter sets out to strengthen the field of conflict resolution and
peacebuilding. I begin by suggesting much of the literature in the field inadequately
engages with issues of power, both theoretically and methodologically. The first
discrepancy is a lack of self-reflexivity as to our own locations as researchers. Not
doing so, has two key affects. First, a lack of attention to self-reflexivity can
replicate conflict and power imbalances by masking a problematic universality in our
writings. Second, in not acknowledging our own particularized epistemologies and
standpoints, we become, I suggest, part of regimes of truth that effectively exclude
critical pedagogies and methodologies that are emancipatory, participatory and that
privilege grassroots lived experience, practices and knowledges.

As a counterpoint, a different research methodology needs to be engaged; research as
critical pedagogy. For example, grassroots community-based peacebuilding
involving Indigenous and non-Indigenous activists in Canada can be understood as
locally produced knowledges, discourses and practices. They can be seen as selfgenerated critical pedagogies containing emancipatory processes and transformative
possibilities. Hence, they are an important site to challenge unreflexive research
methodologies and forms of power/knowledge privileged in the field of conflict
resolution and peacebuilding.

8

Relations of Power

As a first step, critically theorizing research methodologies and peacebuilding
practices has to engage with issues of power in its numerous forms, for it is
inspecting relations of power that is central to critiquing conflict resolution and
peacebuilding literature . In this respect, there are a number of key writers whose
works are highly influential and relevant in understanding local, global, individual,
and collective relations of power. They range from the Marxist thinking of Antonio
Gramsci (1972, 2005) and Franz Fanon (1962), post-structuralism and ‗the history of
ideas‘ via Michel Foucault (1961, 1962, 1969, 1980, 2006 -Chomsky) and Edward
W. Said (1978, 1994), and post-colonial theory with Marxist-feminist Gayatri
Chakravorty Spivak (1988).3

In general, their writings point to power as deeply connected to systems of thought,
politically and culturally, and their analytical approaches critique dominant
epistemologies and hegemonic relations. Further, they privilege subaltern and
subjugated knowledges as sites of contestation and critical pedagogy, particularly at
the local level. Third, their writings debate the role of intellectuals (and local
activists) battling around/in ‗truth‘, representation and discourse pertaining to
economic, political and cultural struggles. Hence, they have particular value for
understanding the emancipatory possibilities of grassroots community-based
peacebuilding as well as its marginalized discursive location in the field of conflict
resolution. In addition, those theorizations are central to the critique of relations of

3

Many of those writers might disagree with my crude categorizations of their approaches.
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power and reproductive discursive formations in the field of peacebuilding and
conflict resolution.

Gramsci

With this in mind, Gramsci‘s notion of hegemony and Foucault‘s systems of thought
as epistemological regimes of truth are apt places to begin theorizing about relations
of power.

Antonio Gramsci, an Italian Communist in the 1920/30s, is enormously influential
for his writings on ―hegemony‖ and ―traditional and organic intellectuals‘. In terms
of power relations within the field of conflict resolution, my contention is twofold.

First, Gramsci‘s concept of hegemony is important for naming how structures and
ideologies function together economically and politically, domestically and globally,
to maintain unequal hierarchical relations by ‗normalizing‘ the status quo, be it
capitalism‘s international neo-colonialism or domestic class inequalities.4 This
speaks to the way particularized versions of understanding and relations of power
escape critical reflexivity and attain the status of ‗common sense‘, generally, and by
extension, in the field of conflict resolution and peacebuilding.

4

Hegemony is Gramsci‘s term signifying the way in which a ruling elite (in this case, the Italian
Bourgeoisie as a cultural-economic class), in addition to the use of State-sanctioned violence, function
through dominating the government structures and political discourse. This ‗hegemony‘, discursively
and materially, masks the particularity of its class interests in such a way that subordinate classes
(proletarians and peasants) accept and consent to the political order/regime in spite of it being
contrary to their (revolutionary) own interests. Akin to Marx‘s ‗false consciousness‘ or Foucault‘s
‗subjugated knowledges‘, proletarian/peasant classes internalize aspects of this unspecified
bourgeoise consciousness as ‗common sense‘, as the natural and normal state of affairs thereby
inhibiting their own liberation.
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Second, his concept of ‗hegemony‘ as consent, legitimated by the productive role of
‗traditional‘ intellectuals operating inside and justifying its configuration, points to
much of academia and academic discourses as fulfilling that role.5 In short, these
two conceptual understandings can be applied critically to placing the prevalent
discourses in conflict resolution and peacebuilding as reflecting a hegemonic one
enacted by traditional intellectuals.6

Consequently, I am suggesting that much of the conflict resolution and
peacebuilding writing is a positivist, unreflective narrative deeply connected to
established ‗common sense‘ systems of thought, politically and culturally.
Moreover, that positivist narrative emanates from a particular but universalized set of
subjectivities that performs the role of traditional intellectuals. Secondly, the
regulating ‗common sense‘ dynamics within academic conflict resolution and
peacebuilding discourses, functioning as an epistemological and methodological
paradigm7, pays little heed to those counter-narrative grassroots activists‘ discourses
and practices, except possibly to co-opt them.

Accordingly, the discursive space (and documentation) accorded to grassroots
community-based peacebuilding is marginalized in the conflict resolution and
peacebuilding literature. This has the effect not only of reinforcing ‗common sense‘
frameworks but effectively diminishing the theoretical and discursive challenges and
state of affairs posed from the vantage point of ‗organic intellectuals‘ and/or
5

Pierre Bourdieu develops this point extensively in Bourdieu, Pierre. (1988). Homo Academicus.
Translated by Peter Collier. Palo Alto, CA: Stanford University Press.
6
In this case, I am defining ‗traditional intellectuals‘ as writings embodied in particular academics,
policymakers, professional NGO workers categorized earlier under Old School and Newer School
literature.
7
See further Kuhn, T.S. (1996). The Structure of Scientific Revolutions. Chicago:
Chicago|University Press.
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subaltern at the grassroots.8 This is the scenario articulated by the postcolonial
writings of Fanon (1962) 9 and his positioning of subjectivity, purpose and history
outside the strict European-centred hegemonic narrative, and similarly discussed in a
more critical fashion by Spivak (1988).

Foucault and Said

In addition to Gramsci, a second approach to discussing relations of power is through
Michel Foucault‘s methodological approach of archaeology and his genealogy of
relations of power (1961, 1963, 1967, 1972, 1973, 1977, 1980, and
Chomsky/Foucault 2006). Whereas Gramsci is interested in overcoming the stunted
project of class revolution in Italy, Foucault‘s political project is to unmask various
European epistemologies, their configurations of ‗truth‘ and ‗knowledge‘, and the

8

Gramsci, in his book The Southern Question, is the one who actually coins the term ‗subaltern‟ to
refer to the dispossessed classes.
9
Franz Fanon, a French Martinique Marxist anti-colonial revolutionary and psychiatrist in Algeria,
covered the psychological and class struggles of independence and decolonization in Africa from the
1950s to the early 1960s. Preceding Said‘s Orientalism by 16 years, he narrates a psychological
profile of ‗the native‘ and their response to the violence and exclusion of colonialism. He (1962)
authors a tour de force of anti-colonial writing, a counter-narrative of ‗authentic‘ history from the
vantage of the oppressed (‗natives) recounting a grand narrative mostly of French Africa (though
Kenya sometimes) that intertwines Marxism and psychology to explain the dynamics of collective
underdevelopment, violence, national consciousness and revolutionary possibilities.
His very (neo-) marxist analysis combines a cultural, class and psychological accounting of
underdevelopment: economically, politically and democratically to examine the ways that the postcolonial national bourgeoise in African was itself underdeveloped and internally colonized in terms of
values and pretences. The ―systematic negation‖ (Fanon 1962: 200) of colonialism denies all
attributes of humanity to the colonized with them asking themselves ―‘In reality, who am I?‘‖.
Drawing from Vladimir Ilych Lenin‘s work, Imperialism: The Highest Stage of Capitalism (1916),
Fanon examined the role of national bourgeoisie under monopoly capitalism (globalization) and the
failure of that class in post-colonial Africa for a socialist state project. Hence, the ‗historic mission‘
for African revolutionaries (organic intellectuals) was to listen, educate and organize the peasant
class. The aim is to utilize this group identity to embark on a socialist project of wider proportions by
first waging a violent struggle of freedom that reinforces and creates the identity.
This is extremely similar analysis to Gramsci‘s The Southern Question (1926) of situation
between North and South Italy, urban proletariat versus rural peasant and the means of marshalling
revolution via the intellectual. A contemporary of Fidel Castro and Che Guevera, Fanon spoke about
power in relation to state formation, resistance, contestation and the (revolutionary) politics of culture,
consciousness and social transformation.
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institutional rationalities and material practices that construct and regulate the
everyday.10

In keeping with Foucault‘s critique of European epistemologies and ‗truths‘ in the
guise of ‗scientific rationality‘,11 one can similarly use his framework of ‗regimes of
truth‘ and relations of power as operating inside the conflict resolution and
peacebuilding literature. Such a stance provides a framework to discuss the ways in
which particular discursive (formations) knowledges of conflict resolution are
epistemically regulated by inclusion and exclusion (Foucault –Archaeology of
knowledge). An exemplar is Edward Said‘s (1978, 1994) use of Foucault‘s and
Gramsci‘s12 theoretical frameworks of power and discourse to explicate the
10

Foucault created a number of extremely influential works, ‗histories of the present‘, that critiqued
modernity by following the historical lineage of present social practices (psychiatry and madness,
prison and regulation, sexuality and identity). What we see as established ways of doing something
are in fact historically contingent developments, haphazard and often repressive (Oksala 2007). His
intent was to create space to think of alternate ways of thinking, acting and being socially and
individually. His methodology was to look at social discourses and practices as constructed and to
exhibit how they organize our behaviour and understandings. Adopting a social constructionist (a
term he, himself, would most likely reject) epistemology, things are seen as constructed in social
processes, specific historical discourses and power relations --that is particularly true of his interest in
social scientific rationalities and truths. The implication is that by opening up the history and
conceptual categories of understanding, they are then reframed as a political question to be debated.
His histories of the present are means to tell a story of the present incarnation, questions its validity
and challenge its permanence. In this sense, identity, rationality and subjectivity, as socially
constructed, are a particular developments and operations, often repressive that are then a site of
political struggle. Hence, power and knowledge work together in a loop (Eg., 18t h-20th century
‗scientific discourses and rationalities‘) to create ideas, practices and subjectivities. In short,
Foucault's process is to interrogate contemporary types of rationalities as knowledges, uncover their
rules of formation, and their functionality and practices within relations of power. He looks at them
as particular epistemological frameworks and formations where ―In reality power means relations, a
more-or-less organised, hierarchical, co-ordinated cluster of relations.‖ (Foucault 1980:198). Such a
critique is an impetus for renewing, contesting, and transforming established discourses and practices.
11
Foucault is both acknowledged as theoretically influential as well as duly criticized by postcolonial
writings as essentially a European writer, and historically and politically grounded in Euro-French
experience and markers. Hence, Spivak‘s (1988) criticism of Foucault‘s writings as disingenuous
making ‗transparent‘ the idea of the European ‗Subject‘ and subject when, in fact, he retains European
voice as the central narrative that is essentially incapable of listening and/or having speak the
‗subaltern‘. Second, she contends that such writings by the ‗master‘ of theory (Foucault) retain a
universality of narrative that ignores the intentionality and purposefulness of exploitative global
capitalism and its international division of labour. Neo-colonialism and class remain, as a geography
and set of social relations of production, a politically active force/structure of inequality, povertization
and subordination.
12
Said (1994:56-59) refers to both Gramsci‘s notion of hegemony as well as the understanding
―social history and actuality in geographical terms‖ as a ‗spatial consciousness.‖
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construction and extension of European imperialist rule and racism on its imaginary,
but materially real, geographies of the Orient.

Said makes a number of points in Orientialism (1978) and Culture and Imperialism
(1994) that are relevant to a critique the field of conflict resolution and
peacebuilding. Referencing both Said and Foucault, I suggest that parallel forces of
dispersed power, subjective positionality and domination are operating in the field of
conflict resolution and peacebuilding discourses, methodologies, practices and
representations. 13

Specifically, I reposition Said‘s critique to argue that the contemporary field of
conflict resolution and peacebuilding, reflective of a predominant Euro-American
positionality, performs in a similar fashion to 19th century imperialism by regulating
structures, discourses and practices within existing relations of power: theoretically,
materially and politically. Conflict resolution literature emanating from within
Euro-American epistemological traditions –what Said calls an imperial discursive
―spatio-consciousnes‖ – can be understood as reproducing the ―universalizing
discourse of modern Europe and the United States‖ (Said 1994:58), and by extension
its dominant positionality. 14

13

It is a huge undertaking to ask, as do Foucault and Said, ‗how does this affinity, galaxy,
constellation of discourses get produced? What cultural forces, institutions, discourses and practices
create universalizing, hegemonic but ultimately specific discourses?‘ My task is much more limited
here. Using Gramsci, Foucault and Said, my writing project is to put forward some conjectures and
theorizations about the performance of the field of conflict resolution as a ―strategic formation‖ (Said
1978:20) of politics, culture and knowledge. My main concern entails initiating a greater level of
self-reflexivity in the domain of conflict resolution and peacebuilding concerning positional
subjectivities, epistemologies, research methodologies and the discursive technologies/rationalities we
practice. My hope is to develop a methodological praxis of collaboration of critical pedagogy
alongside emancipatory processes of social justice.
14
The first point is theoretical, or if one likes, a political hypothesis of discourse, structure and
imperialism. Speaking of European imperialism in the 18 th to 20th century. This European mode of
geography, culture and narrative functions in the contemporary - no longer a physical settler
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These systems of thought can be understood as dispersed relations of power15
functioning through discursive practices, inter-referencing ‗truths‘ and organizing
rationalities.16 As Foucault (1972; 1976) articulated, power/knowledge operates as
systems of thought; taken-for-granted, unreflected epistemologies that organize
knowledge and institutional practices of regulation. 17 Constituted politically,

colonialism on distant lands -but as imperialism, ―the practice, the theory, and the attitudes of a
dominating metropole centre ruling a distant territory‖ (Said 1994:8). This functions via a ‗spatial
consciousness‘ manifested in its various scientific/social science/literature discourse and methods that
contribute to the ―ascendancy‖ of Western imperialism over ―non-Western natives‖ (Said 1994:59).
15
Power for Foucault is not a thing-in-itself, a commodity or external object with a centre, nor simple
Marxist class opposition. Rather, power is power as relations that come into play within the social
body. These relations of power are dispersed anonymous actions and networks embedded and
operating at multiple levels and innumerable points (Foucault 1980:198). Power is a force manifested
in relations exercised within economic process, knowledge relations and sexual relations (Oksala
2007). Power is not a binary opposition of forces between the rulers and the ruled, instead, power is
a productive and regulatory set of relations stretching from the macrologics to the micrologics
governing individuals, families, groups and institutions, and ordering identity as objects (of a
knowledge system) and subjectivities (the re-inscription of this ordering into one‘s body and desires).
16
As Said says, ―It should be evident that no one overarching theoretical principle governs the whole
imperialist ensemble, and it should be just as evident that the principle of domination and
resistance…runs like a fissure throughout.‖ (Said 1994:60)
17
As Foucault writes in Truth and Power (Chomsky/Foucault 2006), truth is not transcendental but ―is
a thing of this world.‖ Hence, he did a radical ‗archaeology‘ of knowledges, specifically
contemporary Western/European epistemologies of scientific rationalities (Eg., medicine, psychiatry,
criminology) and their corollary institution (hospitals, prisons, universities) not as natural givens but
as historical discursive constructions.
Second, political struggles are not simply the general ones of class, state sovereignty, human
rights but the very way our ideas are taken as ‗truths‘. The struggle is over not only the substantive
implications, claims and practices of those ‗knowledge-truths‘, their power in organizing and
reinforcing political/economic/social structures and interests but also over the very epistemological
construction itself, its self-constructing discursive methodology and narrative.
Third, there is a circular relationship involved between knowledge and power wherein
governing classes (bourgeoise European, for Foucault) exert a hegemony discursively,
methodologically, epistemically and institutionally. Here, truth is literally power –the legitimizing
epistemology evident in discursive formations and part of socio-political ‗regimes of truth‘; both as a
procedure/technique of determining truth, its function, and the ‗truth-practices-consequences‘ it
establishes.17
―Each society has its regime of truth, its ‗general politics of truth—that is, the types of
discourse it accepts and makes function as true; the mechanism and instances that enable one
to distinguish true and false statements; the means by which each is sanctioned; the
techniques and procedures accorded value in the acquisition of truth; the status of those who
are charged with saying what counts as true.‖ (Foucault 2006: 168)
In fact, Foucault‘s posits several notions of power; as a process, as a function, and as
`intersecting sets of relations: discursively, epistemologically, socio-politically. Hence, he speaks
about them as historically contingent epistemological ‗truths‘; as organizing principles discursively as
well as institutionally; as changing configurations/formations of logic/rationalities; as practices and
technologies of classification, order regulation, discipline, surveillance and control; and that to which
he pays the least attention but does acknowledge, the non-discursive material realm: bourgeoise
society, industrial capitalism and its social relations of production (Foucault 1980: 105).
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culturally and economically as a ‗regime of truth‘, it coalesces numerous material
interests and practices.18

Further, those same discourses, embodying and functioning as a type of hegemonic
discourse, ―assume the silence, willing or otherwise, of the non-European world‖
(Said 1994:58), containing ―only infrequently an acknowledgement that the
colonized people should be heard from, their ideas known‖ (Said 1994:58). 19 This
system of thought functions in such a way as to marginalize alternate possibilities of
‗truths‘, as well as subordinate alternative, bottom-up narratives, knowledges and
practices.20 In doing so, it constructs representations of ‗the other‘, regulates
identities and authorizes the subjugation of peoples, individually and collectively.

Nevertheless, parallel but marginalized, there exist simultaneously local sites of
contestation and resistance, domains of what Foucault would call ‗disqualified
knowledges‘ and/or ‗popular knowledges‘ (or referred as ‗subalterns‘ in postcolonial

18

Foucault writes, ―In societies like ours, the “political economy‖ of truth is characterized by five
important traits. ―Truth‖ is centred on the form of scientific discourse and the institutions that produce
it; it is subject to constant economic and political incitement (the demand for truth, as much for
economic production as for political power); it is the object, under diverse forms, of immense
diffusion and consumption (circulating through apparatuses of education and information whose
extent is relatively broad in the social body, notwithstanding certain strict limitations); it is produced
and transmitted under the control, dominant if not exclusive, of a few great political and economic
apparatuses (university, army, writing, media); finally, it is the issues of a whole political debate and
social confrontation (―ideological‖ struggles).‖ (Chomsky/Foucault 2006: 168-169).
19
In his work, Said outlines the European historical domination of colonies through a system of
imperialism (material, discursive, representational). Functioning in many of the same structuraldiscursive ways in modern Europe and America, this system of imperialism continues to ‗linger‘ on
through a ―general cultural sphere as well as in specific political, ideological, economic, and social
practices‖ (Said 1994:8).
20
These systems of thought can be understood as dispersed relations of power functioning through
discursive practices, inter-referencing ‗truths‘ and organizing rationalities. As Foucault (1972) argued,
the relationship between knowledge and power operates as an unreflective epistemology that takes
itself as ‗natural‘, and in turn, organizes knowledge and institutional practices of regulation.
Constituted politically, culturally and economically as a ‗regime of truth, it coalesces numerous
material interests and practices. In doing so, it constructs representations of ‗the other‘, regulates
identities and authorizes the subjugation of peoples, individually and collectively.
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literature). 21 These local engagements at the periphery contain their ―own
possibilities and conditions of knowledge‖ (Said 1994: 60).

Moreover, since most conflicts are asymmetrical, analyses and representations in
such situations are often infused within hegemonic discourses and present an
obvious consequence; conflict resolution and peacebuilding literature epistemologies
discursively functioning in any imperial fashion would be impaired in theorizing and
valuing the contestation of those relations of power. More specifically, a lack of
self-reflexivity contained in such a discursive hegemonic formation would ignore,
exclude, or at the very least under-appreciate ―local arenas of the anti-imperial
contest‖ (Said 1994:62).

This anti-imperial contestation takes place in the form of self-narratives emerging
from the periphery, those subjugated‘ ‗popular knowledges‘ (Gordon 1980: 81) and
21

While there is power everywhere even in the smallest domain, there are also locations of
contestation and resistance, particularly at the margins, peripheries, local. It is from this location of
instability that the ―the mechanics of power‖ can be shown and criticized ―on the basis of daily
struggles at the grassroots level, among those whose fight was located in the fine meshes of the web
of power‖ (Foucault 1980:149). Calling this local criticism, an ―insurrection of subjugated
knowledges‖ (Foucault 1980:81), Foucault asserts it has a level of autonomy from ―established
regimes of thought‖.
―what this essentially local character of criticism indicates in reality is an autonomous, noncentralised kind of theoretical production, one that is to say whose validity is not dependent
on the approval of the established regimes of thought.‖ (Foucault 1980:81)
These ‗subjugated knowledges‘ (perhaps equally typified as postcolonial, subaltern, and/or
Indigenous knowledges) are defined as hidden, buried popular knowledges ‗subordinated, disqualified
and masked‘ by those established discursive hegemonic regimes of order. They are, he says, ―a whole
set of knowledges that have been disqualified as inadequate…insufficient…naïve knowledges located
low down on the hierarchy, beneath the required level of cognition or scientificity.‖ (Foucault
1980:82) Erupting in marginalized spaces, places of differences, experiences of contradiction, they
are ―a particular, local, regional knowledge, a differential knowledge incapable of unanimity and
which owes its force only to the harshness with which it is opposed by everything surrounding it –
that is through the re-appearance of this knowledge, of these popular knowledges, these disqualified
knowledges, that criticism performs its work.‖
They are ―historical knowledge of struggles‖ manifested ―as the disqualified, popular knowledge
there lay the memory of hostile encounters which even up to this day have been confined to the
margins of knowledge‖ (Foucault 1980:83).
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practices located at the local grassroots level that break down ‗canonical perspectives
of the metropole‘ (empire). Understood in this way, the case studies of ‗local‘
grassroots community-based building grassroots and their discourses are specific
sites of confrontation with dominant epistemologies and relations of power. 22

At the same time, this situation presents also an obvious challenge for writers,
theorists and activists in the field of conflict resolution and peacebuilding struggling
to articulate contesting and transformative discourses.

‗In what ways does our

methodology need to be self-reflexive?‘ ‗How is ethics and knowledge production
connected to relations of power?‘ ‗Where, how and with whom‘, one would ask ‘can
we collaboratively engage?‘ ‗How can emancipatory contestations be defined
through critical pedagogy and praxis from below? While Foucault might have been
reluctant theoretically to articulate particular versions of truth or justice as
emancipatory (Foucault 2006),23 the lived daily experience of grassroots Indigenous
and non-Indigenous activists in Canada are concrete practices encompassing such a
self-defined agenda.

Social Movement Writings

The significance of grassroots community-based peacebuilding in terms of an
engagement with relations of power, methodology and critical pedagogy can be
highlighted by reference to social movement theorizations by writers such as Janet
22

Said (1994) refers to ―a metropolitan story of cultural opposition to Western domination.‖ (Said
1994: 315) to explain the contestation within Euro-American institutional discourses. While his point
is directed at the Middle East Studies Association in the USA, the same point is applicable to the
field of peacebuilding and conflict resolution.
23
Said (as does Spivak 1988) mentions that Foucault, like other European writers, did not deem it
important to explore imperialism/colonialism in Africa, as if it were irrelevant.
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Conway, Arturo Escobar and Alberto Melucci. The particularities of grassroots
community-based peacebuilding can be understood in terms of social change and
emancipatory politics through many of the same conceptual frames (local
knowledges, multiple subjectivities and collective identities) employed to highlight
the transformative nature of social movements.

Janet Conway (2004)24 provides a theoretical overview that underlines the
significance of social movements as a new social geography, public space and global
public realm that incorporates new discourses and practice.25 I take up her argument
that new knowledges are arising from activist and community practices, and that
these have implications for understanding current ideas for social change and
creating peace.

She argues that local social movements are ―enacting a politics of multiple scales‖
(2004:15) and locations to challenge diverse power relations and interwoven layers
of conflict. In doing so, ―social movements‖, she contends, ―produce knowledge
(2004:8) about current realities, alternatives and means of changing it.‖ This
―movement-based knowledge‖, similar to grassroots community-based
peacebuilding that I seek to explore, is ―grounded in specific times and places‖, a
knowledge that is deeply contextual, situated and yet partial.26

24

Conway, Janet. (2004). Identity, Place, Knowledge: Social Movement contesting Globalization.
Halifax, CANADA: Fernwood Publishing.
25
She sees those discourses and practices as involving ―peace, human rights, equality, democracy,
ecological sustainability, cultural diversity, biodiversity, economic and social self-determination‖
(Conway 2004:1).
26
While Janet Conway is specifically referring to the anti-globalization movements, Indigenous
movements for decolonization and emancipatory forms of knowledge are similarly rooted in peoples‘
cultures, history and relationships.
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New social movements (including grassroots community-based peacebuilding) are
an important example of a methodology of praxis; an evolving mixture of practice
and theory involving new cultural, political and organizational practices. At the
same time, the complexity and creation of multiple levels of identity and action,
individually and collectively, means these local practices can be seen as a model of
diversity and pluralism that offers a ―potential construction of worlds within worlds‖
(Conway 2004:8) or as she puts it elsewhere, ―the possibility of action premised on
partial and provisional knowing‖.27 Further, as I will show with Indigenous and
non-Indigenous grassroots efforts in Canada, these locally-based community efforts
are sites creating political spaces across varying identities and constituencies.

In addition to issues of methodological praxis and negotiating local knowledges, the
social justice aspect of social movements and grassroots community-based
peacebuilding can also be understood as a process of ―emancipatory politics‖
(Conway 2004:8). This involves values of ―democratic knowledge production‖ via a
practice of ―participatory knowledge creation, broad-based campaigning, grass roots
capacity building, [and] democratic organization development‖ (2004:9).

Second, geared towards ―social change via cultural transformation‖ (2004:8), these
politics involve contesting hegemonic discourses through a break with modernity‘s

27

In keeping with postmodern and feminist theoretical conceptions of identity and knowledge (partial
and fractured standpoints), ――All social movement and their knowledge are embedded in historically
and geographically specific social contexts‖ (Conway 2004:9) that are a reaction, in opposition, and
outside elite discourses and practices. They constitute new spaces and new dynamics but given the
multiple and intersecting identities, contexts and situations, ―these practices, discourses, identities and
knowledge can be diverse, contradictory, complex, specific, always in process and in a sense of
emergence‖ (Conway 2004:9). This is discussed in greater detail in Chapter ‗s Theoretical Research
Methodologies.
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epistemological absolutism.28 In point of fact, these emancipatory discourses and
practices, both of social movements and grassroots peacebuilding, can be seen as
reflecting the emergence of new theoretical and political frameworks that both adapt
and reject European and North American traditions while simultaneously
incorporating their own traditions and epistemologies in new approaches (a
hybridity). These are localized movements and multiple sites, ―each with a specific
genealogy‖ (Conway 2004:12).

Third, these grassroots examples are critical to informing discourses in the field of
conflict resolution and peacebuilding concerning issues of research methodologies,
praxis, power, structure, agency, locations, actors, processes, and strategies. New
social movements and grassroots community-based peacebuilding efforts reflect
differing contexts concurrently developing new epistemologies (ways of knowing),
theories (ways of interpreting social realities), and producing cultural ―discourses
and practices that are resources for alternative futures‖ (2004:13).

Fourth, this literature (Melucci 199629, Escobar30) contains a complex theorization of
multiple subjectivities, collective identity, knowledge production and socio-cultural
practices understood as socially constructed ‗local knowledges‘ embedded in
specific histories, geographies and sites. Further, unlike modernist views prevalent
in much of the conflict resolution and peacebuilding literature reviewed, these spaces
28

Modernity defined in this sense as Eurocentric/imperialistic/state-centred a-historical universal
narratives of progress, development and civilisation.
29

Melucci, Alberto. (1996). Challenging Codes: Collective Action in the Information Age.
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. Melucci, Alberto. (1991) Nomads of the Present: Social
Movements and Individual Needs in Contemporary Society. Edited by John Keane and Paul Mier.
Philadelphia, PA: Temple University Press.
30
Sonia Alvarez, Evelina Dagnino and Arturo Escobar (eds.) (1998) Cultures of Politics, Politics of
Cultures: Revisioning Latin American Social Movements. Boulder, CO: Westview.
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and places are neither static nor wholly local but continually co-constructed by
contesting global forces.31

The global is not one thing. It is not one process or kind of process. There is
not a priori political, cultural or moral content to the global even as its
hegemonic expressions reflect and help constitute hegemonic power. The
global is also produced from below, from specific localities and in a variety
of expressions by a variety of actors, including critical social movements
(Conway 2004:45).

This theorization of social movements adds a number of key ontologies for
understanding the construction, meaning and role of grassroots community-based
peacebuilding. First, the social movement theorization shifts the focus on conflict
and conflict transformation directly into civil society geographies. In a way quite
different than much of the conflict resolution and peacebuilding literatures,32 ‗local
knowledges‘ are not instrumentally attached to state-centred actors, institutions and
processes as useful appendages/instruments (‗tiers‘ and/or ‗capacities‘ in conflict
resolution literature) for ‗peaceful relations‘. Rather, the relevance of grassroots
social movements are situated in a view of conflict and social transformation
conceptualized in ways much larger than domestic sovereignty or State maintenance.
Here, the nature of the conflict is a global one of capitalism, ecological exploitation
and undemocratic governance with local manifestations, implications and counter-

31

The ―global and local as mutually constituted‖ (Conway 2004: 43) is neither binary opposites nor a
single direction of causality. They are processes working in different scales within and part of
‗contested socio-spatial power relations‘ (Conway 2004:44) global processes of capitalism and
ecological exploitation.
32
See further Newer School conflict resolution and peacebuilding literature later under ‗literature
review‘.
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responses. Community-based struggles are understood as occurring in a version of
space as local but inherently situated within larger global dynamics.33

An essential second point from this social movement writing maintains that
subjectivities and identities are ‗fluid, multiple and contradictory‘ (Conway 2004:37)
composed of resistances, hybridities and new forms/practices. Hence, to talk of
grassroots alliances, partnerships or relationships between Indigenous and nonIndigenous activists in Canada is to immediately acknowledge the complexity and
heterogeneity of individual and collective identities, and by extension, local
knowledges. Similarly, grassroots community-based peacebuilding needs to be
conceptualized as a wider and much more complex social struggle than a singular
causality or simple binary of one set of actors/geographies dominating another. 34In
this context, the methodological and analytical challenge for peacebuilding discourse
is to understand and represent phenomenological depictions of agency, structure and
conflict while, on the other hand, grasping the fluid, multiple and contradictory
configurations of collective identity, cultural practices and social change.35

Third, these social movement conceptualizations are an important for identifying
localized grassroots community-based peacebuilding as new social (‗local‘)
knowledges, models and movements for social change. Moreover, in doing so,
ontologies of peacebuilding and notions of power can gain an understanding of
conflict as inherently tied to global and local spaces, mutually constituted and hence,
33

As discussed later, this something the Newest School conflict resolution and peacebuilding
literature picks up analytically.
34
This is particularly true of the Old School literature but is also a relevant critique of implicit
ontologies contained in more contemporary literature.
35
In short, to speak in a reductionist form, as the conflict resolution and peacebuilding literature often
does, of ‗actors‘ or ‗parties‘ as singular, static, and/or homogenous entities, is to fatally miss the
complexities of conflict, relations of power and processes of transformation.
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equally important. The asserting of the conflict as process and outcome and process
produced at different levels is to contend that a specific (local) conflict is the
contestation of (global) power in particular spatio-social localities. In this way, it
becomes ―important to analyze the dynamics of local sites and civil society in
producing a nexus that shapes also the forms of globalization‖ (Conway 2004: 45),
not simply as ‗resistance‘ to global forces, but by creating different practices and
identities that are carry alternate futures, emancipatory processes and models, and
new epistemologies .

In sum, new social movement theorization and conceptual frameworks provide a
means to understand grassroots community-based peacebuilding discourses and
practices as contesting hegemonic relations of power. Further, it adds depth and
complexity to conflict resolution and peacebuilding ontologies (local knowledges,
multiple subjectivities, hybridities) and locations of emancipatory politics. Third, in
understanding community-based peacebuilding as a key site of socio-cultural
transformation, it becomes significant site from which to raise the problematizing of
research methodologies, praxis, power, structure, agency, locations, actors, and
processes within the traditional conflict resolution and peacebuilding literature.

Critical Pedagogy

Contextualizing the role of grassroots community-based peacebuilding also
necessitates extending the discussion and literature concerning power, counternarratives and discourse into notions of critical pedagogy. What is critical pedagogy
and how can be it understood as counter narratives of knowledge-truth? How does it
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point to research and pedagogy as political contestation? In what ways can critical
pedagogy be considered as a methodology of praxis from below? Most importantly,
in what ways can grassroots community-based peacebuilding be understood as a
form of self-generated critical pedagogy for social change?

Critical Pedagogy is associated with the work of Paulo Freire and his terms of
‗conscientization‘ (‗critical consciousness‘) and ‗popular education‘36, as well as
Henry Giroux‘s extension of Freire‘s radicality into post-structural, feminist and
postcolonial theorization and pedagogical practices for radical social and democratic
change.37

36

Initially conceptualized and developed by Paulo Freire (1921-1997), a Brazilian popular educator,
and later political exile in the 1960s, in his book, Pedagogy of the Oppressed (1972a), he articulated a
radical theory and practice of education geared to countering dominant and repressive forms of
knowledge: institutionally, epistemologically, politically and culturally. In this regard, Freire spoke
of education as liberation for the ‗oppressed‘ wherein people and communities speak to themselves
of their truths as they know and experience it in a quest for ―cultural action for freedom‖ (Freire
1972b); becoming politically conscious actors of change.
Freire essentially defined transformative adult education and influenced generations of Adult
and popular educators, pedagogical approaches and participatory action research methodologies. He
took ontological and epistemological cues from marxist, existentialist, phenomenology and Liberation
Theology framings of class, dialectics, ‗common sense‘ ideologies, human agency and humanistic
spirituality.
In brief, he posited education as a political project of discursive struggle and liberation
against oppressive forms of power. Second, he developed a pedagogical approach that had teachers
and students engaging in posing problems, reflecting and problem-solving in a way that
problematized ‗common sense‘ knowledge. This dialogical method of pedagogy had people use their
own experiences and knowledge to interrogate oppressive social, economic and political relationships
and was designed to enable people to become conscious actors of social change.
37
Henry Giroux uses Freire as a basis for Giroux‘s own ‗critical pedagogy‘, first spoken of in 1983
(Giroux, Henry. (1983) Theory and Resistance in Education). Giroux (1992) argues that the radicality
of Freire‘s work needs to be read in terms of postcolonial discourses that seek to ‗dislocate‘ the
authority, location and privilege of colonial narratives and the post-colonial legacies.
Giroux (1992) argues three mains things about Freire as a theorist, critical educator and
cultural worker. First, subsequent readings of Freire by liberal academics and Adult Educators have
often appropriated and reduced his work to narrow pedagogical techniques or methods while, two,
eroding it of its political position and the use of his work ―as a revolutionary pedagogical practice.‖
Third, and most importantly for Giroux, ―reinventing the radicality of Friere‘s work‖ within
postcolonial discourse is a means to understand pedagogy, cultural practice and knowledge as
deconstructing the privileging of colonial legacies and power relations. In terms of contesting and
transforming relations of power/knowledge, Freire‘s work is part social criticism, part discursive
struggle, part exemplar of a ―border intellectual‖ immersed in the ―tensions and contradictions that
informs one‘s identity, ideological struggles, and project of possibility.‖
That being said, Giroux acknowledges that Freire‘s earlier writings was not unproblematic
and have been criticized in a number of ways: Freire employed totalizing narratives (‗masses‘, ‗the
oppressed‘), binarisms (‗the oppressed‖ and ―the oppressor , domination and emancipation), and
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Also referred to as ―emancipatory discourses‖ and ―pedagogies of resistance‖
(Denzin et al, 2008), critical pedagogy can be defined as ―an approach and practice
of looking to disrupt and challenge hegemonic cultural practices and ways of seeing
and in its place, positing alternatives rooted in a more just, democratic and equitable
society‖ (Denzin et al 2008).38

As Giroux (1983: xxiv)39 argues, ―[t]heories of resistance become useful when they
concretely provide ways in which to articulate knowledge to mediated by the
imperatives of social justice…‖ contextualized by the wider social, political, and
economic relations of power. It is within this dialectic of political action and
political education, resistance and transformation that writers like Kincheloe
contradictory positions about human subjectivity and political agency. For example, Giroux cites
critics views of Freire‘s ―reliance on emancipation as one and the same with class struggle‖ and that
―de-emphasized the mutually contradictory and multiple character of domination and struggle‖.
Similarly, Freire‘s depiction of the oppressed as silenced culturally and yet equally posited as
―manifesting elements of practical and political agency.‖
On the other hand, Giroux contrasts these earlier works with Freire‘s later writings/projects
with Donald Macedo , Ira Shore, and Myles Horton where Freire expands into a social criticism and
culture politics that ―shares an affinity with emancipatory strands of postmodern discourse.‖ Here,
Freire moves beyond ―transcendental ethics, epistemological foundationalism, and political teleology‖
into elements of self-reflexivity/self-formation, shifting configurations of identity, and a redefining of
pedagogy as ‗a cultural practices and politics, not simply in schools but in all cultural spheres‘.
(Giroux, H. (1992). ―Paulo Freire and the Politics of Postcolonialism.‖ Journal of Advanced
Composition, 12:1 (Winter 1992) Pp.15-26.).
www.henryagiroux.com/online_articles/Paulo_Freire.htm. (Accessed April 5, 2009)
38
Critical Pedagogy draws from numerous sources, in particular critical and cultural theorists. Key
writers like Giroux (2007 in McLaren and Kincheloe)) and Kincheloe (2004) refer to Karl Marx,
John Dewey, the Frankfurt School (Theodor Adorno, Max Horkheimer and Herbert Marcuse),
Antonio Gramsci, Mikhail Bhaktin, Michel Foucault, Jacques Derrida, and Paulo Freire as having
influenced and laid the foundations philosophically, pedagogically and politically for Critical
Pedagogy. As well, contemporary writers who extended this work including critical feminist like bell
hooks, Patti Lather and others writers like Peter McLaren, Norman Denzin, Myles Horton, Ira Shore,
Stanely Aronwitz, Augusto Boal and Julius Nyerere.
Their basic tenets intertwine and infuse critical pedagogy on four fronts. First, critical and
cultural theories question and problematize the knowledges, theories and beliefs that manufacture and
establish our social ‗truths‘ and forms of domination. This becomes the foundation for the second
front that neither knowledge nor education is ever socially or politically neutral. Rather, it is indelibly
connected to and reflective of hegemonic social formations as well as the contestation of those
privileges by socially subordinated knowledges. Third, critical pedagogy then enunciates a
pedagogical practice of utilizing a critical standpoint for theorizing, identifying, and naming
oppressive social relations and institutional practices. Fourth, the fusing of critical and social justice
standpoints in critical pedagogy becomes a politically-charged teaching and performative practice for
the development of critical consciousness and collective action for social change.
39

Giroux, H. (1983). Theory and Resistance in Education. New York: Bergin and Garvey.
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(2004:78) see Giroux as articulating critical pedagogy as ―a discourse of educational
possibility‖ alongside what Kincheloe calls the emancipatory role of critical theory
as ―a discourse of possibility‖ (Kincheloe 2004:48).

Three further points need to be elaborated concerning grassroots community-based
peacebuilding as: one, a form of critical pedagogy embodying critical discourse and
practice; two, as self-reflexive performativity; and third, as enacting critical
imagination and the politics/pedagogies of hope.

In regards to critical pedagogy, Giroux (2007:2) links it as essential for the ―ongoing
project of an unfinished democracy.‖ Simply put, critical pedagogy is a teaching
space and practice for students (and activists) to dignify and ―claim their moral and
political agency‖. In that sense, it is the ―cornerstone of democracy in that it
provides the foundation for students to learn not merely how to be governed, but also
how to be capable of governing‖ (2007:3). Similarly, critical pedagogies (and this is
true for grassroots practices), as part of postcolonial discourses (Giroux 1992)40,
―make evident the multiplicity and complexity of history‖ (Giroux 2007:1 quoting
Said 2001:501)41 and act ―as a narrative to enter into critical dialogue with rather
than accept unquestioningly‖ (Giroux 2007:1). In short, it is a self-reflective
politicization of our lives.

Thus, akin to new social movements as discussed by Conway, grassroots
community-based peacebuilding (in this dissertation, and exhibited in the case
40

Giroux, H. (1992). ―Paulo Freire and the Politics of Postcolonialism.‖ Journal of Advanced
Composition, 12:1 (Winter 1992) Pp.15-26.
www.henryagiroux.com/online_articles/Paulo_Freire.htm. (Accessed April 5, 2009)
41
Said, Edward. (2001). Reflections on Exile and Other Essays. Cambridge: Harvard University
Press.
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studies) is a form of self-generated critical pedagogy, a ‗de‘-othering, and
engagement with relations of power at the local level. It is ‗self-generated‘ in that
the issues deemed problematic are generated by the local experiences and ‗reading of
the world‘. It is ‗critical‘ because its discourses and practices, as local contestations,
are critiquing relations of power, dominant forms of knowledge, and social relations.
Grassroots community-based peacebuilding is ‗pedagogical‘ as a form of non-formal
‗popular education‘ and learnings, an authenticating of local knowledge originating
in self-directed dialogical conversations and practices within and between
Indigenous and non-Indigenous activists and communities. It is as Denzin (2008)
calls it, a politics of the future rooted in a political and ethical practice of
understanding the present and working towards a more socially just future.

At the same time, critical pedagogy, and grassroots community-based peacebuilding,
is a performative practice; the notion that we create our world as we act in it (Giroux
2007: 1-5). Discourse and representation are not neutral events (Denzin et al. 2008)
but are themselves enactments of power that socially construct ourselves, our
experiences, and our relations with (or over) others. They are performances not
simply as discursive signifiers (Anderson 2003, 2008; Denzin 2003; Denzin and
Lincoln 2005) but as cultural performances where lived experiences and meaning are
made visible (created and enacted).42

Grassroots community-based peacebuilding between Indigenous and non-Indigenous
activists/community members (and in my own research as I present and represent it)
42

Discussed in greater detail in the dissertation‘s chapter on methodology, performative
(ethnographic) discourse is a self-reflective double movement that locates us as actors representing
and presenting the world with our audience (our experiences and its connections into the personal,
political, local, historical, and cultural) on the one hand while critically inspecting that very same
moment in terms of power and meaning on the other.
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is a self-reflexive performative (ethnographic) practice. As a performative practice,
it reflectively frames one‘s own relationships, discourses, praxis, ethical-political
visions within a recognition, by and for ourselves/themselves, as producers of
knowledge and agents of social change located within specific historical and political
relations. Hence, relationship-building between Indigenous and non-indigenous
activists functions as a problematizing discourse, a critical pedagogy of collaborative
resistance, and as moral-political agency and actions to contest inequalities and
renegotiate meanings held in place by local and non-local forces of economic,
political, cultural and social dominance.

Third, not only recognizable as critical pedagogy and self-reflexive performativity,
grassroots community-based peacebuilding, new social movements and critical
pedagogy needs to be understood as a discourse of ―critical democratic imagination‖
(Denzin 2003:264) and a politics of hope (and compassion, friendship, and love)
(Pelias 2004; Denzin 2003, 2008; Giroux 1997; Freire 1999).43
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Hope and ‗critical democratic imagination‘, as used by Denzin (2003:261), combines Mill‘s
‗sociological imagination, Freire‘s ‗critical consciousness‘ and Giroux‘s ‗insurgent cultural politics‖
(Denzin (2003:258 quoting Henry Giroux (2000: 127). Impure Acts: The Practical Politics of
Cultural Studies. New York: Routledge.) into his theorization of ―critical democratic imagination‖ as
radical democratic ideals, critical pedagogy43 and interventionist struggle based on an ―ideology of
hope‖.
Denzin (2003:260) extends C.W. Mill‘s idea of the critical ‗sociological imagination‘ (Mills,
C. Wright. (1959) The Sociological Imagination. New York: Oxford). Mill‘s ‗sociological
imagination‘ was the conscious capacity to critically analyze and connect the issues in one‘s personal,
private life with the intersection of social forces, structures and history in a way that one,
distinguishes between issues that are solely private and those that are more fundamentally connected
to larger historical and structural forces and which, two, then need to be address collectively and
politically. However, Mill‘s work was also a critique of social sciences in the 1950s where theory,
abstraction and techniques of empiricism had left it devoid of intervening and providing solutions to
contemporary social issues.
Additionally, Denzin (2003:263-264) defines hope and freedom as ―ontological needs‖ (Freire
1999:8, 9) and desires that (not the same as ‗Needs theory‘) give meaning to struggles to change the
world and ―grounded in concrete performative struggles and interventions that espouse the sacred
values of love, care, community, trust and well being.‖ (He refers to Freire 1999:9).
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Whether described as an ontological being desiring social change, pedagogy, or
praxis, hope is a politics of the future. Notwithstanding that grassroots communitybased peacebuilding between Indigenous and non-Indigenous peoples in Canada is
motivated by a complexity of emotions and interests and identities, the sense of hope
is a valuable rubric for comprehending the dreams of transformative social change.
Hope becomes not only dreams and visions of the future, it is, as well, a series of
local discourses, political resistances, and concrete intersubjective practices of
caring, friendship, solidarity, and spirituality/love that is constructing the possible
future.

In this place of hope, resistance, and critical democratic imagination, Canadian
grassroots Indigenous and non-Indigenous activists discourses and practices are
located within decolonizing and social justice themes. As non-Indigenous Canadian
Paulette Regan (2005)44 wrote on transformative processes of decolonization in
Canada between Indigenous and non-Indigenous people,

Ultimately, [Taiaike] Alfred suggests that this can only be achieved through a
decolonizing struggle on both sides. Our respective paths in this struggle are
different, but the goal is the same - transforming the social and political
landscape to enable us to co-exist peacefully.45

44

Regan, Paulette (2005). ―A Transformative Framework for Decolonizing Canada: A NonIndigenous Approach.‖ Paper presented at Indigenous Governance (IGOV) Doctoral Student
Symposium, University of Victoria, CANADA. January 20, 2005. (Accessed April 12 2009).
http://web.uvic.ca/igov/research/pdfs/A%20Transformative%20Framework%20for%20Decolonizing
%20Canada.pdf
45
Such a decolonizing process of restoring relationships in Canada between Indigenous and nonIndigenous peoples, she writes, is based on ―re-establishing respect for the original covenants and
ancient treaties that reflect the founding principles of our relationship” (Regan quoting Taiaike Alfred,
a Mohawk academic in Canada).
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This struggle to develop new relationships of equity has numerous dimensions and
locations. One element is understand it as the reasserting by Indigenous peoples of
Indigenous collective identities and communities‘ self-determination delineated by a
legacy of colonialism and resistance. Another facet of the struggle seeks to
reconstructs more equitable relationships from the ‗bottom-up‘ (Regan 2005). This
involves decolonizing actions/choices of personal and political transformation
differently configured for Indigenous and non-Indigenous peoples but driven by a
common leap of imagination, at least at the grassroots.

Additionally, in a more general sense, grassroots community-based activists and
community members could be termed what Foucault calls ‗specific‘ intellectuals46
(and Gramsci would call ‗organic‘ intellectuals)47 who are battling around ‗truth‘ and
the role it plays economically, culturally and politically in their personal and social
lives. As Foucault writes, such ‗specific intellectuals‘

can operate and struggle at the general level of that regime of truth so
essential to the structure and functioning of our society. There is a battle ―for
truth‖, or at least ―around truth‖—it being understood once again that by
truth I mean not ―the ensemble of truths to be discovered and accepted‖ but,
rather, ―the ensemble of rules according to which the true and the false are
46

Foucault defined the intellectual in the ―political sense of the word, ―as the person who uses his
knowledge, his competence, and his relation to truth in the field of political struggles‖ (Foucault
2006:164). The intellectual is ―the person occupying a specific position—but whose specificity is
linked, in a society like ours, to the general functioning of an apparatus of truth.‖ (Foucault
2006:169).
47
In an interview, Foucault responds to a question about Gramsci‘s „organic‟ intellectual and how his
(Foucault‘s) configuration of the intellectual is quite different. The Marxist intellectual, Foucault
might call it the ―universal‘ intellectual‘ (Foucault 1976/2006:163) says, is the ―through his moral,
theoretical, and political choice, aspires to be the bearer of this universality in its conscious, elaborate
form. The intellectual is thus taken as the clear, individual figures of universality whose obscure,
collective form is embodied in the proletariat.‖ (Foucault 2006:161).
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separated and specific effects of power attached to the true‖, it being
understood also that it‘s not a matter of a battle ―on behalf‖ of the truth but of
a battle about the status of truth and the economic and political role it plays.
(Foucault 2006:169-170)

All told, these designations become another means to understand the importance of
the local space and local actors as a place of conflict transformation where micro and
macro systems of thought intersect (glocality) and are subjected to contesting
different truths, possibilities and relations of power. Specific to Canada,
peacebuilding is part of the political and cultural contestations over hegemonic
discourses occurring at multiple levels between Indigenous and non-Indigenous
peoples. One site is the local grassroots level, such as the instances that will be
represented in this dissertation.

Another level is within academia and organic intellectuals where Indigenous
peoples‘ writings and advocacy are re-birthing the future.48 Although not the
primary focus of this dissertation, numerous key Indigenous writers (and nonIndigenous) provide a macro and personal narrative that imperialism, (neo)colonialism, patterns of genocidal and epistemic violence continue to operate for
Indigenous peoples in Canada in the present everyday. In this context, these writers
have implications for understanding relations of power, and by extension, the place
and discourse of Indigenous peoples, writings as a politics, pedagogy and practice of

48

Further beyond academia there are more numerous non-academic representations, for example, by
internationally renown playwrights such as Thompson Highway, Cree-Metis writers such as Joseph
Boyden, filmmakers like Alanis Obobsawin and Zacharias Kunuk, artists like Norval Morrisseau, and
a raft of well-known and lesser known musician, artists, actors across Turtle Island.
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resistance and transformation.49 In particular, these writings are important on three
fronts to the dissertation‘s contention that grassroots community-based
peacebuilding between Indigenous and non-Indigenous activist has the possibility of
being a transformative counter-narrative and set of practices.

First, within a complex struggle for decolonization and social justice, those writings,
alongside grassroots actions, represent relevant examples of Indigenous and
Indigenous/non-Indigenous contesting relations of power on multiple fronts:
institutional, educational, social, economic and political.50

Second, Indigenous writers such as Anderson (2000), Lawrence (2004) and Smith
(1999) reference Said‘, Foucault and Gramsci, similar to this dissertation, regarding
positionality, discursive practices and hegemony in order to show how identity and

49

Examples stretch from writers like Battiste (2000), Battiste and Henderson (2000) and Blondin
(1993) on indigenous knowledges; Engelstad and Bird (eds) (1992), Bird et al (2000), the Canadian
Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples (RCAP: 1996) on Euro-Canadian colonialism and selfdetermination; Alfred (1999, 2005, Alfred and Wilme 1997) on identity, colonialism and political
renaissance; Dickason (1992a, 1992b) and Erasmus (1992) on First Nations history in Canada.
Within those writings are numerous other author such as John Burrows Val Napoleon, Elmer
Ghostkeeper, and Mathew Coon Comb. In addition, there are writings by non-Indigenous writers
such as Ponting (1997), Davis (2004), Dei et al(Eds.) (2000), Bell and Kahane (Eds.)(2004), Blaser et
al. (Eds.) (2004), Gedicks (2001), Alfred and Wilme (1997). McLaren (2005) and journals (Atlantis
Journal, Spring 2005). And key American-Indian writers such as LaDuke (1999, 2005) and Churchill
(2004) Cajete (2000) and Yazzie (Bell and Kahane 2005). This is a small review of Indigenous and
non-Indigenous writers to present a hint of the literature that exists.
50

For examples of grassroots efforts involving partnership building, political advocacy, community
empowerment see Davis, Lynne. (Ed.) (forthcoming 2010) Alliances: Re/Envisioning Indigenous
and non-Indigenous Relationships. Toronto: U of Toronto Press, forthcoming; Blaser et al. (2004),
LaDuke (199, 2005), Gedicks (2001), Bird et al (2000), Englestad and Bird (1992). ). The edited
books, and writers within, by Battiste (2000a, 2000b) and Bell and Kahane (2004) are relevant
sources regarding institutional challenges via judicial forms, legal precedents; alternate pedagogies
and educational policies; political governance and self-determination; traditional environmental
knowledges and sustainability; and social issues such as housing and health. See also Atlantis
Journal, Spring 2005 specifically devoted to Indigenous women writers, issues and perspectives.
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representation are related to wider relations of power and ‗regimes of truth‘,
theoretically and specifically in practice towards Indigenous peoples.51

Equally important, such writings (Anderson (2000); Lawrence (2004); Smith (1999);
and Battiste 2000)) have implications for critiquing the theories and methodologies
of conflict resolution and peacebuilding in academic and policy circles. Their
explicit self-reflexive positioning of their identity, as Indigenous and Indigenous
women as part and parcel from whence they speak, enacts a different, more political,
approach of incorporating subjectivity, in contrast to much of contemporary conflict
approaches. That explicit naming of and use of subjectivity serves as a critique of
positivist epistemologies and neo-colonial thinking by reversal of a positional
superiority normally accorded to Euro-centric narratives. Further, by extension,
Smith (1999), Battiste (2000) and Denzin, Lincoln and Smith (2008) in particular
speak of ethical accountability to the researched communities, research as inherently
political, and epistemology/methodology as being contentious in its past usage and
problematic appropriation. Those writers, especially Smith‘s (1998) book on
decolonizing methodologies and Denzin, Lincoln and Smith‘s (2008) on critical and
Indigenous methodologies put forth political and methodological questions which
much of the field of conflict resolution and peacebuilding is only barely beginning
to grapple: how do the very forms of research methodology, systems of thought and
regimes of truth operate in dispersed locations and localities of place-based relations
of power and geographies of power?

51

Their writings are centred in the discourses, construction and regulation of indigenous (especially
as gendered) and ‗mixed-blood‘ identity, together with the positioning of this subordinate ‗Other‘
under British colonialism in New Zealand and Canada.
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Conclusion

One of the fundamental themes in this dissertation is the contention that grassroots
community-based peacebuilding is a transformative site of political and cultural
engagement.

The case studies of Indigenous and non-Indigenous relationship building in Canada
in this dissertation contest contemporary social constructions and neo-colonial
asymmetrical relations of power. Connected to glocality, grassroots relationship
building operates in response to larger top-down relations of power on the one hand
while fashioning alternative spaces and relationships at grassroots locales, on the
other. They do this by creating and enacting (performativity) new transformative
knowledges, discourses and practices located in their processes, strategies and goals.
In this way, grassroots community-based peacebuilding in Canada involving
Indigenous peoples and non-Indigenous peoples can be theorized as processes at the
margins (the local and/or, the subaltern) to contest, imagine and transform identities
and relationships, individually and collectively.

Equally important, those grassroots activities involve different discourses and new
knowledges that serve as a critique of current conflict resolution and peacebuilding
literatures in a number of ways. The absence of such grassroots narratives and the
lack of adequate attention devoted in conflict resolution and peacebuilding literatures
to actual documentation of such grassroots ‗bottom-up‘ processes (and I do not mean
INGO work/processes misnamed as ‗bottom-up‘ in post-conflict reconstruction
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discourse) serves, prima facie, as an exemplar of the gaps and relations of power in
conflict resolution and peacebuilding theorization and discourse.

Methodologically, the above gaps exemplify the positivist and post-positivist
research methodologies in the field that are inherently weak in the areas of
reflexivity and the explicit positioning of knowledge as political. The overall
consequence is a noticeable absence in the conflict resolution and peacebuilding
literature of a critical self-reflexivity. and its corollary of regulating and
reproductive practices. Specifically, this impacts on our choice and privileging of
particular (positivist/post-positivist) ethics, epistemologies and methodologies on the
one hand, and the discounting of our own positionalities within broader relations of
power and political projects of social justice.

Further in terms of relations of power, such methodologies (and positionality)
operate to obscure the relationship between knowledge and power resulting in a
skewed academic-policy discourse where conflict is understood mainly in terms of
direct physical violence (and/or peace agreements, land mines, DDR, and acts of
‗terrorism‘) but only mildly as epistemic. The emphasis on conflict as ‗visible‘
violence of blood, guns, bombs and bodies has the consequence of limiting the
attention devoted to latent and structural conflicts, thereby submerging the reality of
global poverty, hyper-capitalism and environmental state-corporate exploitation as
causal factors in both latent and visible conflicts. In a similar fashion, the
peacebuilding discourse of ‗sustainable peace‘ (Lederach) becomes a euphemism for
neo-liberal prescriptions, economically and politically become, themselves, a
problematic agenda (Richmond, Pugh, Paris) of neo-colonialism.
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Finally, whereas social science and the quest for social justice should be explicating
the practices of repression and inequality in our daily ‗common sense‘ lives, both as
ideology and as concrete social relations, we are left with ‗knowledge‘ in the field
conflict resolution and peacebuilding that too often supports ‗regimes of truth‘ rather
than positing processes of critical pedagogy and alternative possibilities of building
peace.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review

Introduction:

Chapter Two is both a review of the current discourses in the academic field of
Conflict Resolution, and Peacebuilding and a theorization of alternative
peacebuilding locations and processes known as ‗grassroots community-based
peacebuilding‘. I suggest that much of the literature is highly problematic in terms of
self-reflexivity, methodology as well as theories, understandings and visions of
social change. Theoretically wanting in many instances, the conflict resolution and
peacebuilding literatures under-state the significance of grassroots community-based
peacebuilding as a site of contestation and transformative change. Further, I argue
that the radical tradition within conflict resolution and peacebuilding literature had
been denuded and needs to vigorously re-engage with its earlier transformative and
social justice traditions and less with neo-liberal state-centred paradigms and
technical programming.

More specifically, this chapter will situate this dissertation in the field of peace
studies by first reviewing and critiquing the major schools of thought (Old School,
Newer School and Newest School) in the domain of Conflict Resolution and
Peacebuilding.

First, I contend that the Old School literature (Galtung, Burton, and Azar) is not
without strengths but is highly problematic and unreflective theoretically and
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methodologically about its own subjectivities, ontology and epistemology. As a
form of positivism, it remains State-focussed, top-down and status quo and has the
effect of reinforcing a hegemonic discourse of representation and positional
superiority as per Said (1978: 1994).

Second, the post-positivist Newer School literature (Galtung, Lederach, and Francis)
will be examined for peacebuilding concepts of conflict transformation, as well the
gaps it fills and leaves unfinished in terms of the literature on community-based
approaches of peacebuilding. Also discussed is positioning of peacebuilding
approaches into the mainstream literature (Jeong, David), particularly the analysis of
donor-driven INGOs practices in post-conflict reconstruction that become
increasingly technocratic, functional and depoliticized.

Third, the Newest School work of Pugh, Cooper and Turner as well as Oliver
Richmond will be discussed in terms of critical and poststructuralist approaches to
the conflict resolution and peacebuilding discourses. It will be examined in light of
the need for the field to engage with its own subjectivities and epistemologies,
politics of social justice and the wider relations of power, knowledge/power and
epistemic violence.

Fourth, the discourse of peacebuilding from the New School will be extended into
the voice of practitioners/writers such as Fisher and Zimina (2008), Goran Bozicevic
(2009 and Nenad Vukosavljevic (2007) who are self-reflexively grappling with their
positions, practices and the contradictions of the peacebuilding discourses and
practices (politically and institutionally). In particular, the debates concern the
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increased contestation between technical professional approaches of peacebuilding
versus social justice and transformative approaches.

Fifth, mention will be made of concepts crossing over between grassroots
community-based peacebuilding, social movements and community development
literature. The issues of social mobilization and community empowerment are
important interdisciplinary sites for understanding grassroots community-based
peacebuilding and the ways in which communities define and understand the
processes and realities which affect them.

Six, the literature review goes full circle to the earlier philosophy of Peace Studies
and the work of Adam Curle as an exemplar of an interdisciplinary, transformative
and social justice approach to conflict resolution and peacebuilding. Though clearly
situated in an earlier school of thought, he represents that politically engaged
activist-scholar and ‗organic intellectual‘ for whom knowledge is a means to contest
relations of power and create a more just society.

Conflict Resolution and Peacebuilding

To begin, I want to first recognize the contributions of key western academic conflict
resolution/peace research figures, their influence and significance in the development
of the field as defined therein. At the same time, my reading of the field at this
moment suggests the needs, once again, to re-situate itself inside a more explicit
dialogue on transformation approaches and social justice.
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Towards that end, a re-examination of relations of power and refinement of the field
of conflict resolution and peacebuilding needs to more thoroughly discuss its own
epistemological paradigms to include a critique of modernist approaches.52 In this
sense, additional multidisciplinary approaches including writings on social
movements, Indigenous Peoples, Decolonizing Methodologies and post-colonial
theory offers critical theoretical insights on relations of power. Second, a greater
attention to transformative peacebuilding approaches at the community level (also
known as grassroots or local levels), including ones by Indigenous Peoples, can help
put us closer to peoples‘ daily lives, experiences, understandings and actual
practices.

Taken together, an attention to transformative grassroots practices and larger
discourses on globalization, reconciliation and social justice can serve as a basis for a
critical examination of contemporary conflict resolution and peacebuilding research,
practices and analysis. In doing, it offers the potential to reposition the field of
western academic conflict resolution towards developing scholar-practitioner
practices, research methodologies and activist partnerships that are self-reflexive and
contesting of relations of power.

As part of this critical examination and dialogue, the writings in the (western) field
of Conflict Resolution and Peacebuilding are reviewed first. I chronologically and
methodologically categorized the literature into three types: Old School Positivist,
Newer School Post-Positivist, and New School Critical theory and Post-structural.

52

I used Denzin and Lincoln‘s (2005)‘s eight moments of qualitative research as a typology to
categorize the literature.
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All three sets of literature are founding wanting to different degrees, theoretically,
methodologically and reflexively.

General overview/History of Field

In situating the ideas of this thesis, it is useful to provide a brief historical overview
of the field of peace research and conflict resolution as understood in academic
discourses, especially from the end of the Second Wold War.53

In the most general way, Rogers and Ramsbotham (Rogers 1999) define the peace
research field‘s development as being characterized by a number of thematic
concerns ranging from the root causes of war and violence, to oppressive systems of
governance, armed conflict, and structural inequalities.54 The contemporary period
of peace research continues to focus on disarmament studies, mediation, negotiation
processes, protracted social conflicts, together with an increasing concentration on
peacebuilding and post-conflict reconstruction (Ramsbotham, Woodhouse and Miall
2005).

Ramsboth, Woodhouse and Miall (2005) refer to the field‘s multi-disciplinary and
multi-level (individual, group, state, international) approach that seeks non-violent
processes of social and political transformation to settle disputes and promote
53

Although others clearly do, I do not distinguish between Peace Research and Conflict Resolution
writings. I view it as an artificial division between theory, research and practice.
54
In terms of peace research, Wallensteen (2002) cites topics stretching from history and causes of
war; international law, international organization, human rights, structural violence, scarcity and
conflict, security, NGOs, and ethnicity. Alger (2000) notes a number of trends in peace research over
the past decade including developing comprehensive peace strategies, concurrent multiple track
approaches, an increased importance on longer-term perspectives and, significantly, an increase on
post-conflict and intergroup conflict (also known as inter-ethnic or communal conflicts).
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cooperative relationships. They view the field as using diverse cultural conceptions
of peace and social transformation with theory and practice being intricately linked
through empirical research. The result, they contend, is a holistic multi-disciplinary
approach focusing on issues of peace and conflict, combining quantitative and
empirical methodologies, with normative values of analyzing conditions for nonviolent social and political change/transformation.

Conflict resolution as a field has its origins in peace research as the practical and
implementing side, particularly looking at conflict and violence, and ways of
removing and reducing them (Curle 1975). While the conflict resolution field and
literature engages the relationship of conflict, violence and peace, there are
differences in theoretical conceptualizations as to causes, dynamics and meanings as
well as the practical approaches espoused.55 Nevetheless, this particular academic
literature has been highly influential for organizing the topic, conceptualizations and
discourses in the western academic field of conflict resolution. 56

55

Conflict resolution‘s early approach started in the 1950/60s with the application of industrial
relations and community mediation approaches to international conflicts while current thinking runs
from the realist and marxist traditions of International relations to psycho-socio, structural and
postmodern approaches (Ramsbotham and Woodhouse 2005). Practices ranging from notions of
conflict management and containing conflict; conflict resolution and peace agreements and postconflict reconstruction; conflict transformation and peacebuilding at the local level (Jeong 2000).
56
Wallernteen (2002) organizes the discussions in conflict resolution as being centred on in three
approaches: conflict dynamics (Galtung, Kriesber, Mitchell); needs-based approaches to
understanding conflicts (Azar and Burton 1986) and problem-solving workshops (Fisher 1983;
Kelman and Cohen 1976); and, lastly, the rational/strategic calculations approach and game theory
(Fisher and Ury 1981; Zartman 1989, 2000).
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Old School Positivist literature

That being said, influential figures like, Johan Galtung57, John Burton and Edward
Azar are prime examples of ‗Old School‘ Positivist literature; writings that are
positivist, universalizing and theoretically light.58 Edward Azar, writing on
communal or intergroup conflicts, deserves special attention for his role in
conceptually relocating pre-conditions of conflict to issues of underdevelopment,
governance, and identity. It is useful, however, to spend some time talking of
Galtung‘s concepts on structural violence and positive peace as well as Burton‘s
human need theory as they are clearly a background to Azar‘s work.59

Galtung

Galtung‘s work is influential in the field60 and needs to be understood for
introducing two models of conflict: a psycho-socio model of conflict61 and a
structural one 62; a definition of negative and positive peace63 ; and distinguishing

57

Galtung has some redeeming aspects in terms of his explicit social justice agenda that are much
more explicit and broader (Jeong 2000) than other writers but it fails in his methodology and narrative
writings.
58
This corresponds to Denzin‘s first and second moment in qualitative research.
59
Ramsbotham and Woodhouse (2005) in reviewing the field of Peace Studies and Conflict
Resolution comprehensively bring together this Old School literature.
60
Wallensteen (2002) points to the influence of Galtung‘s work on writers like Lousis Kriesberg
(1992) and Christopher Mitchell (1981) and their subsequent writing regarding dialogues processes,
problem-solving dispute mechanisms and confidence-building measures. Curle (1975) himself
attributes Galtung‘s work as essentially single-handedly developing the field.
61
Galtung‘s first set of conceptual apparatus (1969, 1996) , his conflict triangle, is a psycho-social
model of conflict dynamics and resolution that also takes into account generalized forms of
symmetrical and asymmetrical power. Galtung argues that conflict occurs as the result of attitudes,
behaviour and contradictions (A,B,C) where there is an actual or perceived incompatibility of goals,
either as interests (symmetrical) or their relationship (asymmetrical). Resolution, he contends, occurs
through changing the elements of attitudes, behaviour as it is set within relationships or interests,
thereby removing the contradictions between the elements of these dynamics.
62
Galtung‘s writings (1969, 1990) distinguish between direct, structural and cultural violence. Direct
violence is defined as physical harm or pain. Structural violence as the institutionalized means,
systematic policies and practices that embedded inequality (such as uneven distribution of wealth,
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between conflict resolution and conflict transformation64 (Galtung and Jacobsen
2000). Taken together, his models are understood as linking relational, attitudinal
and structural factors together.65 On the other hand, his writings (Galtung and
Jacobsen 2000) are simplistically diagnostic and prescriptive; complex conflicts are
analyzed and named from an anonymous and unreflexive subjectivity, one situated in
a universalizing positivist methodology and epistemology that deploys the metaphor
of medical scientificity and teleological operations.

Whereas Galtung is one major element of writing in the field, much of the academic
thinking in conflict resolution has also referenced the work of John Burton and
Edward Azar (separately and as collaborators). Burton‘s work was influential for his
application of human needs theory and a corresponding processes of problemsolving/ rational communication as potential means of settling disputes. Azar‘s
writing on group conflicts, identity and the preconditions of ‗protracted social
conflicts‘ have been important in academic thinking concerning intrastate group

education, employment, discrimination), all of which cause material and spiritual/psychological harm
to an individual or group‘s humanity. Third, cultural violence, those attitudes, symbols and ideology
that serves as another layer of violence by legitimizes, normalizing and justifying the discrimination
or harm against another group.
63
This identifying, by Galtung, of conflict as having deep structural roots beyond direct violence
opened up the definition of violence beyond the absence of physical violence. It followed from here
his versions of negative and positive peace. Negative peace being the absence of war but without
changing the social structures and status quo that underlie systems of violence. Hence, stability or
latent conflict may still retain an oppressive system of structural violence that inhibits any lasting
peace or reduction of militarism. Positive peace, very much in keeping with expanded notions of
social justice, is a combination of transcending direct violence, structural and cultural violence. It is
the transformation of social and institutional inequalities and injustices, structurally and culturally,
into ones based upon equality, civil and political rights, free from exploitation and discrimination.
64
Galtung‘s definition of conflict transformation is essentially ‗Positive Peace‘ where conflicts,
embedded in the dynamics and cycles of violence are ‗transformed‘ towards a state of justice rather
than thinking that the absence of direct violence indicates a sustainable resolution of the various
conflicts.
65
Galtung‘s seminal influence in Peace Studies and conflict resolution is due in part to his role in
developing the field early on through his journal, the Journal of Peace Research from 1964 onwards.
Second, it is a comment on the field of Peace Research/Studies/Conflict Resolution that he could
propose his psycho-social theory of attitude/behaviour/conflict and his sociological comments on the
types of violence with great fanfare and so little referencing to other field of study from whence those
ideas originated.
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conflicts and the role of collective identity.

Burton

John Burton‘s (and later with Azar himself) applied basic needs theory66 to discuss
causal relations of conflicts67 as ontological human needs; a set of basic universal
human needs operating from the personal to international level (Burton and Sandole
1987). In essence, it was a socio-biological model that ontological needs (the
essence of being human) will supersede any socially constructed power, controls or
culture (or class, identity/ethnicity/race, and gender) as motivations (Vayrynen
2001). ‗Deep-rooted conflicts‘, in Burton‘s view, occur in the disjuncture between
human needs and the failure of structures or systems to meet these needs.
Resolution, by ignoring human needs theory, becomes hampered, in Burton‘s view,
by a misplaced analytical framework; any process of communication and negotiation
will remain problematic as long as universal human needs remain unrecognized. He
suggested and utilized a problem-solving workshop approach of rational discussion
for negotiating basic human needs.68

66

Burton (1979) draws from the works of Abraham Maslow (1954) and Paul Sites (1990),
Rubenstein (2001:51) describes Maslow‘s human basic needs as a hierarchy beginning from
physiological (basic necessities of food, water, shelter) to safety, affiliation (social identity, love,
belonging), self-esteem (recognition, dignity) and self-actualisation. Similar to Maslow, Sites (1990)
defined a number of essential needs that needed to be satisfied in order for individuals not to be in
conflict (‗non-deviant behaviour‘): consistency of response, stimulation, security, recognition,
meaning, distributive justice, rationality, and control. Burton (1979:72) utilized Sites‘ needs and
later adds a ninth (Burton and Sandole 1987) as ‗role defence‘, defined as the need to defend and
ensure the continuance of the means to protect and fulfill these other needs.
68
His logic begins from his universal and generic ontological model of human needs; given that these
human needs and subsequent behaviour were universal, so too can the analysis and conflict resolution
process fit anywhere and at any level. Second, in his analysis, these basic human needs posited
deeper motivations and reality than commonly understood via conflict resolution analyses and
interest-based approaches of arbitration or negotiated compromise. He (Burton 1997:35) argued for a
distinction between ‗negotiable interest and non-negotiable needs, between disputes and conflicts‘.
Whereas one set, negotiable needs (material goods) could be resolved through legal or bargaining
processes, non-negotiable interests (security, identity, recognition) required perceptual change and
elements of structural change that negotiated compromise cannot fulfil (Ramsbotham and Woodhouse
67
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Azar

Burton‘s influence, particularly human needs theory, can be seen in his collaborative
work with Azar, and Azar‘s own writing (Azar 1986) on protracted social conflicts
(intrastate conflicts between identity groups).69 Protracted social conflicts are
defined as conflicts ‗deeply rooted‘ in structural underdevelopment, politically and
economically as well as the ―lives and ontological being of those concerned‖.70
Like Burton, Azar suggests ―[t]he real source of conflict is the denial of those human
needs that are common to all and whose pursuit is an ontological drive [my
emphasis] in all‖. Ethnic or collective group identity is one of those human needs
with the individual attaching themselves to a group identity in order to ensure the
satisfaction of basic needs and development. Hence, Azar believes that ―the most
useful unit of analysis in protracted social conflict situations is the identity group‖,
be it racial, religious, ethnic, cultural or other. In this way, protracted social conflicts
are to be understood as ―identity-related conflicts‖ involving ―tribal and cultural
(my emphasis) rivalries which can be traced back to the colonial boundaries and
migrations‖ (Azar 1986). In the same vein, the fragmentation and de-legitimization
of the State authority/space is seen an essentially domestic contestation between

2005:45-47). Hence, the rational approach of problem-solving where adequate analysis could bring
parties to understand and identify these unsatisfied need for greater security, recognition,
development, ―including structural dimensions‖ (Ibid,; Burton 1990).
69
Ramsbotham and Woodhouse view Azar conflict resolution methodology as a forerunner to
analyzing the issues of failed governance and domestic social relations, particularly in newly
emerging ‗developing‘ nations since 1945. (80) They cite the changed emphasis in the mid-1990s
(Holsti 1996; Kaldor and Vashee 1997; Stavenhagen 1996) on internal and communal conflicts or in
‗post-colonial states‘(van de Goor et al., 1996). Second, they contend his theory on ongoing
intrastate conflicts (‗protracted social conflicts) as having a domestic dynamics typified by communal
struggles in search of basic needs and the role of the State/governance in satisfying of frustrating these
needs thereby creating greater or lesser conflict (Azar 1990:10-12).
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discordant ‗identity groups‘. Conflict, he asserts, is the denial of basic universal
human needs based upon security, recognition, and governance.71

Azar‘s writings are an emblematic and useful location upon which to critique Old
School Literature. There are a number of key critical elements absent in his
theorization in the particular that are equally relevant to a critique of numerous Old
School writers. In the particular, I suggest that his methodology is deeply suspect
and superficial; it ignores subjectivity, reflexivity, hegemony, fails to problematize
basic needs theory, wrongly asserts fact-of-fact statements as deep ontological terms,
and offers unproblematized and prescriptive political processes and solutions.

First, he does not, I argue, adequately consider the political and social construction
of identity(s) in a (post-) colonial society. His theorization simply does not
recognize the pervasive nature of violence (Gramsci, Galtung, Foucault), whether it
be the impact or dynamics of genocide or a socially constructed discourse that
legitimizes State practices of colonialism and corporate ideologies of globlization
with its hierarchical winners and more numerous losers. Similar to Gramsci and
Foucault, Vayrynen (2001) in her critique of Burton (and fully applicable to Azar
and the field in general) refers to discourse theory‘s stance on how language shapes
what we understand to be reality in such a fashion that hides power relations, and
normalizes what are political meanings to render them as ‗common-sense‘. This
critique of Vayrynen argues that conflicts are not over ontological identity but rather
the contesting of meaning as well as the way in which those meanings organize
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Azar further defines these as: security of physical self, culture and relationships; affirmation of
distinct group identity and social recognition of this identity in socio-political forums, and effective
participation in the political processes that determine the conditions of the above other needs (Azar
1990 ).
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practices with real material affects. In line with Azar, Burton‘s human needs theory
is thus critiqued by Vayrynen (2001) as a socio-biological approach (ontological
human needs that are universal and unconnected to culture) that ignores culture and
the socially constructed nature of human identity and epistemology.

Burton, like Azar, utilizes a ―modified positivist‖ approach with ―universalist
tendencies‖ (Vayrynen 2001:133), and its presumed requisite that a conflict
resolution process of a third party facilitator should be detached, impartial, and
filtering out cultural influences. Burton, like Azar, subordinates culture and
everything else to the necessity of satisfying human needs. While people may be
defending identities, it is primarily seen as a means of pursuing a basic human need.
In this view, identity is dependent upon need rather than constructed by culture and
contexts. Consequently, the theory argues for common interests and similarities at
the expense of difference, culture and meaning (Vayrynen 2001). As such, such
theorization does not include notions of class or any concept of historically and
socially constructed knowledge informing and directing the dynamics other than a
mechanistic and existential essentialism of human needs. Moreover, basic human
needs analysis assumes that ‗identity‘ supersedes class as the prime struggle –a
quietly audacious claim given the political economy of neo-colonialism‘s
globalization.72

A third problematic element is the intersection of group identity and basic needs
theory that forms the basis for Azar‘s later prescriptive solutions and processes for
72

Azar certainly acknowledged structural political economy issues and underdevelopment but where
the writing is dated is in an absent analysis of continued corporate globalization (the expansion of
neo-liberal economic ideology and organization of the international economy) and imperialism in
creating deprivation beyond the responsive capacity of an historically artificial and underdeveloped
state.
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resolving unmet needs.73 Taken together, his theory seems caught between
structural-functionalism, human needs theory, and underdevelopment in such a way
as to have him suggesting that a protracted social conflict can be negotiated and
mediated based on identifying and satisfying mutual needs. However, given that
conflict and underdevelopment are often intrinsically linked as they are for Azar,
what makes him conclude that complex and global dynamics/structures/relations of
underdevelopment can simply be ‗negotiated‘? I suggest that Azar‘s unitary
conception of power and identity, an under-appreciation of the embeddedness of
structural underdevelopment and State hegemony, and a finite sense of conflict
resolution make his proscribed process suspect.

Notwithstanding, it is from within this overall perspective that Azar raises a critique
of International Relations theory and approaches as a state-centred and modernist
linear model that erroneously asserts start/end points to a conflict (‗natural unity of
action events‘), thereby mistaking the causes and dynamics of the conflicts.74 How
does his own critique avoid an approach that misreads the dynamics and runs the
strong risk of being culturally misinformed or colonialist? This is especially
problematic from his position of a non-reflexive subjectivity of the
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He contends that relations, international and domestic, are essentially organized by ‗identity group‘
actors/leaders whose goal is to satisfy basic individual societal needs at the domestic level. It follows,
he says, that protracted social conflicts in multi-ethnic societies are not ameliorated peacefully by
centralized structures as they involve inherent manipulation by leaders to meet specific group‘s needs
to the exclusion of other. Highly centralized political structures are sources of conflict because they
decrease a sense of community among groups, increases alienation and marginalization, and denies
groups the means to meet their human needs.
Based upon this theory, he then jumps to a prescriptive point that ―appropriate decentralized
structures are needed‖ as ―[t]hese structures are designed to serve the psychological, economic and
relational needs of groups and individuals within nation-states‖. Though he, then, acknowledges
serious shortcomings with a decentralized approach, he still believes that such structures have
inherent features and understandings (open, participatory and decentralized) essential to creating the
political social space for groups to satisfy their needs, thereby achieving conflict resolution based on
functionalist approach.
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designator/research. Analytical subjectivity is left grossly unproblematized in his
discourse.

Similar to much of the conflict resolution field, Burton-Azar‘s theories are based
upon a level of analysis and practice that remains narrow and sharply focussed on a
Track II approach. Hence, one can see how this theory forms the basis for Azar and
Burton‘s approaches to communication and problem-solving as the need to remove
negative perceptions at the Track II level in order to arrange communal
accommodation and recognition in order to satisfy human needs. The role of civil
society or community, though briefly mentioned, is positioned in a hierarchical
decision-making model centred in the upper echelons of a society. Though Azar
does talk of the ―necessity of mobilizing broader participation in devising solutions
to the problems…‖ (Azar 1990:ix), the entire focus of his work remains positioned in
Old School Positivist literature on the State as the centre of activity without
recognizing the origins of political change from below at the community level. The
subaltern figures nowhere in Burton nor Azar‘s methodology, documentation or
analysis.

By ignoring critical theory, postcolonial writings, sociology, and anthropology
discourses informed by feminism and postmodernism, the Old School literature in
Conflict Resolution (Eg., K. Boulding, Burton, Azar, Kelman, Zartman, Curle,
Mitchell, Fisher, Fisher and Ury, Druckman, and Wallensteen) remains mired an
enlightenment, scientific, positivist tradition that hides within a rhetoric of neutrality
or objectivism what is in fact, dominance and ―positional superior identity‖ (Edward
Said 1978). Fundamentally, it is a theorizing that lacks reflexivity, subjectivity, and
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historical situatedness. Taken as a whole, the ‗old school‘ conflict resolution
literature, based upon modernism, cited above runs counter to epistemological
positions of socially constructed and historically situated forms of knowledge,
ignores class, relations of power, discourse, hegemony and regimes of truth.

Newer School Post-Positivist Literature (Galtung, Lederach, Francis)

There is a second strand of literature within the field of Conflict Resolution typified
by the later work of Johan Galtung,75 John-Paul Lederach and Diana Francis that
refers to a different level and set of actors as well as processes and outcomes. This
‗Newer School‘ Post-Positivist set of writers develop a ‗transformative‘ approach to
conflict called Peacebuilding, that is inclusive of multiple levels of actors, with
particular emphasis on the community or local level (also referred to the grassroots
level). It represents a shift in the field of conflict resolution discourse through a
focus on community ‗actors‘ and local knowledges as a necessary component in
addition to State elite actors. This literature moves down the chain of class and
asymmetrical relations of power to include civil society participation as both a
normative value and a requisite for a properly functioning State.

On the other hand, it remains theoretically and politically light lacking in selfreflexivity with no solid critique of neo-colonialism, neo-liberalism, international
global capital, or the very notion of the State. Further, this literature absences any
serious discussion of epistemology, methodology, subaltern voices, as well as its
75

I have included Galtung in this second type of post-positivist conflict resolution literature because
of his recognition of the importance of a transformative peacebuilding model, community processes,
and his critique of prior literature as too narrowly centred on State actors and status-quo problemsolving approaches.
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own subjectivity. Third, it retains the language, position, and expectations of
conflict resolution as technology.76 Fourth, it remains suspiciously focussed on
intrastate inter-ethnic conflicts anywhere but home77; is simplistically directive
(Galtung) and proscriptive (Lederach and Francis) about political methodologies of
change and ‗reconciliation‘ (actors and communities non-violently negotiating and
‗building a culture of peace‘) based on an ontology of idealistic rationalism.

Notwithstanding any critique, they are important in the literatures for the
introduction of the ‗conflict transformation‘ and ‗peacebuilding‘. There are a
number of common elements to Galtung, Lederach and Francis‘ approaches. First,
they move beyond the Old School concentration on elite actors and
national/influential individuals situated in hierarchical governance. Instead, they
give attention to the level of the community and civil society as essential elements to
the creation of more ‗peaceful relations‘. Second, they reject the terminology of
―conflict resolution‖ and utilize ―conflict transformation‖ as indicative of a greater
emphasis on the role of process as, in itself, building peace rather than the former‘s
accent on the end result of managing or resolving conflict. Third, there is an
emphasis on community capacity-building and the utilization of local (as in people
of that community/geography) knowledges78 as a means of transforming
relationships. Fourth, they refer to the values of social justice and the necessity of
76

Foucault speaks of ‗technologies‘ and ‗rationalities‘ as mechanisms and formations of control.
Post-Positivist Newer School literature still speaks in various reductionist ways (‗stages‘) and
prescriptive terminologies: ‗actors‘, cultures of peace, workshop trainings, un-problematized
subjectivites, ‗peaceful‘ relations. What is interesting here is the manner in which people themselves
are subsumed under models of peacebuilding –as ‗actors‘ ‗with local capacities and knowledges‘ that
‗can contribute to peace‘. It still seems like a piece of social engineering of managing large-scale
intrastate conflicts, though more inclusive.
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I find it incredibly disturbing that so much of conflict resolution literature focuses on larger scale
conflict elsewhere other than in our own domestic/national contexts.
78
Indigenous in this sense meaning culturally specific practices and knowledges of local inhabitants
within a nation-state in contradistinction to 3rd Party external processes.
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rectifying inequities between communities in conflict through engaging in deep
structural change (politically, economically, socially, and culturally).

Galtung and Lederach

Galtung‘s later work is important here in three instances. First, his conceptualizing of
violence (physical, cultural, economic) as interdependent and structural reintroduces
important concepts of domination and repression. Second, he juxtaposes conflict
transformation through a critique of ‗traditional‘ (Old School) conflict resolution
approaches literature as politically, theoretically and conceptually inadequate: statecentred, ignoring the root causes of conflict, adhering to constricted visions of
(social) change and focused on mediation (Galtung 2000:235).79 Third, he adds his
voice to the importance of empowering grassroots actors and communities and
supporting their capacities, knowledges and process of building peace. This critique
creates a search for alternatives practices that include ―building peace from all levels,
from the grassroots up‖ (Jacobsen and Jacobsen in Galtung 2000:253) wherein
―[L]ocal knowledge of conflict and traditional and cultural approaches to conflict
transformation are the most valuable resources to any peacebuilding process‖ (ibid,
264).

Lederach (1999) captures this ‗peacebuilding from the bottom up‘ in his discussions
about building constituencies and capacities at the community level (Track III).
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Galtung writes, ―… approaches to conflict transformation and Peacebuilding are marginalized,
weakening a community‘s own ability to transform conflicts non-violently, and discouraging
participation. Thus, peace actor empowerment, strengthening local resources and actors at a
community and grassroots level, plays very little role in traditional approaches to mediation and
conflict resolution‖. (Galtung 2000:235)
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Such a process is defined as emphasizing, validating and empowering indigenous
knowing, experiences, understanding, resources and approaches to managing conflict
in a non-violent way to create a ‗culture of peace‘. Fundamentally, it is about the
community transforming itself and its relations from within, rather than through an
external imposition.

Francis

Diana Francis‘ work (2002) is illustrative of current and emerging literature with an
emphasis on transformative peacebuilding approaches, theoretically and in practice.
Specifically, Francis can be seen as articulating the importance of local communitybased peacebuilding that highlights the lived experience, capacities and practices of
people at the community level for creating peace in conflict situations.

Secondly, Francis‘ work is part of a crossover literature to other fields in a way that
builds conceptions of peacebuilding to include social justice activism, social
movements and new research methodologies and responsibilities. This is indicative
of emerging literature with emphases and increasing reference to peacebuilding,
social justice and key values of participatory democracy, the importance of local
realities, conflict as rooted in deep structures of inequality.80 In particular, Francis
builds upon and through Galtung‘s (1996) and Lederach‘s (1995) work on conflict
transformation, utilizing the term ―peacebuilding‖ to envisage processes which
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The literature includes commons values include: self leadership, civil society, equality and
participation, re-invigorating civil control over State, multiple actors and sites, inseparability of
process and ends, integrated and holistic approaches, importance of local realities,
procedural/distributive and restorative justice, conflict as rooted in deep structures of inequality, the
role of discourse and ideology, relations of power, issues of reconciliation, subtleties of conflict
resolution.
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attempt to overcome the structural, relational, and cultural contradictions that are
assumed to lie at the roots of conflict.
Additionally, Francis picks up Lederach‘s thesis (1995) of devising theoretical and
practical frameworks related to social change, conflict transformation, culture, local
processes and practices. Lederach‘s conflict transformation includes a broad
conception of conflict and peacebuilding roles, the themes of social justice and
reconciliation, transformation as personal and systemic, community social
empowerment, and the intertwining of process and outcome. Very much
emphasizing Track III ( NGO/civil society) as an essential component of that
change , Lederach‘s conflict transformation is personal, relational, structural and
cultural.

Francis (2002) speaks of conflict transformation as a process/goal that addresses
conflict without violence, aims at making relations more just, assists in healing and
reconciliation, and develops a culture in which future conflicts are engaged in a nondestructive and respectful fashion for a society‘s health. She contrasts the shift from
a ―culture of militarism‖, ―culture of domination‖ (approaches that utilise violence
and power over others) towards inclusive participatory democratic politics that
embody rule of law, a culture of responsibility and empowerment, and that has a
longer-term goal of transforming unjust structures (cultural, political, social,
economic). (Francis 2002: 7)

‗Peacebuilding‘, for Francis, is building the constituencies and processes for
reconciliation, a politics of increased consensus and common good, inclusiveness,
re-ordering of relations, governance, and ongoing (peace-) maintenance of relations
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and structures at all levels. Peacebuilding and peace-maintenance are inseparable
from the politics of reconciliation, together forming the rubric for strategies of
conflict transformation. (Francis 2002: 35). Francis‘s writing, building upon
Galtung and Lederach, points to community-level conflict intervention as one level
of a conflict transformation approach whose importance needs to be recognized as
useful, if not essential, at numerous stages of an inter-ethnic conflict.

Francis‘s work in the field of conflict resolution/transformation highlights the
important themes of community, peacebuilding, social justice, and a greater
appreciation of the complexities of social change. In her work, conflict
transformation combines negotiation, process, analysis, non-violent methods and
shifts in consciousness. It becomes seen as participatory democracy at all stages of
the conflict and at all societal levels. At the community level especially, it is a
collaborative group process to self-advocate and negotiate the transformation of
structures and deep-rooted issues. Hence, community-based peacebuilding becomes
an engagement of civil society differentiated by and within identities of geography,
class, age, religious, socio-cultural, gender, and environment.

Mainstream Peacebuilding

On the other hand, peacebuilding (and community-based peacebuilding) has hit the
mainstream of International Relations, Peacekeeping and Conflict Resolution
professional discourse within intergovernmental, NGO and academic policy circles.
Not surprisingly, there are different (post-positivist) versions and discourses as to the
purpose, constitution and actions of ‗peacebuilding‘. The task of peacebuilding
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(most often situated in post-conflict reconstruction), its discourses and practices, are
all the more troublesome due to the unreflective methodological and epistemological
constructions inherent in the academic writings, together with an inadequate
historical and political contextualization of globalization, imperialism and power.
As Alger noted (and not without some irony here), ―peace building is a far more
complicated task than most of us [my italics] had earlier assumed‖ (Alger 2000: xi
writing in Jeong 2000).

The problematic nature of peacebuilding and academic discourses on mainstream
peacebuilding in general is articulated by Jeong (2002:3-17) and Charles-Philippe
David (2002: 18-19). David reviewed the literature and found there were no precise
parameters among writers and documents that use the term. Not unlike Paris
(2001)81, Richmond (2006)82 and Pugh‘s83 various critiques of human security and
peacebuilding, David (2002: 18-19) notes peacebuilding sometimes defined by
actions (ranging from demilitarisation to elections, judicial reform and elections and
development); or concepts like reconciliation (Love 1996), ‗cooperation among the
parties to the conflict‘ (Lund 1995) and ‗attempting to build better relations (Galtung
1985:151), ‗the practical implementation of peaceful social change‘ (Harbottle
1984); , ‗the rebuilding of the institutions of the civil society‘ (Heininger 1994) and
‗democratisation‘ (Canadian Centre for Foreign Policy Development 1996); to
concerns about security such as ‗the effort to restore the capacity to work towards
common security‘ (Reghere 1995), ‗the promotion of human security in societies in
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Paris, Roland. Human Security: Paradigm Shift or Hot Air? International Security – Vol.26, no. 2,
Fall 2001, pp. 87-102
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Richmond, Oliver. (2006) ―Human Security and the Liberal Peace: Tensions and Contradictions‖,
Whitehead Journal of International Studies, 2006. Or any of his innumerable books.
83
Pugh, Mike. (2005) The Political Economy of Peacebuilding: A critical theory perspective.
International Journal of Peace Studies, Volume 10, Number 2, Autumn/Winter 2005. Pp.23-42
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conflict‘(Cockell 1997); to finally something as ambiguous as ‗the full array of
processes, approaches, and stages needed to transform the conflict toward more
sustainable, peaceful relationships‘ (Lederach 1997:20).

Jeong (2002:9; 2005:3) reviewed the relevant peacebuilding literature (citing years
2000-2004, mostly pertaining, as is the discourse, to post-conflict, post-civil war
situations) for its major assumptions, objectives and conditions. He found the
research had centred on armed conflict and post-war reconstruction situations,
focussed mostly on peacebuilding in a relatively few countries, concentrated it was
mostly based on single or comparative studies of particular countries, focussed on
peacekeeping, elections monitoring, political transition, reconciliation,84
rehabilitation, and development assistance, and in general, not been adequately
integrated theoretically and in practice.

Further, what is interesting to note, evidenced in David (2002:20-19), is the
triumvirate between the discourse of the securitization of peacebuilding and its focus
on armed conflict and preventing resumption of direct violence; the policy approach
of creating ―security related, political and/or socio-economic mechanism‖; and three,
the emphasis on the role of external (foreign) intervention.

Second, similar to Paris (2004, 1997), Pugh et al. (20078), and Richmond (2008),
Jeong writes (2002:vii) ―the main goals of peacebuilding has been related to
maintaining a liberal political order by containing and reducing the intensity,
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The term ‗reconciliation‘ in itself deserves a literature review for being instrumental and ‗liddist‘
(Rogers 2000) in nature. See Lerche, Charles and H.W. Jeong (2002). Reconciliation: Contexts and
consequences. In H.W. Jeong (2002:103-122) for their critique of the literature and the need for
greater attention to social conflict and social justice as part of any project of political reconstruction.
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duration and geographical spill-over of violent conflict‖ and ―integrated into
regional and international order through state building projects‖. Fundamentally,
this neo-liberal project is a top-down, western-centric approach of ―social
engineering‖ (Paris 2004: 5) and ―conflict management‖85

Third, the mainstream peacebuilding literature‘s main weakness lays in its usage of
the term ‗peacebuilding‘ with a problematic lack of attachment to social justice
principles and analysis, transformative goals and practices. As discussed later in this
chapter, peacebuilding becomes increasingly technocratic, functional and
depoliticized. For example, to those writers who audience is policymakers, Mark
Lund (2001) lists ninety policy tools by functional category (a ―toolbox‖) for
building peace. Luc Reychler and Tania Paffenholz (2001) whose audience is NGO
field workers, usually expatriate, the aim is to give ―a repertoire of concrete
methods…to analyze contemporary conflict dynamics to develop a better
peacebuilding architecture‖ (2001:573). Third, in the world of humanitarian
emergencies and post-war reconstruction literature, peacebuilding has come to
include everything from ―democratic elections‖ (let me know when one really
happens, please) to human rights monitoring to peacekeeping, training in
governance, spanning every possible action involving security and less often
development, albeit the globalized corporate (neo-liberal) version (Jeong 2002:
Lipschutz 199886; Paris 1997). Peacebuilding in these discourses becomes informed
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See also Roland Paris (1997). Peacebuilding and the limits of Liberal Internationalism.
International Security, vol.22. no.2 (Fall 1997), Pp. 54-89. And Roland Paris. (2001). .Wilson.s
Ghost: The Faulty Assumptions of Post-conflict Peacebuilding. pp. 765-784. In Chester Crocker, Fen
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by the metaphors of tools, functionality, repertoires, another commodified form of
knowledge.

The implication is that mainstream academic peacebuilding discourses remains
centred in State-centred projects of conflict transformation, and thereby retains a
reproductive functionality in terms of sustaining hegemonic relations of power,
discursively and in practice. Similarly, while there are links to issues of social
justice (Eg., Francis, Lederach and Galtung, and Jeong), the overall sophistication of
theory in the field of conflict resolution and peacebuilding remains worrisomely
disconnected, for the most part, from relations of knowledge/power and selfreflexivity.87

In particular, this de-linking to social justice with community level processes of
peacebuilding is symptomatic of a serious state of omissions and obfuscation
regarding power, control, discourse and authority.88 Such literature and discourses
hold quiet assumptions concerning the causes of conflict, impartiality, resolution,
development, actors and agents of change, and globalization. Among other
shortcomings, I would argue, the mainstream peacebuilding literature as technical
functionalism holds a colonial premise that the problem is „in‟ the community itself
rather than the problem being a symptom of outside power relations of imperial
authority and geo-politics.
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This theoretical disconnect was addressed in Chapter 1 in the writings on identity, social
movements, poststructuralism, postcolonialism and decolonization, including the epistemological and
methodological alternatives emanating from numerous Indigenous writers who take issues with the
implicit cultural specificity and imperial subjectivity inherent in even the most progressive academic
theory.
88
I distinguish between ‗Peacebuilding‘ as a general theory and mainstream post-conflict practice on
the one hand, and Grassroots Community-based peacebuilding composed of grassroots activists,
non-INGO practitioners and local communities themselves.
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Further, such mainstream peacebuilding literature still embodies a discourse of
inequality as projects emanate from external parties and resources. Hence, power
remains and is controlled by those international funders (Fisher and Zimina 2008;
Goodman et al. 2002). Despite critiques (Paris 2004) of the neo-liberal project
inherent in ‗post-conflict peacebuilding‘ and reconstruction, there remains a practice
of ‗projectivization‘ of societies89 wherein peacebuilding, managed by INGO
subcontractors, is about efficient, shorter-term, correctly-designed outcome-based
(results-based management) projects designed to incorporate populations within
perfunctionary institutions. The Balkans is a good example of short-term projectbased outcome-oriented securitized development centred on professional NGOs
buttressed by modes of international intergovernmental trusteeship.

In the same way, even Ken Bush‘s Peace and Conflict Impact Assessment (PCIA)
(Bush 1998) is essentially a tool that asks how to evaluate the impacts or effects of a
particular project or strategy. The important question that missed in its increasingly
commodified use (Bush ) is not how but whose assessment (who has the power?) is
one to use to determine if the project intervention had a positive or negative
connections/effects (expected or unforeseen impacts) on the situation. It is that
epistemological issue of situated knowledge and power, not simply its
commodification by INGOs, that such a PCIA checklist approach ignores. In that
instance, success ultimately becomes defined project by project in the minutia rather
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Betts Fetherston first introduced me to this term in early 2009.
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than challenging the general and deeper political problems of absorption of local
entities into global hierarchies and capitalism.90

One must ask to what extent are we (as Euro-American geographies, academics,
western epistemologists) are trying to still control the peacebuilding process? How
this is reflected in the implicit assumptions of the writings? In the same way,
questions arise in the context of discussions on ―interventions‖. As a paradigm of
power, what does ‗intervention‘ mean in terms of control? Whose order is to be
preserved? Whose makes that decision? Much of the peacebuilding discourse
appears to be a not-so subtle grafting of humanitarian ‗ideals‘ with the positionality
of traditional imperialism.91 There seems to be from my reading of the literature‘s
stance a discursive narrative that implicitly impairs reflection on its own power and
the agenda of ‗intervening‘.

Lastly, it is useful to ask about the noticeable paucity of peacebuilding literature that
refers to genocide, imperialism/colonialism, latent structural violence in North
America or western Europe, the so-called ‗developed countries‘. For example, the
lack of attention in peacebuilding writings regarding a country like Canada, with its
historical attempts at genocide and the ongoing structural violence towards
Indigenous peoples, seems like a peculiar omission. Again, judging from the
disproportionately small body of literature engaging with grassroots communitybased peacebuilding and counter-narratives, there seems to be a disinterest in
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For a good discussion, see Berghof Handbook of Conflict Transformation issue concerning PCIA.
http://www.berghof-handbook.net/std_page.php?LANG=e&id=11
91
I am reminded of the early European Jesuit missionaries in the Americas and their mission of
mercy/faith to transform the ‗native‘ into a reflection of their ‗civilized‘ European selves.
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discourses that are not fundamentally ‗relevant‘ to donor-funded INGOsubcontracted notions of peacebuilding.

I would suggest that the disengagement of mainstream peacbuilding literature with
grassroots voices fundamentally reflects economic and political power relations. An
analogous marginalization would be the silences and spaces feminist writers
historically and in the present continue to contest. Likwise, Fanon‘s (1962) critique
of French colonialism in Algeria, Said‘s (1978, 1994) explication of ‗orientalism and
Foucault‘s ‗regimes of truth‘ (Birth of a Clinic) speak to corresponding relations of
power (cultural, ideological, discursive, economic, international and domestic social
stratification/class divisions) and epistemological exclusion inside discourses and
representation.

Newest School Critical theory and Post-structural

On the other hand, an inter-disciplinary politics of emancipation within the
discourses of peacebuilding (Peace Studies and Conflict Resolution) is appearing.
This ‗Newest School‘ Critical theory and Post-structuralist approaches in the
literature takes up the general interdisciplinary social science debates on research
methodologies, ethics, epistemologies and ontologies, and moves beyond political
idealism and positivist/post-positivist subjectivities inherent in the previous
literatures.92 In short, these new writings are examples of a much more sophisticated
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Post-positivist utilizes a realist ontology and an epistemology of inclusivity. This can be defined in
terms of its ontological notion of singular subjectivities, elements of self-conscious reflection and
notions of identity that are stable, autonomous (not necessarily socially constructed) but not
discursively constructed within relations of power.
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and explicit questioning of discursive hegemonies, reflexivity, subjective
standpoints, and normative values.

Importantly, the ‗Newest School‘ writings shifts the direction of conflict resolution
and peacebuilding literature towards the themes of transformative theoretical
frameworks, critical pedagogy, discursive power, and processes of emancipatory
community self-determination. This literature begins building the space for valuing
grassroots community-based peacebuilding discourses and practices. More
specifically, their use of critical theory and poststructuralism initiates an openness to
ontological differences and alternate practices of government and economics. It does
this by acknowledging the intersection of knowledge/power and global hierarchies
and a ‗bottom-up‘ grounding of politics that privileges local knowledge and peoples‘
lived experiences.

The recent writings of Oliver Richmond (2008) and Mike Pugh, Neil Cooper and
Mandy Turner (2008) are examples of this ‗Newest School‘ framework. Although
they emphasize different aspects of the debates (Richmond much more concerned
with the issues of ontology whilst Pugh et al. with a specific normative project of
research), Richmond and Pugh et al. perform a similar task both of critiquing liberal
peacebuilding projects and discourses, and moving away from prescriptive
Eurocentric (neo-liberal) processes and solutions. Further, they offer new agendas
for peace research emphasising local self-determination, subaltern geographies of
power and contested knowledges.93 The result, I suggest, is a distinctive approach
within conflict resolution and peacebuilding that begins to ground our research
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In Richmond‘s case, it is a radical departure into the domain of caring, empathy and love
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questions, methodologies and discourses as situated knowledges within relations of
power.

Pugh

Pugh, Cooper and Turner (2008) effectively critique prevailing peacebuilding
discourses by asking the destabilizing question, ‗whose peace?‖ First, they
contextualize their own critique by explicitly acknowledging the contemporary
asymmetry of power and hierarchical rule of global capitalism with its ―echoes‖ of
imperialism and lack of distributive justice (read massive povertization of global
populations). Second, they point to the neo-liberal project regulating peacekeeping
and post-war reconstruction endeavours as an essentially regulative ―liddism‖
(Rogers 2000) of ―keeping a lid on disorder‖ based on a continued dispossession
economically (Pugh et al 2008) within a ―prevailing capitalist order.‖94 Third, in
contrast, their new normative ‗project‘ of social justice is about reforming the state,
capitalism and the redistribution (politically and economically) to the
―disadvantaged‘.95 Fourth, methodologically, they call it a ―politics of
emancipation‖; an open-ended dialogue of ―unscripted conversations‖, multiple
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This, they argue, is accomplished with ―problem-solving peacebuilding‖ and ―human security‖
discursive regimes that seek to maintain a subordination of local sovereignty and ―inauthentically‖
speaking of ―capacity-building and shared sovereignty‖ whilst legitimizing military intervention,
economic engineering, and securitization of development.
95
They use the term ‗disadvantaged‘ but any of the other common terms would suffice: subaltern,
marginalized, dispossessed, excluded. Interestingly, Spivak‘s (1988) critique on the representation
and voice of the subaltern is applicable here. Her problematisation of these issues goes to the heart of
the continued trouble methodologically and textually of writing/speaking/interpeting of others from a
place of ‗not-the-other‘.
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voices and heterodoxies96 connected to the whole of life: social, environmental and
economic.97

What Pugh, Cooper and Turner manage here is to critique elements of the ‗orthodox‘
International Relations (and post-conflict peacebuilding) agenda with its neo-liberal
economics, its language of securitisation and its co-option of ‗human security‘. 98
Their work represents a shift in the mainstream peacebuilding literature towards a
location of the subaltern local, social justice and local knowledges.99 What it begins
to suggest is a greater movement towards a horizontalizing of relations of power
discursively and methodologically through self-reflexivity, situated knowledges,
praxis, collaborative research methodologies, critical pedagogy and solidarity as both
political and emotional.

Richmond

Like Pugh, Cooper and Turner, Oliver Richmond is asking the same question of
―what and whom peace is for, and why‖ (2008:162). In a similar fashion, his
critique of orthodox International Relations discourse is the same: its failed project
of universal transferability and liberal peace, political and economical.
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Heterodoxy means views contrary to established doctrines and opinions.
They call this new ‗geographies of power‘; social contracts at both the local and global level based
on concepts of accountability, ownership and life welfare
98
They reference Oliver Richmond (2007:477) with a radical and empathetic version of ‗human
security‘ based on authentic local empowerment and the ‗needs of the everyday‘ (Pugh et al 2008:
394). However, the problematic terminology of ‗human security‘ means they choose to name their
paradigm shift, „Life Welfare‟, defined as a new unsecuritised language and an emphasis on local
voices and heterogeneity within peacebuilding discourses.
99
For researchers, it is about the archaeology and genealogy of communities, and the ‗economy of
power‘ as different forms of governmentality. (like Foucault, in that it is spoken of as ‗technologies‘).
It ‗problematises‘ discourse on ‗the other‘, transformation, the regulatory role of institutions, and
capitalism and includes subaltern views of change and lived everyday.
97
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However, what distinguishes Oliver Richmond‘s (2008) writing is his discursive
deconstruction of ‗Orthodox‘ International Relations as a positivist narrative and
realist ontology that replicates the roots and issues that lead to the very violence it
purports to critique.100 This is a pivotal critique that goes to the heart of epistemic
violence and hegemonic discourses.

In particular, Richmond argues that the ‗Orthodox‘ positive-realist narrative neither
makes explicit nor reflects upon its implicit versions of the world. The consequence
is a ―hegemonic peace discourse‖ evident in policies and research. This discursive
regime of unstated ontologies and implicit frameworks of epistemology creates and
supports specific conceptual ‗ontologies of peace‘ (what peace is), institutions,
practices and claims.

In doing so, ‗Orthodox‘ discourse universalizes its own

specific ontology of peace but in a way that rejects the multiplicity of particularized
other ‗ontologies of peace.‘101

Richmond (2008) contends that overcoming International Relation‘s methodological
weakness starts from diversifying conceptualisations of peace, and making explicit
our agendas and our claims to represent truth and power. In its place, he is
suggesting a post-structuralist approach to International Relations discourse as a
100

Richmond and other‘s critique relies on post-structuralist and feminist critiques of International
relations found elsewhere in writings from such people as Richard Falk, Lester Edwin J. Ruiz and
RBJ Walker (eds). (2002). Reframing the International: Law, Culture, Politics. London: Taylor &
Francis, Inc.; Christine Sylvester. (2002). Feminist international relations: an unfinished journey.
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press; and James Der Derian. (2009 ). Critical Practices in
International Theory: Selected Essays. London: Routledge.
101
Like a disease that won‘t recognize its illness, orthodox International Relations theory is chained to
its unreflective implicit ideologies: ontology, epistemology and research agenda/methodology. A
rhetoric of local, participation and consent, it is a ‗liberalist-realist‘ theory and ‗western-centric view‘,
‗elevating governmental elites and institutions over societies and everyday life‘. (2008:150) It is both
[‗often equated‘, he says] culturally hegemonic and colonial. It is, he says, ‗unable to communicate
across cultures, rests upon a legalistic framework, dissociates law from norms, rests upon preserving
the pre-existing liberal order, and claims a problematic universality‘ (2008:150).
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means/standpoint to include discursive modes of power/knowledge, complexity,
everyday life and inter-subjective identities. Such an inclusive methodological
approach would make explicit the pre-suppositions of our frameworks as well as
consist of analytical levels, knowledge locations and multiple dimensions of peace
(social, cultural, aesthetic and environmental).

Oliver Richmond not only succeeds in making ontological and methodological
arguments but does it by talking about pluralistic, interdisciplinary approaches
governed by an ‗ontological insecurity‘ (2008:159) and a ‗radical restructuring of
representation‘ (2008:158) engaging with ―difference and hybridity‖.102 He sees this
as the ―the negotiation of forms of peace‖ ―that reflect local ontologies...far beyond
the often colonial mentality of aspect of the Western International Relations
academy...and liberal project sharpened by Western strategic interests‖ (Richmond
2008:152).

This he likens to Vivienne Jabri‘s (2007) ―politics of peace‖ as located in
―individuals, communities and social movements‖ with their ‗bottom-up social
ontologies‖ (Richmond 2008:163) containing multiple notions of governance and
claims of social justice. Such an emphasis on negotiating local ontologies can be
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Hybridity is associated with postcolonial discourse and critique of cultural imperialism. Despite
the term having a number of different meanings in different discourses, I take it to be talking about
the way in which identities and cultures interact within colonial, postcolonial and globalizing
contexts. Specifically, hybridity is part of anti-essentialist critique that posits culture/identity as
merging, adapting, altering transforming authority and relations of power. For example, one could
argue that there is no ‗pure‘ Indigenous culture in our era, rather identities are, in part, e a
contestation, resistance, altering and absorption of certain aspects of colonial/globalizing attempts at
homogeneity. See Bhabha, Homi. (1994). The Location of Culture. London: Routledge; Hall, Stuart.
(1992). ―New Ethnicities‖. In ‗Race‘, Culture and Difference, edited by James Donald and Ali
Rattansi. London; Sage; Young, Robert (1995). Colonial Desire: Hybridity in Theory, Culture and
Race. London: Routledge.
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seen as referencing subaltern and similar to what I call the ontologies and
epistemologies of grassroots community-based peacebuilding.

Further, this ‗politics of peace‘, Jabri says, ―must rely on a conception of solidarity‖,
(Richmond 2008:157 quoting Jabri 2007: 268) to which Richmond adds ―care‖,
―empathy‖ and ―reconciliation‖103 (Richmond 2008:157). Again, these components
of solidarity, care, empathy and reconciliation are borne out in the ‗bottom-up‘
discourses contained in this dissertation‘s case studies.

At the same time, there remains a lingering, almost unnameable issue in this writing;
the entire agenda (theoretical, methodological, political) is still stated from our
(western academic epistemology and lived experiences) problematic as if the only
real true power to articulate this depiction of need/unearthing/revealing lay within in
our borderlands. Self-reflexively critical, what if we supposed that our whole
academic dialogue and epistemology was really its own separate practice? Though
we may wish to create a rubric for inclusive social justice politics, what if our
research methodologies are unable to listen to the subaltern? How would we deal
with those (potential) autonomous zones or traditions of thinking as already
powerfully existent, already fully resisting us in the subterranean geography slightly
beyond our cognition and located in different set of problematics? I am thinking here
of Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak (1988) on the subaltern and Edward Said‘s thoughts
in Orientalism where the Orient may be a place, or subaltern may be a
consciousness, but whose representation is within our own narrative. And yet, as
Richmond acknowledges, indigenous and external discourses, constructions of
103

Richmond refers to Allan and Keller (2006) in defining reconciliation as a place of recognition
and non-marginalisation.
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identities and experiences are tethered and form boundaries with and within each
other; a hybridity. Clearly we try to avoid certain types of essentialism in our
representations but the more important question is who has the power to represent
and who remains the ‗other‘ by the very nature of research methodologies?

Even within this ‗Newest School‘ literature, to what degree have we made the
problematic of our concerns intersubjective and collaboratively articulated, or to
acknowledge our very own ‗ontologies as researchers‘ as researchers? If resistance
is against the invasion of another‘s domination, then transformation is the place of a
self-defined/chosen alternative made manifest. Hence, to what extent do we still
need to unpack the we who are part of whose discourse and whose transformation?
And the specifics of we in our own universities and communities?

Yet, Richmond (2008:160) clearly takes up the issues of power/knowledge, voice
and method within epistemological constructions and research. He acknowledges
the issues of ‗who the discipline privileges‘ and how the ‗methods used to
investigate‘ are part of an ‗epistemological circle‘ (2008:160). Moreover, he
suggests tentatively that ethnography is an option to deepen our understanding of
multiplicity. The problem is that this redeploys a form of Orientalism.104 Isn‘t
ethnography still our representation of the other, portraying our writing as an
‗insiders‘ account when it is no such thing? It is an ‗outsider‘s‘ account situated
‗inside‘.

104

Richmond (2000:155) does recognise this ‗Orientalism‘ to a certain degree.
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As raised by Denzin (2005) and a host of others, we are still faced with the power of
the writer and their decision-making power on whose views to legitimate and whose
voice is heard.105 Intersubjective it might be to a significant degree, but it remains
asymmetrical as long as singular writers are appropriating knowledge and relocating
it within a domain of insulated and external discussants (like academic journals).
Further, perhaps ethnography should be a form of ‗auto-ethnography‘ (Denzin 2003)
where any ethnographic, phenomenological depiction also includes our own heuristic
location inside the experience and narrative.

Notwithstanding, this ‗Newest School‘ literature in conflict resolution and
peacebuilding, evidenced in Richmond, and Pugh et al., begins to articulate a critical
theory and post-structuralist approach. It questions the ‗orthodox‘ ontology of
peace and the neo-liberal project and practices of peacebuilding (human security,
securitization of development, and western liberal democractic forms of governance
and economics) championed in prevalent ‗orthodox‘ international relations
discursive frameworks.

The Newest School approach can offer this critique for four reasons. First, it does
this by explicitly recognizing the grid of knowledge/power, global hierarchies,
situated knowledges and ontologies. Second, it points to a ‗bottom-up‘ grounding of
politics that privileges local knowledge and peoples‘ lived experiences. Third, the
Newest School literature begins to initiate a deeper methodological debate
concerning knowledge, power and praxis. Fourth, in doing so, it takes on board an
open-ended social justice perspective embedded in a politics of ‗emancipation‘ and
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Denzin‘s fifth moment of the crisis of representation and legitimacy.
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‗solidarity‘ which are important elements of any grassroots community-based
peacebuilding approach and methodology.

This Newest School literature, directly and indirectly, identifies many of the key
issues and problems of power, subjectivity, and methodology still prevalent in
conflict resolution and peacebuilding discourses (Old /Newer School conflict
resolution and ‗orthodox‘ international relations writings). Its theoretical adoption of
critical theory and post-structuralism assists it in grappling with knowledge
production and knowledge claims as political, situated, discursive and open to
contestation. Denzin‘s (2008) 9th moment (‗the future‘) is relevant for discussing
where the Newest School framework needs to be strengthened in important areas.
First, such writings need to grapple with the politics of self-reflexivity and situated
knowing, as well as the status and location of its own research methodologies.
Second, in doing the first, we as academic-activists need to learn from and alongside
Indigenous approaches and local grassroots knowledge as potential spaces of
counter-discourse, self-generated critical pedagogy and everyday practices.

Practitioner views similar
In addition to the three schools of academic writings, there are places and writings
from academic practitioners, INGOs and activists in community-based
peacebuilding.106
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For instance, such places and networks as InterChange (http://www.interchange4peace.org/),
Beyond Intractability (http://www.beyondintractability.org/essay/peacebuilding/), Nonviolent
Peaceforce (http://www.nonviolentpeaceforce.org/whoweare), Peace Brigades International
(http://www.peacebrigades.org/), The Institute for Practical Research and Training
(http://www.iprt.org/Richard%20Ford.htm), Conciliation Resources (http://www.cr.org/about/index.php)
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Thompson et al (1999), Goodman et al (2002) and Galtung and Jacobsen (2000),
Jeong (2005, 2002, 2000), Lederach (2000), specifically argue for the need to
recognize the importance of community-based peacebuilding as an important and
essential element to conflict transformation and social justice.

Notwithstanding the unstated cultural and historical specificity of the above writers‘
epistemology and worldviews, Thompson et al‘s paper presents one of the few
recognitions and articulation of practices at the local level in peacebuilding, albeit
still anchored to peace agreement politics. Thompson et al. (1999:1) argue that
efforts to ―support peace processes at national and regional levels are doomed to fail
unless they are built on and rooted in community initiatives‖.

Similar to the works of Francis and Lederach, Thompson et al. make several key
points concerning the role of external intervention and local realities that contest
contemporary mainstream peacebuilding approaches while prioritizing the
importance of community-based one. First, as with Mary Anderson (1996), they
suggest external peacemakers or interveners should seriously consider the prime
directive ―not to meddle in ongoing local level initiatives‖ and stop trying to impose
outside generated ―solutions‖ (Thompson 1998:2).

In part, they argue this because

such external processes and ―solutions‖ lack sustainability, both in terms of
relevance and mandate. Hence, critical to their community-based peacebuilding
theory is the appreciation and recognition of the strength, relevance and
appropriateness of these local peacebuilding practices as specific initiatives
intimately linked to the immediate situation and that arise within and respond to the
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social, cultural, political and economic realities and knowledges lived and known at
the community level.

What Thompson et al. (1998) do is to draw out some potential typologies, general
features and practices, of community-based peacebuilding based upon the work of
Peace Brigades International, the Nonviolent Peace Force, and the International
Peace Academy, and Mary Anderson.107 They cite three main types of initiatives:
ones from within and by the communities themselves, those initiated from external
factors/actors but ones in which communities themselves are key participants, and
those ―community initiatives ―largely influenced by national, regional or
international organizations‖.108
At the same time, such ‗lessons learned‘ point to the issue of community selfempowerment and the importance of community ownership, ―shared networks to
build coalitions and solidarity‖, and the role of a spiritual and/or ethical base,
combined with legal recognition and entrenchment (Seymoar 1997).

Another key location and set of practitioner writers are Fisher and Zimina (2008)109
who wrote an open letter to peacebuilders challenging the direction, approaches and
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See also Goodman, Klein and Wallace (2002) for another typology. See also work by Harry Mika
on Northern Ireland and restorative justice.
108
Examples of such initiatives are by individuals/small groups in communities (See further Mary
Anderson examples in war zones); community initiatives with outside involvement, providing
economic or social benefits to all sides of conflict based upon creating common interests; ones
utilizing adult education, dialogues and workshops (See further Diana Francis); and regional or
international initiatives (Eg. European Union, Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA)).
109

Simon Fisher and Lada Zimina (March 2008) Just Wasting Our Time? An Open Letter to
Peacebuilders. www.lettertopeacebuilders.ning.com . Accessed April15 2009. Also in Berghof
Handbook for Conflict Transformation. Dialogue Series No. 7: Peacebuilding at a Crossroads?
(2009). Berlin: Berghof Research Center for Constructive Conflict Management.
http://www.berghof-handbook.net/std_page.php?LANG=e&id=253&parent=5 . Accessed April 15
2009. Simon Fisher (founder of the UK-based NGO, Responding to Conflict,
http://www.rewm.org/Responding_to_Conflict.htm) and Lada Zimina (Conflict Advisor at Care
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vision of peacebuilding. Their argument and questions capture many of the essential
themes articulated in this dissertation, both about the importance of grassroots
peacebuilding and social movements as important sites of resistance, as well as
critiquing the co-option, professionalization, projectivization and narrow technical
approaches (or what I would call the ‗discourses and practices‘) in the field of
peacebuilding itself.

Fisher and Zimina have sought to reinvigorate debates about theories, approaches
and practices of peacebuilding by raising the issues of power, social justice and
transformative change.110 Their critique, while not specifically focussed on the
academic discourses in the field of peace studies nor the issues of theoretical
research methodology, raises common issues articulated earlier by Jabri (2007),
Richmond (2008) and Pugh, Cooper and Turner (2008).

First, Simon and Zimina point to the increasing disconnect of peacebuilding from
economic and political issues of power; second, the denuding of peacebuilding‘s
transformative social justice agenda; third, the lack of critical self-reflection amongst
‗peacebuilders‘ on peacebuilding as inherently political; and fourth, critical questions
about the gaps/exclusions/dismissals (2008:18) in the peacebuilding discourse such
as ―what if there are serious flaws in the whole process and vision, assumptions and
values? What if there are contradictions at the heart of peacebuilding?‖

International UK, http://www.careinternational.org.uk/) wrote this open letter to highlight questions
about peacebuilding INGOs, conflict transformation and social change.
110
Like myself, they write from the position of having been UN and/or NGO workers, trainers,
practitioners, facilitators with local and international experience.
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Like Jabri‘s (2006) criticism of Chris Mitchell‘s ‗toolbox‘ approach to conflict
resolution111, Simon and Zimina (2008) question the devolution of the field into a
predominantly apolitical ‗technical‘ approach to dealing with conflict rather than a
‗transformative‘ one. Such a technical approach often pursued by International
NGOs (INGOs), they contend, becomes a project-based funder-driven strategy of
‗negative peace‘ that does not actively seek to alter the relations of power or root
causes of the conflict.112 Not only does such an approach not address the underlying
inequities or system (economic, environmental, political) but it works to actually
―reinforce geopolitical hegemony and globalized business‖ (Simon and Zimina
2008:4), or what other writers like myself would call ‗imperialism, neo-colonialism
and underdevelopment‘.

Second, Simon and Zimina (2008:10) also ask the exact same question as Richmond
(2008) and Pugh et al. (2008) concerning ―whose peace are peacebuilders working
for?‖ Perhaps less ontologically put than Richmond, they question whether the
peacebuilding goals are ‗transforming‘ in ―seeking ultimately to challenge the
unsustainable, unjust status quo and bring about profound change towards greater
social justice and well-being‖.

Third, like Pugh et al‘s (2008) critique of the liberal peace project and the cooptation
of ‗human security‘, Simon and Zimina (2008:11) reject the notion that
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Jabri, V. (2006) ―Revisiting Change and Conflict: On Underlying Assumptions and the DePoliticisation of Conflict Resolution‖ in Bloomfield, David, Martina Fischer and Beatrix Schmelzle
(Eds), Social Change and Conflict Transformation, Berghof Handbook for Conflict Transformation,
Dialogue Series, Issue 5 (2006). Berlin: Berghof Research Centre for Constructive Conflict
Management. Pp.69-75.
112
See Lederach (2003). The Little Book of Conflict Transformation. Intercourse, Pennsylvania:
Good Books for a short comparison of conflict resolution versus conflict transformation. Also see
Ramsbotham, Woodhouse and Miall (2005).
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peacebuilding practices are somehow not political nor deeply involved in relations of
power. This is similar to Vivienne Jabri‘s (2006: 74)113 point that conflict resolution
has become de-politicised and that (any) frameworks are particular knowledges and
unavoidably constructed by and within relations of power and interests.114

As is shown in the hermeneutic tradition (that knowledge is based on
interpretive understanding), human action and human society possess their
own distinctiveness that cannot be reduced to the terms of natural sciences.
When this tradition is taken further into critical thought, knowledge is
understood as always situated in relation to interests (Habermas 1972)115 and
power (Foucault 1980)116, so that its frameworks of understanding are
unavoidably located in society and implicated in the constitution of its
relations of power. Understood in this way, knowledge about conflict may be
judged, not in terms of the criteria of science, but in terms of the interests that
constitute particular frameworks of knowledge and in terms that reveal the
complicities of different modes of understanding in relations of power.

Fourth, as part of a dialogue to re-insert the political and transformative elements of
peacebuilding discourses and practices, Simon and Zimina ask that peacebuilders
critically reflect upon their wider ontological and epistemological filters and
assumptions. This chimes with Jabri‘s (2006:74) assertion, that ―[i]t is necessary
first of all to rethink agency by way of a return to the social sciences, their
epistemologies (modes of justification of knowledge) and ontologies (assumptions
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Op. cit., Jabri, V. (2006).
Ibid., Jabri, V. (2006).
115
Habermas, Jurgen. (1972) Knowledge and Human Interests. Boston: Beacon Press.
116
Foucault (1980: 109-133).
114
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relating to social entities)‖, Building from the recognition of this fundamental need,
Simon and Zimina outline a cluster of critical themes, the consideration of which
will engender the reflexivity which in their view is a core component of the
peacebuilding project. These include: how political change occurs? How has the
discourse ignored local levels, social movements and participatory approaches? The
need for transforming power relations as core to peace? And the inseparability of
environmental, economic, and development issues as intrinsic to issues of conflict
and peace?

As practitioners, Simon and Zimina articulate similar issues to Jabri, Richmond and
Pugh et al. concerning peacebuilding contradictions and the need for a renewed
approach of transformative (or what I would call ‗emancipatory‘‘) peacebuilding:
methodologically, theoretically, analytically and in practice. Further, they, like other
practitioners with similar concerns117, together with Indigenous voices are a
necessary part of any inclusive dialogue concerning reflexive praxis, engagement
with relations of power, critical pedagogy and grassroots peacebuilding.

One of the key questions under-discussed in the literature is the relationship between
local resistance and transformation and ―whether community-level peacebuilding
activities can address structural aspects of conflict –including issues of territory and
power, and economic inequality?‖ (Thompson 1998:5). I contend a reading of the
literature by Janet Conway (2004) and others on social movements, globalization and
the spaces of locality (Escobar 1992) as well as specific critical literature from
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Bozicevic. (2009); Vukosavljevic . (2007).
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conflict resolution, international relations, anthropology, critical theory and social
movements (Foucault, Gramsci, Fetherston, Jabri, Nordstrom, Pugh, Richmond, and
Wignaraja), postcolonial (Spivak, Said, Fanon, and Moore-Gilbert) and
decolonizing approaches (Smith, Denzin and Lincoln) can help in that discussion
within a larger macro conceptualization of social change and empowerment.
Intrinsic to that analysis are the issues of power and capacity; that transforming
unequal social relations requires collective participatory approaches that give voice
and empowerment to knowledges sidelined in the hierarchy of global hegemony.
This is particularly true at the local community level where the implications of
power, control and change are less abstract and more immediately felt, experienced
and known.

Crossover Literature ---Social Movements and Community development

Further, it is important to reposition grassroots community-based peacebuilding from
its marginalized theoretical and research location in Peace Studies. In this sense, it
is important to connect the notion and emancipatory project of community-based
peacebuilding to cross-over literature in social movements and relations of power
(colonial and post-colonial). This is particularly important because grassroots
community-based peacebuilding, as I want to conceptualize it, involves grass-roots
activism and emancipatory politics in local spaces. Additionally, it can also be seen
as part of new social movements, decolonizing processes and creating democratic
alternatives as part of a growing contestation against neo-liberal globalization.
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Cross-over literature interlinks conflict resolution concepts of grassroots communitybased peacebuilding with community development, empowerment, social change
and indigenous concepts, together with the ways in which communities define and
understand the processes and realities which affect them. These issues of social
mobilization and working across identities/groups, so important to peacebuilding in
large-scale inter-group conflicts, is clearly evident in the social movement writings
(Conway, 2004; Goodwin and Jasper 2003; Meyer et al. 2002).118

For example, Jeff Goodwin and James Jasper (2003) broaden the understanding
articulated by Diana Francis in terms of understanding the dynamics and purposes of
collaborative group processes to advocate and negotiate. A social movement, they
say,

is a collective, organized, sustained and non-institutional challenge to
authorities, powerholders, or cultural beliefs and practices‖. Social
movements are conscious, concerted, and sustained efforts by ordinary
people to change some aspect of their society by using extra-institutional
means. (Goodwin and Jasper 2003:3)
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There is a crossover also in the questions they take up concerning 1)social theory, human action
and motivation; 2) the theoretical and practical dynamics of social change and resistance by social
movements; 3) the role of collective efforts (social movements) in ―transforming vague intuitions into
principles and political demands‖ (Goodwin and Jasper 2003:5); 4) the processes of legitimizing
community grievances and establishing solidarity amongst participants as well as politicizing an
existing collective identity and demanding full rights of citizenship, equality and participation (social
justice) and control over their lives individually and collectively (basic needs); 5) community efforts
by ordinary people in putting demands on the state concerning collective sovereignty and economic
and social autonomy in an increasingly global hierarchy (Goodwin and Jasper 2003:5).
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Social movements as/like grassroots community-based peacebuilding concerns
recognizing and developing local capacities, deepening civil society interactions, and
supporting critically reflexive dialogues and analyses geared to social change.

Another example of this crossover literature in other field is found in community
development and social work writings. Canadian Merav Moshe (2001) writes not
only explicitly spoke of peacebuilding as social justice (eradicating inequality) and
Burton‘s basic human needs, but proceeded to relate the role of social workers in
community development and peacebuilding efforts. Writing on community
organizing practices, critical pedagogy and positive peace, Moshe says,

A composite of process and program objectives involving educating people
to enable themselves to develop responsible local leaderships, civic
consciousness; ―to introduce and strengthen democracy at the grassroots level
through the creation and/or revitalization of institutions designed to serve as
instruments of local participation‖ (Khinduka 1975:175) to bring about selfchosen changes in the community‘s life. (Moshe 2001:25)

What these examples exhibit is the interdisciplinary sites of grassroots peacebuilding
and critical pedagogy, whether it is named as such explicitly or not.

Curle

Lastly, the literature review of peace studies (conflict resolution and peacebuilding)
needs to acknowledge the work of Adam Curle as presenting a more radical tradition
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of conflict resolution and peacebuilding, academically and in practice, one that has
been denuded over time. 119

As an academic, practitioner and activist, Curle‘s work embodied a response to
peacebuilding that incorporated a standpoint and analysis that explicitly called for
transforming power relations and unequal social-economic-political structures.120
Further, his writings and actions were infused by visions of social justice, elements
of self-reflexivity121, and critical pedagogy122. As the first Chair of the Department
of Peace Studies at Bradford University (UK), Curle outlined an approach to peace
studies123 (research, teaching and practice) that was multidisciplinary, politically
active, critically imaginative and explicit that knowledge was never neutral124.
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Curle, Adam. (1975) The Scope and Dilemmas of Peace Studies. An Inaugural lectured delivered
at the University of Bradford on 4 February 1975. (Mimeograph). And C urle, Adam (1981). True
Justice: Quaker peace makers and peace making. London: Quaker Home Service. Curle, Adam.
(1995) Making Way. Oxford: Jon Carpenter.
120
Curle (1975:10) outlined a praxis (theory and action) of transformative social justice involving
changing society, structurally and personally; power, its asymmetries and socio-political inequities
and oppressions; and the need to work co-operatively and collectively together. This was based on
his acknowledgement of ―structural violence‖ (1981:41)as ―the political and economic inequalities
which are built into the social structure‖ and second, that ―Both violence and conflicts...have much to
do with power‖ (1981:40) as ―relationships in which the protagonists are unequal in power‖(1981:71)
such as ―class‖ (1981:72) or those of more equal power.
121
Curle explicitly names his ontological beliefs and how it socially informs and constructs his
framework: ―I begin with a concept of human nature based on the belief that there is within each one
of us a divine element. I go on to develop ideas on peace making that seem to me to follow from this.
Finally I try to suggest how our action as peace makes is influenced by a combination of our
understanding of our natures and our analysis of the situation.‖ (Curle 1981:2 True Justice). Further,
he (1981) clearly claims his own spiritual ontology, identity (1975:8) and personal-emotional
experiences (his work in as a mediator from 1967 to 1970 in the Nigeria-Biafra war, 1971 in the IndoPakistan war, and his later mediation work in Zimbabwe, South Africa, Northern Ireland and Sri
Lanka) as central to his desire to find alternate visions.
122
Curle (1981:95) was clearly aware of Paulo Freire.
123
Curle (1975:11-12) outlined three principles of peace studies: one, ―changing perceptions, for the
enlarging of social reality‖; two, ―changing the balance of power; and three, ―the study of the future
and possible alternatives to the existing system‖, ―the imaginative effort to envisage a more peaceful
world order.‖ In general, ―The framework is essentially the study of relationships: the determination
of what renders some destructive mutually or unilaterally, and what makes others constructive; the
attempt to discover, and in some cases to practise, the methods by which unpeaceful may be changed
into peaceful relationships; and finally the imaginative effort to envisage a more peaceful world
order.‖
124
Adam Curle (1975:6) is quite clear that neither knowledge nor action is without political
consequences. He writes about the moral and political concerns over power, decision-making and
how/who uses research in ways that recognize that we are never in a benign situation (Eg., ―use by
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Curle‘s work is an example of a radical approach to both peace studies and
peacebuilding; one that that more fully critiques, challenges and constructs a broader
framework for Peace studies and peacebuilding. Set in the present, such a
framework would include a rigorous engagement with contemporary interdisciplinary approaches and theories, as well as a more sophisticated notion of
power, and contemporary political hegemonies.125 Fundamental to such a project is
a stringent interrogation of the actual practices of research methodologies, one‘s
performance in it, and (transforming) hegemonic cycles of knowledge/power.

Conclusion

In sum, I argue that much of the literature and discourses in the field of Conflict
Resolution and Peacebuilding contains a problematic understanding of
peacebuilding (theoretically, methodologically, culturally); one that absences the
voices, participatory processes, and knowledge construction from the grassroots
community level. If as some argue (Galtung, Lederach, Francis), transforming

pentagon war machine‖) when it comes to the production of knowledge. Second, not taking a
political stand or supporting ―the status quo which permitted or encourage such unpeaceful
conditions could in no sense be considered as the promotion of peace: on the contrary, it was the tacit
condoning of violence‖(1975:9). Ouch.
Much like this dissertations discussion of transformative versus technical peacebuilding,
Curle talks of the split between ‗functional‘ versus ‗ideological‘ (or ‗researchers‘ versus ‗activists‘)
approaches in peace studies as containing different understandings of power and social change. The
‗functional‘ approach reflects the view that clear (research) information in itself will somehow help
alleviate the violence, that maintenance of the status quo is preferable to disorderly actions of change,
and that the absence of overt direct physical violence is peace. On the other hand, an ‗activist‘
approach is concerned about changing situations of violence, carrying out their research in order to be
better informed and supporting effective action and who see peace as more than the lack of overt
violence but ―equate it rather with social justice‖ (1975:7).
125
That includes our position and location as researchers (Denzin, Lincoln and Smith 2008), a the
habitus of the university as a reproducer of epistemic violence and cultural stratification (Bourdieu
1977), our discursive narratives, rationalities, technologies (Foucault 1972, 1980; Spivak 1988), and
our very location as intellectuals agents within an international system of capitalism and relations of
power (Gramsci 1970).
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conflict and building sustainable peace (defined as a quest for social justice through
transforming social relations) depends upon a participatory and inclusive approach
then our questions in the field should be re-phrased as ‗how to understand
contemporary conflicts from the perspective of local communities?‘ and ‗how can
communities/activists effectively respond based upon a critical praxis of reflection
and action?‘. As academics, researchers, and practitioners, we need to reflexively to
ourselves, ‗what is problematic about our theoretical methodologies, cultural
approaches, and our aptitude to learn alongside local communities?‘

That being said, much of the literature in the field of conflict resolution and
peacebuilding is underdeveloped theoretically and contrary to claims, is not
grounding itself in the forefront of contemporary multidisciplinary discussions
occurring literature pertaining to critical discourses over hegemony, globalization,
feminism, anthropology, cultural studies, poststructuralist or postcolonial theories.
Hence, a serious literature review and theoretical discussion on the thesis topic
requires the inclusion of writings on imperialism, hegemony, decolonization, social
movements, and Indigenous Peoples‘ experiences of both genocide and alternative
epistemologies (Denzin, Lincoln and Smith 2008).

I contend further that peace research and the field of conflict resolution faces a
paradigm shift from outdated state-centred security paradigms that ignore ―social and
economic inequalities arising from an asymmetric, hierarchical relationship in the
existing system‖ (Jeong 2000:368). Such a failed paradigm fails to address macro
structural change in relation to neo-liberal economic and institutional arrangements.
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In its place are the emergence of alternate visions, theorizations and paradigms based
upon making visible the many forms of violence including systems like colonialism.
One site, I suggest, are the activities of grassroots (peacebuilding) social movements
arising out of resisting modernisation and a globalization context thereby and
creating a ―lateral extension of social connectedness across time and space‖ (Jeong
2000:374).

One way to re-conceptualize peacebuilding then is to radicalize its meaning by
reframing it as a methodology of discursive inclusiveness and epistemological
diversity; normative values of social justice, equality; critical pedagogies of
emancipation (Giroux 2007; Freire: 1972); and practices of collective/community
transformation of conflicts and social relations.

Additionally, grassroots community-based peacebuilding epistemologically
incorporates a social constructionist and postmodern approach of knowledge with
partial and highly contextualized knowledges. These knowledges contain
differentiated meanings and ways of being culturally. They are situated in the
political history of colonialism, genocide, racism, class, and gender as constructing
social relations, experiences and discourses of power. Conflict is not merely
unfilled basic needs but the way in which meanings, experiences, practices and lived
realities function on multiple levels and sites. It is within this interaction of structure
and agency, global and local, hegemony and resistance that social justice as an
ongoing process of grassroots community-based peacebuilding occurs.
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By extension, grassroots community-based peacebuilding can be understood
methodologically as different and counter-narratives of knowledge-truth and as a
project of theorizing from the ‗bottom-up‘ below via praxis. As a concept and
practice, it transforms the way conflict and relations of power are interpreted and
understood discursively, analytically and in practice: people are actors, not passive
problems waiting to be fixed; solutions and change are situated in local communitybased perspectives and processes. Grassroots community peacebuilding can be seen
as radical about the decolonization and self-determination of peoples and
communities.

Lastly, one could academically call these processes a ―post-modern cultural politics‖
(Jeong 2000:376) composed of critical local movements engaged in local politics for
change that are part of ―an ongoing inter-dependent world‖. One could potentially
see this as the emergence of a cosmopolitan set of shared experiences (bringing
together local meanings and global perspectives) and visions in challenging state
hegemony, war, processes of homogenization and inequality..

Finally, I believe Ho-Won Jeong (2000) manages to articulate a deeper relationship
in peace research literature between development, social change, and alternative
visions from the grassroots. Peace research, he says, includes not only sustainable
development, human rights and prevention of war but ―more specifically, peace
research interests lie in uncovering the relationship between inequality, injustice and
power asymmetry on the hand and violence on the other‖ (2000:1). It is the search
for new social and political practices from the interpersonal to the global. In this
sense, ―peace is achieved in essence through a social process‖ (2000:6) of social and
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cultural transformations that one, eliminates violence generated by repressive
hierarchical political and patriarchal systems, and two, and the dynamics of
economics and social injustice. Adam Curle would be proud.

The next chapter looks at theoretical research methodology, auto-ethnographic
positioning and performativity in turns of theoretical praxis, power, ethics and
political activism.
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Chapter 3: Methodology and Methods

Methodology (Part 1)

Introduction

This chapter on methodology has several purposes and is organized in the following
fashion. First, the chapter retains the dissertation‘s theme of power, knowledge and
discursive production of ‗truths‘. In doing so, it continues the argument that many
of the conflict resolution and peacebuilding writers and discourses need to pay
greater attention to their own epistemological assumption and frameworks.
Historicizing academic qualitative research, I make use of Norman Denzin‘s eight
‗moments‘ (typology and paradigms) of qualitative research to situate and discuss
the ways in which various methodological approaches to research enact and
(re)produce certain questions, processes and forms of knowledge.126 This serves as
a route to situate and critique the methodological inadequacy and its problematic
claims of truth by positivist/post-positivist conflict resolution and peacebuilding
literatures.

126

Denzin and Lincoln‘s eight ‗moments (2005, 2008) in North American qualitative research are the
following:
8th—the future (2008-present)
7th –methodologically contested present (2000-2008)
6th—postexperimental (1995-2000)
5th—postmodern (1990-1995)
4th – crisis of representation (1986-1990)
3rd—blurred genres (1970-1986)
2nd—modernist (1950-1970)
1st—traditional (1900-1950)
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Second, however, the main purpose of this chapter is to present an overview and
justification of my own methodological approaches, theoretically and in practice. I
adopt the metaphor of a ‗bricoleur‘ researcher (Denzin and Lincoln 2003: 28) who
uses numerous diverse tools to craft together approaches and analyses that attempt to
function simultaneously on multiple levels, narratively and politically. I position
(create) myself and my research methodology within a performative autoethnographic model of a post-structuralist version of grounded theory. This
construction asserts that research is inherently political, subjective, interpretive,
performative, intersubjective and unfinished in terms of meaning. Ethically, I begin
from a transformative social justice agenda infused by critical pedagogy, selfreflexivity and solidarity. Hence, my quest has been to open up spaces within
research for joint conversations between the researcher, the researched, and the
reader.

Third, I will recount the ‗how‘ (‗methods) of my research process. To do so, I will
first discuss the actual locations (case studies) and the ways (‗data collection
methods‘) that I conversed (‗interview‘) with people (‗the researched‘,
‗interviewees‘, ‗participants‘). Second, I will outline my process of interpreting
(‗data analysis‘) those discussions. Third, in keeping with the triple crisis
(representation, legitimacy and praxis) faced by researchers, I will not hide my ―I‖,
rather I will include my own identity, experiences and knowledges as intrinsic to
authenticating what I claim and how I write. Lastly, throughout this section on
methods, I will also problematize various issues of power and authority in my role as
a researcher, together with my experiences and responses.
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The methodological stances I have used, and the critique of the conflict
resolution/peacebuilding literature, were premised on the following ontology of
power. One, the relationships between knowledge and power are ubiquitous and
symbiotic (Foucault 1972). Second, knowledge/power is historically specific,
socially constructed epistemologies embodied in dispersed discourses, practices and
material relations. Third, particular configurations of knowledge/power become
ascendant and produce/reinforce ‗regimes of truth‘; hegemonic (regulating,
disciplining and unequal) sets of economic, social, cultural, ideological and political
relations. Fourth, such epistemologies and ‗regimes of truth‘ are not transcendental,
teleological certainties nor permanently transfixed. Rather, they are and can be
contested in a myriad of localities. Fifth, one method of challenging epistemological
and material regimes of inequality and dominance is through actions and projects
based upon transformative social justice paradigms.

Set within my own current position as a social justice activist-academic, the aim of
this research and methodology was to create spaces and legitimacy for challenging
‗regimes‘ and claims of truth‘, politically and epistemologically. One way of doing
this was to reinsert multiple voices and excluded locations back into contemporary
discourses in the field of conflict resolution and peacebuilding.

Therefore, this chapter on methodology aims to maintain the general theoretical and
methodological social justice practice to explicitly engage and state the relations of
power implicit in the production of knowledge and subsequent claims of truth.
This required asserting and acknowledging that the processes and outcome of any
research are indelibly connected to relations of power. Further, it was important to
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appreciate how methodology shaped data and produced ‗knowledge‘ through its
immersion in particular discursive practices and paradigms (including my own).

Hence, a conceptual discussion on paradigms and a historicized critique of
qualitative research ‗moments‘ themselves became an essential part of my
methodological stance and critique of conflict resolution and peacebuilding
literatures. This, in turn, entailed an extensive discussion informed by Denzin‘s
eight moments (paradigms) of research methodologies, the shift between positivist
and postmodern sensibilities, and methodological responses to the triple crisis of
‗representation, legitimacy and praxis‘127 (Denzin and Lincoln 2008)128
Finally, in the same vein, the methodology of a performative auth-ethnographic
grounded theory approach offered a credible position for the theoretical and
methodological inclusion of my own voice, personal biography, representation and

127

Denzin calls, ―A triple crisis of representation, legitimation, and praxis [that] confronts qualitative
researchers‖ (Denzin et al., 2003:28). Associated with ―the critical, interpretive, linguistic, feminist
and rhetorical turns in social theory‖ (ibid) and their implication, they ―make problematic two key
assumptions of qualitative research‖ which, in turn, pose a subsequent challenge.
The first assumption is what Denzin calls the crisis of Representation. The researcher cannot
―directly capture lived experience. Such an experience, it is argued, is created in the social text
written by the researcher‖ (2003:28). Second, there is the crisis of legitimation that ―involves a
serious rethinking of such terms as validity, generalizability, and reliability‖ that ―makes problematic
the traditional criteria for evaluating and interpreting qualitative research‖ (2003:28). 127 The question
here is ―How are qualitative studies to be evaluated in the contemporary, poststructural moment?‖
(2003:28). Third, Denzin refers to the combination the crises of representation and legitimation as
together leading to a crisis of praxis. Whereas, Denzin defines it by asking ―Is it possible to effect
change in the world if society is only and always a text?‖ I take his meaning here to be about the
purpose, role and capacity of research to be effective in supporting social change in two ways.
First, in a general sense, the crisis of praxis contends that qualitative research involves social change,
pedagogically and politically.127 The crisis of praxis asks not only about the possibility of effective
change but also about the intrinsic vision and efficacy of research to do so. Second, this crisis of
praxis is situated in the break with positivist and postpositivist frameworks by postmodern
sensibilities. The crisis extends into a critical query into the transformative claims, possibilities and
capacities of poststructuralist frameworks, epistemologically and methodologically. On the one hand,
the epistemological questions of praxis involve the contentious issues of representation (of the
researcher and ‗the other‘) and the evaluative criteria that legitimizes the (partial or situated) truth
claims of alternate methodologies. On the other hand, the methodological crisis of praxis involves
responding to questions of ‗with whom, how, why and for whom is research is enacted‘? (CF Smith,
1999). Hence, the crisis of praxis not only includes the political demand of application but also asks
‗how‘ and ‗by what means‘ can theory and practice be integrated?
128
Denzin et al (2008).
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experiences as being intrinsically connected to the creation and presentation of the
research.

My methodology then was premised upon a social justice approach of research and
research methodology as an act of political contestation guided by an ethics of
solidarity. Second, I positioned myself within poststructuralist postmodern
sensibilities and accepted the contemporary re-problematization of representation,
legitimacy and praxis. As a consequence, I responded with an empirically grounded
theory, auto-ethnographic narrative and self-reflexivity, and an analysis lead by a
commitment to a critical pedagogy.

Paradigms

Such a methodological narrative like the one above begins with a general contention
that any and every research methodology has ontological 129 and epistemological130
foundations. These foundational premises become theoretical perspectives adopted
in social science research. They determine the relevant questions, parameters, the
fundamental design of the research, and its tools including the what is considered
evidence, how is it gathered and how it is interpreted (Gray 2004; Guba & Lincoln
2004).

129

Hence, our choice of ontology and epistemology implicate our research in

Ontology concerns theories are twofold: physical and social realities. One level is about being and
existence, the nature of reality, and what is materially real in the world. The second contains
fundamental premises about how we are socially organized and assumptions about social entities
(Jabri 2006:74).
130
Epistemology is the theory of knowledge (concepts and theories) concerned with how we know
what we do. What justifies us in believing what we do? What standards of evidence should we use in
seeking truths about the world and human experience? As Jabir put it earlier, epistemology as
―modes of justification of thought‖ (Jabri 2006:74).
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organizing its questions, design, proof, conclusions and applicability (i.e., the ‗truth‘
it is able to produce).

In short, the choice of methods (data collection) is influenced by the research
methodology chosen.

The methodology itself is influenced by the theoretical

perspectives adopted by the research, often not made visible or conscious, which, in
turn, depends upon the ontological and epistemological stance. Gergen and Gergen
(2003: 60) argue that ‗[e]very method of research carries with it assumptions about
the nature of the world.

To select a method, then, is to constrain a way of

understanding. In effect a choice of research method is also a choice about the way
we shall understand the world.‘ (Gergen and Gergen 2003:60). Hence, all research is
interpretive and we do it via beliefs, paradigms 131, and discourses that dialectically
shape how we act, see, and elaborate the world. As Denzin and Lincoln (1998:24)
write, ―[t]here are no objective observations, only observations socially situated in
the worlds of the observer and the observed.‖

The implication of this line of interpretive thought is that knowledge is historically
and culturally situated and constructed. Second, that, in turn, means that ‗truth‘ is
relative to the paradigm‘s designation and legitimization of evidence and analysis.
131

These differing epistemological and ontological webs could be referred to as world-views,
cosmologies, or paradigms. A paradigm is a basic belief system based upon ontological,
epistemological and methodological assumptions (Guba and Lincoln 2004). It is a world-view that
defines the nature of the world, the person‘s place in it, the range of possibilities between the world
and its parts. As Guba and Lincoln (2004: 21) write,
The beliefs are basic in the sense that they must be accepted simply as faith (however well
argued); there is not way to establish their ultimate truthfulness. If there were, the
philosophical debates reflected in these pages would have been resolved millennia ago.
Each paradigm contains various pre-suppositions and assumptions enmeshed, explicitly and
implicitly, acknowledged or ignored, in critical concepts and ideas of perception, phenomena,
consciousness, empiricism, meaning, understanding, reason, rationality, agency, intentionality,
subjectivity, memory, identity and power.
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Third, however, not every paradigm is reflective and acknowledges it is a paradigm
– some are unreflective, non-introspective, and unconscious. 132 Similarly, Thomas
Kuhn (Gergen and Gergen 2003: 7-10)133 writes about the insulating function of a
paradigm through its criterion for choosing problems and assumptions about
solutions.134

Further, paradigms are deeply connected into larger social practices and political
contestations. 135 Again, as Kuhn (1970) argues, ―[a]s in political revolutions, so in
paradigm choice –there is no standard higher than the assent of the relevant
community.‖ Similarly, Gergen and Gergen (2003:16) question, ―[i]s the major
deployment of the term truth primarily a means for warranting one‘s own position
and discrediting contenders for intelligibility?‖

These arguments are pivotal to the relationship between knowledge and power
(Foucault 1980) as it points to the way in which knowledge production can be
reproductive and reinforcing of asymmetrical power (and understandings), and/or
emancipatory in

terms of examining implicit assumptions and positing

alternate/counter hegemonic discourses (Bourdieu 1977; Foucault 1980; Freire

132

This point is one of the three main critiques (the other being an inadequate theorization of relations
of power, discursively and materially, and the third point being its reluctance to locate its analysis at
the site of the local) I have used to critique the objectivist, positivist epistemology within conflict
resolution and peacebuilding literatures; that the limits of those ‗truths‘, understanding of conflicts
and processes of peacebuilding are delineated by the inherently reproductive nature of paradigms and
their methodological approaches.
133
Excerpts from Kuhn, T. (1970) The Structure of Scientific Revolutions. Chicago: University of
Chicago Press. Pp. 4,5, 10-11, 37-39, 84-85, 95.
134
As Kuhn writes, a paradigm as a conceptual framework of
understanding/epistemology/methodology limits and regulates what is considered a worthy problem,
excludes/rejects other problems thereby insulating enquires from examining key social discourses
―because they cannot be stated in terms of the conceptual and instrumental tools the paradigm
supplies‖ (Kuhn in Gergen 2004:8).
135
Moreover, some claim to have absolute truth unbiased by time or space, and such assertions have
dangerous political implications in a world filled with wars fought over WMDs (words of mass
deception).
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1973).

Hence, we are faced with the necessity of recognizing the political

contestation embedded in public knowledge. Set within ‗regimes of truth‘ (Foucault)
and hegemonic class relations (Gramsci), power, knowledge, truth, and sociocultural relations are contestable systems of meaning and practices.136

The character of postmodernism, or postmodern sensibilities (Denzin 2003;
Richardson (2003) represents a shift137 in ontology, epistemology and, by
implication, methodological practices away from key facets of modernity138 and its
understanding of objectivity.139 In a postmodernism paradigm, ontology becomes

136

The discourses on tensions and transformative practices at the grassroots level between Indigenous
and non-Indigenous activists are reflective of this dynamic.
137
Hence, Kuhn (1970) talks about the transition of a paradigm in crisis to a new one , ―…it is a
reconstruction of the field from new fundamentals, a reconstruction that changes some of the field‘s
most elementary theoretical generalizations as well as many of its paradigm methods and
applications‖. Known as a paradigm shift, it is a ―decisive difference in modes of solutions‖ through
changing ―its view of the field, methods, and its goals‖ (Kuhn in Gergen and Gergen 2003:9).
However, Kuhn argues, each paradigm is circular and as Guba and Lincoln assert (Guba and Lincoln:
2004) argue, it needs to be constantly challenged to uncover its normative features.
138
To speak of ―Modernity‖ is to speak of a paradigm based upon the values of the Enlightenment
and the scientific method of Objectivism; the view that reality exists ―in itself‖ independently of the
mind, and that this reality is knowable as such (Fay 1996:200). Objectivism uses a positivist
epistemology that knowledge rests on cognitively perceiving unmediated aspects of reality (―facts‖)
and causal explanations can be accessed by observable, empirical tests. Second, it uses realist
ontology to argue that ―a reality independent of human perception and cognition exists, and second,
that this reality has its own inherent order‖ (also known as 'realism', Fay 1996:202). This type of
‗objectivity‘ is an epistemological assertion that the world that has its own independent structures,
which we, by ridding ourselves of any pre-conceptions (emotional, cognitive, values, apriori
categories), can discover and reveal.
Hence, in a modernist paradigm, ‗Truth‘ is knowable, our understanding is true when it coincides with
the world in itself. Reality is uncovered, not constructed. Modernity is an epistemological claim that
its methodology, premised on ontological realism, is neutral and objective if ―they eliminate the
subjective elements which typically prevent achieving objective truth‖ (Fay 1996:204).
139
The post-modern critique (post-Enlightenment, post-Scientific objectivist view)
disputes the absolute authority of the scientific model by arguing the following logic: facts require
apriori conceptual resources in order to occur; language is inherently laden with conceptual schemes
and webs,; and these conceptual constructs are human made and situated. Therefore, all
understanding involves judgment within a set of beliefs, desires, and internal rationality; a specific
paradigm. Therefore the positivist contention that that it refrains from introducing situated evaluative
judgements and hence it‘s subjectivity is not a subjectivity but represents an objective universal truth,
is not held as being logically correct.
The scientific method claims to be objective, neutral, universal, and yet, as Fay (Fay 1996: 199)
contends, ―[T]he history of social science is filled with works apparently scientific but in fact utterly
ideological.‖ Given the failure of such an objectivist narrative of objectivity, Fay argues (Fay
1996:205) that ―we can never know for sure whether a scientific hypothesis is true even if it accords
with all our empirical observations‖ (italics original). We can never prove for certain whether a
scientific theory is wholly true as proof is ultimately locked within biased cultural and conceptual
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‗becoming‘, epistemology becomes inter-subjective and partial, and methodological
practices become open to contention.

Hence, a new set of questions arise for a postmodernist paradigm involving how
meaning is understood and derived based upon social practices and discourses, rather
than reality/truth as an objective phenomena.140 Further, it is the inclusion of power,
regulation and history that differentiates the postmodernist/post-structuralism world
view of ‗truth‘ from the modernist and structuralist paradigms. Key postmodernist
concepts of ‗truths‘ (subjectivity, situatedness, discourse and knowledge production)
occur within the debate over language, meaning and culture.141 The issues of
historical and cultural situatedness, hegemonic contestation, and the

paradigms. Second, that ―[a]ny theory we believe, even ones for which we have excellent reasons to
believe, may be false‖ (Fay 1996: 208) (Italics original). 139 He concludes by saying ―[i]t is an inherent
feature of the epistemology of science and scientific reasoning itself: no amount or quality of
empirical confirmation or disconfirmation is sufficient to guarantee as certifiable truth or falsity‖.
This he terms ―fallibalism‖, a realist conclusion (the world is outside and still can be known) that
disputes the objectivity and infallibity of science, both methodologically and substantively.
140
This changing notion of ‗truth‘ has its roots in language theory and its theoretical implications for
theories of human societies. Specifically, the importance of concepts arising from structural
linguistics and the application of language theory to social theory.
First, by considering the way we construct language rather than simply referring to the what they
refer to in the world of things, we begin to focus on the structure of language and how we use it
(Structuralism: This view is derived from structural linguistics (e.g., Ferdinand Saussure) where
words are part of a system, a ‗total system‘ where any word or utterance makes sense only in relation
to the structure of the language system in question (Smith 1998)).
Second, the theory that language and meaning can be understood as existing within a self-referring
structure is expanded into social theory and an ontology/epistemology for social science. Language is
both a metaphor for the dynamics of culture and society, as well as an organizer, representative, and
discursive agent of these cultural linguistic values (postmodernism).
141
The postmodernist social constructionist‘s contention is that ―knowledge‖ and ―reality‖ are
linguistic categories whose meaning can only be understood within the relations of a language
structure. Meaning is only meaningful in relation to a structure of language - in other words, a
particular discourse. Every word we use is full of meaning and this meaning is (re-)produced in
everyday life through daily social practices, cultural artefacts, and linguistic-cultural representations.
In this way, ‗knowledge‘ is produced, makes sense of our world, and imbues ordinary things with
numerous meanings we barely acknowledge (Smith 1998).
But language is more than simply a means of expression, it has the power of action in that as people
talk to each other, the world gets constructed‖ (Burr 1995: 7). Language is an interaction with social
practices. Knowledge is not seen as a thing but as something ―people do together‖ (Burr 1995: 8) and
where ―[d]ifferent discourses construct social phenomena in different ways, and entail different
possibilities for human action‖ (Burr 1995: 15). In this sense, social constructionism takes the
structure/agency determinism argument and says that explanations are neither solely structures nor
internal individual responses but is the interaction between the two within processes.
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constraining/enabling function of discursive practices become increasingly important
to the production of meaning and ‗truth‘ in a postmodern paradigm.142
Consequently, Tierney and Lincoln (Tierney and Lincoln 1997:ix) articulate a
postmodernist position and consequence by saying:

Thus, we are all suspicious. We are suspicious of those who tell us
they have the only methods appropriate for conducting scientific
inquiry. We of suspicious of those who tell us they have the final
theory on why the world is as it is. We are especially suspicious of
discourses that, without thoughtful analytical deconstructing, invisibly
shape the ideas which we express, limit the views of reality with
which we grapple, and silenced those who are not privy to our private
languages.

Hence, the shifting stance of postmodernist sensibilities has implications for research
practice and claims to represent (partial) truths. As Denzin and Lincoln (1998:24)
wrote, ―[a]ll qualitative researchers are philosophers.‖ Similarly, Tim May (2001),
writing about the productive nature of research paradigms and methodologies, said,

―Data is not collected but produced. Facts do not exist independently of the
medium through which they are interpreted…‖ (p.28) Not simply what we
142

Power, knowledge, truth, culture and language become intertwined through a postmodernist
worldview and social constructionist/poststructuralist theories. Culture and language are contested
systems of meaning, contingent upon various elements of representation and lived practices that are
both dynamically disputing and forcefully regulating possibilities. A postmodernist view of truth
negates the positivist, objectivist and universalizing voice of modernity and their codes/paradigms of
qualitative analysis in social science. Rather, the postmodern paradigm is a socially constructed world
of multiplicity, situatedness, partiality, and where no single vantage point encompasses the totality of
absolute knowledge. (Burr 1995; Gergen and Gergen 2003; Fay 1996; Foucault: 1972)
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produce but how we produce it are …inseparable in the process of social
research (29)

This shift (or contestation of paradigms) from modernism to postmodernism is
configured within the history of social sciences itself. The notion of research
paradigms and their performative role in producing knowledge is extended by
Denzin and Lincoln (1998; 2003; 2005) who created a quasi-historical typology of
eight qualitative research approaches, each as a set of epistemological socially
constructed, sometimes overlapping, methodological ‗moments‘.

Their arguments are important to contextualizing both a methodological critique of
conflict resolution and peacebuilding literature, as well as understanding my own
formulation of a performative auto-ethnographic model of a version of poststructuralist grounded theory.

First, their framework connects ―historical moments, research methods, paradigms
and communities of interpretive scholars‖ (2005:3) within the field of qualitative
research. This is important for displaying the historical weaknesses, ongoing
theoretical legacies as well as grasping the increasing contemporary epistemological
sophistication in qualitative research. Second, their theoretical contention points to
each of the multiple qualitative research moments as themselves a (personal,
political, socio-cultural, textual) ―performance‖ developing and enacting ideas that
both create and shape the world. Third, Denzin and Lincoln‘s framework positions
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each epistemological and methodological approach as having discursive power and
practices.143

Denzin‘s 8th moment

I locate my own research and methodology within Denzin‘s 8th moment (2003,
2008).144 Here, it is a question of contesting relations of power through connecting
various epistemological discourses and methodologies with a triple agenda (political,
methodological, and performative) governed by an ethics of social justice.
Methodologically and theoretically, it is informed by critical145 and indigenous

143

Their critique of positivist/post-positivist approaches („the traditional‟ and „modern‟ moments)
recounts the predominance in qualitative research narratives of universalizing objective ‗truths‘
emanating from a ‗positivist‘ scientific paradigm and its reinforcement of colonial and imperial
accounts of ‗the other‘.
This ‗positivism‘ and its questionable truth claims was subsequently contested by a burgeoning
multiplicity of interpretive stances in the qualitative research field from the 1970s onwards. This
newer moment fractured the façade of earlier modernist accounts and its set of privileged voices and
positionalities. At the same time, the incorporation of class, gender and race in this same period
initiated the ensuing crisis of representation and legitimacy (‗blurred‟ and „crisis of representation‟
moments) highlighting the increased problematisation of subjectivity, representation and power in
qualitative research, epistemologically, methodologically and by extension, politically.
By the beginning of the 1990s, Denzin and Lincoln point to the politics of knowledge/power and a
changing methodological location evident in postmodern sensibilities with their paradigms of
partialities, localities, and situated knowledges contesting dominant epistemologies and ruling
discursive formations (‗postmodern‟ moment). In this and the subsequent moments („the
methodologically contested present‟ and „the fractured future‟ moments), there is an increasing
fracturing and political contesting of qualitative research concerning methodological approaches and
praxis in qualitative research. Within this continuum, there is the increasing privileging of emergent
voices and methodological praxis from previously silenced groups, participatory action and critical
pedagogical processes, auto-ethnographic presentations and social sciences as sites for critical
conversations about democracy, globalisation and social justice. Simultaneously, the fracturing
contains ―each of the earlier historical moments (is) still operating in the present, either as legacy or
as a set of practices that researchers continue to follow or argue against.‖ (2003:29: 2005).
144
Thus the 8th moment is the present future of critical and indigenous methodologies. It is about
where social sciences and humanities become sites of critical discourses and conversations of the
‗future-present‘: about democracy, freedom, community, development, autonomy, culture,
globalization, gender, race, class tied to hopes, aspirations of democratic processes, social justice and
cultural-environmental transformations (Denzin 2008:x-x22, 1-20). Alternately, Denzin‘s 8th moment
(previously known as the present in 2005) is now called the ―fractured future‖ (2008) and the newest
9th moment as a ―scrimmage over federal ethics regulations‖ and funding issues, both blurred over the
concerns for social justice, moral purpose and emancipatory methodologies continues. (Ibid)
145
Critical methodologies: Research that is explicitly political, self-reflexive, emancipatory, as well as
a politics of liberation and transformation that is critical of its own self and the discourses surrounding
it while ―in search of an open-ended, subversive, multivoiced, participatory epistemology‖. (Denzin et
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methodologies146, critical theory and critical pedagogy147, emancipatory discourses
and decolonizing148/postcolonial149 perspectives.

al., 2008: x) (They reference Lather, Patti. ( 2007) Getting Lost: Feminist efforts towards a double (d)
science. Albany: SUNY Press. Pp. x-xi)
146
Indigenous methodologies: research by and for indigenous peoples (purpose), and using
techniques, methodologies and perspectives from peoples‘ traditional and contemporary knowledges.
(Smith 1999; Rains, Archibald and Deyhle 2000:338;
147
Critical Pedagogy: An approach and practice looking to disrupt/challenge hegemonic cultural
practices and ways of seeing and positing alternatives rooted in a more just, democratic and equitable
society. (McLaren and Kincheloe 2007).
148
Decolonization: Swadener and Mutua (2004:255) see ―decolonization as the process, in both
research and performance, of valuing, reclaiming and foregrounding indigenous voices and
epistemologies.‖ Smith (1999:98) defines decolonization as simultaneously methodological,
pedagogical and political. ―Decolonization‖, she writes, ―once viewed as the formal process of
handing over the instruments of government is now recognized as a long-term process involving the
bureaucratic, cultural, linguistic and psychological divesting of colonial power.‖
For Linda Tuhiwai Smith, the issue of history, epistemology and research methodology are central to
decolonization as it seeks to counter the narrative and discourse of imperialism and replace it with ―a
critical pedagogy of decolonization‖ (Smith 1999:29) of alternative [Indigenous] histories,
knowledges and ways of doing things.
Historically, as Smith recounts, research as epistemology and methodology was (and still is largely)
inextricably linked to European imperialism/colonialism , its ideological construction, authority and
institutional practices. ―The collective memory of imperialism‖ with its ‗positional superiority‖ ,
representation of the ‗Other‘ (Said 1978, 1994) and the disciplining ‗cultural archive‘ of western
epistemologies and philosophies (Foucault 1977) constructed ‗knowledge‘ about Indigenous People
(‗the Other‘): ―collected, classified then represented in various ways back to the West, and then,
through the eyes of the West, back to those who have been colonized.‖ (Smith 1999:1). Research as
ideological and political production ―contributed to, and drew from these systems of classification,
representation and evaluation‖ (Smith 1999:44) and legitimized policies that ―played out in systems
of power and domination , with real material consequences for colonized peoples‖ (Smith 1999:44).
However, while it is understood historically, imperialism has ongoing contemporary practices with a
new language where the ―economic, cultural and scientific forms of imperialism‖ have been
reformulated into the North-South divide where markets are the new ―territories‖ (Smith 1999:98).
In this era of globalization and postcolonialism, neo-imperialism continues to do research on
Indigenous peoples for market purposes (traditional knowledges, genes, medicines) ) and maintain
the cultural project of modernity (Modernity is defined as the form of imperialism confronting
Indigenous people that arose in the period of the European ‗Enlightenment‘ ―which provided the
spirit, impetus, the confidence, and the political and economic structures that facilitated the search for
new knowledges‖ and the stimulus for ―the industrial revolution, the philosophy of liberalism, the
development of disciplines in the sciences and the development of public education‖ (Smith
1999:58)). These imperial discursive formations (institutional practices, ideologies, disciplining
epistemological systems) both deny the historical experience of Indigenous peoples (or any other
‗Other‘) as well as threaten Indigenous territories, cultures and knowledges. Be it though statecorporate alliances looking to build hydroelectric dams, drill for oil, log and mine rainforests, divert
water resources, or annex for military purposes, Indigenous peoples‘ humanity, history and selfdetermination is continually denied (Smith 1999:4, 99).
Historically and in the contemporary, western academia and research discourses ―are deeply
embedded in the multiple layers of imperial and colonial practice‖ and inscribed upon the lived
experience understood by Indigenous people as the ―thousands of way in which indigenous language,
knowledges and cultures have been silenced or misrepresented, ridiculed or condemned in academic
and popular discourse‖ (Smith 1999:20). Hence, from the Indigenous view, Western research is
more than a positivist tradition, it ―brings to bear, on any study of indigenous peoples, a cultural
orientation, a set of values, a different conceptualization of such things as time, space and
subjectivity, different and competing theories of knowledge, highly specialized forms of language,
and structures of power.‖ (Smith 1999:44). In this scenario, local and/or Indigenous knowledges is
continually threatened. As Vandana Shiva wrote (1993:12 quoted in Smith 1999:99), ―[o]ver and
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There are three main aspects that relevant to my own methodology design. First,
Denzin‘s 8th moment (2005:3) is moral and political discourse wherein ―social
sciences and the humanities become sites for critical conversations about democracy,
race, gender, class, nation-states, globalisation, freedom and community.‖ This first
agenda, political, extends the view (follows from Denzin‘s typology of the other
‗moments‘ of qualitative research) that our research discourses are inherently
political, always interpretive and need to be part of a moral agenda based on a
―commitment to using qualitative research methods for social justice purposes.‖
(2008: xiii).150

above rendering local knowledge invisible by declaring it non-existent or illegitimate, the dominant
system also makes alternatives disappear by erasing and destroying the reality which they attempt to
represent.‖
On the other hand, Indigenous People ―tell an alternate story: the history of Western research through
the eyes of the colonized‖ (Smith 1999:2). ―History‖, Smith (1999:35) argues,‖ is also about power‖,
not as some objective truth but the way it functions to keep the powerful in places to continue
dominating others. In that sense, the project of decolonization has three elements. First, ― resisting
the modernist project‖ involves is her ―critical pedagogy of decolonization‖ to re-affirming
alternative histories, knowledges and practices through revisiting history in order to transform the
colonized view of history and oneself because ―our colonial experiences traps us in the project of
modernity‖ (Smith 1999:34) . Second, decolonization is about the use of research in ways that are
defined, organized and beneficial to Indigenous communities. In this context, indigenous
scholars/researchers are constructing their own research protocols, methodologies and research
interests ―grounded politically in specific indigenous contexts and histories, struggles and ideals‖ and
―tend[ing] to approach cultural protocols, values, and behaviours as an integral part of the
methodology‖ (Smith 1999:4, 15). Third, decolonization is about the ‗politics of interpretation‘
concerning ―who writes? For whom is the writing done? In what circumstances?‖ (Said, E. (1983:7).
‗Opponents, Audiences, Constituencies and community‘ in The Politics of Interpretation. W.J.T
Mitchell: Chicago: University of Chicago Press. Quoted in Smith 1999:37) as well as it is represented
back to whose eyes for what purpose. Fourth, it the development of theory by Indigenous scholars
that reflects and is ―grounded in a real sense of, and sensitivity towards, what it means to be an
indigenous person.‖ (Smith 1999:38).
Thus, decolonization ―does not mean and has not meant a total rejection of all theory or research or
Western knowledge. Rather, it is about centring out concerns and worlds views and the coming to
know and understand theory and research from our own perspective and for our own purposes.‖
(Smith 1999:39)
149
Postcolonial: A hugely contentious (but not really) terminology because of its suggestion that
something is ‗past‘ when it and its repressive element have only been transformed in its appearance
(Lourdes Dias Soto. Foreword: Decolonizing Research in Cross-Cultural contexts: Issues of voice
and power. Pp. ix-xi in Swadener and Mutua (2004)). Denzin and Lincoln (2008:ix) use Swadener
and Mutua‘s (2004) version as the past/present intertwining in an ―endless variations of neo-colonial
formations.‖
150
Denzin and Lincoln (2008:5) also refer to it as Critical qualitative research. They call it a
―situated activity that locates the gendered observer in the world and consists of a set of interpretive,
material practices that make the world visible. These practices are forms of critical pedagogy. They
transform the world.‖ (2008:5). Employing the ―emancipatory, empowering values of critical
pedagogy, this research (and Indigenous methodologies) represents ―a politics of liberation, a
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A second aspect of Denzin‘s eighth moment is the centrality of epistemological and
methodological issues and agendas in the context of contesting relations of power
and social justice themes. In charting an ethical, moral, participatory, and
transformative political agenda for our research (Denzin et al., 2008: ix) Denzin
writes that it is time to learn from, and together with, Indigenous scholars and
Indigenous methodologies, in creating ―epistemologies of resistance‖ (ibid:10) that
act to critique our own situated (and often unreflexive and hegemonic) Western
epistemologies from within as part of ―decolonizing the Academy‖ (ibid:12). As
Smith (1999), Jones and Jenkins (2008) Denzin et al (2008) write, Indigenous
methodologies, ethics and practices call into question Western academic discourses
and practices.151 Indigenous methodologies in particular are seen as ―an intersection

reflexive discourse constantly in search of open-ended, subversive, multivoiced epistemology.‖ (They
reference Lather 2007:x-xi).
151
As Smith (1999) has written, and Denzin recounted (Denzin et al., 2008:6), Indigenous and
decolonizing methodologies make a number of key critiques about the purpose, process and means of
representation in research that are applicable to this dissertation.
First, Indigenous and decolonizing methodologies reverse the direction of and project of Orientialism
by making Western epistemologies and methodological approaches the object of deconstruction and
decolonization.
In the same vein, it demands that Western Scholars reject their self-depiction of ‗helping ally‘ of the
‗colonized Other‘ and instead work from a position of collaboration and ‗solidarity‘; an ethics of
friendship, caring, love, respect, equity, honouring in order to undo the historical asymmetry of
ignorance and exclusion (Jones and Jenkins 2008).
Similarly, Indigenous and decolonizing methodologies maintain that research involves power and
control including both culturally responsive and appropriate research practices as well as Indigenous
communities having control over the production and distribution and uses of their knowledge. In that
sense, such a set of research ethics and principles understand that knowledge needs to be cogenerated, shared and done with a sense of political, moral commitment and authenticity (Smith 199;
Battiste 2000: Canadian SSHRC Guidelines; articles by Peter Cole and Patricia O‘Reilly in Native
Studies Review, 15:2 (2004) as well as the Canadian Archaeological Association‘s ―Statement of
Principles for Ethical Conduct Pertaining to Aboriginal Peoples.‖ See also: Association of Canadian
Universities for Northern Studies: ―Ethical Principles for the Conduct of Research in the North‖;
Aboriginal Healing Foundation: ―Ethics Guidelines for Aboriginal Communities Doing Healing
Work‖ (2002); and First Nation and Inuit Regional Longitudinal Health Survey: Code of Research
Ethics (1999).
Third, Smith (1999) and Denzin (2008) caution against using any version of critical theory (or critical
race theory or even performance theory) that uses essentialized categories of ‗the Other‘ or similar
static depictions. To be useful within Indigenous methodologies and theories, ―critical theory‖, they
argue, ― must be localized, grounded in the specific meanings, traditions, customs and community
relations that operate in each indigenous setting.‖ (Denzin 2008:6).
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of discourses‖ (ibid 2008:5), a location where theories, practices of performance,
pedagogy and interpretive practice come together.

As a consequence, Denzin‘s eighth moment is also a merging of Critical theory,
Critical Qualitative Research and Indigenous methodologies which they then name
as critical indigenous pedagogy (CIP).

Centred on explicit social justice purposes,

―[i]t forcefully aligns the ethics of research with a politics of the oppressed, with a
politics of resistance, hope and freedom‖ (ibidn 2008:15) wherein ‗subjugated‘
indigenous knowledges and pedagogical practices, amongst others, have
transformative power. Participatory, ethical152, transformative, decolonizing, healing
and performative (ibid:2), it is part of ―a shared struggle‖ to find common agenda,
new language, new liberating ways of being and acting in the world. (ibid:15). Such
a decolonizing and emancipatory praxis not only looks upon alternate possibilities
but also responds to the issues of ―representation, legitimacy and accountability‖
(ibid:2).

Third, as in my own work of using Grounded Theory that tries to allow a space to
conjoin with my own performance as a situated observer and writer, Denzin (2003)
argues that writing and methodology are always performative, always pedagogical,
always political. Such projects of decolonization and emancipation privilege
subjugated knowledges and voices, ‗auto ethnography‘ (Denzin et al., 2008:5) act as
counter-narratives disrupting ‗common sense‘ or taken-for-granted epistemologies.

152

This ethical concern with social justice issues involves a ―stance that is democratic, reciprocal, and
reciprocating rather than objective and objectifying‖ (Denzin 2005:1118) and includes a ―moral
obligation to respondents, to consumers of research, and to themselves as qualitative field-workers.‖
(Karen Hawkins 2007)152
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Denzin calls this action ―an interpretive research practice‖ (Denzin et al., 2008:5)
―that turn the world into a series of performances and representations....‖153 Thus,
our positions as researchers and writers are understood in terms of performance and
performativity: as ―situated activity‖, ―pedagogies of resistance‖ (Denzin et al.,
2008:12) and ―performing culture as they [we] write it‖ (Denzin et al., 2008:4).
These notions of ‗performativity‘ (doing) and ‗performance‘ (that which is then
enacted as an outcome) involves a ―praxis-based ethic‖ (Denzin et al., 2008:7). The
‗researcher-as-performer‘(Denzin et al., 2008:7) is a ―socio-political act‖; a
performer and performance that is a political intervention, an embodied movement, a
representation, an act of doing culture, and ―a progressive politics of ‗performative
inquiry‘ , with new ways of reading, writing and performing global and local
culture…‖. (Denzin et al., 2008: x).

In sum, Denzin‘s 8th moment outlines a multiple agenda of critiquing western
epistemologies from within guided by social justice issues, solidarity and critical
indigenous methodologies. Second, it involves making visible our ‗situated activity‘
through performativity and self-reflexive practices. Third, within a politics of social
justice, resistance, truth and power, Denzin and Lincoln are a clarion call for a
different research approach where ―[n]ew regimes of truth are sought‖ involving
―…pedagogies of kindness, hope, and love (Denzin et al., 2008:8 referencing Darder
2002: 32).154

153

― including case study documents, critical personal experience narratives, life stories, field notes,
interviews, conversations, photographs, recordings and memos to the self.‖ (Denzin 2008:5).
154
Darder, A. (2002). Reinventing Paulo Freire: A Pedagogy of Love. Boulder Colorado:
WestviewBooks.
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Lastly, Denzin‘s 8th moment, and the typology of qualitative research ‗moments‘,
provides the theoretical and epistemological platform to critique current conflict
resolution and peacebuilding literatures, frequently situated within modernist
narratives and (post) positivist methodologies, for their lack of recognition of,
engagement with, and response towards these pivotal postmodern debates
concerning power, representation, reflexivity, ethics, praxis and critical pedagogies.
This lack of engagement with the politics of research and interpretation has four
implications. First, not responding to the postmodern debates in qualitative research
leaves the literatures open to the charge that they and their
epistemological/methodological paradigms do not (and cannot) adequately theorize
the complexities of power, conflict and transformation. A second implication
contends that the lack of theoretical/narrative complexity in those works is in danger
of unreflexively recycling relations of power: discursively, institutionally and
ideologically. Third, such a lack of attention to methodological reflexivity leaves
those same works open to the critique that they produce epistemic violence by
(among other co-opting ways) marginalizing the perspectives, counter discourses,
and voices of contesting grassroots/subaltern discourses, practices, knowledges and
lifeworld/realities in the realm of peacebuilding. Fourth, by not engaging with
postmodern sensibilities and their critiques, the validity and legitimacy of
contemporary positivist conflict resolution and peacebuilding discourses are open to
the criticism that their methodologies and claims of truth are outdated and mired in
the past, imperially prescriptive, undemocratic, and increasingly irrelevant for social
justice agendas.
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Hence, the challenge for me in doing authentic and responsible research in the field
of conflict resolution and peacebuilding is fivefold. First, how do I position myself
as research and incorporate my own experiences and knowledges into any analysis
and representations of the grassroots work between Indigenous and non-Indigenous
activists in Canada? Second, given the crisis of representation and legitimacy, how
can I ever possibly begin to present the complexities both of the research process and
the actual narratives of people with whom I spoke as part of these case studies?
Third, in the same way, how do I articulate my own heartfelt and intellectual ‗truths‘
in ways that validate and ‗represent‘ other‘s narratives but does not overstretch my
‗authority‘ into some post positivist claim of too-grand a meta-narrative? Fourth,
what ‗bricolage‘155 of methodologies and perspectives can I use in conducting and
presenting my research in ways that respond theoretically, epistemologically and
politically to profound contemporary debates in qualitative research? Fifth, on one
hand, how do I negotiate research as solidarity and my ethical obligations to the
people I interviewed to produce work that would be of benefit to them in some way
while at the same time retaining a sufficient level of ‗academic‘ legitimacy for
publishing and furthering my potential employment? I address those questions in the
following sections with reference to the various turns in social theory.156

To begin, I position myself as a researcher upon the metaphor of a bricoleur157 as
qualitative researcher who, whether methodologically or theoretically, strategically
155

A bricolage here is the solution or creation constructed by the bricoleur‘s methods. As researcher,
the interpretive bricoleur produces a bricolage; a weaved set of representations that are fitted to the
specifics of a complex situation‖ (Denzin and Lincoln 2003:5).
156
Denzin and Lincoln discuss the various ‗turns‘ and approaches that qualitative research has taken:
postmodern, ― the critical, interpretive, linguistic, feminist, rhetorical‖ (Denzin and Lincoln 2003:28)
textual, narrative (―a concern for storytelling, for composing ethnographies in new ways‖ (Denzin and
Lincoln 2003:3, 2005),
157
First used by Levi-Strauss (1966:17), bricoleur was a ―Jack of all trades or a kind of professional
do-it-yourself person‖(Levi-Strauss,C.(1966). The Savage Mind (2nd Ed.). Chicago: University of
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or practically, pieces together a bricolage from an assemblage of disparate tools,
methods, techniques fitted to the task at hand. Not inherently tied to one practice or
theory or method, the bricoleur158 is a researcher position for explaining my own
assemblage of a performative auto-ethnographic poststructural grounded theory
approach.

This methodological and interpretive montage is a response to the numerous issues
raised by Denzin and Lincoln‘s (2003:28) triple crisis of representation, legitimacy
and praxis. Not easily summarized, my choices are my response to the numerous
problematic issues of power, epistemology and representation confronting qualitative
social research, not least being the premise that research is political in its
construction, production and outcome. I do not mean this solely in terms defined by
Said (1978, 1994) or Foucault (1968) but rather that the purpose of this research has
been an explicit personal and professional act of solidarity159 governed by the themes
of social justice.160

Chicago Press). Subsequently extended in meaning by Weinstein and Weinstein (1991:161
(Weinstein, D., and Weinstein, M.A. (1991) Georg Simmel: Sociological flaneur bricoleur. Theory,
Culture and Society, 8, 151-168) to whom ―The meaning of bricoleur in French in popular speech is
‗someone who works with his (or her) hands and uses devious means compared to the
craftsman.‘....the bricoleur is practical and gets the job done‖. (Quoted from Denzin 2003:5, 40)
158
Denzin and Lincoln (2003:9) identify a number of bricoleur locations: ―Researcher-as-bricoleurtheorist who works between and within competing and overlapping perspectives and paradigms‖;
Interpretive bricoleur understanding ―research as an interactive process shaped by his or her personal
history, biography, gender, social class, race, and ethnicity, and by those of the people in the setting‖;
Political bricoleur who premises and accepts ―that science is power, for all research findings have
political implications. There is no value-free science; and the Gendered, narrative bricoleur as the
epistemologically self-reflective situated writer that sees ―that researchers all tell stories about the
world they have studied.‖ Such accounts whether called narratives, stories or science are ―couched
and framed within specific storytelling traditions, often defined as paradigms (e.g., positivism,
postpositivism, constructivism).‖
159
I define ‗solidarity‘ as both political and personal in nature. Politically, I understand solidarity as
involving collective social partnerships and alliances: formal and informal, short and longer-term.
There is the type of ‗supportive‘ solidarity where my position as North American becomes useful to
social justice struggles in Canada (numerous First Nation communities such as the Innu and low-level
Nato military flight, Grassy Narrows First Nation‘s logging blockade) and elsewhere (E.g., State and
paramilitary violence in Latin American in the 1980‘s): financially, advocating politically, and in
organizing public speaking tours as platforms for people in struggle to deliver their truths in their own
words. There is solidarity as ―reciprocal support‖ where coinciding interests, sometimes different but
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As a situated identity and being, I have wanted to create a research narrative that
accepts that the knowledge I recount is ―provisional and ‗in process‘‖(Kincheloe
2007). As such, I grounded my research in a version of ‗grounded theory‘.

Grounded Theory

Glaser and Strauss (1967) called grounded theory, ―the discovery of theory from (my
emphasis) data systematically obtained from social research‖ (1967:2). For them it
was ―a general method of comparative analysis‖ upon which to inductively

not mutually exclusive, brings together my membership in one group (E.g., Canadian citizen opposed
to neo-liberal ‗free trade‘ negotiations) with another (E.g., Italian or Mexican citizens) wherein we
share information, analyses, strategies, practices and political actions.
However, solidarity , for me, also includes a personal dimension of self-generated collaborative
critical pedagogy, relationship-building, and engaging my own heart. While conflicts exist at the
macro level structurally as racism, economic inequality, environmental exploitation, physical
violence and/or human insecurity, they reside simultaneously locally and within myself. Locally, any
choice I might make concerning jetting across the Atlantic, owning a car, shopping at Wal-Mart or
investing in mutual funds with high rates of return is not without ethical and political ramifications.
Moreover, within myself, solidarity becomes an ongoing dialogue to understand and extend love,
compassion, humility (I don‘t do that one very well), caring into deepening and developing
relationships between myself and ―all my relations‖ (friends, lovers, family, the natural and spirit
world, acquaintances, strangers, as well as opponents, bullies and ‗enemies‘) in spite of my fears,
resistances and complacencies to do so.
160
For over 25 years, I have been an activist and educator (sometimes paid) involved in a range of
grassroots social justice issues in Canada, including, but not least, relationship building and solidarity
between Indigenous and non-Indigenous people, coordinating community-based conflict resolution
services and restorative justice programs in downtown Toronto, directing a social justice and
environmental public interest research group, and struggling for worker rights as a union leader.
Internationally, I was in Sri Lanka with a Canadian NGO (1981-1982) witnessing the racism and
nationalism that would lead to a 25 year war. I worked for the UN on international human rights and
refugees in the midst of war, genocide and humanitarian fuck-ups (Rwanda 1993-1995) where I was
threatened with AK-47s and grenades, watched and listen to people dying and being killed, and
witnessed atrocious scenes of retribution and violence. The issues of social justice, environmental
guardianship, democracy, disarmament, economic and military imperialism has meant I have been
tear-gassed until they ran out of gas (Quebec City 2000), arrested for direct action and civil
disobedience, and been, like most activists in Canada, under surveillance by the Canadian intelligence
(sic) service. I have been in hundreds of demonstrations stretching from protests by Solidarnosc in
Warsaw (August 1983) to Toronto (against various USA invasions and Canadian involvement) to
London over the Israeli invasion of Gaza (January 2008).
My experiences with grassroots campaigns, alliances, unions, universities, refugee camps,
international intergovernmental organizations, and INGOs has formed the basis for a praxis that I
know to be complex, contradictory, multi-level, multidimensional and snafu. Alternately despairing,
joyous, confusing, surprising, I remain intrigued by our humanity and its diverse manifestations,
violence, love, deceptions and possibilities.
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build/discover/create theory in contrast, they write, ―with theory generated by logical
deduction from a priori assumptions‖ (1967:3). As they wrote, ―discovering theory
as a process is, of course, the central aim of this book.‖ (1967:9). Their process, or
method, to generate a theory involved a continual ―comparative analysis‖ of data:
collecting, coding, comparing, categorizing, theoretical sampling and saturating as a
means of ‗discovering‘ (or constructing) substantive theory (theories tied to the
specifics of the comparative analysis) and/or its increasing abstract into formal
theory (abstracted general theories) (Glaser and Strauss 1967; Strauss and Corbin
1998; Charmaz 2004).161 Forty years later, Grounded Theory has become a
predominant methodology and justification of credibility for qualitative research
(Bryant and Charmaz 2007:2)162.

161

Simply put, Glaser and Strauss‘ aim of encouraging sociologists to generate ―more and better
theory‖ (1967:12) corresponded, in their view, to the sociology field‘s (1950s, 1960‘s) problematic
imposition of theory (particularly generalizations –they point to C.W Mills as an example. (1967:5))
upon data rather than theory arising, corresponding and verified from within the data. Fundamentally,
there were contesting theoretical ‗generalizations‘ and ‗particular‘ interpretations that were
methodologically weak, ‗flawed‘ and did not stand up to ‗genuine verification‘ (‗testing‘) based on
the data (1967:12-15). Hence, for Glaser and Strauss, grounding the theory (interpretation) in the
actual data moved it beyond ‗plausibility‘ into a mode of ‗verification‘ by focussing on how to
generate theory through a method grounded, as the first step, in the data itself.
At the same time, Glaser and Strauss attributed the response of Grounded Theory to logico-deductive
thinking, it was, for them, also ―Historically linked with the change in relative emphasis from
generation to verification of theory was the clash between advocates of quantitative and qualitative
data‖ (1967:15). Under the quantitative scientific ‗systematic canons‘ of ‗rigorous testing and
―reproducible fact‖, ―impressionistic‖ qualitative research was ―relegated‖ (by the likes of Lazarsfeld
and Stouffer) to providing ―preliminary, exploratory, groundbreaking work for getting surveys
started‖ (1967:15). It was in this context of quantitative ―rhetoric of verification‖ and ―rules of
evidence‖ (―sampling, coding, reliability, validity, indicators, frequency distributions, conceptual
formulization, hypothesis construction and parsimonious presentation of evidence‖ (1967:16, 17)), to
which many then sociologists were acceding to and aiming to teleologically emulate, that Glaser and
Strauss were challenging by seeking to ‗systemize‘ and therefore, add academic credibility and
legitimacy to qualitative research.
Hence, their purpose of proposing ‗grounded theory‘ needs to be understood as having been a
response to problematic interpretations and generalizations within ‗logico-deductive‘ sociology on the
one hand, and the hegemony of ‗scientific‘ quantitative rhetorics of validity, rigour, objectivity,
accuracy and variability. Grounded theory, as a process of systematically developing, grounding and
verifying theory grounded in data then, was their response ―to provide sociologists with a set of
categories for writing their theories within a rhetoric of generation, to balance out that of verification‖
(1967:18).
162
Bryant, Antony and Kathy Charmaz (eds.) (2007). The Sage Handbook of Grounded Theory.
London: Sage
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At the same time, ―[a]s used most commonly in the literature, the term Grounded
Theory can lead to confusion. In some cases it refers, correctly, to the result of the
result process, i.e. a grounded theory; but in many cases it refers to the method used
in the research process (Charmaz 2003 quoted in Bryant/Charmaz 2007:2).
Moreover, Grounded Theory has, in line with the various epistemological moments
in qualitative research, been appropriated, challenged and transformed,
methodologically and analytically. Hence, it stretches from positivist and
postposivist moments to interpretive/constructionist one to poststructural and
Indigenous (Charmaz 2007, 2005, 2004; Denzin 2007 in Bryant/Charmaz 2007)
inceptions.163

I have taken some general tenets of Grounded Theory as an ongoing analytical
research process where I as the researcher am, in a sense, negotiating between an
inductive and deductive approach. Inductively, my research was grounded
empirically in my three case studies and I did not start with an explicit hypothesis
but rather a general question formed in terms of description.164

Second, in terms of method (or methodology), I used an ongoing process of
comparative analysis, coding and categorizing as a way of ‗systematically‘

163

Denzin writes (Denzin, N.K.. (2007). Grounded Theory and the Politics of Interpretation‖. In
Bryant/Charmaz. Pp. 444-471) of Ground theories multiple versions contrasting the different
epistemological positions between ―traditional positivist grounded theory‖ (Glaser and Strauss 1967)
and ―postmodern versions‖ which ―endorse constructivist models of truth [Charmaz 2007, 2005], and
reject objectivist views of the inquirer, privilege Foucault over Mead, emphasize situational,
discursive , social arena approaches to interpretation‖ (Clarke 2005). Yet, common to all of these
multiple versions of Grounded Theory are ―flexible guidelines for data collection and data analysis,
commitments to remains close the world being studied, and the development of integrated theoretical
concepts grounded in data that show, process, relationships, and social world connectedness‖ (Denzin
2007:455).
164
My research question was simply, ―what do Indigenous and non-Indigenous grassroots
activists/community members have to say about the challenges and successes of working together for
social change?‖
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‗grounding‘ my interpretation (and theorization) in actual words and narratives of the
people I interviewed (‗data‘). For example, I did the first case study (Cape Croker)
over a period of 5 months with staggered interviewing. During that period, I would
review the recordings I had made to date, reflect on any emerging ideas or themes165,
and would be mindful in subsequent interviews for issues, events or themes that
were hinted, or even explicitly named, from prior interviews. Second, I transcribed,
re-read, reviewed and discussed166 about half the Cape Croker interviews before I
began the second and third case studies (Grassy Narrows and Kenora, respectively).
Third, I was part of a national organizing committee, panel presenter167 and
participant in a conference on ‗re-envisioning alliances between Indigenous and nonIndigenous activists in Canada wherein many of the same themes as were emerging
in my research also surfaced and were discussed.168 Fourth, I was forced to reflect

165

I also used Adele Clarke‘s (2005) mapping as a way of reflecting on the data and my living room
wall had massive sheets of paper with names, ideas, themes, connections, questions written upon
them. I used different shapes, colours, and sizes to represent and organize what remained a nascent
image of possibilities.
166
This was an interesting process as I would take ideas or themes that had appeared in transcripts and
would discuss them with other non-Indigenous grassroots activists, Indigenous activists, and fellow
activist/academics. I used these people/friends as sounding boards, clarifiers, reflectors, and new
sources of insight. Again, in later case studies, I would in conversations with people (including
people I interviewed) make reference to similar or dissimilar circumstances, ideas, or themes I had
encountered elsewhere. Grounded theory would call this an ‗ongoing comparative analysis‘ towards
‗theory saturation‘. I called it collaborative self-generated critical pedagogy where I was clearly the
final arbitrator in terms of the PhD dissertation text but where ideas, categories, themes were part of
an ongoing discussion involving as many people as I could. The other side of this was that while my
‗learning‘ is partially documented in this text, what does not appear are the numerous informal,
unrecorded conversations with numerous activists where they too would articulate or experience a
certain ‗aha‘ moment, or simply be thankful for having had the opportunity reflect on their
experiences where often they were too occupied with the daily doing to do so. Reflection,
information, and ideas were an ongoing informal collaboration and co-operative inquiry.
167
The panel was my attempt to bring together the Cape Croker activists to collaboratively discuss
their experiences as a group. Initially composed of four people from the Chippewas of Nawash and
four non-Indigenous activists (including myself), it was a micro example of the challenges and
successes of working together (and not) as partners at the local level. A series of time, money,
interests, and snow storms meant the actual presentation was performed by myself and the three other
non-Indigenous activists only.
168
Together with other Indigenous and non-Indigenous activists/academics, we organized a national
conference at Trent University (November 2-5, 2006) in Canada entitled ―Re-envisioning
Relationships: Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal Alliances and Coalitions for Indigenous Rights, social
and Environmental Justice‖. The Conference aimed to ―to explore relationships between Aboriginal
and non-Aboriginal peoples who have formed alliances or coalitions to fight for Indigenous rights,
social and/or environmental justice. Alliances and coalitions have become more common in the past
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and organize my analysis, experiences and selected quotes from the first case study
through having written a collaborative paper for that conference with two nonIndigenous activists from the Cape Croker case study.169 Fifth, the ongoing process
and method of analysis continued during the subsequent case studies and even after
the interviews from all the case studies were completed, transcribed, coded and
thematised. Sixth, the actual writing up process of the dissertation has meant that the
case studies were once again compared (Chapter 8 in this thesis) and given
additional meanings, connections and disconnections. Lastly, these analyses will be
subject again to (critical but friendly, I hope) review when I return to the case study
communities to present back the research in 2010.

However, deductively, epistemologically, analytically and politically, I fully rejected
the positivist and postpositivist interpretive versions of Grounded Theory associated
with Glaser, Glaser and Strauss (1967), Strauss and Corbin (1998). To explain
further, unlike Glaser and Strauss (1967:225, Footnote 2) who wrote,

It is important to distinguish between the researcher‘s conviction about the
credibility of his theoretical analysis and his conviction that he understands
much about the perspectives and meanings of his subjects. Researchers will
readily agree that their own theoretical formulations represent credible
[systematic] interpretations of their data, which could, however, be

decades, yet little research has been done to understand these working relationships, particularly what
works well and what challenges are faced in forming relationships..‖
http://www.trentu.ca/academic/nativestudies/alliances/conference_hm.html.
169
Wallace, Rick, Marilyn Struthers and Rick Bauman (2010 forthcoming) . ―Winning Fishing
Rights: the Successes and Challenges of Building Grassroots Relationships Between the Chippewas
of Nawaash and their Allies.‖ The revised conference paper is to be published in Alliances:
Indigenous and Non-Indigenous Relationships. (2010 forthcoming). Davis, L., Ed. Toronto:
University of Toronto .
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interpreted differently by others; but it would be hard to shake their
conviction that they have correctly understood much about the perspectives
and meaning of the people whom they have studied.

both sides of this ‗conviction‘, or claims of truth, do, in fact, remain problematic
theoretically, methodologically, ethically, and phenomenologically. As will be
explained below, subsequent epistemological positions/moments in qualitative
research have critiqued truth, power, meaning in research, and problematised issues
of interpretation, subjectivity, reflexivity, power, representation, legitimacy and
praxis

(Denzin and Lincoln 1998, 2003, 2005, 2008).

It is those issues of the ‗politics of research‘ and ‗the politics of interpretation‘ that
became the springboard for my own methodological choices inductively and
deductively, and a basis upon which I could respond to both social justice research
approaches and epistemological research issues of ‗validity and legitimacy‘.
Following Denzin (2007), I have ‗grounded‘ my own research within postmodern
sensibilities, poststructuralist analyses and auto-ethnographic performance. 170
While I am not an Indigenous scholar nor is my research a community-driven
decolonizing Indigenous methodology outlined by Smith (1999), Bishop (2005), and
Denzin (2007) connects Indigenous discourses and practices to a social justice and
solidarity-based Grounded Theory approach (method and analysis) combining
critical pedagogy, critical theory and the performative politics of resistance in a way

170

I recognized and embraced that my particular interpretive epistemological framework, situated
position as a Canadian white upper-middle class male activist and lived experiences provided the
ontological superstructure from which I framed, undertook, created and performed the research.
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that is pertinent to the methodological and epistemological framework I have
engaged.
For L.T. Smith (1999, 2000, 2005), Bishop (1998, 1999, 2005), G. Smith (2000,
Denzin (2005, 2007), Denzin, Lincoln and Smith (2008), Indigenous discourses are
part of a cultural practice of decolonization, epistemologies of resistance, and a
grounded form of localized critical theory, critical pedagogy and performative
research grounded in a moral, collaborative and participatory framework emanating
a politics of hope.

This intertwining of Indigenous approaches is inherently tied to a deconstructing and
decolonizing of the Academy and the prevalence of positivist epistemologies
(Denzin 2007:457; Mutua and Swadner 2004; Semaili and Kincheloe 1999). As a
collaborative politico-moral project between Indigenous and non-Indigenous
scholars, it offers a different and critical framework for research, ethics and
knowledge/power.

There are confluences between grounded theory, the postmodern turn, Indigenous
approaches and politics of resistance.

As Denzin wrote, ―[g]rounded theory,

because of its commitment to critical, open-ended inquiry, can be a decolonizing tool
for indigenous and non-indigenous scholar alike. A performance-based grounded
theory using indigenous epistemologies and methodologies is one way to do it‖
(Denzin 2007:456). I follow Denzin‘s account (2007) to understand how grounded
theory can be a ‗decolonizing tool‘ for both Indigenous and non-Indigenous scholars
that also requires assessing the strength and weaknesses of grounded theory itself, its
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merging with localized and critical, pedagogical interpretive practices, and the
―performative politics of resistance‖ (Denzin 2007:461).

Grounded theory in its ‗postmodern turn‘, especially in Charmaz (2005) and Clarke
(2005), has re-fashioned grounded theory to ―reclaim the tools of the method, to
form a revised, more open-ended practices...that stresses its emergent, constructive
elements‘ (Clarke 2005:xxiii) ‗for advancing social justice studies‘ (Charmaz
2005:207)(Quoted in Denzin 2007:455)).171 On the other hand, even postmodern
grounded theory, though clearly grounded in social justice agendas172, needs to fully
engage the debates and implications of (Indigenous) localized critical theory and
performativity.173 As Denzin (2007:456) writes,
171

Methodologically, their versions of grounded theory ―offer guidelines for field work‖ , analysis,
and the construction of theory, together with ways of ―addressing issues of voice, discourse, texts, the
materiality of power, thick analyses of complex social processes‖ (Denzin 2007:455, referencing
Clarke (2005:xxii-xxiii) and Charmaz 2005, 2006:130-131). At the same time, they create a basis for
action, theory and contesting power through a ―focus on postmodern deconstructions, on
interconnecting social worlds, on arenas, matrices of structure, trajectories of action, resources,
hierarchies of power and influence, social policies, hierarchies of suffering, situated and local
readings of ordinary people and their lives‖ (Denzin 2007:456, referencing Charmaz 2005:524-528).
172
While Charmaz and Clarke connect social justice, critical pedagogy, critical theory with grounded
theory, they do not respond, from my reading, to the debates on the narrative and textual turns as
explicated in Denzin‘s later moments of qualitative research. This is particularly true concerning
‗decolonizing the academy‘, Indigenous discourses, and the explicit agenda of deconstructing various
western academic methodologies as neo-colonial practices and paradigms of power. Heavily
influenced by Strauss and Corbin‘s works, both Charmaz and Clarke retain an analytical framework,
narrative and presentation that while grounded in postmodern sensibilities, does not critique the
discursive and institutional practices of neo-colonialism in academia as set out in later debates (for
example, in the works of Denzin, Kincheloe, McLaren, Giroux and Smith)
173
Denzin uses the term ‗performativity‘ in a number of ways. He refers to performative grounded
theory, performative critical pedagogy, writing as performative, as well as methodology and
epistemology as performative. Performativity, is an extension of the concept of performance arising
from the earlier work of dramaturgy (Goffman, Anderson) that sees the world as social performances
where things have meaning, and are reinforced, understood and presented within socially constructed
codes/signifiers of understanding and frameworks of interpretation. Denzin uses ‗performativity‘ to
mean the self-reflexive action of agency and critical politico-cultural action (E.g., drama, poetics,
writings or any action of (re)presentation) that contests , presents and enacts (performs) the world
from within a differently situated perspective and ‗politics of resistance‘. Hence, performativity is an
alternate process of presentation of knowledge, a manifestation of a counter-narrative and an
embodied practice of resistance, critical pedagogy and lived experience. Denzin (2007: 459) writes,
―[p]erformance is an act of intervention, a method of resistance, a form of criticism, and a way of
revealing agency and presence in the world.‖ ―Performances foreground the intersection of politics,
institutional sites and embodied experience.‖
Conversely, he acknowledges, that depending upon the situated intentionality of the presenter,
performativity is neither inherently disruptive nor emancipatory. Rather, it can also be routine,
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―critical theory, and grounded theory, without modification, will not work
within indigenous settings. The criticisms of G. Smith (2000), L. Smith
(1999, 2000, 2005), Bishop (1994, 1998, 2005), and others make clear this
very clear. There must be a commitment to transforming the institutions and
practices of research. GT [grounded theory] concerns for data, basic
underlying social processes, and causal narratives may not accord with the
pressing social justice concerns of indigenous persons. Critical theory‘s
criteria for self-determination and empowerment may perpetuate neo-colonial
sentiments, while turning the indigenous person into an essentialized ‗other‘
who is spoken for (Bishop 2005). Taking a lesson from grounded theory,
critical theory must be localized, grounded in the specific meanings,
traditions, customs and community relations that operate in each indigenous
setting. Localized, grounded critical theory can work if the goals of critique,
resistance, struggle, and emancipation are not treated as if they have
‗universal characteristics that are independent of history, context and agency‘
(L. Smith 2000:229).

I, like Denzin, am engaged with the works of Indigenous scholars, indigenous
methodologies and epistemologies both as a political project of solidarity with
Indigenous peoples and as critique of western academic conflict resolution and
peacebuilding discourses. Hence, Indigenous epistemologies and methodologies,
like postcolonial perspectives, are vitally important to critiquing our non-indigenous,
critically constructing alternate claims of truth, and developing a performativity of
uncritical and simply reinforcing of asymmetrical relations of power and positivist paradigms (Denzin
2007).
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social justice. As Denzin (2007:463) writes, it is the tying of grounded theory,
critical pedagogy with ―a politics of resistance and possibility [is] embedded in the
local‖, ―a politics that confronts and breaks through local structures and oppression‖
(Denzin 2007:463).

More specifically, indigenous epistemologies and knowledges connect methodology
as knowledge produced and performed within a moral and political framework.174
Such a framework when combined with grounded theory as performative and (auto)
ethnography makes the world visible, and disrupts the arbitrariness of ―everyday
colonial and post colonial by focussing upon ―disorder and illusion...to illuminate the
arbitrary and unjust, the unfair practices that operate in daily life‖ (Denzin
2007:459).175

Contrary to the general ‗politics of representation‘ and ‗politics of interpretation‘ of
modernity176 that organizes and represents the world as somehow ordered and
‗common sense‘, indigenous performative grounded theory become performative
―epistemologies of resistance‖ (Denzin 2007: 461). These ―epistemologies of
resistance‖ are forms of critical pedagogy (always political) embodying a ―critical
politics of representation‖ (Denzin 2007:461) that ―fold theory, epistemology,
174

Bearing in mind Spivak‘s ‗strategic essentialism‖, Indigenous epistemology ―is organized around
the themes of spirituality, physical space, the cultural nature of the senses, relational knowing,
practical knowing, language as being, and the uniting of mind and body. This framework stresses the
performative place of morality in knowledge production. Knowing is always moral and political‖.
(Denzin 2007:458).
175
Denzin (2007:459) writes that ―[i]nterpretation is always performative‖ and ―the performative is
always pedagogical, and the pedagogical is always politics.‖
176
― A politics of representation shapes the interpretive process. The practices of interpretation
involve story telling, different ways of organizing and representing the world, and different ways of
making the world appear real.‖ ―Politics of representation suggest that the world‘s orderliness is
imposed through a political, pedagogical, and interpretive process.‖ ―These pedagogies of order
reinforce the belief and the appearance that the world is in fact orderly. But order is an ideological
concept, a fiction, a sometimes-shameless concept that justifies the interpretive practices of science
and grounded theory. Order may be partial, provisional, and temporary. (Denzin 2007: 459)
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methodology, and praxis into strategies of resistance unique to each indigenous
community‖. Hence, the importance of ‗the local‘177 as a place of ―new politics of
truth‖ (Denzin 2007:460) arising within self-(re)presentations, localized knowledges,
narratives, knowledges and strategies for social change.

While I have pointed to the political agenda and epistemological framework I chose
to use in this research, I have needed to respond to the debate and specifics
concerning the criteria upon which to interpret and judge claims of truth and
knowledge. This is what Denzin (2007:465) calls the ―critical politics of
interpretation‖. Given that I chose to use a performative auto-ethnographic
poststructural version of grounded theory, there were several potential sets of criteria
for either interpretation or evaluation pertaining to the dissertation‘s research process
and claims. 178

One of the pivotal areas in methodology is legitimation and evaluative criteria; upon
what basis can I claim that this research says something, is credible and/or holds
significance regarding social relations and power?179 Denzin and Lincoln (2005)

177

The ‗local‘ can be understood in various ways through the works of Foucault, Spivak, Giroux as
the marginalized or subaltern grouping or perspective. On the other hand, the ‗local‘ is also a spatial
location where relations of power are differently contested, as well as a set of practices, discourses
grounded in specific circumstances and resistances against oppressions. Denzin (2007:463) writes,
―[t]he local which localizes and grounds indigenous critical grounded theory is always historically
specific. The local is grounded in the politics, circumstances, and economies of particular moment,
particular time and place, and a set of particular set of problems, struggles and desires. A politics of
resistance and possibility is embedded in the local. This is the politics that confronts and breaks
through local structures of resistance and oppression.‖
178
For example, there is a indigenous grounded critical theory to evaluate the research project (L.T.
Smith 2000:239) pertaining to community needs, participation and control; the systematic grounded
theory method of Charmaz (2006); or the positivist scientific rhetoric of validity, credibility, accuracy
and generalizability (Glaser and Strauss 1967; Denzin 1998).
179
What is quite interesting about this ‗moment‘ in qualitative studies are the fundamental
epistemological and representational challenges previously posed by numerous Marxist-feminist
writers (especially Dorothy Smith, Mary O‘Brien), French postmodernist writers (Foucault, Derrida,
Lyotard), postcolonial writers (Fanon, Said, Spivak, L.T. Smith, Battiste) and the ways in which we
are currently still grappling and experimenting within our role and identity and being as academics,
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note that qualitative research legacies continue to compete on this front as well. One
of those legacies are positivist180 and postpostivist181 frameworks that try to preserve
an objective research ‗truth‘ by using a discourse of ‗reliability, representativeness,
generalizability, validity and objectivity‘ but that absent the political and discursive
production of truth.

However, as Denzin (2003:15-16) wrote,

―Many members of the critical theory, constructivist, poststructuralist, and
post-moderns schools of thought reject positivist and postpositivist critieria
when evaluating their own work. They see these criteria as irrelevant to their
work and contend that such criteria reproduce only a certain kind of science,
a science that silences too many voices.

Instead, such qualitative researchers ―emphasize the valued-laden nature of inquiry.
They seek answers to questions that stress how social experience is created and given
meaning‖ (Denzin 2003:13). In doing so, ―[t]hey return always to the politics of

writers, intellectuals, subjects and activists. It is as if we are still too afraid in our own lives to
decisively reject the power of postpositivist authority and claims of truth believing, as we might do,
that sitting too far out in the academic margins is to be the recipient of a structural epistemic violence
and being displaced to a space of utter social and economic isolation.
180
Underlying this is its origins in objectivist, positivist science and standards of credibility. It
purports to render an account that negates the contamination of subjectivity. It suggests that the
social world can be observed and analysed at arms-length. It suggests on one hand that multiple
sources of information are important but that doesn‘t include the standpoint of the researcher herself.
Basic social science research texts (Crotty 1998; Gray 2004; May 2001; Walsh 2001) all make
reference to postpostivist epistemologies and the issues of reliability, validity, representativeness and
objectivity in one form or another.
181
For example, there are those postpostivists like Brian Fay (1996) who attempt to retain the notion
of ‗objectivity‘ by reconceptualizing it in terms of a ―critical intersubjectivity‖; objectivity not as a
fixed property but as a process of inquiry itself (Fay 1996: 212). Additionally, Lincoln and Guba
(1985:294-301-Natualist Inquiry) took up those issues by reshaping the evaluative criteria while still
retaining a postpostivist framework. Lincoln and Guba (1985) argued that any systematic inquiry
must be measured against the following four questions: truth value, applicability, consistanecy and
neutrality.
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research, and to who has the power to legislate correct solutions to these problems.‖
(Denzin: 2003:14) and hence, ―[i]ssues such as validity, reliability, and objectivity,
previously believed settled, were once more problematic.‖ (Denzin 2003:26)182

Indeed, research is about power and triangulation183; it is about the criteria upon
which knowledge is deemed credible, valid and worthy of its truth claims. As Laurel
Richardson (2003) wrote,

In traditionally staged research, we valorize ―triangulations‖. In triangulation,
a researcher deploys ―different methods‖—such as interviews, census data,
and documents—to ―validate‖ these findings. These methods, however,
carry the same domain assumptions, including the assumption that there is a
―fixed point or ―object‖ that can be triangulated. (Richardson 2003:517)

What then does it triangulation mean and how can it be re-shaped to maintain a
framework for evaluating what constitutes something as valid? Richardson responds
to the issue of triangulation,

―But postmodernist mixed-genre texts, we do not triangulate: we crystallize.
We recognize that there are far more than ―three sides‖ from which to
approach the world.‖ (2003:517)184.
182

―Epistemology is the word that has historically defined these standards of evaluation‖ (2003:18),
the standard of whether the work ―communicates or says something to us, based on how e
conceptualize our reality and our images of the world.‖ (Denzin 2003:18).
183
Traingulation is generally spoken about in postpostiviism as (Walsh 2001:69) the multiple
methods of data collection and analysis as means to overcome the weaknesses that exist in particular
methods of data collection and analysis, thereby ensuring its ‗valididty‘.
184
―the central imager is the crystal, which combines symmetry and substance with an infinite variety
of shapes, substances, transmutations, multidimensionalities, and angles of approach. (Richardson
2003:517)
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Triangulation then is replaced with a position consistent with that poststructuralism,

―Crystallization, without losing structure, deconstructs the traditional idea of
―validity‖ (we feel how there is no single truth, we see how texts validate
themselves), and crystallization provides us with a deepened, complex,
thoroughly partial, understanding of the top. Paradoxically, we know more
and doubt what we know.‖ (Richardson 2003:518)185

Similarly, in an ―era characterized by the loss of certainties and absolute frames of
reference...‖, Patti Lather (1993)186 suggests poststructuralist approaches to refashion validity. Believing, she says, that ―science is performative‖187 and ―how the
core but changing concept of validity is shaped across the proliferation of
‗paradigms‘ that so characterizes post-positivism‖,188 her goal has been ―rethink

185

Denzin concurs with Richardson‘s view and writes, ―Richardson disputes the concept of
triangulation, asserting that the central image for qualitative inquiry here is the crystal, not the
triangle.‖ (2003:8) Here, ―there is not ‗correct‘ telling of this event. Each telling, like light hitting a
crystal, reflects a different perspective on this incident.‖ (2003:8). ―Triangulation is the display of
multiple, refracted realities simultaneously‖ (2003:8).
186
Lather, Patti. (1993). Fertile Obsession: Validity After Poststructuralism. In Clive Seale (ed).
(2004). Social Research Methods: A Reader. London: Routledge. (Originally published in
Sociological Quarterly 34, pp.673-693)
187
Lather quotes Fine, Arthur. (1986). The Shaky Game: Einstein, Realism and the Quantum Theory.
Chicago: University of Chicago Press. Pp.148.
188
Lather refers to the postpositivist paradigms and the ―boundaries surrounding the issue of research
legitimation [that] have been constructed from many angles: naturalist and constructivist...,discourse
theory...ethnographic authority...;poststructuralism...;forms of validity appropriate to an emancipatory
interest‖ including such writers as Lincoln and Guba‘s (1985) ‗member checks and peer debriefing,
Denzin‘s early support of triangulation (1989) and her own catalytic validity (Lather 1986b). In this
sense, Lather writes of Elliot Mishler‘s (Mishler, E. (1990). Validation in inquiry guided research: the
role of exemplars in narrative studies. Harvard Educational Review. 60:4, pp.415-422) conclusion of
the ―irrelevance of standard approaches to validity through various postpositivist efforst to rearticulate
it.‖ Writing in that period of Denzin‘s 5th moment of blurred genres and the subsequent crisis of
representation and legitimation, Mishler attempts to explore new practices of validation involving
―[r]eframing validity as ‗problematic in a deep theoretical sense, rather than a technical problem‘
(Mishler 1990:417).
In this context, Lather talks about the ―invention of counter discourses/practices of legitimation‖ and
approaches that ―interrogate representation‖, particularly ―a reflexive interrogation of our own
practices of representation‖ (quoting Steve Woolgar. (1988:98). Science: The Very Idea. London:
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validity in light of anti-foundational discourse theory‖ and ―what it means to rupture
validity as a regime of truth....‖

Hence, Lather looked at ―a proliferation of counter practices of authority‖ which
takes the crisis of representation and legitimacy into account. For example, Lather
references a postmodern ―ironic validity‖189, ―neo-pragmatic validity‖190,
―rhizomatic validity‖.191 Most importantly here, Lather references the ―situated
validity‖ of Laurel Richardson‘s (1992)192 autobiographical inclusion ―to create a

Tavistock.). In parts foreshadowing later moments of performativity, Lather talks about the ―ability
to establish and maintain an acceptable dialogue with readers about ―how to go about reality
construction‖‖ which ―involves making decisions about which discursive policy to follow, which
‗regime of truth‘ to locate one‘s work within, which mask of methodology to assume‖. Again,
foreshadowing of later usage of ‗bricoleur‘ and Denzin‘s eight moment of the future, Lather suggests
that ―legitimation depends on a researchers‘s ability to explore the resources of different
contemporary inquiry problematic and, perhaps even contribute to ―‖unjamming‖ effect in relation to
the closed truths of the past, thereby freeing up the present for new forms of thought and practice‖
(Lather quoting Tony Bennett. (1990:277). Outside Literature. London: Routledge).
She takes Foucault (1977), and Lyotard‘s (1984:xxv) specific question, ―Where, after the
metanarratives, can legitimacy reside?‖, to ask about the ―the counter-practices of authority that take
the crisis of representation into account‖. ―What‖, she asks, ―are the antifoundational possibilities
outside the limits of the naromative framing of validity in the human sciences? What might openended and context sensitive validity criteria look like? Why is validity the site of such attraction? How
much of this obsession with legitimation/validity in research methodology is part of the disciplinary
nature of our society of confession and confidence?‖
189
Lather refers to Robinowitze (1992) and Quinby (1991) reading of James Agee and Walker Evans
(1941/1988). Let us Now Praise Famous Men. Boston: Houghton Miffin) as ―ironic validity‖ that
―foregrounds the insufficiencies of language‖ in a way that ―enact the struggle of an ‗I‘ to becomes an
‗eye‘ that both inscribes and interrupts normalizing power/knowledge (Lee Quinby. (1991) Freedom,
Foucault, and the Subject of America. Boston: Northeastern University Press. Robinowitz, Pual.
(1992) ‗voyueurism and class consciousness: James Agee and Walker Evans. Let us now praise
famous men.‘ Cultural Critique, 21 (Spring 1992: 143-170))
190
Lather looks at the work of Catherine Woodbrooks (1991. The construction of identity through the
presentation of self: black women candidates interviewing for administrative positions at a research
university. Unpublished dissertation, Ohio State University.) and the ‗interruptions‘ of both her own
theoretical investment and her realist and deconstructive subjective narratives in the account in a way
that ―foregrounds the availability of multiple discourse and how they can be used to decenter the
researcher as the master of truth and justice‖.
191
The reflexive co-theorizing between researcher and researcher in a way that contests the power,
political investment, and the ‗transformative intellectual‖ saviour.
192
Richardson, Laurel. (1992). ‗The consequences of a poetic representation; writing the Other,
rewriting the self.‘ In Carolyn Ellis and M. Flaherty (eds). Windows on Lived Experience. Newbury
Park. CA: Sage.
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position for experiencing the self as a sociological knower/constructor –not just talk
about it, but doing it‖ (Richardson 1992:136).193

In that sense, for Patti Lather, Laurel Richardson has legitimacy and authority in the
crisis of authority through ―performances of transgressive validity‖, and an
―Authority [that] comes from engagement and reflexivity in a way that exceeds
Lyotardian paraology194 via practices of textual representation… and the politics of
uncertainty.‖

Focussed on the issue of language, subjectivity and the production/claims of
knowledge, Richardson, herself, asks the following questions, ―[h]ow has the
author‘s subjectivity been both a producer and a product of the text‖? (Richardson
2003:522), ―How do we place ourselves in our own texts, and with what
consequences? How do we nurture our own individuality and at the same time lay
claim to ―knowing‖ something‖? (Richardson 2003:502). ―How does the author
position the self as a knower and teller?‖ (Richardson 2003:511). ―These questions
engage intertwined problems of subjectivity, authority, authorship, reflexivity, and
process on the one hand and representational form on the other‖ (Richardson
2003:511).

193

Richardson, for Lather, ―exemplifies a disruptive excess which brings ethics and epistemology
together in a self-conscious partiality, an embodied postionality and a tentativenss which leaves space
for tohers to enter, for the joining of partial voices.‖
194
―Paralogy‖ is Jean Francois Lyotard‘s word for a postmodern Western post-industrial informationbased society where ligitimation is no longer based on the Enlightenment meta-narratives but in
localized performativity in particular role. To this predicament, he responds with a different
legitimizing of paralogy as a search for new meanings, insights, resistances and spaces of instability
against totalizing meta-narratives Lyotard, Jean François. The Postmodern Condition : A Report on
Knowledge, translated by Geoff Bennington and Brian Massumi Minneapolis : University of
Minnesota Press, 1984; Lyotard, Jean François. Political Writings, translated by Bill Readings and
Kevin Paul Geiman Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1993; and Readings, Bill.
Introducing Lyotard: Art and Politics London: Routledge, 1991.
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Thus, Richardson (2003) herself positions the debates of representation and
legitimacy into the very form of writing as a method of inquiry. Writing itself
becomes an alternative research practice ―through which we can investigate how we
construct the world, ourselves and others, and how standard objectifying practices of
social science unnecessarily limit us and social science.‖ (Richardson 2003:500).
Both the writing process and the writing product are deeply intertwined‖, she writes,
as ―[t]he product cannot be separated from the producer or the mode of production or
the method of knowing.‖ (Richardson 2003:511).195

In these ways the triple crisis of representation, legitimacy and praxis, including the
issues of triangulation interlink with both our own subjectivity, our own
representation and our own places of self-reflexivity. Denzin and Lincoln (2003:2930) assert that within the research process

―stands the personal biography of the researcher, who speaks from a
particular class, gender, racial, cultural, and ethnic community perspective.
The gendered, multiculturally situated researcher approaches the world with a
set of ideas, a framework (theory, ontology) that specifies a set of questions
(epistemology) that he or she then examines in a specific way
(methodological analysis. That is, the researcher collects empirical materials
bearing on the question and then analyzes and writes about them. Every
researcher speaks from within a distinctive interpretive community that

195

Richardson (2003:501-502) argues that the academic qualitative research style of writing ―is itself
a sociohistorical invention that reifies the static social world imagined by our 19 th-century
foreparents‖. This style, she says, ―is neither fixed or neutral but reflect the historically shifting
domination of particular schools or paradigms‖.
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configures, in its special ways, the multicultural, gendered components of the
research act‖.

Deeply connected to power, methodology and representation, as Brian Fay writes
(1996:218) ,

[h]ere the issues are who gets to speak, who is acknowledged as an authority
and why, whose concerns are responded to, who has access to the material,
and how these authorizations both constrain and enable various forms of
social relation and behaviour.‖ Further, such reflexive stand entails asking,
―what does this social analysis do? To whom is it expressed and why? To
whom in what language is it available? What narrative or other reportorial
conventions does it follow? Who is permitted or enabled to respond in what
name and with what effect?‖

As Laurel Richardson adds,

―we have different constraints arising from self-consciousness about claims
to authorship, authority, truth, validity, reliability. Self-reflexivity brings to
consciousness some of the complex political/ideological agendas hidden in
our writing. Truth claims are less easily validated now; desire to speak ―for‖
others are suspect.‖ (Richardson 2003:520
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Thus, a self-reflexivity epistemology and situatedness of my political and intellectual
commitments becomes key to my methodological approach196 and is reflected in the
combination of moral, methodological and pragmatic evaluative criteria put forth by
Denzin (2007). Morally, politically and pragmatically, as a social justice inquiry, I
see ‗legitimacy‘ of research based upon Charmaz‘s (2006)197 four criteria
(credibility, originality, resonance and usefulness), Patricia Hill Collins‘ (2000)
(lived experience, dialogue, an ethics of care, and an ethics of responsibility),
Cornell West‘s (1991) pragmatism of a political project of liberation, and Pelias
(2004), Freire (1999), Darder and Miron‘s (2006) concerning the ―moral inquirer‖
who ―enacts a politics of love and care, an ethic of hope and forgiveness‖ (Denzin
2007:467). As Denzin (2003:15-16) continues, ―[t]hese researchers seek alternative
method for evaluating their work, including verisimilitude, emotionality, personal
responsibility, an ethic of caring, political praxis, multivoiced texts, and dialogues
with subjects.‖

Lastly, in keeping all of the above, methodologically, I have adapted the basic
schema of Charmaz‘s grounded theory method collecting, analyzing, reflecting and
searching again within the multiple-positioned discourses, meanings and practices.

196

Brian Fay‘s (1996:216-219) project of ‗critical intersubjectivity‘ is important to my own
methodological approach for his two notions of accountability: self-reflexive epistemology and the
situatedness of our political and intellectual commitments. In the first part, accountability involves
recognizing and making evident the epistemological pre-suppositions, premises, conceptual
commitments of a particular conceptual schemes/framework/paradigm (―‖the basic conceptual
commitments of a particular conceptual scheme‖), and second, how they provide the
material/criteria/basis upon which phenomenon are observed, categorized, characterized and
interpreted. More specifically, one ―must be self-consciously critical of their conception of evidence‖
(Fay 1996: 217) and how this informs their inquiry and results. In the same way, one must be selfconsciously critical of one‘s ―standards of significance‖ and how it structures our choice of inquiry,
the phenomena to be studied, the type of descriptions and explanations we seek.
The second part of accountability is to recognize one‘s political commitments and the way in which
one‘s investigations are socially positioned and socio-politically organized; the power of voice,
position, and representation in the hierarchy of exclusion.
197
Charmaz, Kathy. (2006). Constructing Grounded Theory: a practical guide through qualitative
analysis. Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage.
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Therefore, interpretively, while I accept aspects of grounded theory‘s epistemology
of phenomenology (Moustakis 1994) the legitimacy of this research, and its validity
claims of knowledge and truth are equally centred within my own knowledge and
lived experience (auto-ethnographic) as a social justice grassroots activist for over 25
years. Finally, it keeping with postmodern sensibilities and performativity, the
meanings presented in this research are only partial renditions of complex social
realities that are open to further interpretations by any reader or audience.

Data Collection (Part II):
Case Studies

This research, itself, was based upon three case studies198 in various parts of Ontario,
Canada undertaken between January 2006 and April 2007, respectively entitled Cape
Croker, Grassy Narrows and Kenora. The case studies present three very different
processes and outcomes of community-based peacebuilding and the reworking of
relations of power. As such, they provide a powerful contrast regarding
198

Given the research question and methodological considerations, I chose to utilize a case study
approach as a suitable strategy for my research investigation. A case study is ―a systematic
investigation into a single individual, event or situation, a single example, or a case, or some
phenomenon‖ (Walsh 2001: 52). This strategy of case study interviews was related to theoretical
stances and research methodologies articulated earlier; a series of interpretive moments, socially
constructed partial ‗truths‘ located in discursive and lived realities. The research question posited
both intrinsic (the single instance as located in its own issues, contexts and interpretations) and
instrumental (to help one gain insight into a particular issue, refine a theory or understand other
external issues) interests (Denzin and Lincoln 1998a).
A case study approach has particular advantages and disadvantages. A case study aims to study the
details of relationships of individuals and groups in their own setting; rich descriptive qualitative data.
Clearly, given its highly contextualized nature, it cannot credibly make generalized claims beyond the
case study itself. It can, however, generate productive concepts, themes, and hypotheses for
exploration elsewhere. As such, beginning with a single empirical case offers the possibility of
theoretically framing understandings of complex social realities (Denzin and Lincoln 1998b). By
expanding and contrasting the number of case studies, as done in this research project, case studies
bring to light greater possibilities for comparing and identifying contingent and theoretical elements
of localized practices.
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circumstances, motivations, interests, process, strategies and transformative
potentials at the local level.

The first of the three, Cape Croker, involved a resource and social conflict in
southern Ontario between the Chippewas of Nawash, an Indigenous community of
800 (and 400 off-reserve) and nearby non-Indigenous communities.
Notwithstanding the long history of colonialism and dispossession outlined later in
Chapter 4 (Macro History of Indigenous Peoples in Canada), this localized dispute
extended over a significant period of time from 1990 to 2000, with the most violent
phase in 1995. The conflict involved a number of non-Indigenous activists, unions,
academics, faith and community groups supporting the Chippewas of Nawash as
they sought to advocate for the implementation of court-sanctioned treaty fishing
rights whilst simultaneously countering racist reactions from vested non-Indigenous
sports fishing interests in the area. The case study highlighted the challenging issues
- and ultimately the limited success - involved in conjoining and sustaining an
ongoing relationship building and mutual interests between the Chippewas of
Nawash and non-Indigenous supporters.

The second case study, Grassy Narrows, located in north-western Ontario was more
complex and ongoing. Ostensibly about preventing and stopping unsustainable
commercial logging in the Boreal forests, the conflict pitted a small Anishnabe
community of 800 people, Grassy Narrows, and its non-Indigenous NGO supporters
against a merger of mutually reinforcing provincial and corporate interests bent on
clearcutting traditional Anishnabe territories without consent. The conflict, however,
was multifaceted in meaning and framed from differently situated cultural and
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epistemological locations, especially for the community of Grassy Narrows.
Beginning with a community blockade of a logging road in December, 2003, the
case study followed the still evolving negotiation of power and relationship building
between Grassy Narrows and non-Indigenous supporters highlighting themes of
solidarity, trust and localized situated knowledges.

The third case study, Kenora, involved an explicit reconstruction of relations of
power between the City Council of Kenora (a mixed but majority non-Indigenous
population 16,000) and the Grand Council of Treaty Three, representing the 12,000
Anishnabe peoples in that region of north-western Ontario. A departing forest
company‘s promised return of a significant parcel of land to the City and the Grand
Council in 2005 was the opportunity for an ongoing process of mutual learning and
negotiation. Contextualized within a co-management of this ‗returned‘ land, the
localized municipal process involved a much deeper reconfiguration of power,
knowledge, history and relationship –between the parties and significantly with the
land itself. Framed within an understanding of renewing equitable and respectful
treaty relations at the local/regional level, the process involved identifying common
interests, prioritizing Anishnabe epistemologies, and enacting possibilities of
reconciliation.

Introduction in the Communities: Process and issues

Linda Tuhiwai Smith (1999) points out that doing research in/with Indigenous
communities, especially as a non-Indigenous researcher, has a long and complicated
history of power and appropriation.

The historical experiences of colonialism,
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attempted cultural genocide and personal and community experiences of racism,
discrimination and misappropriation/misuse of their knowledges had fostered
suspicion and resentment towards Non-Aboriginal researchers. This was no less the
case in Canada during my research. Issues of trust, accountability and research
relevance were raised, almost without exception, by Indigenous people with whom I
approached.

As a stranger to the communities, and as a ‗researcher‘, I was aware that asking for
trust was not something to be taken lightly when I approached either the
communities or individual members.199

To this point, I had had other researchers

and friends (both Indigenous and non-Indigenous) try to assist me beforehand in
appreciating the larger historical, cultural and power dynamics that were often part
of even the most personal of situations between Indigenous and non-Indigenous
peoples. Further, my own experiences at the Native Canadian Centre in Toronto and
my participation in sweat lodge ceremonies prior to my starting my PhD made me
aware that I was invited and welcomed to be in those space but that it was not
without some initial element of noticeable mutual trepidation sometimes that I, some
bouncy little white guy, („who is that guy?‟, who does he know? What does he
want?‟ one might ask) (and I thinking to myself, „And yes, „who do I know here?‟
And yes, actually, what am I doing here in the corn mask-making class with 6 women
and myself, the lone man?‟)200 was there. Lastly, each case study location was
different in how I was introduced and none of these situations would be worked had
someone in each case not befriended and supported me.

199

In point of fact, the pivotal importance of trust and its impact on relationship building between
Indigenous and non-Indigenous peoples became made abundantly clear in the later research narratives
themselves and the conversations I had with people.
200
I actually made a very nice mask thanks to Yvonne Thomas.
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In the case of Cape Croker, it took months of work to gain access. In December
2005, I was given a key community contact by a Canadian academic in Indigenous
Studies. I phoned that person (essentially a gatekeeper), explained what I was
looking to do and asked for any suggestions on how I should approach the
community and/or Band Council. That person suggested I first send a letter and
request a meeting with the Band Council. They offered to look at the letter
beforehand. After vetting the letter and it being sent, I met with the Band Council in
February 2006 and presented a request in person.

However, given their ongoing negotiations with the Provincial government, a
number of Band Councillors were initially hesitant and had specific concerns about
the possible public divulging and dissemination of their negotiating/political
strategies. Second, there were concerns about trusting researchers particularly given
a recent past relationship by a teacher/writer whose writings on the Saugeen
Chippewas were seen as having been misinformed and detrimental to the Chippewas
of Nawash. Third, they wondered exactly how this research would benefit them.201

A subsequent meeting a few weeks later with the Chief (absent at the first meeting)
and his supportive negotiation with some Councillors about my research goals and
its utility/relevance for the community, I was granted access and names of other
community contacts and Elders.
201

I replied that the research was one way of sharing their experience and learnings to benefit other
indigenous communities and non-Indigenous activists. Second, I was hoping that the research would
assist in their future struggles by bringing back experiences from other communities. Third, they
suggested to me that it would be good to have an ‗independent‘ person critically reflect on the useful
of their past strategies and offer some comments. Fourth, they also hoped that the research might be
more widely distributed and assist their organizing efforts through having their struggle better
known.
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Grassy Narrows was entirely different in that I had some close personal contacts
within people inside the community based upon my previous visit (2006) as part of a
Christian Peacemakers Team (CPT) ‗Delegation‘. As a result, I was very good
friends with three Anishnabe sisters and their children with whom I stayed for six
weeks during my research. Additionally, the size of the community and personal
and extended family nature of relationships meant that being trusted by one person
helped create familiarity and trust when approaching someone else. Second, I was
also accorded a level of legitimacy by Grassy Narrows community activists by
association with CPT whose unbroken 18 month presence at the Grassy Narrows‘
blockade of a logging road solidified their exemplary reputation for many within the
community. Third, I had actively campaigned on behalf of Grassy Narrows some
months before and helped coordinate publicity for public talks they were giving in
Southern Ontario.

In Grassy Narrows, the Band Council did not initiate nor was intimately involved in
the blockade. The ‗blockaders‘ included current and past Band Council members
but the act of blockading was not initially sanctioned by the Band. Second, there
were continued philosophical and personal differences between the political strategy
of the Band Council and the ‗blockaders‘. Together with the site of my research
being the actual discourse and relationships that had developed between community
activist and non-Indigenous supporters at the blockade, it was a sensitive issue in
approaching the Band Council first for permission. In this situation, I approached
the Band Council and Chief concurrently as I was doing interviews with community
activists. This proved not to be a noticeable problem and I later interviewed the
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Chief for the research. That being said, I remain conscious of Smith‘s (1999) view
on external researchers using a colonial divide and rule approach to consent in the
sense that individuals are part of a community and treating community members
solely in an individual capacity could be understood as a cultural and political
practice of disrespect for the community by not respecting the community as a
collective.

The third case study, entitled Kenora, overlapped geographically and substantively
with Grassy Narrows. The fact that Grassy Narrows was part of Treaty #3 and was
doing research there was not unhelpful. More important though, was my
introduction to both key players in the Grand Council of Treaty #3 and Councillors
with the City Council of the Kenora through a personal contact with one of the main
non-Indigenous activists/facilitators in the community process. Again, I was
befriended intellectually and personally by this person based upon their friendship
with a Toronto friend of mine and a prior meeting with them in March 2006, a year
before I returned to Kenora/Grassy Narrows to do research in early 2007.

Similar to Cape Croker, a key person familiar and trusted by many of the
interviewees, was essential in adding legitimacy to my requests. Nevertheless, I had
to follow respectful protocol and formerly approach the Grand Council of Treaty #3
leadership for permission to do research both in their territory and with their staff.
This involved a letter outlining my research, forwarding a researcher agreement (See
Appendix #1) outlining my intent, obligations and responsibilities specific to Grand
Council of Treaty #3, a personal meeting with one of their staff, the subsequent
permission from the Grand Chief, and the respectful following of Anishnabe
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ceremonies to honour the land. Permission from the City Council of Kenora was
attained on an individual basis and proved unproblematic.

The entire research for the three case studies involved 85 interviews with 66 digitally
recorded and transcribed with another further 19 based on written notes by myself as
the researcher.

Numbers of Interviewees in each case:

The first case study of Cape Croker (March 2006 –December 2006) involved 34
meetings/interviews with individuals, Council members, and Elders: 21 of those
people were from the community of Cape Croker and 11 were non-Indigenous
supporters. This occurred over a period of about six months between February to
August 2006. I stayed off-reserve in a nearby cottage of a friend‘s and made multiple
day visits to the community 15 minutes away. I also did interviews with nonIndigenous supporters in the nearby Ontario town of Owen Sound, as well as further
afield in such cities as St. Catherines, Sarnia, Waterloo, Hamilton, Guelph, Toronto,
and Ottawa.

Grassy Narrows (February 2007 –August 2007) involved 21 interviews: 11 from
Grassy Narrows itself, mostly blockaders, and 9 non-Indigenous activists. I made
mostly day visits to the community over a period of six weeks in February-March
2007 while concurrently doing research in the third case study in nearby Kenora
(60km away). The interviews occurred in a variety of locations: Grassy Narrows,
Kenora, Winnipeg (Manitoba), Toronto and even Niagara Falls.
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The third case study, Kenora (February 2007 –March 2007), involved 22 interviews.
Twelve were Anishnabe from Treaty #3 territory including present and past staff
from the Grand Council itself, and Chiefs, Council members and staff from the three
nearby communities. Ten were non-Indigenous people including both the present
and past Mayor of Kenora, various present and past City Councillors, and the
facilitator of the workshop process. Many of the interviews happened in Kenora
except for the two at the nearby Anishnabe communities (Rats Portage and Dalles
First Nations).

Overall, the people I interviewed in the three case studies ranged in age from about
25 years old to about 80 yrs old. Although I did not choose to analyze the data based
on gender, Cape Croker was composed of 3 Chippewa and 4 non-Indigenous
women, for a total of 7 out of 31 people interviewed. Grassy Narrows was 10
women out of 20 people interviewed, with 7 of those being from Grassy and 3 being
non-Indigenous activists. Kenora was 3 women out of a total of 20 interviewees,
with 2 being Anishnabe and 1 not.

The interviews were generally between 60-90 minutes long and were mostly one-onone except two occasions.202 I generally only did one formal interview with people
but these were supplemented by many informal discussions to do with the research.
The interview settings ranged from cafes, homes, hotels, teepees, offices, kitchens,
lakesides, buses, backyards, schools and the occasional foray into the Rat Portage

202

Those were meetings with two of the nearby Anishnabe communities of Rats Portage and Dalles
First Nations when I met various Chiefs, Band Council members and staff as a group.
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Bingo hall. The choice to either tape record and/or take notes depended upon the
consent of the person interviewed.

Interviewing Process:

Given the type of qualitative data sought, I used open and semi-structured interviews
so as to allow greater space for dialogue and responses. The interactive
questioning/dialogue method allowed a greater contextual and a deeper ‗insider‘
understanding of the situation. The use of open interviews/discussion often as a first
step, allowed for a more open character that had the potential to go beyond the
preconceived ideas of the interviewer (myself). It also created a space for the people
I was talking with to raise issues, concerns, perspectives and experiences that have a
more inductive sense to them (May 2001). Moreover, it allowed people to talk about
the issues within their own frames of reference thereby generating a greater
understanding of their viewpoint.

The semi-structured interview, increasingly used as sampling became more refined,
also created a dynamic dialogue enabling people to provide answers in their own
terms (versus a structured interview). Additionally, the format also provided enough
structure for some comparability between interviews but, more importantly, allowed
a level of flexibility and latitude in order to develop a deep intersubjective
understanding of meaning of the context and content.

When I visited people in Cape Croker or Grass Narrows in their homes, I would
bring people small gifts (tea) as a greeting, and to give tobacco as signifying a
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(sacred) request for assistance. It was a cultural requisite and an establishing of trust
to bring something, especially when asking for something in return. Tea was always
welcomed but tobacco was a bit trickier in meaning. First, from my experiences and
training at Indigenous ceremonies, I knew and understood tobacco was a spiritually
sacred herb and there were times when giving it was clearly required and sincerely
appreciated. On the other hand, despite it being suggested and instructed to do so by
some of Indigenous (and non-Indigenous) friends, I was self-conscious of the
cultural politics of a virtually unknown white guy (me) coming out and offering a
culturally sacred gift might be seen as a rude and insensitive act by just another
white poser appropriating another element of Indigenous ways. Third, however, it is
a sacred herb and giving it to someone is a sacred act and it does have spiritual,
cultural and social meanings and I wanted to both honour this and to show that I
already had some knowledge of the space I was entering into.

Not surprisingly, I learned a few things. First, my naive assumption and specific
experiences in Toronto led me to foolishly believe all Indigenous people saw
tobacco in the same positive light as something they would wish to receive and/or
receive from me. As I found out on a couple of occasions, to those raised in
Residential schools where all things Indigenous had been considered valueless
and/or for whom, Christianity, was their source of spirituality, giving tobacco was a
faux pas.

On the other hand, the one time I left the tobacco outside in my car, figuring that that
my actions were getting just a bit too pretentious, I was queried as to why I was not
offering any since that is what one is supposed to do. The key lesson for me was to
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feel, speak and follow my heart; a key phrase I hear often in ceremonies is to
‗speaking from one‘s heart‘ and ‗doing things in a good way‘. In a positive sense it
is an encouragement to speak from one‘s spirit in the most honest and loving way.
On the other hand, it also means insincere bullshit was spotted immediately,
especially if coming from a non-Indigenous researcher like myself.

Not only could insincerity arise but my own racist and class behaviour still managed
to fumble its way into the most excruciating instances during my research. For
example, I felt uneasy arriving at a Band meeting as a ‗PhD researcher‘; it was an
odd experience of a ‗new‘ status in a very problematic context (Smith 1998).
Suddenly, one of the Councillors asked me if I had read the recent work by renown
Canadian intellectual, John Ralston Saul (2005: The Unconscious Civilization)
concerning democracy, ideologies and corporate rule. I embarrassingly hadn‘t (still
haven‘t). They proceeded to inform me about their reading and critique of it. At that
point, I was feeling doubly embarrassed: one for not having read it, and two, for
having assumed that someone like him hadn‘t. Oh, the vagaries of my own racism.
Next time I saw him, I fessed-up and apologized. He ruefully laughed and said it
wasn‘t an altogether unfamiliar experience of watching foolishness from supposedly
‗intelligent people‘. Ugh. Ugh again. Ugh a third time.
In another instance, I was cussed-out by a non-indigenous friend/interviewee for
thinking of writing an article on the Indian Act article; as if it hadn‘t already been
done numerous times by Indigenous writers themselves (including the guy I had just
interviewed an hour ago), and who was I to play the ‗great white saviour‘. Ouch.203

203

Obviously, foolishness is an ongoing part of my life.
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Notwithstanding my own times of insincerity and racism, how did my subjectivity
and status interact in the process of research? Who was I choosing not to interview
or go back to and why?204

My age, gender, ethnicity, class, educational and professional status, vocabulary,
style of speaking, and life experience situates me immediately and in relation to the
people I interviewed. I could not simply erase my structural status or cultural
specificity as a 47 year old, white heterosexual upper-middle class Anglo-Canadian
male PhD researcher from Toronto. So, how did it affect the interviewing (data
collection) and how did I try to account for this? Without a doubt, the process of
interviewing was embroiled in negotiating different types of power intersubjectively.

As both Lee (1993) and May (2001) point out separately, there are a number of
issues to be sensitive to in interviewing itself, not least being the political and ethical
context of negotiating participation. Among the issues are the impacts of the
researchers identity and power (race, class, gender, age, language, culture) on the
participants and the resultant dynamics including disclosure, mutual comprehension
and trust, intrusiveness on taboo subjects, suspicion by the interviewee, social
stigmatism for participating and any trespassing into larger conflicts or dominant
interests of other actors/groups, politically, economically or socially. These are all
relevant to the research situation in Canada involving Indigenous peoples (Smith
1998).

204

Regarding the way in which my identity and status affected the interviews is difficult to know for
certain without having someone else re-interview the people I interviewed. And then, of course, how
would their identity and status have affected those responses again?
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First, what did I notice or supposed about the impact of my status on interviewing?
And second, how did I respond? There were very clear differences in the dynamics
when I interviewed people with similar status and background to my own. For
example, speaking with English as a first language university-educated nonIndigenous male activist in downtown Toronto was much less problematic because
of similar status, culture, class and gender. Consequently, I gave free rein to my
language, viewpoints and style of discourse. I jumped from one abstract idea and
issue to another without explaining, made references to Gramsci and hegemony, and
spoke frankly knowing that my opinions would be not be readily accepted without
some form of challenge in any instance of disagreement.

On the other hand, the dynamics of culture and power became more problematic for
me when I spoke with a two particular younger female Anishnabe activists where
our differences were much more connected to structural asymmetries of power. For
example, I was the one (older white guy) arriving with money, car, status and
‗expertise‘, speaking in a particular urban Anglo-academic way, and would soon be
jetting back to the UK. I realized that the issues of my status and theirs‘ could not be
avoided nor simply erased in our dynamics. This differences in power raised ethical
questions about ‗full consent‘ and ‗collaborative‘ knowledge production as well as
highlighting the pivotal role that trust plays in both research and relations in general.

In this case, I was left with a feeling that there was a gap in my being able to
adequately communicate the meaning and purpose of the research project and what I
was seeking to do by interviewing them. As a consequence, one of them later
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withdrew their consent205 stating that she did not feeling comfortable with the
‗research‘ aims. 206 In the other case, the second activist was confronted with a type
of ‗research‘, and my research in particular, that seemed to her initially, from my
understanding of what she told me, as foreign, abstract and distant. Although we
later did an interview, I heard her hesitation sometimes in responding and her
explicitly wondering/asking if her answer was the ‗right‘ one. This points to the
troubling aspect of doing research that continues to perpetuate aspects of colonizing
methodologies and practices where research is not explicitly tied to local community
agendas, indigenous methodologies, participatory research processes and
collaborative analyses (Smith 1999).

This particular example of the two young Anishnabe women activists also raised the
issues of negotiating participation in research, consent, anonymity and control over
the use of their words between the researcher and researched, between myself and
them. They both had concerns of disclosure regarding naming particular instances
of interaction with particular non-Indigenous support groups. Here, as in all
interviews in this research, we negotiated a protocol of initial and ongoing consent
including their right to withdraw at any time and to control the use of any direct
quotes. Not only were names to be deleted in the specific instances, but I was
required to send written transcripts to everyone I interviewed with the understanding
they could include any changes, deletions or additions they wished to make. Further,
205

Consent needs to be understood as ‗full consent‘ as not only informed but as an ongoing consent.
Walsh 2001; May 2001; Gray 2004).
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She later withdrew her consent for using any direct quotes. I spoke with her a year later about it
and she agreed to discuss it further but I decided to just accept her earlier decision and not pursue it
further. For reasons I have to respect, I did not feel confident that we could reach a mutual or stable
understanding about possible use. In fairness to her, I can add that she was distrustful/reluctant from
the beginning and in retrospect, I should have not tried to pursue an interview which I did. It was not
until later that I came to understand that I should have just respected her reticence from the beginning
and not pursued it. I made an ethical mistake.
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any specific quotes I wanted to use were accompanied by the context in which I wish
to cite them and had to be explicitly consented to by the person who spoke them.
These were ethical obligations I undertook and adhered to based on an understanding
of ‗full‘ consent: agreeing to participate based upon understanding the research,
anonymity and privacy of sources, ongoing consent through control over direct
references and ongoing consent as the right to withdraw from the research project at
any time.

At the same time, the above example of my interviewing these two women
Anishnabe activists highlights the issues, process and importance of trust as a
component of consent. In this research situation, the issue of trust and consent was
similar to the dynamics of relationship building between Indigenous and nonIndigenous activist on the Grassy Narrows blockade. As articulated by a number of
Grassy Narrows community members involved in the blockade (quoted in the
Grassy Narrows case study) their decision to build a relationship, or not, with any
number of arriving unfamiliar non-Indigenous supporters was dependent on their
assessment of ‗who are these strangers? What do they want? Can they be trusted?‘
And can they help us?‘ This in turn, was evaluated upon observing the new person‘s
beliefs, their commitment and duration of stay, the type of actions and support they
offered, and the behaviour of respect and caring towards Grassy Narrows members,
individually and collectively.

Similar to the case study histories and narratives, the research process and consent
involved a form of relationship building that linked to respect, emotional caring and
trust between myself and the people I spoke to. To return to the example of the two
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younger Anishnabe women activists, the issue of our trust played out in different
ways when it came to the research project itself. In the one instance, our
interpersonal relationship became closer over time through our daily interaction with
her family and relations who I knew and loved. Much like the evaluative process on
the blockade, she made a decision to allow me to interview six weeks later, as she
explained to me, only after she was satisfied that I could be trusted. On the other
hand, I had much less contact with the other young Anishnabe female activist and
when we did talk it was as a joint interview in the company of a third person with
whom she had complete trust. Our relationship was more sporadic and less trusting.
Clearly, the issues of power do not evaporate simply because levels of trust are there
or not in any particular relationship but it does speak to how building relationships
situated in relations of power are also tied to issues of trust.

A third example of interviewing and issues of power is when I spoke with Anishnabe
or Cree Elders. In such a context where I found myself talking with an Elder, I
automatically adopted a different level of deference, formality and respect. I saw
those instances as much more of a listening moment for myself, both as a researcher
and personally.

The two instances that sit strongest in my memory were where one,

I listened for several hours to traditional teachings about the spirit of the land and
being guardians. Although I recorded it, I chose not to quote any of that in my
dissertation. My experience at ceremonies, though limited, tells me not to write it
down but to let it sit in my heart so that the parts I remember are what I needed to
know for that moment whilst the other aspects of any teachings will come later when
I am ready for them. For me, that was the respectful way to approach that interview.
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The other time involved me talking for several hours with an Elder in a coffee shop.
After speaking for a couple of hours, I asked him why he had not used the word
racism or genocide or even colonialism in his discussion with me. In my mind, he
had been diplomatically referring to them. His response was directly related to my
subjectivity and identity. As he recounted, his own experience, politically and
pedagogically, had led him to build relationships with white people not by
confrontation but by trying to teach through stories and engaging experiences. In the
case with me, even though I had preceded our discussion with my own views on
colonialism in Canada, it was not until I asked aloud why he had not used certain
language (e.g. ‗racism‘) to talk of some of the dynamics in his area. His subsequent
response spoke to the issue of power and strategic communication. He had, he said,
hoped I would pick up on the ‗soft approach‘ to naming racism as he normally did
not openly use the term ‗racism‘ with white people as they tended to ‗flip-out‘ and
just become more defensive and at times, even retributive. Aside from his
eloquence, this example spoke to the way in which self-censoring happens in the
interviewing, impacted as it was by my structural identity in a situation of daily
racism experienced by him.

Above, I have offered a number of examples to highlight the different relations of
power and their impacts upon the research interviewing. Further, I have given
several examples of my own partiality of knowledge where I was, and was not,
cognizant of my own location within broader relations of power and in my role as a
‗researcher‘. At the same time, in my quest to ‗produce‘ research, those dialogues
and the research itself were to a certain degree blinkered by what I needed and
wanted them to say and do. Thus, though I was sought to be self-reflexive and
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respond accordingly in terms of acknowledging the power asymmetry involving my
own positionality, both as a PhD researcher and as a non-Indigenous person, it was
also an imperfect and ongoing learning process.

Moreover, in the same way as the research findings themselves indicated that
solidarity and trust between Indigenous and non-Indigenous peoples was central to
relationship building, so too was I subjected to the same framework as a nonIndigenous researcher. Trust and relationship building, guided by a sense of political
solidarity, meant that I undertook to acknowledge colonial history and power
asymmetry before at each interview with Indigenous peoples. Every interview I did
with Indigenous people was preceded by a clear explanation of the research‘s
purpose, process and outcome, together with my own story, history and motivation
for the work. This meant that I began each conversation with my own political
statement on the explicit history of genocide, racism and colonialism as I saw it
infecting relationships between Indigenous and non-Indigenous peoples in the
Canadian context. In my view, this was a pre-requisite for establishing trust and
‗speaking from one‘s heart‘.

I also attempted to address certain issues of trust and power though sponsorship and
introduction via trusted gatekeepers, using a variety of interview approaches,
discussing and ensuring explicit and ongoing consent, and adhering to promises of
anonymity. Further, I tried to negotiate issues of power by referencing my own
experiences and knowledges gained through prior activist experience with
Indigenous peoples and solidarity work in Canada, as well as decades of my local
and international experience in cross-cultural settings. Third, I followed a
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collaborative and participatory dialogical interviewing style and garnered feedback
from interviewees when possible. Lastly, I used some basic strategies to address
some elements of power by letting people choose the location, avoiding academic
language, invoking humour, and trying to have a conversation of just talking and
sharing our common senses of the world.

One aspect that I could not avoid was asking people to sign consent forms. This
obligation under the University of Bradford ethical guidelines often produced
a very uneasy moment as it introduced a formality that undermined the building of a
rapport and relationship; an anonymous and impersonal structural influence that
none of us felt particularly happy with. Further, signing a contractual consent form,
though having advantages for participants, was often greeted with a sense of
wariness particularly by a sizeable number of Indigenous activist/community
members for whom signing a paper was often associated with an already
government-legislated set of life circumstances.

On the other hand, consent was about promises I was making as researcher and it
was made exceedingly clear to me in a meeting with an Elder that I had made a
solemn promise the moment I had offered and the Elder had accepted the tobacco;
we had a relationship, and paper or no paper, I was obligated to act in good faith.

Finally, did I choose to interview certain people or not others? Clearly, I had
logistically to retain some delineation of relevance and numbers concerning who to
interview. I interviewed the people suggested to me in each case but sometimes (6
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people in total) they were no longer living, moved away, or simply too time
consuming to pursue.

On the other hand, I could have, for instance, interviewed more opposition forces
(E.g., bureaucrats from the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources or specific
politicians in the Cape Croker or Grassy Narrows case studies). It might have
provided some information on the effectiveness of particular grassroots campaign
strategies and tactics as it impacted institutional decision-making, be it corporate,
bureaucratic or political. That is certainly a worthwhile research project but the
focus of my research was on the nature of grassroots organizing, its discourses and
practices. I was concerned about the negotiation of local relationships and new
knowledges that contested and potentially transformed the relations of power
between activists.

Data Analysis (Part III)

The data collection and data analysis were symbiotically linked in the process of
grounded theory approach I used as ongoing analysis provided the basis for further
questioning. I had completed the Cape Croker case study and analyzed much of the
data before beginning the other two cases. In general I began by listening to the
recorded interviews while simultaneously transcribing.207 Next, I read the transcripts
themselves, then sometimes read them again simultaneously with the tape to refine
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I transcribed half of the overall number of interviews myself and had the rest professionally
transcribed.
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ambiguous moments of transcription comparing verbal nuances with the written sense.
Finally, I read them a third time as I did the actual coding.

Grounded theory
I undertook multiple interviews to gather new information and/or validate emerging
codes and categories as per the social constructionist and postmodernist grounded
theory approach of Charmaz (2004) and Clarke (2003). This process involved a
continuous cycle of critical reflection both on the data and on the situatedness of
myself as the researcher including an inspection into the power and authority
inherent in the situation into which I was placing myself and participants, together
with a sensitivity to ethical, political and cultural considerations. Hence, it involved
evaluating and re-evaluating multiple modes of data (feelings, behaviours, ideas, and
narratives), recordings of data (notes, memos, diaries, transcripts) and critical,
situated self-reflection. In short, the entire research analysis (and methodology) was
based upon a constant critical reflection of subjectivity, power, representation and
interpretation (Clarke 2003; Denzin and Lincoln 2000).

Following the Grounded theory methodology process, I coded every transcript line
by line and simultaneously developing coding ―nodes‖ and ―trees nodes‖ (See
Appendix #7). I arranged the interview data using an electronic software tool (Nvivo
7) in order to organize, code and analyse the field data into larger categories, themes
and theoretical constructs. Coding meant to take an idea, thought, feeling, action,
description, explicitly or implicitly articulated within the field data and categorizing
it singularly and in multiple ways in order to provide a platform for further analysis.
These ―nodes‖ becomes sub-categories (much like individual files) organized within
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larger categories, ―tree nodes‖ (much like folders). For instance, under the category
of Partners, I organized data under the evolving sub-categories (nodes) such as
challenges and limitations, tensions, ideas and metaphors about partnerships,
motivations, engagement of own constituencies). The result was approximately 90
nodes contained within about 20 common tree nodes that evolved during the case
studies process of data collection and analysis. As a result, my interaction with
codes was a constant negotiation, and as the case studies will show, different themes
emerged and held greater significance according to each of the localized settings.
This coding was key to organizing and reviewing the raw data from case study
interview transcripts and facilitating the basis for a social construction postmodernist
grounded theory analysis to be applied and enabled comparative analysis.

The data analysis also used field notes and memo-writing to help with organizing
and interpreting raw data, amplifying issues and helping with corrections.
Additionally, I indexed interview material as part of the coding by tracking
respondents and their relations to each other: the events identified and how they
spoke of one another and made sense of an event. This helped sensitize me into the
language/discourse used by myself and others to make sense of these local situations.
At the same time, it was a form of my own (auto-)ethnographic analysis in order to
gain familiarity of the cultures, relationships and discourses people (and myself)
inhabited.
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Reflexivity

The issue of data analysis was continuously embroiled in issues of reflexivity
concerning a spectrum of issues involving power, subjectivity, legitimacy and
representation.208 These were important epistemological and ethical issues,
theoretically and practically, with which I have had to grapple. I found the entire
experience of researching to be an emotionally confusing and ambiguous process,
often without definitive or clear-cut answers.

Nevertheless, numerous questions arose: What was my own knowledge and how
was I bringing this into play in creating the narrative? How and to what extent was
the narrative co-created and how did I deal with the tensions involved in preserving
others‘ narratives? And how did I address my power as the ultimate arbitrator and
writer of this socially constructed research? And further, how did I negotiate this
given the research question, my own subjectivity, and the phenomenological
character of the research?

As a minimum reply, my response to those questions was one of partialities. What I
can say is that the analysis was not official, absolute, nor all-encompassing. I
brought my own life experience into most every word in this dissertation. I had to
embrace the notorious and endearing nature of knowledge as subjective,
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I have tried to provide some theoretical basis to answer some questions in the previous chapter on
Theoretical Research Methodology concerning my theoretical and epistemological assumptions and
starting points.
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intersubjective, situated, partial, constructed and sometimes even positivist in
character.209

How and to what extent was the narrative co-created and how did I deal with the
tensions involved in preserving others‘ narratives? For example, how did I preserve
and communicate an intensely heuristic account by someone that is about family,
children, and food but is hermeneutically about colonialism, genocide, and the
tensions of seeking a better life off-reserve?210

Similarly, for instance, as a PhD student immersed in conceptual ways of talking,
someone like Tom211 (Euro-Canadian, university education, professional intellectual)
more easily addressed my own style of discourse and theoretical terminology than
someone like Patti (Indigenous/First Nation, less formally education but brilliant).
Given that I was looking to build theory and conceptual frameworks, the
synchronicity of Tom‘s thinking and speaking with my own conceptual apparatus
meant that those meanings were more readily accessible in line with my own
framework; what Tom said was in a language I recognize and was familiar with. Not
only did Tom make more immediate sense to me but for the purposes of my PhD I
was looking for a certain type of dialogue to then be re-represented back to a certain
(academic) audience. The understanding of my needs by Tom meant that ―data‖
provided had a greater propensity to coincide and meet the requirements of the
209

Moreover, given the tricky nature of my research to potentially re-colonize at the very moment
when I claim to be informed by a decolonizing framework, I, too, have to respond to Linda Tuhiwai
Smith‘s questions on power and representation: ―Who writes for whom? Who is representing
indigenous peoples, how, for what purposes, for which audiences, who is doing science for whom?‖
(Smith 1999:37).
210
I tried to explain this dilemma within the text in that particular case study of Grassy Narrows. And
again, how do I include that times when I listened to people, sometimes describing some of the
disappointment and sadness in their life, and I cried too.
211
Tom and Patti are pseudonyms.
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research question (facts, figures, dates, theoretical approaches, thematic
articulations).

Further, how did I address my power as the ultimate arbitrator and writer of this
socially constructed research? For example, had I considered a more participatory
research approach? Should I not be particularly careful, especially in this situation
of a non-Indigenous researcher working in Indigenous settings, of appropriating and
re-representing other peoples‘ experience? Should not have this research and its
performance ideally have been responsive to the communities in the first instance?
Yes to all four questions.

At a minimum, the research presentation has had to include being explicit about the
research approach and process, the writing process, and clearly ground any
theoretical conclusions to the data. Ethically, it has had to acknowledge and engage
with the issues of power. This I have tried to do in framing the research question, its
methodology, and in representing the local discourses and my own role as best I
could within this format of a written dissertation.

Lastly, as an ‗academic‘ researcher, one had to raise the issue of how, and upon what
basis, this data analysis will be of use to other researchers, policy makers, and
practitioners as one seeks to make a contribution to the field. As academics, our
discourse often deems that the veracity of data analysis needs to respond to the
issues of credibility (‗truth value‘), dependability (‗consistency‘), confirmability
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(‗neutrality‘), and transferability (‗applicability‘).212 Here, this research (and I) will
justify and make claims of validity having situated myself on four fronts: theoretical,
political, methodological, and substantive.

First, theoretically, the research has positioned itself within a number of writings
(Foucault, Said, Gramsci, and Spivak) that forcefully explicate the relationship of
relations of power, systems of thought, and the situatedness of knowledge. Rather
than seeking to join and reproduce ‗common sense‘ discourses in the field of conflict
resolution and peacebuilding, I have chosen to use a social justice perspective to
situate and name my own political situatedness as part of an epistemological
performativity of resistance.

Second, having positioned myself and the research as part of a counter-narrative in
the field, I follow a methodological approach that explicitly and self-reflexively
engages with the ‗politics of research‘ and the ‗politics of interpretation‘. As a
consequence, I have grounded my research within postmodern sensibilities, a
Bricolage of poststructuralist frameworks and situated-standpoints, both my own and
those of the narratives I included in the research.

Third, substantively, this research makes situated claims of truth and validity that
reflect experiences, discourses and grassroots practices from place-based
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Lincoln and Guba. (1985). Naturalistic Inquiry, p.294-301 quoted in Denzin and Lincoln 1998).
The usual response would be to cite triangulation responses as inherent to the Grounded Theory
Methodology; the method of multiple interviews/cases continuously compared and built upon to
―verify‖ themes. Second, to argue of the supplementing of primary data with secondary literature
data if/when it exists. Third, to acknowledge as given the questions of validity inherent in such a
small sample of interview 85 people in three case studies but to also argue that the issues of
credibility, reliability and relevance are multi-levelled and evaluated in different sites by different
audiences.
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geographies of knowledge. Such claims are not meta-narratives nor universalized.
Rather, they are partial, grounded in localities and reflective of differently-situated
experiences.

Finally, those fronts combine to form a platform for sharing ongoing social justice
research, dialogues and practices with grassroots peacebuilding communities, and to
reposition the field of academic peacebuilding research into a greater recognition of
bottom-up discourses and relations of power.

Conclusion

By way of summation, these data collection and data analysis methods were made
explicit in order to exhibit the research process and the complex challenges involved
in trying to do research that responded to contemporary social science debates on
research methodologies and relations of power.

The research focus was grounded in grassroots community-based peacebuilding in a
cross-cultural setting in Canada. This setting was one deeply implicated in
historically repressive asymmetrical social relations but contested by emancipatory
processes of building different relations between Indigenous and non-Indigenous
peoples at the local level. A mixture of inspirations, approaches and methodologies
was used both to situated the practice of collecting and analyzing the data.

Here, I chose to use a set of comparative case studies (Cape Croker, Grassy Narrows
and Kenora) of local discourses and practices evidenced in 85 interviews with both
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Indigenous and non-Indigenous community members and activists via open and
semi-structured conversations. This, in turn, was analyzed through a particular
poststructuralist auto-ethnographic version of a ground theory approach involving a
constant cycle of data collection, analysis, and critical reflection.

Further, I highlighted the process and issues involved in implementing the research,
including the strengths, limitations and challenges. I made mention of the case
studies themselves as well as the process and issues of introduction into the
communities such as trust, consent and power. I critically discussed the relations of
knowledge-power and ethics including my own identity, status and position as a
researcher and its partially knowable impact on the dynamics.

Analytically, I discussed the process of coding and theorizing while situating this
process in issues of reflexivity, representation, legitimacy and subjectivity.
Epistemologically, I considered the academic discourse on rigorous research
practices, offered a defence concerning the credibility of the research, as well as
concluded also with an admission embracing the inherently situated production of
knowledge by myself as the author.

Finally, the point needs to be re-iterated that our ontologies, epistemologies, ethical
approaches, research methodologies and methods are intertwined and inseparable.
This chapter must be read in the context of the overall dissertations‘ arguments about
power and discourse, knowledge and power.
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Hence, the methodological discussion in this chapter unfolded in three sections.
First, I critiqued research methodology approaches, current academic conflict
resolution discourses and analyses, and even peacebuilding practices as frequently
situated in modernist narratives and reproductive of relations of power. This current
of scholarship inadequately engages with pivotal social science debates concerning
power, reflexivity, praxis, representation and ethics.

Second, I explored theoretical issues around research methodology, grounded theory
research, and issues of power and knowledge. I considered the conduction of
empirically grounded research as an ethics of self-reflexivity, praxis and reworking
epistemic contestations.

I argued that such a research methodology created a

theoretical and methodological space to reinsert multiple and often excluded
locations, voices, framings of conflict, and meanings back into the public arena and
into our own discourses. Additionally, I raised concerns on how our, and my own,
conceptual frameworks of research re-inscribe our own worldview both into the very
process of research as well as into the analysis of the data itself.

Third, I examined the necessity of making the research methodology visible and selfreflexive in research as part of a new agenda for peace research. At the same time,
the research methodology was pivotal in creating space for marginalized local
discourses and knowledges to become visible as they challenge and transform
relations of power. Consequently, the field research became research dialogue that
touched upon relations of power and the production of knowledge as it pertained to
the conflict itself, as well as in regards to peace research agendas, methodologies and
ethics. As such, this research methodology becomes illustrative for critically
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inspecting both current research foci as well as critiquing methodological approaches
to peace research and pedagogy.

As an activist and academic with particular life experiences and situated identity, I
see this research as fundamentally contesting and attempting to alter hegemonic
modernist discourses prevalent in the field of conflict resolution and peacebuilding.
At the same time, the research is my particular performance that enacts situated
claims of truth valid in their partiality, and that voices the world as I understand it.
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Chapter 4: A Short Macro History of
Indigenous Peoples in Canada

Introduction

To critique conflict resolution and peacebuilding literatures and research
methodologies was only the first step of my research project. The second leg is to
offer an alternative to them by telling a different story based on counter-hegemonic
epistemologies and practices grounded in local activist experiences. Those
grassroots narratives to come posit different and alternative knowledges, discourse
and practices, politically and culturally. They are all the more significant as they
challenge specific relations of power within the context of historical and ongoing
internal neo-colonialism in Canada, as well as elements of contemporary Eurocentric globality. Hence, the experiences and relationships between Indigenous and
non-Indigenous activists need to be situated within a broad understanding of conflict
in Canada (and globally) as cultural, political, economic, ecological, ontological and
epistemological in nature.

The purpose of this Chapter is to give a brief historical narrative of the conflict in
which Indigenous and non-Indigenous activists in Canada find themselves and to
which they reference their meanings. In general, it is premised that large-scale social
conflicts are multifaceted and multilayered, dispersed and concentrated, total and
partial, continuous and discontinuous. Conflict between Indigenous and nonIndigenous peoples in Canada stretches from the past to the present, the
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psychological to the ecological, and from the local to the global. Further,
epistemologically and ontologically, Indigenous and non-Indigenous activist find
themselves in a common struggle between a Eurocentric paradigm, meanings and
practices of globality versus alternate local place-based sites of difference and
particularities. In the same way, indigenous struggles of decolonization, and
subaltern experiences of Indigenous community members and non-Indigenous
activists regarding identity, the environment and local economies, are key for
understanding critiques of coloniality, modernity and globalization on the one hand,
and for the ascension of new/different/alternative discourses, practices, and
worldviews, on the other hand.

More specifically, the conflict involving Indigenous and non-Indigenous peoples in
Canada has a number of particular local, national and international facets. One facet
is the large-scale socio-emotional conflict between Indigenous peoples and nonIndigenous settler populations as a result of a history of British-French colonialism,
physical dispossession, and the overlaying of European settlers on those Indigenous
lands. It is a legacy that reverberates in the present for Indigenous communities
through intergenerational psychological traumas, social segregation and isolation,
lateral violence, broken trust intimately connected to the power of Euro-Canadian
racism, amnesia and attempted cultural genocide. 213 Clearly affecting Indigenous
and non-Indigenous people differently, it is, nevertheless, an injured emotional
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The 1948 international Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide,
articles 1 and 2 clearly define it. http://www.hrweb.org/legal/genocide.html. In addition, see the
United Nations Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Racial Discrimination, article 1-7.
http://www.unhchr.ch/html/menu3/b/d_icerd.htm.
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historical space internally, individually, intersubjectively and collectively within
which activist relations exist.

At the same time, a second facet is the ongoing structural conflict between the
Canadian state (a Euro-centric ontological and epistemological framework,
politically, economically and ecologically) and Indigenous communities (existing
under that State hegemonic jurisdiction) concerning control over resources (Escobar
(2008) calls this the ‗politics economy of ecology‘) and ‗ways of development‘
(Mario Blaser 2004). Highly complex, at the base of this conflict is a struggle
involving asymmetries of power, and Indigenous peoples‘ quest for decolonization
(with all that that entails) and self-determination (Smith 1999).

Third, the conflict in Canada is also a series of local conflicts and sites where macro
relations of Canadian internal colonialism manifest themselves in Indigenous
community spaces and geographies. In the same way, the conflicts at the local,
regional and national level in Canada are also ‗translocal‘; local spaces are
intertwined and impacted by an increasingly powerful national/international version
of Euro-centric modernity with its particular processes and forces of globalization
(Escobar 2008).

It is within these contexts that grassroots activism, social movements and counterhegemonic projects are occurring and producing different knowledges and
possibilities of peace. Hence, this chapter narrative aims to provide an all-too-brief
socio-historical primer to familiarize, you the reader, with aspects of the macro
conflict in Canada, and its global connections to coloniality, so as to act as a bridge
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between the theoretical discourses and methodological issues discussed earlier, and
the grassroots discourses featured in the three case studies to follow.

The Chapter is structured in the following way. First, I position myself as the
narrator and utilize Spivak‘s ‗strategic essentialism‘ for my subsequent historical
portrayal and representations. Second, I give a contemporary overview of
Indigenous peoples in Canada and focus on recent Canadian statistics to highlight the
structural impacts of Canadian neo-colonialism. Third, I describe the historical
evolution of Canadian internal colonialism with reference to a number of key
policies. Fourth, I turn to a discussion on European imperialism, Canadian internal
colonialism, and the Canadian State as particularized form of governance,
institutionalized racism and hegemony. Lastly, I will turn to Arturo Escobar‘s
writings on black and indigenous communities‘ activism in Colombia to help situate
the importance of Canadian grassroots activists as agents of social change,
epistemically and politically, as they produce their own knowledge about situations
they face.

In positioning myself as the narrator, I suddenly find myself in a fundamentally
weird position as somehow having to offer some sort of quasi-authoritative/credible
history of Euro-Canadian and Indigenous peoples relationships in Canada. In
reading, studying and talking with people (non-Indigenous and Indigenous) about
our separate and common histories as peoples in Canada, I have decided that the
only simple fact is that there are never simple facts. I acknowledge that my
historical account is partial, overly simplified, and situated from my own position. I
offer a beginning location, invite criticism and openly accept the limitations of my
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narrative. More importantly, my approach is part of a self-reflexive writing
approach that acknowledges there is no final escape from subjectivity, only an
honest attempt to try to understand beyond my understandings.

On the other hand, a white guy from Toronto narrating an account about IndigenousCanadian relations should be taken with a grain of salt. Notwithstanding, I offer
three points to consider when judging my narrative. First, my ‗historical‘ narrative
can be considered as a narrative not too dissimilar to many of the non-Indigenous
activists (of which I am one) I interviewed would themselves offer. It becomes
valuable in that light, not so much for its value as absolute truth, but as a discursive
truth held by activists such as myself. Second, I reference Gayatri Spivak‘s points
on ‗strategic essentialism‘214 where I acknowledge my essentializing of identity
(activists, Indigenous peoples), even the use of a positivist meta-narrative (though
not teleological nor transcendental), and that I do this reduction for strategic
purposes of portrayal. Third, in seeking to present a narrative on history I have
214

The strategic use of essentialism means to represent one‘s self and group identity is an essentialism
(or positivist) manner as part of a political struggle. Hence, in representation, Spivak posits two
types: Vertretung as ―political representation (Spivak 1990:108) and Darstellung where represents
―yourself and your constituency in the portrait sense‖. So, in representing a group by proxy (Eg.,
political spokesperson or representative), one is simultaneously representing them a second time in
terms of ―portraying them as constituencies‖ (Spivak 1990:109).
Spivak writes, ―[t]he relationship between the two kinds of representation brings in, also, the use of
essentialism because no representation can take place---no Vertretung, [political or proxy]
representation—can take place without essentialism. What it has to take into account is that the
―essence‖ that is being represented is a representation of the other kind, Darstellung [portrait,
portrayal].‖( Spivak 1990:109) Spivak elaborates, ―[t]he debate between essentialism and nonessentialism is really not the crucial debate. It is not possible to be non essentialist, as I said; the
subject is always centred. The real debate is between these two ways of representing. Even nonfundamentalist philosophies must represent themselves as non-foundationalist philosophies.‖ (Spivak
1990:109) Further, she says, ―I was saying that since it is not possible not to be an essentialist, one
can self-consciously use this irreducible moment of essentialism as part of one‘s strategy‖ (109). As
Kristina Wolff wrote (2007) Strategic Essentialism. Encyclopedia of Sociology. George Ritzer (ed).
London: Blackwell. www.beossubmissions.com/beos_online.asp), strategic essentialism ―utilizes the
idea of essence with a recognition of and critique of the essentialist nature of the essence itself.‖
The issue of representation is connected to Spivak‘s 1988 work, ―Can the Subaltern Speak?‖ where
she argues about the counter-movement (Eg., Subaltern Studies, postcolonial Marxist feminism
projects) to speak and represent the ‗subaltern‘ (Gramsci‘s term for the proletariat) by various
postcolonial writers (Said 1994, Spivak 1988); to create a space or access for the voice of ‗the other‘,
those ‗subordinated, oppressed, dispossessed non-elite social groups in society.
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relied on well-known and esteemed academic writers, Indigenous and nonIndigenous, personal oral narratives I heard, documentaries, works of fiction and art
by Indigenous artists, government documents and fundamentally, the Royal
Commission on Aboriginal Peoples (1996), as sources to help inform my account.

Current Demographics:

As of the 2006 Canadian census, people who identified themselves as Aboriginal
(First Nations, Metis and Inuit) exceeded one million, representing almost 4% of the
overall Canadian population of 31 million.215 The Indigenous population grew by
45% between 1996-2006, nearly six times faster than the non-indigenous population
rate (8%), whilst almost half (48%) of the Indigenous population are under 24 years
of age (versus 31% for non-Indigenous). While this research is focussed mainly on
Indigenous peoples (First Nations in particular) living in small Indigenous
communities, more than half (56%) of all Indigenous peoples in Canada now live in
urban areas.

While Indigenous peoples in Canada are constitutionally recognized as distinct
peoples, the discursive and legislative categorization into three separate and distinct
peoples is a problematic colonial construction.216 Notwithstanding, those

215

Comparing internationally to other former British colonies, the Indigenous percentage of Canada‘s
population is double of that of Australia and the United States (2%) and ranks second to New
Zealand where the Maori accounted for 15% of the population. Statistics Canada. Aboriginal
Peoples in Canada in 2006: Inuit, Métis and First Nations, 2006 Census Aboriginal Peoples.
http://www12.statcan.ca/english/census06/analysis/aboriginal/index.cfm . Hereafter known as ―2006
Census‖.
216
For a detailed discussion of the colonial construction of identity see Lawrence, Bonita. (2004)
―Real‖ Indians and Others: Mixed-Blood Urban Native Peoples and Indigenous Nationhood. London:
University of Nebraska as well as Anderson, Kim. (2000). The Recognition of Being: Reconstructing
Native Womanhood. Toronto: Sumach Press.
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terminologies are part of a common Canadian parlance and are used here for
statistical purposes. Most numeric and familiar are the 700,000 First Nations people
(also known as Aboriginal or North American Indians)217, followed by Metis (a
mixture of First Nations with earlier waves of Scottish, Irish, French trappers and
soldiers) at 390,000 and the Inuit of northern Canada at 50,000.

My particular research is focussed on mainly on on-reserve First Nations peoples set
within a historical and political context of British-Canadian colonialism and its
social regulation. It was First Nations peoples who by Treaty and the Indian Act
were dispossessed of vast territories, relocated into specially demarcated
‗reserves‘218, allocated different rights and status (even internally within
communities)219, and the subject of a concerted legislative-bureaucratic policy of
assimilation.

217

An estimated 698,025 people identified themselves as ‗North American Indian‘ or ‗First Nations
people‘ for the purposes of the Census. They comprise 60% of the 1,172,790 persons who identified
themselves as an Aboriginal person in the census, and 2.2% of the total population of Canada. There
are 615 ‗official‘ First Nations registered by the Government. (2006 Census: 38).
218
Reserves are comparably small areas of land especially set aside under the Indian Act for the
exclusive use, and some would say imprisonment, of First Nation communities. For a variety of
reasons, but mostly economic, almost 60% now live in urban areas with 40% on-reserve.
219
There are actually three different legislated colonial statuses within First Nations as per the Indian
Act. There are the ‗Status Indian‖ (700,000) who are under the jurisdiction and control of the
Department of Indian and Northern Affairs and whose names are kept on an official ‗registry‘.
Within this ‗classification‘, some are ‗Treaty Indians‖ whose nations signed a treaty, but more than
40% (Ponting 1997) are ‗Non-Treaty Indians‖ wherein a treaty or ‗surrender‘ of lands has never
occurred. While both groupings are subject to the Indian Act, those with Treaty rights are in a
different position legally entitled to different rights and benefits. The majority of First Nations people
are Status Indians, meaning they are registered under the Indian Act. The 2006 census enumerated
564,870 people who reported they were Registered ‗Status‟ Indians‘, 81% of the total First Nations
population.
Finally, there are those who are „Non-Status‟ Indians, comprising an estimated 133,155 First Nations
(2006 Census) people who are were not registered under the Indian Act. The product of
discriminatory and assimilationist policies, they are people who lost, or have never gained their
‗Status‖ due to sections of the Indian Act that disenfranchised Indian women who married nonIndians. Finally repealed in 1985 (Bill C-31), it allowed women and their children (and children‘s
children) to apply for lost status. Bonita Lawrence (2004) wrote that by 1995, 100,000 had regained
Status but an almost equal number had been denied. The enormity of this becomes apparent when in
1985, the number of ‗Status‖ Indians was 350,000 meaning, at a minimum, that over 25% of the First
Nations population had been removed from ‗official‘ existence. Further, it had devastating
implications in terms of excluding them from their extended families, communities and collective
identity, clan structures, cultural knowledges, political participation. As well it fractured and depleted
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There is a diversity of realities, identities220 and experiences for the over 650 First
Nations in Canada221, ranging in size from 100 to 20,000 people. Some have great
resource wealth and a large geographical land base while others live in extreme
poverty and are reduced to a few acres. Some communities are remote and
accessible only by plane, others sit beside major urban areas and have had contact
with Europeans for centuries. Some communities have faced physical relocation and
the virtual disappearance of their own language and traditions, others have not.
Some communities have traditional, governing structures, others have elected Band
Councils.222 Like anywhere else, some communities face corruption, despotism,
nepotism while others function with various degrees of accountability and
transparency. Many communities and generations were negatively impacted to a
greater degree by Residential School system, others less so. Highly differentiated in
many ways, what is common to all is the experience and continued effects of
Canadian colonialism.

First Nations people in Canada speak over 60 different languages with 29% speaking
it well enough to carry on a conversation. However, connected to Canadian policies
of assimilation223 and urbanization, there has been a dramatic century-long decline in

communities, undermined womens‘ traditional povertized women and their children, denied them
inheritance and any government benefits accorded ‗Status‘ Indians such as health, education, housing,
etc.
220
The diversity of First Nations identities stretch across Canada. For example, to name only a few,
the Haida and Gwi‘itchen on the Pacific coast, the Cree, Ojibway (Anishnabe), Mohawk, in Central
Canada, the Montagnais and Innu in Quebec and Labrador, and the Mi‘kmaq on the Atlantic coast.
221
―In 2006, Indian and Northern Affairs Canada (INAC) recognized 615 First Nations communities
in Canada. British Columbia was home to 198 First Nations, about one-third of all First Nations,
while there were 126 in Ontario. Together, these two provinces represented just over half (53%) of all
the First Nations communities in Canada.‖ (Census 2006:41)
222
Band Councils are elected institutions governed by the Indian Act of Canada.
223
Residential Schools prohibited and punished any speaking of a child‘s own indigenous language.
See also the Government of Canada‘s statement to Permanent UN Forum on Indigenous Issues on
Indigenous Languages (24 April, 2008) that ― ten once-flourishing languages have become extinct
over the past 100 years or more; and in 2006 only one in five Aboriginal peoples had an Aboriginal
language as their mother tongue or first-language; and even fewer reported speaking an Aboriginal
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both the number of Indigenous languages and native speakers224; 51% of on-reserve
First Nations people can converse in their language versus only 12% in off-reserve
populations.225

While population numbers and language tell part of the story, the impacts of
Canadian (neo) colonialism can be seen statistically in terms of housing, education,
health, sanitation, imprisonment that show a clear discrepancy and level of structural
impoverishment for Indigenous people in particular. In general, the level of
underdevelopment puts First Nations communities in at levels associated with the
Global South.226 For example, when configured upon the United Nations
Development Index 2001, Canada as a whole ranked 8th while Canadian First
Nations communities (on-reserve) ranked 76th out of 174 nations.227

More specifically, the statistical and lived discrepancies between Indigenous and
non-Indigenous Canadians, evident below, point to the ongoing nature of the neo-

language in the home.‖ http://geo.international.gc.ca/canada_un/ottawa/whats_new/defaulten.asp?id=12516&content_type=2
224
― Of the 60 to 70 historical Aboriginal languages in Canada, about 10 have already been lost, a
dozen are considered on the verge of extinction and the same number are endangered.‖ The languages
which are considered to have a stronger chance of survival are: Cree (88,000), Ojibway (30,000), OjiCree (12,000) and Montagnais-Naskapi (11,000). Canadian Department of Foreign Affairs and
International Trade. http://www.dfait-maeci.gc.ca/canada-magazine/issue23/07-title-en.asp
Only 1% of First Nations people spoke only an Aboriginal language. The decline in Aboriginal
fluency is visible as one backtracks generationally. For example, the percentage of unilingual
―aboriginal speakers rose to 5% among seniors aged 65 to 74, and 10% among those aged 75 and
over. Of the on –reserve population, 18% of First Nations people aged 75 and over spoke only an
Aboriginal language. Fully one-half of First Nations seniors could converse in an Aboriginal
language. About 50% of seniors aged 65 to 74 and 52% of those aged 75 and over could speak an
Aboriginal language. In the on-reserve population, roughly four-fifths (83%) of First Nations seniors
aged 75 and over spoke an Aboriginal language, compared with about one-quarter (24%) of their
contemporaries living off reserve. Further, language is recognized as the essence of a culture (RCAP
1996) and key to passing on knowledge, identity, and worldviews. The ability to speak an ancestral
language is one way of passing knowledge from one generation.. In 2006, 21% of First Nations
children aged 14 and under and 24% of youth aged 15 to 24 could carry on a conversation in their
ancestral language, about the same shares as in 2001. (2006 Census:48).
225
(2006 Census: 48)
226
/www.afn.ca/article.asp?id=764
227
AFN 2006:10
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colonial structural violence, underfunding and segregation faced by Indigenous
peoples in Canada.228

Asymmetrical Spending
The Canadian State spends half as much money per capita on Aboriginal people
as non-Aboriginal.229

Suicide:
Suicide is an enormous problem for Aboriginal communities at five times the
national average, with 126 out of every 100,000 Aboriginal people having
committed suicide, compared with 24 per 100,000 in the rest of the country.230

Homelessness
Aboriginal people as a whole are over-represented in the homeless population—
26 per cent of the homeless in cities where they represented less than 5 per cent
of the total population.231
228

In Canada, ‗Indigenous‘ is not a term that most Indigenous people would use to refer to themselves
or their communities. One is more likely to hear ‗First Nation‘, or one‘s own name of one‘s peoples
(Eg., Anishnabe or Mik‘ Maq). Moreover, many statistics (mostly government generated) use the
term ‗Aboriginal‘ and for the purposes of clarity as per those statistics, I have retained that language
here.
229
In spite of the 2008-2009 Federal Government budget (INAC) of $6.3 billion (http://www.aincinac.gc.ca/ai/mrr-eng.asp), a comparative study by the Assembly of First Nations argued that ―out of
an estimated $8 billion dollars in spending on policies and programs relating to aboriginal people in
2003-2004, approximately $5.36 billion were allocated to First Nations in grants or contributions, or
just over $7,200 per person. By way of contrast, the Federal Government will spend approximately
$6,000 on each of Canada‘s 31 million people in 2004-2005. For other Canadians, however,
additional funding well exceeding this $1200 difference is provided by the various provincial and
municipal governments of Canada. For example, when the federal, provincial and municipal budgets
are measured against population, the average citizen of the City of Ottawa receives services costing
approximately $14,900. http://www.afn.ca/cmslib/general/Federal-Government-Funding-to-FirstNations.pdf . AFN (2004) Federal Government Funding to First Nations: The Facts, the Myths, and
the Way Forward. Hereafter referred to as ‗AFN 2004‘.
230
Toronto Star Newspaper, Jan 31, 2008 . Reporter Shauna Rempel. Quoting statistics reported t
from the Canadian Institute of Child Health. http://www.thestar.com/living/article/298788
231
Canadian Mortgage and Housing Corporation (2006). Urban Aboriginal Households: A Profile of
Demographic, Housing and Economic Conditions in Canada's Prairie and Territories Region. Socio-
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Child Welfare and Child Poverty:
1 in 4 First Nations children live in poverty, have double the rates of disability,
and over one third of their homes are overcrowded.232

In 2003, 9,031 First Nations children on-reserve were in under child welfare
care. This represented a 70% increase from 1995, with as many as 27,000 First
Nations children currently under care.233

A recent report has found that less than 1% of non-Aboriginal children were in
child welfare care as of May 2005, compared to 10% of status Indian children.234

Youth Overrepresentation in Judicial system:
Aboriginal youth are five times over-represented in criminal charges and
sentencing. They made up 25% of youth sentencing but only 5% of the total
Canadian youth population (2004-2005).235

Social
Nearly 50% of the First Nations populations living on reserves depend upon
some form of federal income assistance. Over 74,000 families comprising

Economic Series, 06-024, November 2006. http://dsp-psd.pwgsc.gc.ca/Collection/NH18-23-106024E.pdf
232
Assembly of First Nations. (2006) Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples at 10 Years: A
Report Card. http://www.afn.ca/cmslib/general/afn_rcap.pdf . Page 3. Hereafter referred to as ‗AFN
2006‘.
233
AFN 2006:3
234
AFN 2006:3
235
Calverley, Donna, Statistics Canada, Centre for Justice Statistics. (2005) Youth custody and
community services in Canada, 2004/2005. http://www.statcan.ca/english/freepub/85-002-XIE/85002-XIE2007002.htm
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140,000 on-reserve individuals received income assistance
(welfare)(unemployment insurance).236
Aboriginal Households were more than twice (30%) as likely to be single parentled that for non-Aboriginal populations (13%). 237

Housing:
First Nations people were five times (15%) more likely than non-Aboriginal
people (3%) to live in crowded homes, defined as more than one person per
room. Crowding was especially common on reserves, where over one-quarter
(26%) lived in crowded conditions.238

First Nations people were four times (28%) more likely than non-Aboriginal
people (7%) to live in homes requiring major repairs. The poor condition of
dwellings was especially common on reserves, where about 44% of First Nations
people lived in a home requiring major repairs. 239

Water/Sanitation:
1 in 3 First Nations people consider their main drinking water unsafe to drink,
and 12% of First Nations communities have to boil their drinking water.240

236

Indian and Northern Affairs Canada (INAC). (2005) Basic Departmental Data 2004. Page 65.
http://www.ainc-inac.gc.ca/pr/sts/bdd04/bdd04_e.pdf. Hereafter referred to as ―Basic Departmental
Data 2004‖.
237
Canadian Mortgage and Housing Corporation (CMHC). (2006). Urban Aboriginal Households:
A Profile of Demographic, Housing and Economic Conditions in Canada's Prairie and Territories
Region. Socio-Economic Series, 06-024, November 2006. http://dsppsd.pwgsc.gc.ca/Collection/NH18-23-106-024E.pdf. Hereafter referred to as ―CMHC 2006‖.
238
Census 2006:45
239
Census 2006: 45
240
AFN 2006:2.
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Six percent (over 5,000 homes) are without sewage services, and 4% lack either
hot water, cold water or flushing toilets.241

In 2008, there were 93 First Nations communities in Canada living under either
boil-water advisories or ―Do Not Consume‖ orders. Some have been living under
them for years, like the 282 residents of the Neskantanga First Nation in
Northwestern Ontario, who were issued an advisory in 1995.242

Health:
First Nations are more likely to require health services than Canadians. For
example, diabetes is at least three times the national average, and tuberculosis is
eight to ten times more prevalent among First Nations.243

Life expectancy for First Nations men is 7.4 years less, and 5.2 years less for
First Nations women, compared to Canadian men and women respectively.244

Unemployment
The unemployment rate (2006) among First Nations people living on reserves
(23%) over four times higher compared to 5.2% non-aboriginal people.245

241

AFN 2006: 2.
Canadian Medical Association Journal, 2008 April 8; 178(8): 985.
www.cmaj.ca/content/cgi/full/178/8/985/DC1. As reported in
www.pubmedcentral.nih.gov/articlerender.fcgi?artid=2276542. See also The Star Pheonix
Newspaper. http://www.canada.com/saskatoonstarphoenix/news/story.html?id=1ae7c0aa-84dd-4106b193-d5f058937be4&k=4356. Published: Tuesday, January 22, 2008
243
AFN 2006:3
244
AFN 2006:3. See also Basic Departmental Data 2004: 28.
245
Statistics Canada (2008).
http://www12.statcan.ca/english/census06/analysis/labour/tables/table7.htm
The Vancouver Sun (June 2008).
http://www.canada.com/vancouversun/news/story.html?id=ca22f236-e1cf-4b4e-ab76-53573e9a154b
242
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Domination:

While statistics indicate the inequalities between Indigenous and non-Indigenous
peoples in Canada, they point more, however, to the symptoms of neo-colonialism
and conflict than to its causes. In response to an escalating climate of conflict,
poverty, wider public concerns over the fractured relationship with Indigenous
people in Canada following the 1990 Oka Crisis246, the Canadian Government
created the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples (RCAP (1991-1996))247. The
Commission report held numerous public hearings, initiated 350 research studies248
on key issues, and produced a five volume report in 1996249. The report totaled
4,000 pages, and included 440 recommendations.250

The conclusions and recommendations looked at the overall relationship between
Aboriginal peoples, the Government and Canadian society. The issues of
governance, land and economy, social and cultural issues and the North comprised
the themes. The Commission report concluded with a call for a major set of reforms
to transform and reconcile the relationship. Chief among these recommendations
246

Known as the ‗Oka Crisis‘, it was a 78-day military stand-off involving the Canadian State
through the Quebec Surete and Canadian military against the Mohawk community of Kanesatake and
‗Mohawk Warriors‘ during the summer of 1990. The local government in the nearby village of Oka,
Quebec had voted to allow the construction of a golf course on a sacred burial ground belonging to
the Mohawk community of Kanasatake. Mohawk community members and ‗Warriors‘ blockaded the
roads leading into their territory (‗resesrve‘). Quebec police, at the local council‘s insistence,
disastrously attempted to remove the Mohawk blockaders, resulting in a gun battle where a Québec
police officer was shot and killed. The Federal government then called in the Canadian Armed Forces
who were involved in a violent stand-off for months until the Mohawk ‗Warriors‘ and community
members at the blockade ended it themselves by leaving. The Mohawks call themselves
Kanien'kehá:ka ("People of the Flint") and are members of the Iroquois Confederacy
(Haudenosaunee). See http://archives.cbc.ca/politics/civil_unrest/topics/99/ for archival footage.
247
Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples (RCAP). (1996) www.ainc-inac.gc.ca/ch/rcap
248
http://www.ainc-inac.gc.ca/ch/rcap/sg/cka5di_e.pdf
249
They were: Volume 1: Looking Forward, Looking Back; Volume 2: Restructuring the
Relationship; Volume 3: Gathering Strength; Volume 4: Perspectives and Realities; and Volume 5:
Renewal: A Twenty-Year Commitment.
250
By the end of 1993, they had visited 96 communities, held 178 days of hearings, heard briefs from
2067 people and accumulated more than 76,000 pages of testimony. http://www.aincinac.gc.ca/ch/rcap/spch_e.html
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was a call for a new Royal Proclamation acknowledging the past mistakes and
policies of assimilation; the creation of an aboriginal parliament; an independent
treaty lands and treaty tribunal; and a greater commitment to implementing the
inherent right to self-government and self-determination, including increased
spending and aboriginal control over health, education, employment and housing.251
Over ten years later, most of the Commission‘s recommendations remain ignored
and un-implemented.252
The report captured the complex history of Indigenous peoples‘ dispossession and
resistance. Referring to the relationship between indigenous people in Canada and
the Canadian Government (successor to the British Crown and now the Canadian
Crown), the report concluded that ―[a]fter some 500 years of a relationship that has
swung from partnership to domination, from mutual respect and cooperation to
paternalism and attempted assimilation, Canada must now work out fair and lasting
terms of coexistence with Aboriginal people.‖253
RCAP deemed Canadian human rights reputation as ―a half-truth‖; its policies
towards Indigenous people as one of broken promises and assimilation. The
historical record showed that Treaties as agreements to share the land were not fully
honoured by the Canadian Crown but were instead replaced by policies to dispossess
indigenous people of their homelands, and to negate indigenous identity, systems of
governance, and nationhood.

251

RCAP recommended an increased spending of $1.5-2b per year equaling $30 billion over 20 years.
See the Assembly of First Nations (AFN) (2006) extensive documentation on the lack of
Government implementation of the RCAP recommendations.
http://www.afn.ca/cmslib/general/afn_rcap.pdf
253
RCAP, Vol.1. http://www.ainc-inac.gc.ca/ch/rcap/rpt/lk_e.html
252
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These policies of structural and cultural violence took different forms over time.
Broadly speaking, the historical legacy was one of ―dishonoured treaties, theft of
aboriginal land, suppression of Aboriginal cultures, abduction of Aboriginal
children, impoverishment and disempowerment of Aboriginal peoples‖ (RCAP,
Vol1: 4). More specifically, it was an evolution under British-Canadian colonialism
from one of partnership to an asymmetry of power wherein the Indigenous autonomy
and independent nationhood was usurped and repressed. The latter stage of this
domination was reinforced by the destruction of indigenous economies, political
order, dispossession of land, and the institutionalization of racist policies designed to
―civilize‖ and assimilate Indigenous people into the Euro-Canadian settler world.

There are four key policy and practices to this trajectory of stolen land, attempted
genocide and subjugation: the Royal Proclamation of 1763; treaty making; the
Indian Act; and Residential Schools.

The first major usurpation of sovereignty was through the Royal Proclamation of
1763 by King George III.254 It essentially asserted British control over all lands and
people in North America, thereby withdrawing recognition of Indigenous peoples‘
political independence and replacing with it with a status of dependent, protected
nations retaining internal political authority.255 This was a fundamental redrawing
of the relationship that had existed prior and began a pattern that shifted from one
concentrating on peace and friendship treaties to a later emphasis on land transfers
from Indigenous peoples to the Crown (Dickason 1992: 34-35).

254

On the other hand, Indigenous peoples have used the Royal Proclamation to prove that they were
recognized as independent nations. See Robert J. Miller. (2006) ―Native America, Discovered and
Conquered: Thomas Jefferson, Lewis & Clark, and Manifest Destiny‖ for a discussion of ‗the doctrine
of discovery‘. Santa Barbara, CA: Praeger Publishing.
255
http://www.bloorstreet.com/200block/rp1763.htm for the original version of the Royal
Proclaimation and an annotated commentary.
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The change was enabled by a shifting global power relationship over the past four
centuries in the Canadian context. The ending of French control over lands in North
America in the Seven Year war (1758-1763) resulted in Britain becoming the sole
European superpower in North America, thereby dramatically altering the
political/military balance that had previously existed between Indigenous Peoples
and the two European superpowers (France and Britain). The necessity of respecting
Indigenous independence had been a means of ensuring military-economic alliances
with Indigenous nations in the British-French competition for resources in North
America. The ending of this bipolar world and the supplanting of French political
competition with British hegemony evaporated the need to pursue and honour
treaties with Indigenous nations on a nation-to-nation status.

At the same time and throughout the 19th century, British imperialism, or the British
colonial empire, was exponentially extending its control over land and peoples
globally. Stretching into every continent, British military hegemony and capitalist
exploitation evolved a set of political and economic relations (policies and practices)
known as colonialism. Simplified, the British metropole imposed a set of unequal
trade relations, and later direct/indirect political control over foreign lands
(hinterland ―colonies‖) to ensure unfettered access to resources and labour.

Though suffice to say that British imperialism was primarily economically-driven,
this agenda meant extending its colonial rule to, and over, Indigenous peoples in
North America. The consequence of this altered political reality was a re-drawing of
the intention and meaning of Treaties as seen from the British perspective. This was
embodied in the British Royal Proclamation of 1763 that unilaterally proclaimed
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dominion over all lands in North America. This had the effect of asserting that any
further treaties, and one‘s previously signed, would be regarded as agreements
between the British Crown and a protectorate of Indigenous peoples, not as ones
between sovereign nations. Though this was a unilateral declaration wherein the
power of interpretation, meaning, and decision-making had been fundamentally
altered and re-enforced by the superpower might of the British State.

The second feature of developing asymmetrical relations of power was the continued
signing of Treaties, post-1763, but within a very different political context and set of
dichotomous cultural understanding. The political context of previous equality was
altered due to shifting demographics, a changed economic focus, a solidified military
environment, and ideological racism. This focussed British, and later Canadian
interests,256 to acquiring vast expanses of land and resources for European settlement
in Canada.257

This changed relationship of power combined with a dichotomous set of cultural
understandings to dramatically impact on the treaty process, interpretation and its
implementation. First, the actual context and process of negotiation disadvantaged

256

For example, by 1812, Europeans outnumbered Indigenous people 10:1 in Upper Canada
(Ontario). Second, the economy changed from a fur trade economy (of benefit to Indigenous peoples)
to one of mineral, timber and agriculture wherein Indigenous people were seen as impediments.
Third, the military situation stabilized with the French displaced and the Americans having acquired
land south of the 48th parallel, and wherein Indigenous people were no longer necessary allies.
Fourth, ideologically, British concepts of superiority emphasised assimilation and domination of
Indigenous peoples rather than peaceful co-existence. (RCAP (1996) Volume 1: 9. www.aincinac.gc.ca/ch/rcap/rpt/lk_e.html)
257
There were three periods of treaty making in British North America (Canada). The first from 1670
until 1763 were international treaties signed on a nation-to-nation basis and mutual recognition. The
second period from 1763 (post-Royal Proclamation) until 1923 occurred in a changed political
context of political, economic and military British hegemony and were focussed on the western half
of Canada (The Numbered Treaties 1-10, signed between 1871-1907 pertaining to Northern Ontario,
Manitoba, Saskatechewan, Alberta and parts of British Colombia) for purposes of settlement and
railroads. (DIAND (2004) Basic Department Data 2004: 101-116). The third period, the modern
period, is roughly from 1972 until the present through Comprehensive Claim Agreements covering
vast sections of land in areas not previously covered such as most of British Colombia, northern
Canada and northern Quebec. (Dickason 2002).
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Indigenous peoples if not outright deceived. Writings on the treaty processes are
extensive258 and three specific accounts in Canada (Dene, Chippewas of Nawash,
Anishnabe of Treaty #3) exemplify the issues of power, authority, and pressure that
resulted in treaties that were clearly under duress, understood differently259, and gave
up millions of acres (14,245,000 hectares in the case of Treaty #3, 55,000 sq mi
(England is itself only 50,000 sq mi.)) for a one or two paragraph contract written in
formal English legal terms.260

It is beyond the scope of this chapter to fully explore the dynamics of this evolving
relationship as represented in the treaties. However, a number of points need to be
made concerning the process and meaning of treaties as they are relevant, if not
essential, understanding much of the relations of power that perpetuate the neocolonial conflict between the Canadian State and Indigenous Peoples. Treaties can
be understood as cultural documents governing the political relationships between
European and Indigenous Peoples. Irrespective of the shift in political power,
treaties were/are mutually agreed upon contracts governing a proposed set of

258

http://www.ainc-inac.gc.ca/pr/trts/hti/bib/index_e.html
For the Dene, see Blondin, George. (1996) , Dene Life in the Sahtu Region of the Northwest
Territories: A Life History over Three Generations. Ottawa: RCAP, volume 5, Appendix D. As per
the Chippewas of Nawash, Polly Keeshig-Tobias‘ (1996: Chippewas of Nawash) ― The Illustrated
History of the Chippewas of Nawash‖ is wonderful. One could also refer to Schmaltz, Peter. (1977)
The History of the Saugeen Indians. Ottawa: Ontario Historical Society). For Treaty #3, see
Richardson, Boyce. (1994) The People of Terra Nullius: Betrayal and Rebirth in Aboriginal Canada.
Vancouver: Douglas and McIntyre.
260
For the text of Treaty #3 see http://www.ainc-inac.gc.ca/pr/trts/trty3_e.html. For a historical
interpretation see Daugherty, Wayne (1986) Treaty Research Report: Treaty Three. Treaties and
Historical Research Centre, Self-Government, Indian and Northern Affairs, Canada. http://www.aincinac.gc.ca/pr/trts/hti/t3/index_e.html. Additionally, Treaty 3 is also significant as there exists a
written record of the Anishnabe‘s understanding of the treaty. This is known as the Paypom
document. It was a record written for Chief Powasson during the treaty negotiations. It documents the
promises that were made by the Canadian Government to the Anishnabe. The understandings and
agreements in the Paypom document differ in a number of ways from the ‗official‘ written version of
the Canadian government. http://www.gct3.net/grand-chiefs-office/gct3-info-and-history/paypomtreaty/ and http://www.ainc-inac.gc.ca/pr/trts/hti/t3/adm_e.html
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relations.261 However, the British-Canadian State asymmetry of power and
ethnocentric view combined to dismantle any original agreement ensuring that later
conflicts would arise.262

In particular, the structural institutionalization of colonialism in Canada was
intrinsically tied to the moment when the agreement (―treaty‖) was usurped by the
political power of one party (―Britain‖) with its differing cultural worldview
(Eurocentric imperialism) and unilateral interpretation and implementation. It is this
intersection of power/knowledge; the privileging of British-Canadian epistemology
and ontology, and the material practices of domination that constructs the colonial
relations (as well as the later internal Canadian neo-colonialism and Eurocentric
globality) of power.

One would be hard pressed to think of a conflict with two more diametrically
opposed views of the world than that between Indigenous and European
civilizations.

They differed in about every possible way: spiritually,

environmentally, economically, socially, politically, and epistemologically263.
However, as Escobar (2008:14) writes, cultural conflicts are not about culture or
cultural differences per se, rather such conflicts are reflective of power and struggles
261

Although the main emphasis here in on treaties pertaining to land , there were also peace and
friendship treaties prior to the land treaties.
262
Conflict did not begin with the signing of treaties – conflict already existed, particularly when one
looks at the circumstances related to the signing of specific treaties.
263
A raft of writings (Alfred 1999; Battiste 2000;. Bell and Kahne 2004; Bird et al 2002; Blaser
2004; Blondin 1993; Ghostkeeper 2004 (in Bell and Kahane 2004, p. 161-174); Royal Commission
on Aboriginal Peoples 1996; Smith 1999; United Nations Draft Declaration on the Rights of
Indigenous Peoples 2006; Wilmsen 1989) explicitly point to the different cultural and worldviews
held by Indigenous Peoples, particularly regarding the intrinsic relationship between nature, identity
and cultural practices.See for example Chippewas of Nawash (2005): Under Siege.
http://www.attorneygeneral.jus.gov.on.ca/inquiries/ipperwash/policy_part/projects/pdf/under_siege.pd
f ; Battiste, Marie. (eds) (2000). Reclaiming Indigenous Voice and Vision. Toronto: UBC Press;
Bell, Catherine, and David Kahane. (2004). Intercultural Dispute Resolution in Aboriginal Context.
Toronto: UBC Press.
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over meaning. ―Power‖, he writes, ―inhabits meaning, and meanings are a main
source of social power; struggles over meaning are thus central to the structuring of
the social and of the physical world itself‖ in that ―those norms and meaning –
making practices [that] define the terms and values that regulate social life
concerning, economy, ecology, personhood, body, knowledge, property, and so
forth.‖

In these circumstances of power and meaning, the very nature of the mutuality of
understanding as per treaties is called into question. It becomes highly problematic
to talk of the meaning of treaties as understood both at the time of their original
signing and as understood/interpreted currently. 264 These (our) socially constructed
understandings derive from differing narrative terrains and discourses that are
themselves located at the intersection of power and culture. The Treaty negotiation
process and the conflicting narratives and epistemological discourses strongly
suggest that there were two radically different socially constructed understandings.265

264

Koenig (2005: 63) wrote, ―Assessing the fairness of past cessions in hindsight is no exact science.
While some general factors could apply to most land cessions in what is now Canada, each cession
had unique features.‖ I would argue that by and large land ―surrenders‖ or cessions were inherently
unequal agreements, culturally and epistemologically constructed from points of difference, and
marred by duress (economic devastation, unchecked settler encroachment, military threat, threatened
cultural survival) and subsequent unkept promises.
265
These circumstances raise the issue of consent; what was understood to be the issues under
discussion and what was being consented to? Indigenous cultural imperatives and oral memory
maintain a different understanding of these Treaties than is asserted by the Canadian Government.
First, the very basis of epistemology and evidence differs with Indigenous Peoples recorded history
being oral while British and Canadian are written. What happens when the written and oral
epistemologies fundamentally differ? What if a Treaty is an oral or representation memory
(―wampum belt‖) rather than a Roman-Christian written legal tradition? It creates problems for any
dispute resolution mechanism be it negotiated or judicial (Bell and Kahane 2004). In this case, the
very nature of the politico-cultural control over the process and decision-making becomes a
determining factor; as embodied by the Canadian State and its culturally specific institutions.
Second, beyond the subject of what constitutes potential evidence, there is the matter of memory,
cultural and historical. For Indigenous Peoples history and cultural pedagogy was indelibly connected
to collective oral memory. For instance, examples exist(ed) of Mohawk historians being able to
recount up to 300 speeches by rote. The Chippewas of Nawash have historical oral memories
stretching back 10-15,000 years, the veracity of which has been affirmed by Western geologists. The
same exists for memories of negotiations with British and Canadian negotiators over Treaties.
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More injurious, however, has been the unilateral (epistemological) power of the
Canadian State, through its legal apparatus, to determine meaning and judgment
upon treaties while at the same time being a party to the conflict

A third policy and practice of subjugation was, and continues to be the colonial
Indian Act of 1876; an apartheid-like policy and practice based on race/identity.266
The Indian Act consolidated previous existing legislation into a ―massive body of
repressive legislation upholding a legal form of apartheid that still exists in Canada‖
(Lawrence 2004: 27). Its purpose was to ensure the transference of land to European
settlers, and to ―permanently subordinate captured populations‖ (Lawrence 2004: 29)
through policies of ―carefully controlled segregation‖ (Lawrence 2004: 31) and
assimilation. The force of the Indian Act as the primary tool historically and in the
present, to subordinate and control indigenous people cannot be understated. It
was/is the linchpin of an internal colonialism politically, socially, economically,
culturally and spiritually.

This becomes a salient point concerning the understanding and interpretation of treaties signed with
the the British Crown or its successor the Canadian Crown (State). Pivotal to the conflict is whether
Indigenous Peoples and the Crown had a concurrent understanding of the Treaty at the moment of
signing. Given the essential importance of land as the chief element of any treaty, the British view as
written memory does not correspond to Indigenous oral memories of the actual negotiations. These
Treaties were noted in English, written in short legal language and signed by Indigenous Chiefs (and
sometimes not Chiefs) under numerous problematic circumstances including duress, not
understanding English nor having the cultural-legal right to negotiate such land surrenders.
From the Indigenous point of view, it is unfathomable that the economic and socio-cultural basis of
their existence -the land- would have been be ―surrendered‖ and then agreed that they should retain
only 1-2% of their traditional territories on ―reserves‖ that were often miniscule and occupying
marginal locations (Interview with Chief Paul Nadjiwan, Chippewas of Nawash, April 2006).
Rather, oral memories maintain that land was never surrendered (nor sovereignty) but that the use of
the land would be shared. It was only recently (Delgamuukw vs. British Columbia (1997) that the
Supreme Court of Canada gave equal credence to the applicability of oral histories in legal cases
involving Indigenous Peoples.
266
CF Bartlett, R. (1988). The Indian Act of Canada. Saskatoon, SK, University of Sasketchewan;
Imai, Shin. (2009). The 2009 Annotated Indian Act and Aboriginal Constitutional Provisions.
Toronto, Carswell; and Toronto lawyer, Bill Henderson‘s annotated version of the Indian Act
(www.bloorstreet.com).
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As a former Deputy Minister of Indian Affairs stated, ―t]he Indian Act is a Lands
Act. It is a Municipal Act, Education Act and a Societies Act. It is primarily social
legislation, but it has a very broad scope: there are provisions about liquour,
agriculture, mining as well as Indian lands, band membership…It has the force of the
Criminal Code and the impact of a constitution on those people and communities
that come within its purview‖.267

Under the Indian Act, overseen by the Minister of Indian Affairs as final arbiter, the
federal government imposed a ―comprehensive mechanism of social control‖268
achieved by imposing an alien form of direct and proxy political governance seeking
to displace traditional systems and laws. Originating in a desire to ―civilize‖ and
assimilate Indigenous peoples,269 the Indian Act superseded previous signed treaties.
It set out laws and regulations governing leadership and political participation,
identity, membership and Indigenous status, education, morality, land tenure,
mobility, political organising, child custody, welfare, and housing.

It confined people to reserves thereby dispossessing them from their traditional
territories, resources and economic development. The Act broke political federations
into individual communities (Bands), replaced traditional governance with an elected

267

-Dr. Munro, former assistant deputy minister of the Indian Affairs Branch (Ponting 1997:21 from
Audrey Doerr, 1974:40. ―Indian Policy‖ in S. Wilson (ed.) (1974) Issues in Canadian Public Policy,
Toronto: Macmillan, p.36-54.)
268
Gibbons in Ponting 1997:21
269
This policy intention of assimilation is exemplified in the following quotes. The then Prime
Minster of Canada, John A. Macdonald was quoted in 1887 as saying ―[t]he great aim our civilization
has been to do away with the tribal system and assimilate the Indian people in all respects with the
inhabitants of the Dominion, as speedily as they are fit for change‖ (Sessional papers 1887: 37). The
most explicit statement came from the Deputy Minister of Indian Affairs, Duncan Campbell Scott
(1920), ―I want to get rid of the Indian problem…Our object is to continue until there is not a single
Indian in Canada that has not been absorbed into the body politic, and there is not Indian question,
and no Indian Department.‖ (Lawrence 2004:31-32, quoted from Miller, J.R. (1989) Skyscrapers Hide
the Heavens: A History of Indian-White Relations in Canada. Toronto: U of T Press).
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form of municipal self-government whose members and decisions were ultimately
controlled and overseen by the bureaucracy and its final arbiter, the Minister of
Indian Affairs. It excluded women from politics and property rights, banned
political organising and prevented land claims litigation, prohibited spiritual and
cultural ceremonies, deprived women and their children of Indigenous and
community status if a woman married a non-Indian, enfranchised without consent,
disenfranchised residents on reserves from voting in federal elections, criminalized
leaving the reserve without a pass from the Indian Agent, allowed the Department to
unilaterally move communities, sell lands, arbitrarily permit mining and lumbering
without consent, and mandated both the attendance to Christian-run residential
schools and the forced removal of children from their communities. Currently, the
Indian Act270, without some of its most odorous regulations but structurally intact, is
administered by the Department of Indian and Northern Affairs (DIAND) with an
annual budget of $7 billion (CDN).271

The fourth pillar of subjugation and assimilation was the official government policy
of segregated, race-based Residential Schools designed to explicitly disrupt and
extinguish Indigenous cultural, linguistic and familial relations. Existing from the
270

Despite deletions and additions to the Indian Act, it has remained essentially intact unto the
present. It was not until 1951 that sections were removed concerning the criminalisation of
intoxication, freedom of movement and cultural/spiritual ceremonies, and the prohibiting of political
activity and raising funds for land claim litigation. (Lawrence 2004:36-37). Further, it was not until
1960 that voting was permitted in federal election. More onerous still, the discrimination and loss of
Indigenous status for women who inter-married was not removed until 1985, after international
censure by the UN Committee for Human Rights. On the other hand, the changes in 1951 allowed the
intrusion of provincial child welfare legislation that resulted in the removal of large numbers of
Indigenous children and their placement into non-Indigenous families during the infamous ‗Sixties
Scoop‖ of the 1960s. From less than 1% pre-1951, the number rose to between 30-50% of children
being removed with 70-90% placed in non-Indigenous homes. (Johnson, Patrick. (1983) Native
Children and the Child Welfare System. Toronto: Canadian Council on Social Development & James
Lorimer and Co.; RCAP 1996, Vol. 3, p. 26. Quoted in Lawrence (2004)). The Australian
government, following the same assimilationist child welfare policies, later termed these actions as a
type of ‗genocide‘.
271
INAC administered land transactions for over 2,700 reserves in 2003-2004,representing over 3.1
million hectares of land (Basic Departmental Data 2004: 98).
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late 19th century until the late 1960‘s272, these Church-run boarding schools were
attended by up to 50% of children between 5-16 years old (Ponting 1997:120)273.
The goal was to assimilate children by replacing (and debasing) any Indigenous
identity with Euro-Canadian norms, language and education for their eventual
placement in farming and industrial trades. This was to be achieved by physically
and culturally separating children from their families for years at a time, prohibiting
the speaking of Indigenous languages, while inculcating children in Euro-Christian
culture, values, language, history, dress, and religion.

The schools were infamous for their horrible living conditions, sexual and physical
abuse and the devastating intergenerational traumas for individuals and within
families and communities. The consequence has been lateral violence, alcoholism,
subverting of traditional institutions, the loss of linguistic and cultural knowledge,
and a lack of parenting capacities.

The gravity of this experience was finally officially acknowledged in 1998 by the
Canadian Government when it issued a carefully worded ―Statement of
Reconciliation‖274 in which it ―recognizes‖ and ―acknowledges‖ the impact of its
past assimilationist policies on weakening, dispossessing, traumatising and even

272

The last Residential school closed in 1996. www.hc-sc.gc.ca/fniahspnia/services/indiresident/index-eng.php. See also the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC)
for archival footage. http://archives.cbc.ca/society/education/topics/692/
273
These figures vary across Canada geographically and during different periods, although the most
pervasive was in the 1940s. Some period it is as low as 15%, other times 30%. (Ponting 1997)
274
The Statement, by the Minister of Indian and Northern Affairs (INAC), Jane Stewart,
acknowledges ―past actions that resulted in weakening the identity of Aboriginal peoples, suppressing
their languages and cultures, and outlawing spiritual practices.‖ It admitted the impact of various
polices on the destruction of Indigenous nations ―by the dispossession of traditional territory, by the
relocation of Aboriginal people, and by some provisions of the Indian Act‖ and expressed ―profound
regret‖. Regarding the Residential School, the Federal Government acknowledged ―the role it played
in the development and administration of these schools‖ to those who suffered sexual and physical
abuse, it said ―we are deeply sorry.‖ www.irsr.gc.ca/about-eng.asp?action=Statement
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destroying Aboriginal nations. In a unique Canadian fashion, the government stated,
―[t]he Government of Canada recognizes that policies that sought to assimilate
Aboriginal people, women and men, were not the way to build a strong country.‖275
Following this Statement, the Federal Government created a $350 million healing
program in 1998276, and later in 2006 under litigation pressure, the Federal
Government agreed to the largest ever class action settlement in Canadian history for
former students of the Residential Schools.277 Finally, in June 2008, the Canadian
Prime Minister apologized, andt created the Indian Residential Schools Truth and
Reconciliation Commission to document and hear individual experiences from
survivors.278

Notwithstanding any Statement of Reconciliation or Apology, the policies past and
present constitute both a continuation of colonialism and attempted cultural
genocide. Reduced by disease, poverty, displacement, dispossession, the Indigenous
population of North America (estimates vary from 2-18 millions) and Canada
specifically (500,000 to 2 million) was reduced to between 5-10% of its original

275

Compare this 1998 Canadian Statement of Reconciliation to the 2008 Australian ―apology without
qualification‖ for similar deeds regarding the ‗Stolen Generation‖ of Aborigine children numbering
upwards of 100,000. http://edition.cnn.com/2008/WORLD/asiapcf/02/12/australia.text/index.html.
The Canadian Assembly of First Nations National Chief Phil Fontaine commented on his hope that
Canada would make a similar full apology unlike its 1998 statement described as ―a statement of
regret, rather than a full and sincere apology.‖
www.cbc.ca/canada/manitoba/story/2008/02/14/apology.html.
276
www.ahf.ca
277
Entitled the Indian Residential Schools Settlement Agreement (IRSSA), the Government of
Canada agreed to pay compensation to the former 80,000 still-living students via its Common
Experience Payments equaling $10,000 for an individual‘s first year of attendance followed by $3,000
for each year thereafter. As part of the same agreement $1.9 billion package for survivors, it agreed
to set up the Indian Residential Schools Truth and Reconciliation Commission which it did in 2008.
www.irsr-rqpi.gc.ca/newsroom-eng.asp?action=n_2_apr_28
278
Text of Canadian Prime Minster Stephen Harper (June 11, 2008) can be seen at
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/servlet/story/RTGAM.20080611.wharpertext0611/BNStory/Nation
al/home?cid=al_gam_mostemail
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population by the mid/late 19th century.279 It would take over 100 years for the
population to recover in Canada. In the interim, policies in Canada were designed to
eradicate/assimilate/make disappear the Indigenous population and its title to the
land.

Linda Tuhiwai Smith (1999), a Maori academic, outlines the pernicious practices
and subjugation of European imperialism and colonialism on Indigenous people.

―Imperialism was the system of control which secured the markets and
capital investments. Colonialism facilitated this expansion by ensuring that
there was European control which necessarily meant securing and
subjugating the indigenous populations‖. (Smith 199:21)
―…there came a vast array of military personnel, imperial administrators,
priests, explorers, missionaries, colonial officials, artists, entrepreneurs, and
settlers, who cut a devastating swathe, and left a permanent wound, on the
societies and communities who occupied the lands named and claimed under
imperialism‖. (Smith 1999:20)

European imperialism,(Smith 1999:22-23), was driven by a quest to access resources
and create new markets. In addition to the military, economic and political

279

An unresolved and controversial debate exists over determining Indigenous populations prior to
contact in the late 15th century and well into the 19th century. For instance, see David E. Stannard,
David E. (1992) American Holocaust: Columbus and the Conquest of the New World. Oxford:
Oxford University Press; Cook, Eung Do and Darin Howe. Aboriginal Languages of Canada. In W.
O'Grady and J. Archibald (Eds.), Contemporary Linguistic Analysis, 5th edition. Toronto: Addison
Wesley Longman, 294-309. http://www.fp.ucalgary.ca/howed/Ch09-revised.pdf ; Zannis, M. (1973) .
The genocide machine in Canada: The pacification of the North. Montreal: Black Rose Books. Pp.
20; Churchill, Ward. (1998) A Little Matter of Genocide: Holocaust and Denial in the Americas,
1492 to the Present. San Francisco, CA: City Lights Books; and Thornton, Russell (1997) Aboriginal
North American Population and Rates of Decline, ca. A.D. 1500-1900 . Current Anthropology, Vol.
38, No. 2 (Apr., 1997), pp. 310-315.
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dimensions, it involved treaties and legislated identities (such as the Indian Act in
Canada (Lawerence 2004)) that were ―rules of practice‖ designed to subjugate the
‗other‘. Imperialism was a complex compendium of ideologies –discursive
knowledges and material practices supporting an ―imperial imagination‖; an
extension of the ―enlightenment spirit‖ on which new lands and wealth awaited to be
―discovered‖, controlled and appropriated. Colonialism was/is its realisation through
mechanisms of domination, control and regulation (Smith 1999).

Specific to the Canadian context, Rick Ponting (Ponting 1997:8), characterized
internal colonialism in the following way:

1. The incursion/invasion/arrival of foreign population into a geographical area
inhabited by an indigenous population and the forced integration/assimilation
of that group into the new dominant society.
2. The ―constraint, transformation, or destruction of the culture and social
structure of the indigenous people by the policy of the colonizers.‖
3. The emergence of racism as a system of domination together with
corresponding ideology.
4. The subordinate administration of the colonized group by dominant group
based upon their ―ethnic‖ status.
5. Indirect rule, in this case through the election of Band Council under
Government authority.
6. Economic dependence and exploitation of indigenous population.
7. The provision of low quality social services.
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Pontings‘ description intentionally corresponds to the historical development of
subjugation of Indigenous people in Canada, particularly via the Indian Act as a
racially-based system of internal control and assimilation. As such, a number of
writers (Alfred and Wilme 1997; Kulchyski 2005) point to the ubiquitous impacts of
colonialism as a hegemonic State policy of assimilation to absorb Indigenous people
into the established hierarchy.280

Hence, the nature of the current conflict in Canada is not solely about the State and
the control over resources, it is also about the very nature of sovereignty, identity and
ways of development (Blaser 2004) for Indigenous people. As a host of Indigenous
and non-Indigenous writers argue (Alfred 1999/2005; Alfred and Wilmer 1997:
Anderson 2000; Battiste 2000; Bell and Kahane 2004: LaDuke 1999/2005; Lawrence
2004), this is a profound asymmetrical contestation between non-Indigenous
(European-Canadian) and Indigenous people concerning values, culture, identity and
collective rights that has political and economic implications.

These starkly different worldviews are reflected in the workings of the State not only
as economic and political hegemony and structural violence, but the State itself as
culturally constructed (Alfred and Wilme 1997). This issue goes to the heart of the
Canadian state, its institutions, and the global system as being modelled upon the
European experience of nation-state development. The subjugation and conflict
between Indigenous peoples and the State are therefore linked to two broader issues.
First, an inherent discrimination emanating from the specific socially constructed
280

Peter Kulchyski (2005 Like the Sound of a Drum: Aboriginal Cultural Politics in Denendeh and
Nunavut. Winnipeg: University of Manitoba Press.) uses the term ―totalization‖ much in the same
way as Gramsci uses hegemony but differently in that he is referring to assimilation of Indigenous
identity and ways of being into a Euro-centric framework and capitalist order, rather than simply a
marxist class analysis.
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ethnic identity of the (Canadian) State structures and institutions. Second, the
conflict between two very different worldviews concerning the way ―global
industrial development approaches human beings and resource bases‖ (Alfred and
Wilme 1997).

Just as, for Gramsci, bourgeoise values are hidden within a ‗common sense‘
appearance and set of state practices, so too the State can similarly embody a
particularized and dominant (ethnic/cultural) group identity (Euro-Canadian). These
culturally-specific politics, symbols, language and values of such a group are a
discursive formation (Foucault), informing, constructing and regulating State identity
and practices. In an asymmetrical conflict of multiple group identities, this has the
effect of ignoring, discriminating and negating against other less powerful
contrasting group identities, values and ways of being.

Second, in the Canadian context, these issues of identity, cultural values, worldview
and approaches to development are reflected in racist assumptions of a superior set
of Euro-Canadian values over Indigenous ones (Alfred and Wilmer 1997). In this
situation, there is a clash of ―core values‖ between traditional Indigenous ways of
development centred on the inseparability of identity and sustainability of the land
versus the state-sanctioned, culturally specific Euro-centric views of capitalist
industrialisation. Autonomous, self-directed ―Indigenous life projects‖281 (Blaser
281

Blaser et al (2004) define ―life projects‖ as ―defining one‘s own direction in life‖. This is about
the reconstituting of Indigenous peoples‘ ideas, practices, worldviews into alternate visions and
projects that are informing and orienting practices differing from the dominant way of international
capitalist development and its projects. Rather than merely continuing to accept the imposition of
colonial frameworks and the negation of indigenous peoples culturally and politically within national/
international systems dominated by these specific western cultural views, there is an emerging vision
and re-affirmation of Indigenous life projects based an equality of relations of power and a core
strategy of self-mobilization embodying their own worldview with the inherent right to selfdetermination.
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2004), treaties and modes of development contradict and therefore contest
globalization‘s discourses, economic directives and control over resources.

However, whether one refers to the history of European colonialism and its
morphing into a particularized internal Canadian domestic form, or whether one
overlays that with issues of neo-colonialism/globalisation, asymmetry and
domination through organised relations of power, they remain a constant feature for
Indigenous people in Canada.
In this context, the issues of Indigenous peoples‘ resistance and decolonization are
an ongoing process. Indigenous activism is a fundamental challenge to the policies
and practices of contemporary capitalist state development and liberal notions of
democracy and individual rights. As Smith (1998:98) writes, ―[d]ecolonization,
once viewed as the formal process of handing over the instruments of government, is
now recognized as long-term process involving the bureaucratic, cultural, linguistic
and psychological divesting of colonial power‖.

The contemporary protracted social conflict in Canada is multidimensional: a
contemporary political conflict of ongoing colonialism versus self-determination; an
environmental/spiritual conflict of colliding claims over resources, land, and
sustainability; and an epistemological clash over evidence, memory and
understandings of consent. At the centre of this whirlwind is ongoing asymmetry of
power and internal colonialism directed at Indigenous people in Canada, on the one
hand, and processes of decolonisation directed by and for Indigenous peoples on the
other hand.
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However, what this short ‗history‘ has not done is to describe the past agency,
resistance and subaltern story of/from Indigenous people themselves in Canada.
Similar to the criticisms levelled by writers towards Edward Said‘s Orientalism
(1978), my historical narrative has been centred on the imperial discourses and
colonial project of Euro-Canadian domination and its impacts (cultural, political,
economic,). In some ways, my ‗historical‘ account reinscribes the imperial narrative
--the very dynamics I had hoped to escape—by reducing, even ignoring, the
complexities, struggles, actions of Indigenous peoples as they have survived,
resisted, and contested these asymmetrical colonial relations of power while
simultaneously maintaining, adapting and transforming their own identities, cultural
practices and ways of living during these past several centuries.
Somehow, my ‗history‘ seems suddenly so inadequate, flawed, partial and even
possibly harmful in not focussing on subaltern Indigenous narratives. In general, the
danger of any representation lays not in its representation but in its claims of truth
and the relations of power it enacts.282 The production of knowledge, in this case
academic, is itself a problematic and more so when Indigenous knowledges from one
geography are seemingly appropriated, represented and interpreted within any
academic epistemic and ontological paradigm not reflectively grounded in a sense of
politics.

Notwithstanding nor to minimize the above, this particular research aims to present
histories of the present that stretch beyond a critique of hegemonic
power/knowledge, dominant institutions and narratives of resistance located in
relationship to those relations of power. Instead, I am looking to recount a
282

So, too, is it with the conflict resolution and peacebuilding literatures/discourses that perform a
positivist, modernist, Euro-centric narrative that contributes and reinforces a particularized globality
and relations of power.
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―geopolitics of knowledge‖283 and a ―political ecology of difference‖284 (Escobar
2008:4, 18) enacted by Indigenous and non-Indigenous activists in Canada.

Relevant to the research on grassroots community-based peacebuilding between
Indigenous and non-Indigenous activists in Canada, Arturo Escobar (2008) provides
a theoretical framework that links Indigenous struggles and locally-based subaltern
knowledges as embodying a different political ontology and cultural epistemology.
Such a project of decoloniality stands in contrast to Eurocentric forms of modernity
and globality.285 Though contextualized in Colombia, Escobar‘s framework on

283

Escobar (2008:4) defines ―geopolitics of knowledge‖ as located in this placed-based lived
experience that asks ―whose knowledge counts? And what does this have to do with place, culture and
power?‖
284
Based on the work of Joan Martinez Alier (2002. The Environmentalism of the Poor: A Study of
Ecological Conflicts and Valuation. London: Elgar), who, Escobar (2008:6) writes, defines ―political
ecology as the study of ecological distribution conflicts. By this he [Martinez Alier] means conflicts
over access to and control over natural resources, particularly as a source of livelihood, as well as the
costs of environmental destruction.‖ Hence, in speaking of ‗the political ecology of difference‘,
Escobar (2008:13-14) argues that political economy perspectives (economic conflict and the unequal
distribution of wealth, assets, and income) can not only be taken into the field of ecology (unequal
distribution and control over resources) but that this ‗political economy‘ notion of inequality can be
applied to conflicts as cultural and epistemological (knowledges and practices) asymmetries
dominated by particularized worldview (capitalist modernity‘s view of nature). ―In other words‖, he
writes (Escobar 2008:14), ―economic crises are ecological crises are cultural crises‖, intertwined and
inseparable. Political Ecology (Escobar 2008:22) then is the meshing of political economy and
ecology (environmentalism, nature) that critiques modernity and methodologies, economically,
environmentally and culturally. Escobar takes ‗political ecology‘ into the politics of difference. He
(2008:18) defines
―The framework of the political ecology of difference (the integrated framework of diverse
economies, environment, and cultures)...as a contribution to a ‗global outline of practical
politics‘ that works by reading the world events for difference, rather than just for
dominance, and by weaving connections among languages and practices of economic,
ecological and cultural difference (Gibson-Graham 2006:30). The framework is not offered
as a universal approach; on the contrary, it is a theory of difference that is historically
specific and contingent; it is a response to the present moment that builds on intellectual and
political developments in many places, particularly some parts of Latin America. It is also
partly a response to Eurocentric teleological arguments about the alleged universality of
modernity and globalization. Above all, it is an attempt to think with intellectual activists
who aim to go beyond the limited Eurocentric models as they confront the ravages of
neoliberal globalization and seek to define their place-based cultures and territories; it is
finally, about the projects of decoloniality in and for the present.‖
285
―Eurocentric globality‖ is defined by Escobar (2008:3-4) in ways similar to Linda Tuhiwai Smith
(1999) and Said (1978) as both discursive in its ―system act of encubrimiento del otro (the covering
up of the other)‖ enmeshed in ―...in a kind of global coloniality.‖ Global Eurocentric globality exists
as ―the dynamics of an imperial globality and its regime of coloniality as one of the most salient
features of the modern colonial world system in the early twenty-first century.‖
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knowledge, coloniality and globality is applicable to the context in Canada. He
(Escobar 2008:3) writes,

groups such as the black and indigenous activists of the Colombian Pacific
do indeed produce their own knowledge about the situations they face, and
furthermore this knowledge often constitutes sophisticated frameworks that
can no longer be overlooked in any discussion of globalization...these
frameworks are integral to the struggles mounted by subordinate groups over
the terms of globality and also to the effectiveness of such struggles.

Located and acting from a different ‗place‘(geographically, ontologically and
epistemologically), ―people engage in the defence of place from the perspective of
the economic, ecological, and cultural differences that their landscapes, cultures, and
economies embody in relation to those of more dominant sectors of society.‖
(Escobar 2008:6).286

This place of difference points to the importance of Indigenous and non-Indigenous
grassroots activism, as he writes (Escobar 2008:6),

In a nutshell, I argue that people mobilize against the destructive aspects of
globalization from the perspective of what they have been and what they are
at the present: historical knowledge producers; individuals and collectivities
engaged in the play of living in landscapes and with each other in distinctive
ways.
286

Similar to Denzin‘s notion of performativity, Escobar (2008:10) talks of the world constructing
itself and in particular, the ―cultural and political activism by local indigenous groups (and ‗black‘) as
the ―making of particular identities in place-based yet translocal situations.‖
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Those social mobilizations, in particular that of Indigenous peoples in Canada and
similar to that in Colombia‘s pacific coast, ―are seen locally as struggles over
culture, territory and place‖ and as a valuing and ―expression of ecological and
cultural attachment to place‖ (Escobar 2008:7). These locally-based contestations,
or ―acts of counterwork‖ (Escobar 2008:9) ―can be seen as producing alternative
modernities—modern yet different ecological, economic, and cultural [decolonial]
configurations.‖

These configurations are at the ―epistemic borders‖, the space at the border of ―the
modern colonial world system‖ and the border-thinking of Indigenous people; an
identity, culture and production of knowledge from the place of the ‗dominated‘ that
is both an ―interface‖ and an ―exteriority of sorts to modernity‖ (Escobar 2008:13).
Hence, those activists in local struggles and movements ―conduct their struggle from
the colonial difference—in this case, a colonial difference that has to do with
blackness or indigeneity and with living in particular landscapes and ecosystems‖
(Escobar 2008:13).287 Calling this epistemic border location, a
modernity/coloniality/decoloniality perspective (MCD)288, Escobar (2008:12) points
to ‗coloniality‘ as ―two parallel processes: the systematic suppression of
subordinated cultures and knowledges (el encubrimiento del otro) by dominant
287

Escobar (2008:13) argues that certain regions (Eg. Pacific coast region of South America) have
been transformed by ―imperial globality‖, a triple conquest (economic, ecological, cultural) interested
in changing ―local diverse economies...into monetized, market-driven economy; of particular
ecosystems into cultures that increasingly resemble Euro-Andean modernity.‖ However, given that
such a process never finished, completed or idle, Academic theorizations using ―terms of resistance,
hybridization, accommodation, and the like‖, while useful he says, ―have tended to obliterate the
potential of difference for world and knowledges otherwise.‖
288
Such a perspective brings together economic, environmental and identity issues, struggles,
movements within a framework that questions modernity, increases complexity and political space,
values similarities, complementarities and convergences within diverse world views and
practices.(Escobar 2008:12). Escobar writes, ―[s]ccinctly put, this perspective is interested not only in
alternative worlds and knowledges, but also in worlds and knowledges otherwise.‖ (Escobar 2008:12)
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modernity; and the necessary emergence, in the very encounter, of particular
knowledges shaped by this experience that have at least the potential to become sites
of articulation of alternative projects and of enabling a pluriverse of socionatural
configurations‖.

Arising out of a different place, a place of difference, these ―activist knowledge
practices‖ (Escobar 2008:22) become central to a modernity/coloniality/decoloniality
perspective, an integrated conceptual framework, that questions western discourses
and pays ―attention to the epistemic potential of local histories embedded in or
arising from colonial difference, locating there some of most meaningful sources for
political action and alternative world construction‖ (Escobar 2008:23).

To extrapolate to the Canadian context, Indigenous and non-Indigenous grassroots
activism is part of place-based action and subaltern experiences regarding identity,
the environment and local economies. In this history and history of the present the
goal is ―relocate their politics of place as key to our understanding of globalization‖
and with it, ―the articulation of struggles across differences‖ (Escobar 2008:15).

As Escobar (2009:17) notes, ―[p]eace—understood as a set of economic, cultural,
and ecological processes that bring about a measure of justice and balance to the
natural and social orders—is the deepest meaning of the ecology of difference that
aims towards worlds and knowledges otherwise.‖ The grassroots community-based
peacebuilding between Indigenous and non-Indigenous activists in Canada is not
only about challenging asymmetrical relations of power and historical racism, but the
larger ontological and epistemological domains and ―the search for a shared sense of
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peace and justice‖, not simply rationally but emotionally/morally within an ethics of
―transformation, caring and solicitude in the face of difference and injustice‖
(Escobar 2008:17).

Most importantly to the construction of the ‗present moments‘, and underlying these
discourses of differences is the fundamental ontology that ―[w]ithout love, without
acceptance of others living beside us, there is no social process and, therefore, no
humanness‖ (Escobar 2008:17 quoting Maturan and Varela 1987: 246).

This chapter has been posited as a partial and ‗strategic essentializing‘ of the macro
history of the contexts and conflicts faced by Indigenous communities in Canada
specifically, and by extension to the ‗present moments‘ of collaboration between
Indigenous and non-Indigenous grassroots activists.

The overview of the historical and current structural impacts of Canadian neocolonialism on Indigenous peoples was extended into the contemporary hegemonic
role of the Canadian state and its particularized cultural epistemology, ontological
political ecology and racialized violence.

At the same time, my ‗historical narrative‘ has also sought to move beyond a unidimensional representation of the contexts as simple domination or seeming
powerless. Hence, I used Arturo Escobar‘s writing, combined with Foucault‘s
‗histories of the present‘, to situate and give meaning to Canadian grassroots
Indigenous and non-Indigenous activists‘ knowledges and practices as embodying a
social justice ―geopolitics of knowledge‖ and a ―political ecology of difference‖.
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Chapter 5:

Cape Croker

Introduction
As I described in previous chapters, the research takes as its starting point a large and
deeply rooted social conflict of structural inequality, historical separation, racism,
colonialism and asymmetrical power relations in Canada by the Canadian State and
non-indigenous Canadians over Indigenous peoples. This large scale social conflict,
especially between cultures and communities, manifested itself simultaneously at the
local level.

This particular case study, Cape Croker, focuses on localized and indigenous/nonindigenous practices of social change and possibilities of collaboration.289

I posit

the following bottom-up narratives as a situated ‗geopolitics of knowledge‘ and
locally-based differences (Escobar 2008). Those activist narratives are a series of
mutually constructed self-generated critical pedagogies located in the moments of
local reflection centred in the past.

However, unlike the other case studies to follow, Cape Croker because of its
enormous local complexities presents a more difficult situation to present and
contain within a focussed narrative. Notwithstanding, these reflective dialogues of
Indigenous community members and non-indigenous activists highlight the

289

My dissertation explicitly engages voices from grassroots communities, their localized knowledges
and processes in order to integrate and strengthen the analytical framework and practices for conflict
transformation and social justice. Hence, bottom-up understandings, approaches and practices from
the community or local grassroots locations have the potential to radically reconfigure sites of conflict
and epistemic authority..
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challenges and tensions involved in building relationships and achieving effective
political collaboration across a problematic historical terrain.290

This Chapter is organized in the following five sections:

First, I contextualize the circumstances, generally and specifically, faced by the
Chippewas of Nawash (Cape Croker), both historically and in the present. This
includes a synopsis of the fishing conflict itself (relevant treaties, colonial and
bureaucratic usurpation and later legal restoration of those fishing rights, the
subsequent rise of violence and local racism), as well the grassroots collaboration
with non-Indigenous activists to counter local opposition to the negotiation and
implementation of Cape Croker‘s fishing rights.

Second, I explore issues of locality291 in terms of the differently situated placedbased knowledges, interests as well the risks and local opposition forces the
Chippewas of Nawash and grassroots non-Indigenous supporters respectively faced.
Such localities contain asymmetrical macro and micro relations of power as well as
differently situated constituencies and capacities. Further, differing group/activist

290

Further, for a number of reasons, the Cape Croker case study is a challenging one to articulate.
First, much of the local collaboration occurred in the 1990s and my interviewing required people to
reflect on feelings, thoughts and actions that happened upwards of 15 years ago. Second, this was the
first case study I undertook as part of my grounded theory approach and consequently, the number of
issues and themes I heard from people was seemingly endless. More to the point, I came to
understand that the Cape Croker case study was a highly complex local situation and grassroots
collaboration with enormously diverse perspectives, strategies and constituencies of collaboration.
Third, the very nature of the collaboration between the Chippewas of Nawash and non-Indigenous
activists was more ad hoc, and faced fiercer levels of local opposition than the other case studies. As
a result, it was important to recognize that much was learnt through those experiences by both
Indigenous and non-Indigenous activists.
291
I define localities as local geographical space, inhabited sites of place-based embodied
experiences, situated knowledges and cultures of difference. Localities are not homogenous sites of
epistemologies nor monolithic interests but represent complex, diverse sites of bio-power much like a
human ecosystem.
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motivations, strengths and limitations had an impact on collaborations and
relationship building at the local level.

Third, I set out four examples of strategies and corollary narratives292 that make
explicit the challenges and tensions involved in collaboration between Indigenous
and non-Indigenous activist themselves, and with nearby non-Indigenous
communities.

Further, this strategy is further problematized with reference to both

localities of difference and the particularities of any such agenda in the absence of a
negotiated process of common strategizing and analysis.

Fourth, I look back to the activist discourses in the Cape Croker case and the
challenges contained in their ‗cultures of difference‘ on the one hand, and the their
role as avant-garde storytellers developing new languages, common ground, and
alternative spaces on the other.

Context
Cape Croker is a case study of a conflict involving the indigenous community of the
Chippewas of Nawash First Nation (Cape Croker, Ontario) and the neighbouring
local non-indigenous communities, a conflict ostensibly about fishing resources,
government quota regulations and Indigenous Treaty rights.293 In the 1990s the

292

As recounted here later, they are centred around specific examples of the Neighbours of Nawash
public forums, the Chippewa of Nawash-led Fish buys, MCC‘s Public Inquiry, and the Chippewas of
Nawash-led actions of an OFAH annual general meeting.
293
Fishing is one of a continuum of conflicts involving the Saugeen Ojibway (Chippewas of Nawash
(together with their sister nation, the Chippewas of Saugeen First Nation), the Canadian State, and
local communities. The Chippewas of Nawash have filed two claims for territories following the
failure of negotiations with the Federal Government. One (April, 1994) claim is for $90 Billion
dollars compensation for breach of trust regarding treaties to protect traditional lands from settlement
encroachment; no effective Government action was taken until 1854 (Treaty 72), the result being the
loss of 99% of t the Saugeen peoples‘ territory equalling 2 million acres encompassing the Bruce
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Chippewas of Nawash Unceded First Nation (Anishnabe peoples)294 mounted a
relatively successful public relations and legal campaign to support the recognition
of inherent fishing rights in the Bruce Peninsula, Ontario. Faced with local violence
and an unwilling provincial bureaucracy, they utilized an extensive support base to
counter local opposition forces and provincial intransigence. This is the context that
the Chippewas of Nawash and their allies (primarily Unions, community groups,
faith-based organisations, and academics) worked together to advocate and build
support for these fishing rights.

The case study, then, is an analysis of the dynamics and the construction of
grassroots relationships between the Chippewas of Nawash and non-indigenous
groups in their efforts to transform this protracted local conflict. Thus, given the
complexity of different historical and conflicting constructions of identity and
knowledge, asymmetric power relations, varying community boundaries, worldviews
and socio-cultural practices, how did these communities and activists experience
engaging differences while establishing mutual priorities and building collaborative
processes for effective social and political action between their communities?

Peninsula and areas south. The second claim in December 2003 is for Indigenous title for their
traditional lands under the water (waterbeds) of Lake Huron and Georgian Bay.
294
The Chippewas of Nawash are Anishinaabe people, Indigenous people who have lived in the
region for thousands of years. Anishnabee means ―the original person‖ or ―a person spontaneously
coming up from the ground‖ or ‗good being‘ (Translation provided by Basil Johnston quoted in
Koenig (2005:14-15 and Donald Keeshig, Cape Croker), whereas Anishinaabek or Anishnabeg is the
plural.. Numbering roughly 600 on-reserve (living on the reserve) and 1200 off-reserve (living
elsewhere), the community is located 3 ½ hours north of Toronto, Ontario, Canada in Cape Croker
(also informally known as ‗Cape‘ and in Anishnabe as ‗Neyaashinigaming‘ meaning ‗a body of land
mostly surrounded by water‘) on the Bruce-Saugeen peninsula jutting into the western shore of
Georgian Bay. Relocated there after the 1854 Treaty, and named after Chief Nawash at the time,
they are related to their sister band, the Chippewas of Saugeen in Southampton, Ontario. They
identify themselves as ‗Ojibway‘ (synonymous with Chippewas or Chippewas‖) the cultural
indigenous affiliation common throughout the Great Lakes region of Canada. Koenig (2005:13-14).
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First, this particular conflict was multidimensional and operated at multiple levels: a
contemporary political conflict of ongoing State-driven colonialism versus
Indigenous self-determination; an environmental/spiritual clash of colliding claims
over resources, land, and sustainability; and an epistemological divergence over the
nature, meaning and fulfilment of treaties. This local context was not unconnected
to the broader element of an Indigenous movement towards decolonization and
restoration of self-government295 inherent in defining their own way of development
(Blaser 2004) set within (and against) forces of globality, nationally and
internationally.

Hence, to understand the conflict involving fishing rights and the

violence that ensued in Cape Croker, I will put the conflict in its own local context
and simultaneously connect it to the larger State practices, be it Treaties or
colonialism.

In a general macro perspective, the past few decades have seen Indigenous Peoples
in Canada increasingly demanding the recognition and restoration of their
aboriginal296 and treaty rights to natural resources (‗the land‘).297 It is within this
macro set of realities that the case study of the Chippewas of Nawash and their nonIndigenous allies exists. Resources are important both economically and
culturally.298

295

Hence, natural resources in the shape of fishing, mining and forestry

I use the term Self-government to include the structural transformation of the conflict via a
continuum of (decolonizing) possibilities concerning re-asserting control over health, social services,
community development, education, land, economic development, as well as political processes and
decision-making.
296
Aboriginal is the term often used in legal and common parlance in Canada.
297
Canadian Constitution (1982), Section 35 (1). Section 35 (1) reads: ―The existing Indigenous and
treaty rights of the Indigenous peoples of Canada are hereby recognized and affirmed. (2) In this Act,
"Indigenous peoples of Canada" includes the Indian, Inuit and Métis peoples of Canada.(3) For
greater certainty, in subsection (1) "treaty rights" includes rights that now exist by way of land claims
agreements or may be so acquired.(4) Notwithstanding any other provision of this Act, the Indigenous
and treaty rights referred to in subsection (1) are guaranteed equally to male and female persons.‖
298
Economically, Indigenous peoples‘ control over resources can provide a basis for wealth
generation/royalties, employment opportunities, elements of socio-economic self-sufficiency and
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stand at the forefront of conflict reflected in underlying competing interests clashing
over environmental issues regarding conservation/sustainability and asymmetrical
political-cultural decision-making over resource management.299

In Canada, fishing resources and the recognition of Indigenous peoples‘ fishing
rights have been an intersection point and conspicuous site of conflict played out
nationally and locally at the level of the community. As Canadian cultural
anthropologist Ed Koenig (2005:3) writes, ―[m]any of Canada‘s precedent-setting
native-rights court cases are about fishing, a fact that illustrates the importance of
this resource to many native communities and points to the widespread history of
imposed restrictions by which native peoples‘ access to this resource has been
diminished.‖

traditional activities and importantly, the reversing of colonial underdevelopment,
‗underdevelopment‘ (See the works of Andre Gunder Frank (1967). Capitalism and
Underdevelopment in Latin America: NYC: Monthly Review Press; S. Amin, G. Arrighi and I.
Wallerstein. (1982), Dynamics of Global Crisis. London: MacMillan; Innis, Harold. (1956) Essays in
Canadian Economic History. Edited by Mary Q. Innis. Toronto: University of Toronto Press.).
Underdevelopment is the intentional dismantling and subordination of previously autonomous
economies to the unequal exchange benefiting colonial or metropole economies. Culturally, the land
(or natural resources) is part of a symbiotic construction of cultural collective identity for Indigenous
peoples: spiritually, medicinally, historically, traditionally and socially. Land and resources are
central to the historical relationship between Indigenous and non-Indigenous peoples and the present
conflict. Who controls these vast natural resources, who determines their future, who benefits from
them and in what way, are pivotal points of contestation.
299
These fishing conflicts involving Indigenous rights are occurring in Canada, the US, and other
parts of the world (See New Brunswick and British Columbia on Canada‘s coasts (Newell 1993;
Sharma 1998), the US (Doherty 1990; Satz 1991: 101-124; to other global locations (Magallanes
1999; Sorrenson 1999) referenced in Koenig (2005:4)). The pattern is also emblematic of a weakness
both in domestic and international law to acknowledge collective rights (Rick Wallace. (1996) The
State versus the Peoples: The UN Draft Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples‖.
Unpublished LLM thesis, Lund University, Sweden). Perhaps more telling is the current inability of
most nation-states to broaden ideas of citizenship to group rights (See Otero, Gerard. (2004)
―Contesting neoliberal Globalization From Below: The EZLN, Indian Rights and Citizenship‖. In
Mexico in Transition: Neoliberal Globalization, the State and Civil Society. Zed Books; Kymlick,
Will and Wayne Norman. (2000) Citizenships in Diverse Societies; and Assies, Willem et al (eds)
(1998). The challenge of diversity: indigenous Peoples and the reform of the State in Latin America.
Amsterdam: Thela Thesis).
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Simultaneously, these macro relations of power also impacted on the local context.
In this regard, the denial of Aboriginal rights of the Chippewas of Nawash by the
local Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources (hereafter referred to as the OMNR)
exacerbated a conflict that ensued into criminal charges, court decision, boat
burnings, stabbings, traumas, fractured communities spaces, incendiary public
racism and seven years of painfully slow negotiations.300

In particular, during the late 1980s and early 1990s fishcatchers from Cape Croker,
operating under a problematic group license and limited quota, were repeatedly
charged with fishing over this OMNR-imposed quota and ‗illegally‘ selling those
catches to the public.301

By the early 1990s, the Chippewas of Nawash Band Council challenged these
OMNR-laid charges in court and in 1993 the Ontario Provincial Supreme Court
(‗Fairgieve decision‘) agreed with the Chippewas of Nawash position that they
retained collective and treaty rights, not extinguished by treaty nor legislation, to
harvest fish for trade and commerce.302 In spite of this court decision establishing
cornerstones regarding fishing rights, it took another seven years (April 1993 -June
2000) of negotiations between the Nawash, the Ontario Government (OMNR) and
300

The conflict resulted in an enormous emotional cost and sustained drain of precious resources
(financial and human capital) on the community of Cape Croker, a community of nealry 700 full-time
on-reserve residents, 1400 off-reserve, an unemployment level of roughly 60%, and confronting a
host of other pressing needs and issues.
301
The quota allocated to Cape Croker constituting less than 1% of the overall allowable catch
whereas the other 99 % was assigned to the non-Indigenous commercial fishery in the area.
302
Further, Judge Fairgrieve, in the Jones-Nadjiwon decision (Officially known as ‗Regina vs. Jones
[1993] O.J. No. 893 (Ontario Provincial Division), April 23, 1993. Also known as ‗the Fairgrieve
decision‘ (but also referred to R. v. Jones and Nadjiwon or R. v. Jones et al.), it stated that the OMNR
had violated constitutional rights of Nawash (Section 35(1) of the 1982 Constitution) through the use
of a quota system. Further, the Chippewas of Nawash were entitled to priority allocation to fishing
resources over other users, and that the MNR regulatory scheme was ―tantamount to ‗expropriation‖
(Direct quote from Fairgrieve decision) in transferring economic benefits to the non-Indigenous
commercial industry.
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the Federal Government for a fishing agreement on co-management to be agreed
upon.303

During this time, opposition forces arose in the nearby predominantly nonIndigenous communities of Wiarton and Owen Sound,304 the local OMNR attempted
to re-impose licences (1996, 1997), municipal politicians and the Member of
Provincial Parliament (MPP) led opposition rallies in nearby Owen Sound market
(August 1995), three youth from Cape Croker were stabbed by Non-indigenous
youth in Owen Sound (September 1995), Nawash fishing tugboats, nets, and gear
were vandalized, cast adrift (1995-1996) and one boat was burned by arson
(September 1995).

Further, it is important to note that the local conflict was inextricably tied to a deeper
history of Indigenous and non-Indigenous relations on the Bruce Peninsula: the 19th
century settlement (invasion) by Euro-Canadian settlers, problematic Treaties305 and
competition for fishing resources beginning in earnest in the 19th century to the

303

In 2000 a fishing agreement was signed involving the Saugeen Ojibway Nation (the Chippewas of
Nawash and the Saugeen First Nation), OMNR and the Federal Department of Indian Affairs. This
entailed an agreement between the Province and the Saugeen people to fish within an agreed-upon
area and for monies to the Saugeen-Objibwe Nation for research and monitoring of the commercial
fisheries within their agreed-upon area.
304
Wiarton is a mostly non-Indigenous small town of 5,000 about 15 km from Cape Croker. Owen
Sound is a larger predominantly non-Indigenous regional city of 30,000 about 45 km away.
305
Sources: Koenig (2005); Chippewas of Nawash (2005) Under Seige; Schmaltz, Peter. (1991) The
Ojibwa of Southern Ontario. Toronto: University of Toronto Press.
The first treaty in 1836 between the Chippewas and the British Crown involved the
loss/ceding of 1.5 million acres of land south of the Saugeen-Bruce Peninsula, equaling about ¾ of
the Chippewa territory. In return, the Crown promised that the Peninsula (named as ―Indian
Territory‖) would be protected against any future Euro-Canadian encroachment both on lands and in
fisheries. In 1847, faced with inaction by the Crown regarding encroachments, the Chippewas
managed to secure an actual promise from Queen Victoria (‗Declaration by Her Majesty in favour of
the Ojibway Indians respecting certain Lands on Lake Huron‖) recognizing their (sp?) was
unquestioningly theirs. In 1854, a second major treaty was signed amidst duress (also known as the
‗Oliphant Treaty) whereby the last remaining portions of territory, the ½ million acres of land
composing the Saugeen-Bruce Peninsula was ―ceded‖. Small reserves were then set up in a number
of locations including at Saugeen (Southampton) and Nawash (Cape Croker).
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present. 306 As Koenig (2005:37) wrote ―[t]he fishing conflict on the Saugeen-Bruce
Peninsula is permeated with history.‖

Second, in a similar fashion, the Fairgrieve court decision upholding treaty fishing
rights was only a moment in the conflict, though an important one. Though it was
the historical period after the 1993 legal decision, and more specifically in 1995, that
the local situation became increasingly violent. This concentrated time period of
open disputes involving a Chippewas sacred burial site (1992) in Owen Sound, the
fishing conflict and judicial decision (1993), the land claims case initiated by the
Chippewas of Nawash (1994) 307, and later, the physical violence at the Owen Sound
market, boat burnings and stabbings in 1995.308 A community member and former

306

The following summary relies heavily on Koenig (2005) who wrote a very detailed history of the
fishing conflict and context involving the Chippewas of Nawash and settler culture. In particular, the
ever expanding non-Indigenous settler population was involved in buying the lands previously ceded,
and fishing and lumber were two of the main industries within a non-Indigenous farming economy in
the 19th century. The non-Indigenous commercial fishing industry expanded significantly throughout
the 19th century with sales to the US. Chippewa leaders were complaining of unsustainable overfishing throughout this period with increasing disputes over fishing (areas, size, leases, Indigenous
rights to traditional fishing areas) and the viability of their own fisheries livelihood. Though
benefiting to some extent from increased sales and opportunities for cash export, the environmental
legislation by the Crown to preserve depleting stocks in the mid-late 19th century, increasingly
displacing treaty obligations with British common law notions and administrative regulation (Koenig
2005: 78) thereby undermining Indigenous ownership and control over the fisheries. A number of
things are clear by this historical point: treaty rights were being diminished, the demand for fish was
outdistancing the resource, Indigenous fisheries were increasingly being overwhelmed by the nonindigenous commercial fishing industry, and Government regulation and administration was imposed
without consultation or co-management with Indigenous peoples.
As the 20th century continued, European immigrant (settlers) populations grew and became
established territorially. As Ontario became increasingly industrialized, recreational sports fishing
from cottagers and tourists came to rival commercial fishing (Koenig 2005: 82) though they often
fished different species (this issue of sports fishing and the stocking of foreign/non-indigenous species
to support it becomes a contentious issue in the contemporary conflict). Dramatic fish stock depletion
and a declining Nawash fisheries occurred in the post-WWII era as the tourism industry expanded,
licensing restrictions (length of season, amount of catch, species allowable) increase. The commercial
fishing industry declined in the early and mid-1990s (with the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources
(OMNR) buying back non-Indigenous fishing licenses). As the result, by the late 1990s there no
longer existed any significant non-native commercial fishing. The conflict over fisheries became one
primarily between the recreational non-Indigenous Sportsfishers and the Indigenous peoples over
management of the fisheries (Koenig 2005: 104).
307
Specifically, the land claims by the Chippewas added a potentially larger number of local nonIndigenous opposition in the form of numerous home-owners to the already existent, but the more
limited, number of non-Indigenous sportsfishers.
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research director for the Chippewas pointed to the rise in local non-Indigenous fear,
opposition and racism as an escalating continuum.

the two things were very closely together, I mean, the fishing was a
simmering dispute for probably a decade and we had a really nasty justice of
the peace who we had-- our fishing trials should have gone before him but
we moved for a bias against them. And then there were attempts at
negotiations and we ran the fishing trial in the fall of 1992 and a burial
ground dispute in the winter of 1992, and the fishing judgment came out in
the spring of 1993. So people‘s anti-Native sentiment had already been
aroused by the fishing trials that got a lot of coverage in the local newspaper.
And then we had the burial ground dispute and that we got the judgment and
then a year later we filed our land claim. That was when I noticed it
[increased racism from nearby non-Indigenous people] what we filed our
Land Claim, it was clear in response to the land claim that people were really
upset by the burial ground dispute and that factored into how they felt about
the land claim.
So I think the fishing mostly engaged the sportsman whereas the burial
grounds engaged just people who are worried about their land and the idea of
Indians coming in taking their land away. (CEE: 43)

Third, that local history and unequal social landscape faced by the Chippewas of
Nawash was further enflamed by a problematic regional political economy,
dwindling marine ecology and a clashing over ‗entitlement‘. As written elsewhere,
(Wallace, Struthers and Bauman 2009),
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At the same time, the issues of control, management and access to the fish
stock were linked to increasing emphasis on tourism in the nearby town of
Owen Sound to reproduce the economic stability damaged by the recession
of the 1980s and the erosion of the farm economy. The local sports fishers
affiliated with the Ontario Federation of Anglers and Hunters (OFAH) were
deeply connected to OMNR strategies of fisheries management with
volunteers engaged in habitat management and fish stocking. The local
association was also highly visible and politically influential because its
membership included local professionals, politicians, and local elite. But by
1995, it had become clear that the fish stock in the Great Lakes was in serious
trouble. Native fishers and sports anglers were on a seemingly inevitable
collision course over entitlement and control of the remnants of a once
abundant fishery.

309

309

A key component of this evolving fishing conflict is a clashing of worldviews and ecological
values. Three more issues are pertinent to this evolving fishing conflict: Government fisheries
management, sports fishing and Indigenous Traditional Environmental Knowledge (TEK). Ed
Koenig (2005) whose book on this very fishing conflict in the Saugeen-Bruce Peninsula involving the
Chippewas of Nawash, makes a number of key points.
First, regarding Government fishing policies and regulations, though not a radical
perspective on environmental sustainability or eco-centrism, ―conservation principles…became
paramount‖ (Hansen, Lise C. (1991:1) “Treaty Fishing Rights and the Development of Fisheries
Legislation in Ontario: A Primer. Native Studies Review 7(1): 1-22. Quoted in Koenig 2005:112)
subsequent to the 1857 Fishery Act enacted by the British colonial government. As a solid scholar,
Koenig remains tentative about the certainty of asserting causal relations regarding Government
thinking and assumptions historically. However, he makes a number of important assertions, the first
being that ―[n]otions about conservation play a role in how native fishing rights accord with
government approaches to fisheries management‖. Second, that together with the ―lack of clarity‖ (I
would argue that it is clearly part of a colonial approach) that has inhabited government positions
towards Indigenous fishing rights on the peninsula, ―[a]ssumptions about what conservation means
may have had an impact on how governments viewed resource rights that native people retained
under treaties‖. Third, from an implicit structural-functionalist basis, ―[m]uch of the resentment
surrounding the current conflict is linked to uncertainty over how a balance can be achieved between
native fishing rights and public rights, and how this balance can be reflected in government policies
and regulations‖ (Koenig 2005:112). What this does point to is the intersecting conflicts of current
environmental debates within government resource management approaches with a restoration of
Indigenous treaty rights and control over natural resources. (NOTE: The precedent-setting Supreme
Court Decision of Canada (Sparrow 1990) was particularly relevant that recognized Indigenous rights
to fishing).
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Second, there was a political (individual versus collective treaty rights) and epistemological
(management versus ecological preservation) contestation between Sport Fishing organizations like
the Ontario Federation of Anglers and Hunters (OFAH) and the Chippewas of Nawash. In brief,
OFAH disagreed with both co-management of fishing resources by Indigenous peoples, was
distrustful of Indigenous peoples right to priority over fishing resources, and believed that such a
‗special‘ priority status conflicted with their rights and interests as Sports fishers.
OFAH, a sportsmen's advocacy group, affiliated with the Canadian Wildlife Federation,
politically advocated policies in line with their own interests as sports fishers. Again, Koenig‘s
research (2005:117), ―OFAH spokesperson see the priority recognition of native fishing rights set out
in Sparrow and applied in the Fairgrieve decision as a serious threat; they see access to wildlife
resources as right they hold as equal citizens within a democratic nation‖ (OFAH (1993). ―SelfGovernment and Co-management in Ontario: OFAH Submission to the Royal Commission on
Indigenous Peoples‖. Peterborough, Ontario: OFAH (September)). Second, as their OFAH
President David Ankey argued at the time, creating a different set of rights for Indigenous people
would result in depletion and destruction of resources as Indigenous Peoples would behave in the
same way as any other group in over-exploiting resources in the absence of any universal
conservation law. Hence, conservation takes precedence over the recognition of Indigenous treaty
rights with all citizens equally under one set of applicable laws (Koenig 2005:117 cites Ankey, David
(1991): ―Conservation Laws Should Apply to All.‖ Angler and Hunter November/December, p.44,
49; Morgan, Rick (1991) ―Algonquin Agreement Anything but Fair‖. Angler and Hunter.
November/December, p.45) (Position papers by OFAH. (1994a) ―A Strategy for the Conservation of
Ontario Fish and Wildlife Specific to Government/Indigenous Agendas. Peterborough, Ontario:
OFAH (June). OFAH (1994b) Problems Arising from Sparrow: Politics vs. Conservation.
Peterborough, Ontario: OFAH (September).
On the other hand, Cape Croker residents have a different perspective on OFAH‘s agenda.
In my interviews with Elders and others in the community, I heard many of the same perspectives as
Koenig outlined (2005:122-151). The Nawash critiques were that the positions, power and
perspectives taken by OFAH were semblances of the larger historical and political inequities faced by
Indigenous people in Canada, or as Koenig (2005:122) writes ―[t]he activities of angler associations
are interpreted in the context of historically rooted social inequalities that native people frequently
feel subjected to.‖ Specific to the local context, there was the concern that sports fishing threatens the
Indigenous commercial fishing industry over which they are seeking to gain control. This was seen
both in terms of stocking fish species for sports fishing that are incompatible with already existent
native stocks (ecological concern), and the conservation/fisheries management approach advocated
that does not include the interests and knowledge of Indigenous peoples. Second, there was the view
that OFAH holds disproportionate political influence in government circles and government policy
towards Indigenous Peoples interests, especially around fishing, reflects this bias. In particular,
OFAH used its political connections to oppose any co-management agreement with Chippewas of
Nawash.
The third issue in the fishing dispute was the role of Traditional Environmental Knowledge
(TEK), substantively, politically and culturally. Koenig (2005:155) summarizes TEK as both as
―local environmental knowledge‖ that is ―more explicitly dependent upon place than on
multigenerational social/cultural affiliations‖, and as ―experiential understandings [subject to change
over time and into the contemporary] about the environment and its features that are accumulated and
transmitted within a particular social network, or cultural group.‖ (He references Berkes, Fikret.
(1999) Sacred Ecology: Traditional Ecological Knowledge and Resource Management. Phildelphia:
Taylor and Francis; Scott, Colin. (1996) ―Science for the West, Myth for the Rest?‖, in Naked
Science, Laura Nader (ed.). New York: Routledge. p.69-86; Sillitoe, Paul. (2002) Globalizing
Indigenous Knowledge, in Participating in Development: Approaches to Indigenous Knowledge, Paul
Sillitoe, Alan Bicker, and Johan Pottier (eds.). London: Routledge. P.108-127)
Culturally, a raft of writings (Alfred 1999; Battiste 2000;. Bell and Kahne 2004; Bird et al
2002; Blaser 2004; Blondin 1993; Ghostkeeper 2004 (in Bell and Kahane 2004, p. 161-174); Royal
Commission on Aboriginal Peoples 1996; Smith 1999; United Nations Draft Declaration on the
Rights of Indigenous Peoples 2006; Wilmsen 1989) explicitly point to the different cultural and
worldviews held by Indigenous Peoples, particularly regarding the intrinsic relationship between
nature, identity and cultural practices. In brief, and in a crudely generalizing fashion, the Western
worldview (in spite of environmental movements) is a positivist one centering around human needs
(anthropocentric conservation) whereas Indigenous Peoples hold that human needs do not supersede
those of the ecosystem nor other beings; humans are guardians of the natural integrity, neither owners
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Hence, it is within this local and national context that the Chippewas of Nawash
faced widening conflicts, expanded local opposition forces and heightened racism as
the number of non-Indigenous people potentially impacted by the prospective
changes in the status quo increased.

At the same time in response, a diverse spectrum of supportive grassroots nonindigenous activists and communities groups, each playing a different role, became
increasingly involved in working alongside the Chippewas of Nawash. They were
most notably the Canadian Auto Workers Union (CAW), a nearby community group
called Neighbours of Nawash, and several faith-based groups310, most particularly
the Mennonite Central Committee-Ontario (MCC). Additionally, individual
academics from the disciplines of biology, ecology, zoology, philosophy and history
were involved in supportive research on fisheries and treaty rights.

nor hierarchically privileged (ecocentric conservation), and whose role is to maintain the overall
harmony of the natural world and its intrinsic value (Koenig 2005:106-108).
TEK is substantively important because it potentially contains more sophisticated and
longer-term indications of the complexity of the ecology than is often known in Western science.
Further, politically and culturally, it is ―connected to a global movement that links environmental
issues and indigenous peoples‘ rights, and it is part of an emerging effort toward the revitalization of
native cultures and traditions (Koenig 2005: 160).‖ So, it becomes part of the epistemological
conflict over competing worldviews with its respective implications for power, control and an ethics
of ecology.
In conclusion, the fishing conflict was an intertwining of broader social issues of historical
colonial relations, usurpation of inherent rights of self-government and treaty rights, contemporary
disagreements over ecology and sustainability, cultural restoration, collective rights and sovereignty
(self-government) for Indigenous Peoples, and locally-situated competing interests between the
current conservation management approach of Sports fishing associations (OFAH)/Government and
the Chippewas of Nawash. Additionally, as has been argued, the fishing dispute of the 1990s was
deeply connected to colonial relations, subordinated cultural worldviews on nature/ecosystems, and
competing economic/recreational class interests delineated by differing collective identities. These
elements: historical, cultural and economic, impinged on the dynamics of relations with
environmental groups, government regulation of natural resources (fishing, in this instance), and local
perspectives on the conflict itself.
310
Faith-based groups included Project North (now known as KAIROS), the Quakers, coalitions of
national churches including the United Church of Canada and the Roman Catholic Diocese of
Hamilton.
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One of the greatest challenges in trying to represent and recount activist narratives in
this case study was the absence of a seemingly fixed set of positions or consensus on
what they as a group were seeking to accomplish, how they understood and
perceived their relationships with each other, the role and process of any mutual
strategizing, and the differently situated motives that shaped each of their separate
and intertwining agendas.311

One way of understanding the challenges and aspirations Indigenous and nonIndigenous activists held is to examine their relations as a complex grassroots
dialogue, one that sought to create elements of a common project of support for the
Chippewas of Nawash while acknowledging their differences. Both Indigenous
and non-Indigenous activists faced an exceedingly difficult landscape in this regard.
Their various and diverse narratives pointed to the challenges of relationship
building within their own communities/constituencies and with each other. Second,
not only were they differently situated historically, socially and culturally from each
other, they occupied different spaces within the local context, thereby producing
particular strengths, limitations and tensions. Further, their relationships had to
negotiate both divergent agendas and common interests between them while seeking
to collaborate in various ways in countering strong local opposition forces. Lastly,
they had to contend with developing alternative narratives and public spaces of
difference amidst a conflict punctuated by acute crises and local ramifications for
both the community of Cape Croker (Chippewas of Nawash) (increased racism) and
individual non-Indigenous activists (social, professional and economic risks).

311

As CAA commented later (personal communication, August 25, 2009), ―This was not a fault of the
groups involved but a consequence of groups not used to working together. Everything had to be
negotiated from scratch. Compounding that problem were the cultural and historical differences
among the groups which you get at below.‖
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In the broadest sense, their positions as activists, situated within their respective
communities (Cape Croker, Owen Sound and farther afield) or organisations
(Neighbours of Nawash, MMC, and the CAW), highlighted the challenges
grassroots activists faced in creating a common working terrain in the space between
their differences epistemologically, discursively, politically and practically.

The case study, then, is an analysis of the dynamics and the construction of
grassroots relationships between the Chippewas of Nawash and non-indigenous
groups in their efforts to transform this multi-faceted local conflict. Finding a
common terrain between Indigenous and non-Indigenous activists brought both
success and other times, great tensions. Thus, given the complexity of different
historical and conflicting constructions of identity and knowledge, asymmetric
power relations, varying community boundaries, worldviews and socio-cultural
practices, how did these communities and activists experience engaging differences
while establishing mutual priorities and building collaborative processes for effective
social and political action between their communities?

Differently-situated
Situated within the complex context set-out above, the collaboration at the grassroots
with Cape Croker involved numerous non-Indigenous activists and organisations.312
The primary focus of this research was on the collaboration between the Chippewas
of Nawash and non-Indigenous support groups such as the Neighbour of Nawash

312

There were several key partners that have been studied in this case study. They are the Mennonite
Central Committee (MCC), Neighbours of Nawash, the Canadian Auto Workers (CAW), Academics,
National Church alliances (KAIRSO, ARC) and local Church groups.
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(community group), the Mennonite Central Committee (faith-based organisation)
and the Canadian Auto Workers (union).

Taken as a whole, their differently situated standpoints and varying degrees of local
embeddedness had two fundamental impacts. First, it circumscribed the differing
relations of power they inhabited and located them differently from each other in
terms of risks, backlashes and oppositions forces they faced. Second, the impact of
their differently situated lived realities extended into their efforts of collaboration,
and the challenges and successes between them in terms of analysis, strategies and
goals.

Chippewas of Nawash

The Chippewas of Nawash occupied a specific economic, political and social
landscape. This terrain constructed community priorities, capacities and strategic
goals on the one hand, and place-based configurations of local opposition forces and
backlashes.

Located 20 kms from the small predominantly non-Indigenous town of Wiarton
(pop. 5000), the 2000 member close-knit community of Cape Croker (Chippewas of
Nawash) was wholly surrounded by non-Indigenous settler populations and
cottagers. Occupying some 1000 acres of land313, they were confronted with many
of the same issues as other Indigenous nations: high unemployment, underfunded

313

The 1,000 acres is less than 1% of Chippewas‘ original pre-treaty land.
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social services, vestiges of the residential school system, historical inequities,
systemic racism and neo-colonial governance under the Indian Act.314

The differently situated experiences of the Chippewas of Nawash and the terrain of
possibility for local relationship building were constricted by ubiquitous historical
and contemporary racism and fear emanating in the non-Indigenous communities
surrounding them. For example, a large number of Cape Croker activists pointed to
the issue of fear towards Indigenous peoples and their interests from within the
nearby non-Indigenous communities. As one Chippewa of Nawash community
member remembered,

People, you know, were really felt afraid that if we won land claims that we
would be pushing people off their farms, demand that their family had held
for a hundred years or so. And it was really hard to address their fears.
(CDD: 25) …And their (non-Indigenous) fear has become a barrier to
trust…(CDD: 10)

Second, there were local racist backlashes directed at the Chippewas of Nawash,
both explicitly physically violent (Owen Sound market, destruction of fishing gear,
youth stabbing) as well as a pervasive social racism operating at other levels. One
Cape Croker activist said,

314

As per the Indian Act, Cape Croker is governed through an elected Band Council (Chief and
Council), an eight to ten member administrative-political body mandated to run the local affairs of the
Reserve. The Band Council is entrusted with governing the community from housing, garbage, water,
education, to social services and for handling issues around Treaty rights and negotiations with
various levels of the Canadian government. It was the Band Council that financed the legal challenge
of the Ontario Provincial Government‘s restrictive quota practices pertaining to Indigenous fishing
rights.
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But then the backlash here was really hard to tolerate, you know. ... There
was all this talk about how we pushed all these fishing families out of the
lake. (CEE: 16) We heard a lot of stories about the impact that it had on
our people when we went in to town. (CEE: 77) And it did generate a lot of
hostility. The perception was that the brunt of it was being borne by the kids.
In terms of local relationships, the people had to go to town to buy groceries,
do their laundry or whatever, ….(CEE: 118). The people getting shouted at,
spit on, getting assaulted, like getting kicked. (CEE: 77)

Third, the issue of power and its lived implications formed another aspect of the
difference encountered at the grassroots. These historical and contemporary
macro/micro power dynamics created a focus within the Chippewas of Nawash
community where members were both engaged and constrained by a daily emphasis
on addressing immediate socio-economic needs at Cape Croker and significant levels
of Nawash community resources were centred on the struggle to secure fishing rights
as the key goal. 315

Hence, understood in that light, non-Indigenous supporters were

important as short-term resources to assist in achieving fishing rights for Nawash but
with less significance attached to developing longer-term transformative relations
and future collaboration with non-Indigenous supporters.

As a key organiser for the Chippewa of Nawash explained,

315

Fishing rights had clear and immediate economic benefit for the Nawash community in providing
much needed employment in the community and as a consequence, and political benefits as part of a
longer-term strategy of self-determination (CFF: personal communication with me (Rick) over a
cigarette by the lake, July 2006).
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Often their [Band Council leaders and community activists] heads are
entirely different spaces to mine would have been during those days. They're
concerned with all the politics. They‘re concerned with the community. They
are concerned with their own rights and so partnerships with non-native
people in order to help them assert whatever it is they need to assert are not
going to be most uppermost in their mind. (CAA: 5)

Ongoing relationships with external allies as part of some wider social justice
movement or undoing racism in the non-Indigenous communities was a more
nebulous and less pressing goal. As one Band Councillor later put it,

Everything was too fluid. You were catching up to understanding the issues,
at the same time trying to form alliances around them [laughter]. ... we didn‘t
know that an alliance across all the groups was, in the end, going to be
needed. (CFF: 137)... That‘s what was missing. It wasn‘t an overarching
strategy [between Cape and allies)‖. (CFF: 191)

On the other hand, it was not without experience that the Band Council and activist
within Cape Croker were simultaneously ‗suspicious‘ and not entirely trusting of
non-Indigenous groups looking to work alongside them. For example, a previous
experience with an environmental NGO exemplified the instrumental nature of such
relationships.

We had some offers of support in another context and Council was very
suspicious of it. … So it was very instrumental; they [Environmental NGO]
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wanted to stop the clearcutting, they didn't have an environmental argument
but we had a legal land claim argument. And we worked very intensely
together … But there is no remnant of that relationship anymore. It didn't
create anything ongoing... (CEE: 153)

Lastly, differently located in a context of racist state policies and external social
relations than non-Indigenous supporters, the approach, in part, of the Chippewas of
Nawash was to understand the conflict as part of an ongoing process of political and
cultural empowerment/decolonization in Indigenous communities generally (CFF:
22). Specifically, it meant replacing external colonial authority with communitydriven intentions. External non-Indigenous allies were of mixed importance to some
key people in Cape Croker whereas a community-driven form of political authority
and community development was the strategic choice.

I don't rely on them [external allies]...And I feel way more confident in the
determination and stubbornness of our community.
(CEE: 131)

Moreover, for the Chippewas of Nawash, leadership and strategic decision-making
were foremost an internal decision, and not one jointly constructed with external
allies. In this context, the development of any relationship building and
collaboration with non-Indigenous supporters was confined to tactics and building
support for the specific goal of fishing rights-- their key priority. It did not include
having external allies participate in creating the overall strategy, goals, exercising
co-leadership, nor necessarily building a longer-term sustainable relationship based
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upon ―mutually pursued interests‖ (CFF: 124). Hence, daily racism and a
pronounced backlash from surrounding non-Indigenous communities, limited
financial and human resources, problematic previous experiences of working with
non-indigenous ‗allies‘, and the retention of the political authority of the Cape
Croker community translated into a needed but cautious approach to strategic
collaboration.

Mennonite Central Committee (MCC)-Ontario

Conversely, one of the principal non-Indigenous support groups was the Mennonite
Central Committee-Ontario (hereafter referred to as MCC), an Ontario social justice
faith-based NGO involved in human rights, international development and
Indigenous issues on behalf of their 20,000 member Ontario Mennonite Church of
Canada.316

Residing two hours (150 km) away from Cape Croker, the Mennonites

were a relatively wealthy rural-urban membership with a somewhat conservative
political constituency.

Much of the land they historically own and use in Southern

Ontario was part of a potentially deeper conflict with Indigenous peoples (Six
Nations)317 over the use and control of what was formerly Indigenous territories.

316

The Mennonites are a Protestant Anabaptist denomination reform movement of 1.5 million
members in 51 countries taking their name after Menno Simons (1496–1561), whose writings and
actions were instrumental in forming the church amongst the German-speaking Protestant movements
in 16th century Switzerland, Germany and Holland. Migrating to North America (and later Canada)
in the in the17th Century onwards, they became relatively prosperous farmers, whose religious values
included pacifism, social justice and an emphasis on ‗community‘.
317
An MCC activist (CKK:111) said, ―there are a number of times when a number of us have said
there are at least two places in Ontario where native land aspirations and Mennonite settlements are
going to come into conflict. One of them is the Grand River, the other are those two lakes north of
Highway 21.‖
In particular, the Six Nations reserve near Brantford (Grand River), Ontario is a 20,000 member
community composed of six Indigenous nations (the Mohawk, Onondaga, Seneca, Cayuga and
Oneida and Tuscarora who, had formed ‗The Iroquois Confederacy‘ or Haudenosaunee (‗People of
the Longhouse‘)) who, themselves, emigrated to this area of Ontario from Upper New York State in
the 1790s following American ethnic-cleaning subsequent to the War of American Independence
where the Six Nations had been military allies of the defeated British. By the mid 19 th century, two-
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Notwithstanding, MCC had various personal and community relationships with
Cape Croker stretching back to the 1980s318 and were actively supportive of the
Chippewas of Nawash‘s right to catch and sell fish.

The Mennonites, and in particular, the activist work of MCC, was inspired and
shaped by their faith-based social justice ethos rather than a precise set of political
strategies and analyses. Differently situated economically, historically, socially and
geographically from the Chippewas of Nawash, the Mennonite extended their faithbased social justice ethos to see themselves as both credible ‗bridge builders‘
between conflicting ‗communities‘ groups in the fishing conflict, and as public
supporters of the Chippewas of Nawash‘s right to sell fish.

As such, their peacebuilding approach vis à vis Indigenous peoples was three-fold:
organisational, pedagogical and community-level relationship building. In the first
part, it was an organisational strategy and commitment to develop more influential
external relationships with governmental policy circles combined with elements of
advocacy. As their main activist at Cape Croker explained,

One of the thing we set as a goal about 10- 15 years ago, was improved
relationships with government officials, policymakers that had impact in

third of their reserve land in Southern Ontario (from an original 650,000 acres) had been lost/stolen to
land sales, land leases and settlers. The Six Nations community has been involved in a land
reclamation process (2006 to the present) in Caledonia, Ontario (two hours from Toronto) and has
faced violent confrontations with provincial police and racist factions within the predominantly nonIndigenous adjacent community.
318
As an MCC activist (CKK: 7) said, ―[i]n the 1970s there was the very early beginning of efforts to
recognize that one of the fundamental relationships in Canada that was out of sync for Newcomers
[Europeans] was with the First Nations [Indigenous peoples].
MCC was involved in some failed ‗development‘ projects with Cape Croker beginning in the 1980‘s.
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aboriginal communities…and, when possible, action on the structural- the
role of structure in continuing to perpetuate issues of injustice. (CKK: 206)

Second, MCC as a more critical activist component of the Church had the task of
encouraging critical pedagogy within their own Mennonite community constituency.
Given the liberal and conservative diversity of their Church membership, such an
undertaking was a complex balancing act. First, it was centred on developing critical
analytical ―places of entry‖ (CKK: 96) for the larger Mennonite community in line
with social justice principles rooted in biblical teachings. On other hand, remaining
cognizant of the Mennonite‘s liberal-conservative location politically, also meant
that as activists they faced risks in the form of tensions, potential opposition and
even rejection within their own constituency if they undertook a form of critical
pedagogy or actions that would be judged as ―too radical‖ (CKK: 147). Or, as they
put it, (CKK: 233) ―into territory that even we as individuals if we had been ready to
go to, we didn't think we go there with the level of support that we feel we would
need organizationally.‖

Third, the commitment to a community-level form of building deeper and
sustainable relationships between Mennonite communities and Indigenous
communities was based on steps of introducing elements of the Mennonite
community to the Chippewas of Nawash community through such things as
community suppers, community visits and volunteering to assist building houses at
Cape Croker. Here, as the MCC activist said, ―if it's going to have lasting staying
power, peacebuilding is about communities having relationships at the ‗just folks‘
level. So that was what we were trying to do.‖ (CKK: 33)
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However, the challenge for MCC was to respond to the ‗crisis‘ and violence faced by
the Chippewas of Nawash, most particularly in 1995. This presented a strategic
choice between an (CKK: 273) ―acute crisis-focussed peacebuilding as opposed to
some of this kind of stuff which was more longer range, longer-term, and to build
communities of understanding rather than just avoid violence.‖ As a consequence,

So our energy is much more strategically applied; our limited energy, our
limited resources. If what we [hope to] come up with is a way of coming in
to the fray that helps those...that in some way allows those or encourages
those parties [to the conflict] to find, not necessarily common cause, but to
find ways that a lasting solidly based peaceful coexistence can come about.
(CKK: 234)

As such, the role of MCC in supporting Cape Croker had its own differently situated
standpoint, locations and positions. A series of different peacebuilding approaches, a
varied internal constituency, and limited resources created a particular terrain in its
relationship with Cape Croker. For example, Rick Bauman of the Mennonite
Central Committee (MCC), identified that strategy as indicative of a continuum of
negotiations and potential strategies.

―We in the Mennonite church community needed to find advocacy strategies
that had integrity and real backing in our congregations, and were still of
sufficient strength and seriousness to be helpful to the Chippewas of Nawash.
This was hard work, and at times Nawash representatives felt we let them
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down. But I do think we found some common ground that both educated and
moved our people, and was still ―useful‖ to the Nawash endeavours for a
more just sharing of the resource.‖ (Rick Bauman in Wallace et al. (2010).

Neighbours of Nawash

A second non-Indigenous support base for the Chippewas of Nawash was a
spontaneous ad hoc forming of non-Indigenous individuals in the community of
Owen Sound, a community about 40 minutes away from Cape Croker. The
Neighbours of Nawash (hereafter called “Neighbours”) was a grassroots
community-based organisation with minimal formal structure; a loose affiliation of a
core of 7-12 non-Indigenous individuals expanding to up to 30 people for meetings.
Its formation in 1995 was a reaction to one of the key incidents in the conflict
evolution; the confrontation at the local weekly market by a large crowd of men
angry at Nawash for asserting their fishing rights wherein an Indigenous woman
selling fish from the Cape Croker reserve was a handy target. This spurred these
community activists to initiate some sort of counter public response both to reclaim
the disrupted community space and to support the Chippewas of Nawash as
neighbours in need during a time of trouble.

Their framing of the conflict was itself differently situated as non-Indigenous
community activists located within Owen Sound. First, they understood it as a
factionalized attack against the Chippewas of Nawash.
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The distinction I would make is that they (the Chippewas of Nawash) were
not in conflict with the whole community. There was a faction within our
community that was very ugly and disrespectful, and who sought conflict
with the Indigenous people. ... this was a factionalized conflict, that not all
of us were part of or shared. …the White anglers took up the disruption of
peace, if you like, and entered into conflict. And then it became up to
Nawash to react to that conflict. (CGG: 64-70)

Second, the conflict was understood as a violent disruption of community space
(local market) by a small local elite of men. The impact of those actions were to
polarize the Owen Sound community, bring the Owen Sound‘s majority‘s support
for Cape Croker into serious question, and deprive a common community space of
its joy.

And what happened there just shook me and made me feel so angry… about
a hundred Anglers … filled up the market and literally took over the space
that normally would be most people just buying food, and displaced the
community. Such a metaphor: they ―displaced‖ the community, they took up
all the space. ... An action like that one in the market artificially polarized
the community (CGG: 88)

Framed within that understanding, the aims of Neighbours were both to counter the
effects of conflictual behaviour that disrupted their own Owen Sound-based
community relations, space and identity; and second, to increase their community
support for the Chippewas of Nawash who were their neighbours.
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Hence, Neighbour‘s response to the conflict occurred on a number of fronts.319 The
values and lived experiences of ―neighbourliness‖ were central cultural locations
informing their grassroots activism. In one respect, in their supportive activism with
the Chippewas of Nawash, they were acting as neighbours would to any other set of
neighbours in a time of trouble; that not to help would be unconscionable.

If you asked me what made it possible to do what we did, it was because we
had that deeply rooted sense of relationship over many years. It allowed us
to very easily conceive of ourselves as Nawash‘s neighbours. And so if we
are neighbours, then this can't happen. (CGG: 27)

To simply do nothing wasn't possible. By doing nothing we were implicitly
in support of the position that the anglers took. (CGG: 71) ….And for the
rest of us to decide where we sat on the fence-- if you're in a relationship then
being neutral wasn't an option. (CGG: 64)

Second, their actions as supporters of the Chippewa of Nawash was an intersection
with their own disrupted sense of space in the community of Owen Sound and the
values of being neighbours. As a Neighbours activist defined it, ―[a] rural
community depends on neighbourliness, defined simply and explicitly by
proximity.‖ (CGG: 92)

319

Neighbours organized financial support of for Chippewas of Nawash and opened up a local bank
account for public donations to replace the damaged Cape Croker fishing equipment.
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To that effect, there was a lived experience of locality that informed the basic nature
of their approaches. At the heart of that understanding were the value of being
caring neighbours, ―the reclaiming of a treasured public space‖ (Wallace et al. 2010)
and community discourse, and the representation of their community as respectful
one. Further, that ‗geography of knowledge‘ was exemplified in the recognition that
organizing within a small rural community was itself different.

You know, in a small community we worked through networks rather than,
say, formal organizations...Rural organizing is not the same as urban
organizing. Quite different. Rural is much more relational in nature. (CGG:
154)

Second, beyond creating a counter-discourse to the polarizing actions of a small
minority of anglers, Neighbours their interest was to restore a sense of community
cohesion, internally, and with the Chippewas of Nawash emanating from a
commonality.

Our interest was in it not blowing up. And people having an opportunity to
see that there was pretty common ground here because it had become pretty
evident to us that there was common ground. (CGG: 161)

Finally, Neighbours fundamental approach was a combination of giving a space for
―a silent majority‖ of the community to express themselves, restore fractured
relationships within the Owen Sound community and with Cape Croker, and to
create an alternative narrative space for the Chippewas of Nawash to convey their
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story. As one Neighbours activist recounted, ―[w]e were acting in our own interests
in terms of what can you do in a good way‖ (CGG: 297) and ―what we understood
ourselves to be doing then was creating a forum for a different story to be told.‖
(CGG: 154)

On the other hand, though located differently, Neighbours faced many of same
sources of local opposition as the Chippewas of Nawash in the form of local anglers
connected to OFAH and local affiliates in the Owen Sound region.

These men-who are powerful, men in our community-- and that's a piece that
is sometimes missed in the story. …The thing about the sportsmen club was
that it was the social structure in that community, for the power structure.
Most of the Crown Attorneys, most of the people who were anybody in our
community, were part of that structure. So when they marched as sportsmen
on the social side of our lives, they were also there as the power structure.
And that is a really really important point. (CGG: 89)

Further complicating the context, one key difference for Neighbours was that those
local opposition forces were former friends, neighbours, social acquaintances, part of
a tightly woven rural web of relationships.

Those guys had been part of my life for a long time, and what does it mean to
have fed them, dance with them and then confronted them in the market that
day? To take up a very different position and what does that mean for my
family? (CGG: 86)
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As this Neighbours activist said of the consequences that touched on them personally
and professionally in a way that they were, in part, forced to leave Owen Sound:
―well, I became unable to work in my own community as a result of this work. So I
live this nomadic life because of that in part...‖ (CGG: 34).

The overall consequence for Neighbours of Nawash was a differently situated
perspective and set of relations firmly embedded in the local space. Motivated by
values of neighbourliness, a set of prior personal relations with the Chippewas of
Nawash, and a desire to re-establish a set of community disrupted spaces and
relationships, the Neighbours of Nawash set out to respond to an acute crisis initiated
by a local racist act against the Chippewas of Nawash. Delineated by their
knowledge and relations with a specific local context, their strategy was to create
alternate spaces of public voice, a counter-discourse against a local elite, and a place
of common interests over fishing and the environment.

Canadian Auto Workers

The Canadian Auto Workers (hereafter referred to „the CAW‟) was one of Canada‘s
largest and most powerful unions, representing 60,000 well-paid workers in the auto
industry.320 Their involvement with social justice issues stemmed from a
longstanding organizational commitment to human rights, solidarity and progressive
alliance making.

320

Union figures as of 2006
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The organisation and interpersonal personal relationship with Cape Croker evolved
over a number of years preceding the actual crisis of the fishing conflict through
links developed by a number of key staff at the CAW‘s Paid Education Leave
Centre321 for autoworkers located in nearby small-town Port Elgin (one hour away
from Cape Croker). Specifically, two staff people developed ties with the
Chippewas of Nawash in order to engage autoworkers with Indigenous realities and
issues.322

More specifically, the Union support for the Chippewas of Nawash was based a
longer common history of a ―relationship over course of years developed, especially
with the leadership in Cape Croker‖ (CJJ: 9) and the community through Union
participant community, Cape Croker representative speaking directly to Union
workers and previous support around an earlier issue (burial grounds in Owen
Sound).

The Union, and particularly key staff people at their Port Elgin Union Education
Centre, had a wealth of experience in political analyses, solidarity approaches and
critical pedagogical approaches. Further, ―our union [CAW] has for years been
identified as having social unionism. So issues like racism in the community, the
First Nations [Indigenous] rights come very quickly into the purview of the
Education Department [of the CAW]‖ (CJJ: 7).
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Selected union members would receive paid leave to attend a two week long residential education
program at the Port Elgin centre, Ontario.
322
The relationship with Cape Croker developed through having workers visiting the Reserve and
having individuals from Cape Croker speak at the Port Elgin centre as part of course curriculum.
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Their explicit political analysis and the particularity of their work politically
educating their union members became a part of a ―cross-identity‖ (CJJ: 30)
solidarity and critical pedagogy based on acknowledgement of both difference and
commonality with Indigenous peoples.

The goal would have been, and was ours -- and should be -- the sensitizing
people to certain issues. In this case, we are talking about First Nations
issues, colonialism, and historical rights, collective rights. Because if a trade
union is going to understand collective rights in a collective agreement in a
workplace than it shouldn't be much of a political leap to understand
collective rights in terms out of a community and a history and a history of
oppressed people. (CJJ: 56)

Pedagogically, CAW Union educators facilitated a process of building an alternate
knowledge within their union constituency based upon using a Freirean critical
pedagogy that had union workers use their own experiences together with critical
reflection, ―so if you make that link when you are doing the education... understand
... they begin to see there are issues that they had never seen before... (CJJ: 56)

Underpinning this ―social unionism‖ and critical pedagogy was an understanding of
―solidarity‖ as three-fold. First, ―the goal is to get people to realize that the goal is to
change things, sometimes to defend things, but ultimately to change things.‖ (CJJ:
56). Second, it was based on ―respect where we as the non-native support
community respected their (Cape Croker and any group the Union sought to support)
requests‖ (CJJ: 30). Elaborating on solidarity, one CAW activist recounted,
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Any of these people [seeking union solidarity and assistance] would come
over and say "this is what I need" then I think it was a fundamental respect
that we would say "okay, we will do what we can. It may not be that much
money or convince that many people" but it was the best kind of solidarity.
(CJJ: 26)

Third, the Union‘s strategies were developing supportive relationships between nonIndigenous activists between Cape Croker where actions and strategies ―but at the
same having actions fundamentally were really driven by what they said (Nawash)
they needed‖ (CJJ: 30)

As discussed later in this chapter, the Union undertook, in solidarity, to publicly
support the Chippewas of Nawash strategy of having non-Indigenous people buy
Cape Croker-caught fish in order to challenge the OMNR prohibition against such
sales.323

... XXX [a CAW official] had an agreement with the Saugeen [Chippewas of
Nawash] to buy fish. Not only buy the fish but publicly admit and call the
press in about the fish. (CJJ: 9)

323

Though the fish were later seized from the CAW by the OMNR, the CAW was never charged.
Some months later, the frozen fish was actually later returned by the OMNR to the CAW subsequent
to the judicial ruling. Supposedly, fish was on the Education Centre‘s menu for several weeks
subsequent.
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At the same time, given the Union‘s national leadership support324 and a history of
union struggle for workers‘ rights, the Union was quite prepared to take any risks
associated with the buying of ‗illegal‘ fish and hence, ― it was quite a celebration to
be breaking the law and it got a lot of press coverage (CJJ: 9).

On the other hand, there were local and internal union opposition forces with which
Union activists and the Union had to contend. For example, the Union education
centre was situated in a small predominantly non-Indigenous community, Port Elgin,
not far (20 miles) from Owen Sound.

It was not, however, a pleasant story in the community. What we were doing
was typically very CAW-ish325 and the community [Port Elgin] were very
divided over this issue. There was a tremendous amount of racism,
threatened violence, and there was a confrontation in Owen Sound [at the
local weekend market]... It was just reflective of all the tensions that were
going on in the community about the historical rights of people, fishing
rights. (CJJ: 11)

Moreover, that community opposition extended into local union staff from Port Elgin
who sometimes were not wholly supportive of the Union position.

324

As the CAW educator activist recounted, ―I was willing to do that if the leadership of the Union
was supportive and under Bob White's leadership that kind of action was fully supported. That's a
pretty significant part of the story because though they never came up personally to take part, they
were fully aware of what we were doing and completely supportive knowing there might be charges.
This was about a year before the court ruling which we know vindicated the First Nations that they
had a right to do this.‖ (CJJ: 9)
325
By ―CAW-ish‖, the Union activist was referring to the union‘s tactics of openly confronting
relations of power. The CAW, for some years, was a more militant union in comparison to much of
the Canadian scene.
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Even some of our staff in the civil administration in the area were adamantly
convinced that native people had never fished in these areas commercially
and there are no claims or rights to claims in this area. We had to do a lot of
education with people. (CJJ: 9)

Equally challenging for the CAW were union members who were also members of
the main opposition force, OFAH. Though the Union activists had at that moment in
time the support of the Union leadership,326 that did not prevent significant
differences with their own union membership.

OFAH people had a lot of members including people from our union,
especially autoworkers, who were themselves members of OFAH in their
local communities. So this wasn't hypothetical, they're a number of members
who came up to the program fully convinced having read their OFAH
materials that ‗this was a horrible thing that the union was doing by
supporting people who-you know, depleted resources, didn't take care of it
properly‘---just the complete antithesis of the truth-this kind of racist
misinformation. (CJJ: 12)

The CAW was itself differently positioned and situated in the overall local context:
experientially, epistemologically, and organisationally. It had experienced union
activist educators, formidable organisation resources and a supportive national
leadership. Further, their activists, by nature of their positions, had a mandate to
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One of the risks facing non-Indigenous supporter were their location as situated with a hierarchical
organization where ―what I would say is that unions aren't consistent, they change over time, too.
And depending upon the moment, at leadership will or will not see the importance of taking that extra
issue on. (CJJ: 75).
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extend union solidarity into direct and public support for the Chippewas of Nawash
at the local level. The local opposition forces, both in the community and within its
own union membership, had minimal impact on the Union‘s capacity to take certain
risks.

However, while the legal, political and organisational risks for the CAW were
manageable, it was clearly different for the Chippewas of Nawash and Neighbours in
the overall local space.327 In fact, the differently situated locations, geographically,
culturally and politically meant there were sometimes different but common local
opposition forces as well as subsequent different risks that impacted on strategies.

For the Chippewas of Nawash, the conflict was full of risks and pursing a resolution
of the conflict in a public way meant that few in their community were left
untouched. The determination to continue fighting for their fishing [treaty] rights in
spite of a bloc of vehement local opposition forces lifted the conflict from a latent
stage into a more escalated one. As noted, Cape Croker interviewees spoke often of
the racism they as a community encountered when they went shopping, for their kids
in the school yard and the risk of physical violence as happened both in Owen Sound
market and the stabbing of Cape Croker youth in Owen Sound. Further, there were
negative repercussions upon their workplace relationships and friendships in the
external non-Indigenous communities. Moreover, there were enormous financial
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Some key questions on Risk: How does space or risk impact on the continuum of strategies that
allies will adopt? What are the risks for activists internally and externally to their community? How
does it impact on them? How does it affect their relationships with their constituencies? What are
acceptable levels of risks for organizations (how, why)? Rejection of leadership? How do some
strategies impact allies differently?
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costs and the depletion of scare community resources directed in costly legal fees
and the direct loss of fishing boats and equipment. Finally, there were internal risks
to the community itself in terms of social and political cohesion over the
acceptability of the Band Council‘s very public strategy.

There were similar and different risks for non-Indigenous allies. In a parallel fashion
for non-Indigenous individuals there were severe social, economic and professional
risks (loss of jobs, professional opportunities, careers) involved by partaking in
various strategies or tactics. Explicit support for the Chippewas of Nawash,
particularly in local rural spaces, meant that potential non-Indigenous supporters
were reticent to engage for fear of offending the local elite and the social, economic
and professional repercussions of having done so.328

Non-Indigenous organizations faced differently situated internal risks; an increased
conflagration internally given the mixed and sometimes opposing interests within
their own organizations; the lack of constituency readiness to support certain
initiatives or stances; and the potential impact of a hierarchical leadership ceasing to
support grassroots strategies. These factors impacted upon later issues of strategies,
analysis, collaboration and the capacity/willingness to sustain a relationship with the
Chippewas of Nawash.

For example, class issues with MCC with wealthier Mennonite constituents owning
property under potential land claims elsewhere meant that the organization was not
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This was evidenced by the anonymity of community support when making donations to the bank
account (CGG: 104). Further, there were economic risks for indirect players such as the local Credit
Union (local space) and major Bank who feared community reaction (and loss of business) if they
appeared as an actor in the conflict by permitting a bank account to be opened (CGG: 93).
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simply an ally but a potential direct participant in a similar conflict. This had the
risk of undermining the coherence of being able to support Cape Croker as well as a
greater internal conflict with those land-owning elements of their constituency.

Second, constituents, particularly in MCC (and other faith-based constituencies), did
not necessarily hold the same level of analyses and commitment as full-time staff
activists. That meant that strategies that were more directly confrontational or
explicitly supportive could not be assured of acceptance with the Mennonite
constituencies. Hence, certain actions or stances carried risks for organization
coherency and credibility, readiness to act, and/or a withdrawal of leadership
support.

Third, as experienced by the CAW (and by a nearby Church Minister (CPP) who
was ejected from his organization), the support from hierarchical organizations
depended upon the effective support of top leadership/decision-makers. The loss and
withdrawal of that support, because the grassroots strategies were no longer seen as
in keeping with organization values or philosophies, meant that the grassroots
initiatives of support for the Chippewas of Nawash were at risk.

Further, different strategies entailed different risks for activists within organizations
as evidenced by the CAW‘s organization support for ―illegal‖ fish buying versus the
rejection and dismissal of the United Church minister by his Church for the very
same action (CPP).
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Lastly, non-Indigenous groups such as Neighbours of Nawash and the Mennonite
Central Committee were, themselves, situated differently as Euro-Canadians.329
These larger social relations, deeply connected to power, identity and location,
manifested themselves in activists‘/community members‘ differing priorities,
historical experiences of colonialism, socio-political privileges (class), and lastly, in
their respective approaches, analyses and strategies targets. While these differences
were never explicitly named at the time, they, in fact, circumscribed the development
of collaborative strategies and the sustainability of the relationship between Cape
Croker activists, both Indigenous and non-Indigenous.

Strategies

The differently situated locations, geographies of knowledge, interests, capacities,
and configuration of risks and opposition forces led to a diverse range of strategic
actions and impacts on the conflict. Such strategies and actions also highlighted a
number of differently situated experiences, peacebuilding approaches, issues of
constituency, and ultimately tensions to be negotiated between the Chippewas of
Nawash activist and non-Indigenous activists.

In the Cape Croker case study, many of the specific actions fit into strategies of
building platforms, bridging communities, challenging the influence and coherence
of opposition forces, anti racism and disciplining the public debate.

329

―However, their intersection of identity and class positioned them inside the mainstream discursive
public arena where they could act as change-agents within their own dominant society with certain
privileges of access to resources, media, political power and organizing capacity – tools of power not
equally available to the Chippewas of Nawash.‖ (Wallace, Struthers and Bauman (2010 forthcoming).
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Specifically, these included “building platforms‖330 for Cape Croker voices to be
heard directly in the community of Owen Sound and elsewhere. Included here was
the public profile enabled by public ‗fishbuys‘ that publicly challenged the OMNR
view that Cape Croker was not entitled to do so331. A second strand was “bridging
communities” through social events that developed personal and political
relationships, as well as creating a ―Citizen‟s Inquiry‖ fact-find report on the fishing
dispute332. Third, challenging involved direct confrontation within OFAH‘s
constituency and its political influence within circles of the ruling provincial
government. 333 Fourth, the evolving debate on the utility and local appropriateness
of an anti-racism analysis and strategy captured some of the deep complexities of
difference between Chippewas of Nawash, the CAW, Neighbours and MCC.

330

―Building platforms‖ were terms used by a number of interviewees, especially David, who was the
hub of incorporating allies into the Cape Croker strategy, of creating direct vehicles or platforms for
Nawash as a community to directly communicate to ally audiences. The concept was one of
garnering as much publicity and public support as possible, both as a way of increasing support for
Cape Croker and limiting the opposition force of OFAH.
331
―Fish-buys‖, or buying fish, was the strategy having non-Indigenous partners publicly buy fish
directly from Cape Croker fishcatchers. Its purpose was to symbolically challenge MNR ‗s policy
approach that the selling and buying of Cape Croker-caught fish as illegal and subject to criminal
charges.
332
―Bridging communities‖ was a term used in particular by CKK of MCC, and CGG of Neighbours
to mean a process of building constructive dialogue and common ground between the conflicting
communities internally (between OFAH, oppositional community members and the allies and ―silent
majority‖ supporting the Chippewas of Nawash.) and externally (between the Owen Sound
community and Cape Croker, and the Mennonite community in Ontario and Cape Croker).
Specifically, MCC (and Ecu-Fish, the ecumenical alliance that the supported the fishbuying)
organized ―Citizen‘s Inquiry‖ into the fisheries. Composed of so Faith-based leaders, academic
experts in marine biology and history, and a number of other people with credential in the field. They
spoke to a number of groups such as the OMNR, OFAH, the local sportsmen club (Sydenham), and
the Fish Producers of Ontario and then produced a public report.
333
―Fifth column‖ was the strategy of diminishing OFAH‘s credibility with the provincial
government by surreptitiously joining as a member club and presenting a contrarian resolution to the
annual general meeting in Peterborough (Feb/94)(with the Ontario NDP Minister of Natural
Resources Howard Hampton in attendance) that essentially repudiated the current OFAH policy stand
of opposing Indigenous rights on resource management and indicated that the OFAH Executive‘s
position was not reflective of a consensus within the organization.
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Platforms
First among the strategies between the Chippewas of Nawash and non-Indigenous
activists was bridging platforms. Utilizing public forums, community meetings and
formal educational settings, building platforms was a three-fold strategy geared for
existent supporters to self-educate, develop support among different non-Indigenous
audiences and communities, and provide an opportunity for the Chippewas of
Nawash to directly communicate their perspective in order to clarify their position
and dispel misinformation. In that sense, bridge building combined a peace
education approach with developing potential advocacy constituencies through
expanding the local discursive space to include the discourse of the Cape Croker
narrative.

For one speaker from the Chippewas of Nawash, it was an opportunity to educate,
but more importantly, encourage non-Indigenous people to become active in
supporting Cape Croker.

I would go there [to Owen Sound church-basement meetings] to talk about
the history of fishing, what it means as an Indigenous person, what it means
to be an Indigenous fishermen, and how it all ties into our community, … So
I'm there talking about our issues, trying to get them to bite into our story and
trying to get them to help us in some way. (CBB: 239)

As the Director of Communications for the Chippewas concluded,
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―So building a platform so that First Nations concerns can be heard directly
by the people is very important. And I think that's where non-native groups
have the most effect.‖ (CAA: 91)

Composed of a number of localized spaces (libraries, church basements, community
suppers, union education centre), building platforms was a strategy that met a
number of important elements of relationship building approach and critical
pedagogy for both the Chippewas of Nawash and non-Indigenous supporters.

Strategically, it reflected both an attempt at engaging potential constituencies as a
strategy of having constituencies become conversant with the issues as a step toward
more active support (according to MCC, CAW, Neighbours). For example, as an
MCC activist said, creating platforms via their ‗fish and loaves suppers‘334 was a
―place of entry‖ for their constituents to put faces to conflict and understand it in
very personal ways as well as become ―conversant‖ about the issues ―then to go the
next step up and be organized in a way that is intelligent and informed enough to talk
about‖ (CKK: 96).

Further, platforms sponsored by supportive non-Indigenous groups combined with
those public spaces accessed by the Chippewas of Nawash (local newspapers and
radio) that had a dual effect. First, as noted by the Director of Communication for
the Chippewas of Nawash, such platforms for the Chippewas of Nawash counternarrative were spaces to counter OFAH and OMNR arguments and misinformation

334

Community dinners arranged by MCC between Mennonite communities and fishcatchers from the
Chippewas of Nawash where bread was publicly bartered for fish.
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as a way of clarifying the confused middle ground occupied by many nonIndigenous people (CAA: 98).

When you strip away their arguments the only thing they have left, of course,
is that they didn't like native people taking their fish. And you did that in a
public way in the local newspaper or in the local public radio and things like
that. And pretty soon all the folks who are not sportsmen and who
nevertheless were confused by all the back and forth, began to get the
message. (CAA: 8)

Second, accessing such public discursive arenas had a second effect in ‗disciplining
the public debate‖ and potentially stifling further racist actions. As a Chippewa of
Nawash activist said,

…it is important to influence opinion and what is permissible to say and where.
So to the extent that the Chief was writing letters to the editor and responding to
things, I think that does play a role in disciplining that debate… You might
discipline what they feel comfortable saying in public or doing in public-- like
there was no second incident of throwing the fish guts but that had to be
responded to.
(CEE: 139-140)

For the Chippewas of Nawash, the act of creating a different public discourse took
place simultaneously in the local relations of power. The discursive public exclusion
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and marginalization experienced locally by the Chippewas of Nawash pointed to the
utility of leveraging the credibility of supportive Academics as a proxy voice.

I think that the academic allies are important because they are speaking to a
broader or non-local audience. When you speak locally to them [nonIndigenous people in general], they don't tend to hear it. (CEE: 240)

Positioned differently than the Chippewas of Nawash, non-Indigenous supporters
were able to create spaces within their own constituencies (communities and
organisations) for Chippewas of Nawash to present their narrative, and
simultaneously pedagogically utilize those moments both for a more critical selfeducation and as a foundation for future support within the non-Indigenous
communities. At the same time, such an approach was consistent with their
approach (of bridge building discussed below) to conflict resolution or relationship
building within their own non-Indigenous constituencies.

On the other hand, where it did create tensions was in the significant amount of
human resources it required from the Chippewas of Nawash, already over-extended
as a community, to continually provide public speakers335, and the questionable
concrete impacts it had from the Chippewas of Nawash perspective in terms of
actualizing new activism from non-Indigenous people and/or dramatically changing
local attitudes.336
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As one Cape Croker speaker said, ―[w]e can't send everybody. There are rules to who you can
send because of the money because of the financial situations. So I'm they are talking about my issue
trying to get them to bite into my story and trying to get them help me. (CBB: 239)
336
There is an entire other story also, that of the Chippewas of Nawash‘ relationships with various
National Churches over time, which led them, based on the conversations I had at Cape Croker as
part of the case study, to become increasingly sceptical and disenchanted as to the capacity and
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Fish Buying

Another important site of building platforms was Fishbuying. The act of nonIndigenous individuals publicly buying fish from Chippewas of Nawash in defiance
of the OMNR decision was important for the Chippewas of Nawash for several
reasons.

First, in terms of Indigenous and treaty rights, the issue and importance of selling
and buying fish caught by the Chippewas of Nawash was stated very succinctly by
one fishcatcher at Cape Croker, ―so, even though the Ministry of Natural resources
put a ban on it [the Chippewas of Nawash fishing], I said ―well, I have the right‖.
(CBB: 21).

From the Cape Croker perspective, this was seen as one of the most useful actions by
allies as it had the effect of creating the greatest amount of media coverage locally
and regionally. It also had the impact of giving non-Indigenous supporters and their
constituencies a tangible action to participate in.337 As the same fishcatcher noted, ―I
think that selling the fish brought a higher profile to the stuff ― (CBB: 294).

And, groups like MCC were instrumental in this regard,

And they [MCC] were really valuable in terms of mobilizing their members
around the fishing dispute. They set up a lot of meetings [where we] …
could go down there and sell fish off the back of a truck and then we have a
willingness of those constituencies to authentically, consistently and actively engage with Indigenous
peoples, and Cape Croker specifically.
337
The CAW and MCC (through the local Ecumenical coalition called ―Ecu-Fish‖) were involved in
this.
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big fish dinner and invite the media, invite the MNR. And it was a good PR
[public relations] stunt. And we reach a lot of people… (CAA: 146)

The fishbuys brought the issue back into the public arena of debate and opened up
space to increase public knowledge and support while simultaneously embarrassing
the OMNR and undermining its public credibility for charging people for buying
fish. The negative press coverage incurred by OMNR was also seen as a
contributing factor to the reluctance of OMNR to continue to employ the strategy of
publicly charging people, and threats to charge never materialized.

Yet, the same actions also highlighted other asymmetrical relations of power. In a
differently positioned place in terms of identity and structural racism, the role of
non-Indigenous supporters took on a different meaning.

As one the Chippewa of

Nawash former Band Councillor said,

CFF: They [non-Indigenous supporters] were there in the public relations
buying fish and willing to get charged, and when they weren‘t getting
charged I think that really kind of showed everybody else; if the cops really
felt they were right, they would be in there charging, but they‘re not. What‘s
going on?

Rick: Sort of highlighted the double-standards of racism?

CFF: Yeah. ... (CFF: 162-168)
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At the same time, the issue highlights differences between non-Indigenous
supporters‘s approaches as well as the risks. The more radical social justice activism
of the CAW relished and celebrated in itself being charged by the OMNR for having
bought fish: ―Of course, it was quite a celebration to be breaking the law and it got a
lot of press coverage.‖ (CJJ: 9) On the other hand, MCC‘s constituency was not
prepared to undertake those same ―illegal‖ actions though they were prepared to
publicly and legally barter between with the Chippewas of Nawash community for
fish. Yet, in terms of that constituency, ―exchanging fish that was an act of
resistance-modest and safe and all of that‖ (CKK: 98). Resistance sometimes had a
more serious repercussion when a nearby Church minister was dismissed from his
congregation and was forced to leave his rural community, in part, because of his
supportive public actions of buying fish (CPP).

As a strategy, building platforms, and fishbuys as part of that, were locally devised
initiatives that created as a space for resistance, counter-narratives, political
organizing and advocacy, disciplining public discourse, critical pedagogy, and
collaboration between the Chippewas of Nawash and non-Indigenous supporters. At
the same time, differently situated identities and positions between non-Indigenous
activists and within communities/organisations had a number of affects on their
respective strategies including the ease, unease and risks under which they took
public positions or created internal community spaces.
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Bridge Building

A second grassroots dialogue concerned the issue of bridge building between
disputants; in this case between the Chippewas of Nawash and local opposition
forces, particularly OFAH affiliates in Owen Sound. Reflective of the relationship
building and community relations approaches of MCC and Neighbours, bridge
building involved community meetings in Owen Sound by Neighbours on the one
hand, and the creation of ‗Citizen‘s Inquiry‘ by MCC in Owen Sound and on the
Saugeen-Bruce Peninsula, on the other.

Both examples were illustrative of differently situated strategies and analyses
initiated by non-Indigenous supporters where the interests behind such actions
diverged from those of the Chippewas of Nawash, and in the second case caused a
threatened rupture between MCC and Cape Croker.

Neighbours Public Forums

Subsequent to a prior public meeting338 attended by both local opposition forces and
representative of the Chippewas of Nawash that was seen to have further polarized
the Owen Sound community, Neighbours decided to initiate a subsequent facilitated
community public meeting to ―to bridge the gap between the natives and the nonnatives peoples‖ (CHH: 15). In line with their understanding of rural settings as
relational and values of ‗neighbourliness‘, Neighbours sponsored a second public
meeting with the attending voices of the non-Indigenous anglers and the speakers

338

The Bayshore Inn in Owen Sound.
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from Chippewas of Nawash. Neighbours understood it as something akin to a
―traditional reconciliation kind of meeting‖ based on the view that ―if you could take
a race out of the equation then there was a really strong binding environmental
concern that the anglers and hunters, the Sportsman Club and Nawash shared‖
(CGG: 275).

At the same time, it was a multidimensional contestation of space and narrative. On
the one hand, such an meeting was a means to reclaim a community space previously
disrupted by a racist faction of the Owen Sound elite, and ―especially for the silent
majority to have a chance to hear what was going on and to learn both sides‖ (CGG:
161). On the other hand, it was a re-fashioning of public discourse through ―creating
a forum for a different story to be told‖ and ―an alternative place for ourselves to
stand that was public‖. (CGG: 275)

This ‗bridge-building‘ had parallel but not identical interests with the Chippewas of
Nawash --not because they or Neighbours clashed with each other-- but more that
they had differing priorities based on their different locations. Though the
Chippewas of Nawash ( as discussed later under ‗anti-racism‘) had an element of
interest in better relations with non-Indigenous communities like Owen Sound, their
focus was primarily the leveraging of public opinion in order to support their quest
for unimpeded fishing rights, both for economic reasons and as a political step
towards greater decolonization (CFF: 52).

Neighbours had parallel interests in supporting a diminuation of the conflict and its
impacts on both the Chippewas of Nawash and on their own community of Owen
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Sound. However, at the same time, the key conflict resolution approach of
Neighbours was to promote reconciliation, resolution and to some degree,
transformation within their own community; the restoration of disrupted community
spaces and relations.

Indicative then of their differences and commonalities, Neighbours‘ ‗bridgebuilding‘ was a locally informed negotiation of their community‘s/constituency‘s
pedagogical space that ―was more for our [Neighbours‘ Owen Sound] community
then it was for theirs -any benefit that might come of it‖, but one where the
reciprocity of relationships extended itself. As a Neighbours‘ activist said, ―I was
very appreciative of the men from Nawash coming because for them that would've
not been a very easy thing to do. And they didn't have to do it at all.‖ (CGG:58).
MCC‘s Public Inquiry
The second example element of ―bridging building‖ between communities was
MCC‘s Citizen‟s Inquiry Report focussed on bringing together the conflicting
parties/communities to the conflict by creating a common ground for discussion.
However, while consistent with MCC‘s faith-based approach of bringing
communities together, the Citizen‘s Inquiry Report process became a source of
tension between MCC and Cape Croker reflecting different conflict resolution
approaches and evaluations regarding its utility.

In brief, MCC initiated a classic conflict resolution approach of a ―neutral‖ 3rd Party
engaging the disputing parties and creating a process for mediating conflicting
interests. In part reflecting their own differently situated experience and situation,
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Cape Croker had the view that building bridges was a ―naïve‖ strategy to take with
entrenched ―racists‖, particularly OFAH and local opposition forces aligned with it.
Further, Cape Croker took the position that any negative depiction of their fishing
approach in any such ‗report‘ would result in a ceasing of the partner relationship.

According to MCC (and Cape Croker commentators), the strategy was not overly
successful. Although it gained some local and regional media coverage for a few
days, the Report was rejected by the local opposition forces as being biased and
stacked from the beginning, resulting in further alienation thereby undermining the
very goal it set out to achieve.

Motivated by a general vision of social justice embodied in a religious ethos and
morality emanating from their faith-based perspective, the MCC Citizen‘s Citizen‘s
Inquiry project reflected a number of differently situated peacebuilding assumptions
about the general importance of dialogue and about bridge-building in conflicts. In
this case, the MCC had multiple priorities including supporting the Chippewas of
Nawash‘s struggle, finding common ground between conflict parties publicly
involved in the fishing conflict, utilizing a conflict transformation approach based
upon acting as an somewhat neutral third-party facilitator, and finally, to educate
and engage their own MCC faith-based constituency on the wider issues of
Indigenous peoples.

Rick Bauman, who was co-ordinating MCC‘s support for the Chippewas, recounted:
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―This [an MCC-led Citizen‘s Inquiry on the fishing issues] may have been
the most delicate of all our involvements. On the one hand, MCC leadership
was concerned that we not lead an inquiry process whose results were
predetermined to the extent that they would be dismissed [by local opposition
and OFAH members]. And on the other hand were the concerns of the
Nawash leadership that we not produce a report that was unhelpful to their
goals.‖339

On the other hand, the Chippewas of Nawash were leery of such an effort340 and
their subsequent response showed that they held limits on what kind of dialogue
would be valued, particularly given their past experience with opposition forces. As
one Chippewas of Nawash community activist said, ―They [MCC] kept talking about
building bridges-- well, shit, you don‘t build bridges with racists because the racists
keep blowing them up.‖ (CAA: 92)

Moreover, given the immediate, pressing and specific strategic goals of securing
fishing rights as paramount for the Chippewas of Nawash, they had a clear priority
for any depiction on their perspective stories to emerge in a good light within any
‗public inquiry‘. David McLaren, former Communications Director for the
Chippewas of Nawash, however, had this to say about the Nawash Band Council‘s
instructions to MCC:
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Rick Bauman from Wallace, Struthers and Bauman (2010 forthcoming).
CAA (personal communication, August 25, 2009) said, ―I knew bridge building wouldn‘t work
because of the racism, but also because of the terrific Fisheries Conference we sponsored in the
Spring of 1995 that brought sportsmen together with Natives, academics and gov. In spite of the
messages of that conference (that Native fishing wasn‘t hurting the fishery), the racist backlash of the
summer of ‘95 still happened.‖
340
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―We basically had to say to them point-blank that if you come up with any
recommendations that show a bad light on the First Nations then your
relationship with us is over. So, they were in a terrible spot and I have to
admit that their report was pretty good considering all of that but they weren't
very happy about it because they felt they were being manipulated -- and to
certain extent they were. We had to. The stakes were too high.‖341

The MCC activist behind the project has this to say on reflection:

Was it worth our while? It probably wasn't a brilliant move. It took a lot of
energy. But I think it was supported and taken seriously by band members -those who met with us, at least. But I think our hopes for it were not met as
well. (CKK: 49)

As one activist in Cape Croker also noted,
So, immediately they were put into a really bad situation where they couldn't
really be independent at all without alienating everybody. So, [laughs] what's
the point of a bridge building listening team if it's going to alienate
everybody. …And of course, as soon as their report came out everybody in
the non-native community, like the MPP [Member of Provincial Parliament]
and OFAH, just dismissed it as a propaganda job. And I can see their point
too. And so, you know, you got to be really careful about that kind of a
platform. If you invite somebody in to do that kind of report that‘s supposed
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David McLaren from Wallace, Struthers and Bauman (2010 forthcoming).
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to be independent and true to all sides then it's probably not a very good
strategy. (CAA: 148)
The MCC Citizen‘s Inquiry report proved in the end to be an unsuccessful strategy
for a number of reasons including a mis-apprehension of the local dynamics and a
lack of initial credibility with the parties concerned. More to the point, the tensions
it caused with the Chippewas of Nawash threatened the very basis of MCC‘s
relationship with Cape Croker; trust and respect.

In this particular instance, the geopolitics of knowledge and the differently situated
relations of power at the local level for MCC and the Chippewas of Nawash
respectively, contributed to dissimilar goals and approaches. Specifically, the
differently situated position of the Chippewas of Nawash emphasized fully
implementing their legally- sanctioned fishing rights rather than further negotiating
and/or relationship building (or reconciliation) with local opposition forces (OMNR
and OFAH) who they experienced as intransigent. Conversely, not directly impacted
by the conflict itself, MCC adopted a peacebuilding approach based upon a paradigm
of transformative relationship building between ‗communities‘ and the utility of
―structures for conversation‖ (CKK: 247).

These tensions between the Chippewas of Nawash and MCC over the value and
utility of the specific MCC strategy reflected the consequences of differing analyses,
experiences and strategic value attached to relationship building. Quite simply, the
Chippewas of Nawash strategy was to understand non-Indigenous relationships as a
resources to be leveraged in securing fishing rights, whereas MCC understood their
position and purpose as relationship builders between communities.
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Challenging: OFAH
Unlike building platforms or bridge building, a very different strategic option of
challenging emerged. This third example of differing situated priorities/frameworks
was the Chippewas of Nawash-led strategy, along with non-Indigenous activists, to
individually enlist as OFAH members in an effort to monitor and influence OFAH‘s
policy stances on Indigenous-managed fisheries.342

For non-Indigenous activist groups like the Mennonite Central Committee-Ontario
(MCC), the OFAH strategy presented problems in terms of engaging MCC‘s
constituency as a whole beyond its small professional activist core.

As an MCC activist recalled (CKK: 16),

It was during that point I remember locking horns a bit with XXX [a
Chippewa of Nawash strategist] and saying ―…pushing groups like ours to
go further than we could take our constituency …at the end of the day that's
not really helpful advocacy … unless we truly do speak for a good chunk of
our community‖…

342

. The Chippewas of Nawash-led strategy to join OFAH reflected a number of experiences and
analyses with OFAH over the years. In essence, OFAH was seen as a problematic advocacy group
actively thwarting Indigenous treaty rights and self-determination. On one level, the goal of joining
OFAH individually was to create an opportunity to confront OFAH‘s anti-Indigenous
sentiment/discourse by opening an internal debate within OFAH on rarely challenged positions. At
the same time, not unlike environmental and social justice activists buying shares and attending
shareholder meetings of a problematic corporation, the strategy also reflected a larger political
advocacy goal of disrupting OFAH‘s external credibility and disproportionate influence with the
provincial government and its Cabinet. The purpose was to persuade the Ontario Cabinet that OFAH
did not speak with one homogenous voice but that there existed also dissent in their ranks. Hence, the
strategic goals were not only persuasion or contestation but, for some, one also of disruption from
behind the lines ( the 5th column).
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On the other hand, from one Chippewas of Nawash perspective, the strategic success
of such an action was about eroding the credibility of OFAH with the provincial
government decision-makers, particularly that OFAH was a monolithic voice.

…[a number of Indigenous and non-Indigenous activists] joined the Ontario
Federation of anglers and hunters. We did a lot of strategizing about this
from our point of view and it worked out very well. (CAA: 92)

In part, it was both the differently situated positions that informed both the framing
and responses to the conflict at the local level. Depending upon the location within a
continuum, there were different needs and evaluations of success. Directly
challenging local opposition forces in OFAH was a strategy borne out of long
experience and daily racism experienced by the Chippewas of Nawash, hence trying
to persuade entrenched racist voices locally was seen as an unproductive strategy.
Second, the OFAH action was not evaluated by whether such actions assisted or
strengthened relationship building with non-Indigenous support constituencies in the
longer-term, but rather, how could their participation be leveraged in a particular
strategy deemed useful.

Hence, to a great degree, there were different interests between the Chippewas of
Nawash and non-Indigenous grassroots activists in developing certain strategies that
related back to differently situated motives and aspirations. The result was a
constant negotiation and sometimes, accommodation, of strategies, though not
without tensions and disagreements.
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Anti-Racism
A fourth domain of strategic difference, commonality and tensions was anti-racism.
In this case, grassroots collaboration was affected by the lack of consensus between
Chippewas of Nawash and non-Indigenous activists over how to approach conflict
resolution and build community simultaneously, and more specifically how best to
engage and counter racism within the non-Indigenous communities.

Reflecting the location of their respective constituencies, there were varied
perspectives on the centrality of racism as a cause/consequence of the conflict and
the means to transform it. For instance, there were differing analyses and
approaches as to whether and how to build bridges to opposition forces such as
OFAH, the local sports club, and local Owen Sound elites. The conflicting views
between activists in part centred on whether to frame the core conflict as one of
racism and by extension explicitly naming mitigating actions as ‗anti-racist‘.

A number of key Chippewas of Nawash organizers rejected working explicitly on
issues of racism as part of a Chippewa agenda. Their main concern was not focused
on undoing racism in the mainstream non-Indigenous community. Instead as
mentioned earlier, their priority sought an outcome related to community economic
and political concerns. Transforming non-Indigenous racism was seen as the job of
external non-Indigenous actor within whose communities the problem lay. A
Nawash storyteller, writer and community activist articulated this view:

I stopped doing antiracism work... I don't want to do it because it's not my
problem even though I'm hurt by it and I feel it. It‘s not my problem, and
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XXX being from the white community should do it because s/he speaks the
language, s/he knows the metaphors and people. (CCC: 92).343

The former Communications Director for the Chippewas, offered a non-Indigenous
perspective from within the Nawash community, echoing this position:

It really was the white people's job to take care of their own racism. And in a
certain way, that's the way that I approached it. It was our job, mine and the
churches and whoever else wanted to help. It was our job to deal with the
backlash out there ... (CAA: 7)

By in large, the non-Indigenous allies agreed with that burden of responsibility
resting upon themselves and their communities. The MCC activist put it this way:

We have to own anti-racism as our work. We are not expecting other people
to be the educators of our folks; they may be engaged and may want to be
but, I think, that was the lesson of the last 10 years. We really have to own it
and put the resources in it to do that work ourselves. (CKK: 121)

While there was often a level of common understanding amongst non-Indigenous
activists on the pivotal role of racism in the conflict, it was also differently situated
experientially from the Chippewas of Nawash. For example, as a non-Indigenous
activist from Neighbours reflected years later,
343

As CCC later commented (August 24, 2009), ―One thing I need to be clarified is that the
antiracism work I refused to do was more along the workshop kind –dealing with issues, attitudes,
solutions, etc.; whereas my storytelling as antiracism work was/is indirect, almost subversive, dealing
the same issues, attitudes, etc, but in a ‗non-confrontation‘ cultural sharing. Story telling creates a
‗safe place‘ for sharing.‖
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So then with this analysis of what was going on in the court [regarding the
Owen Sound trial into the stabbings of youth from Cape Croker] it became
much clearer to me a systemic racism and deeply connected to the fisheries
issues. And I had not seen that in the beginning. (CGG: 124)

During that period of activism alongside the Chippewas of Nawash, there had been
little overall group discussion among non-Indigenous activists and so no opportunity
for agreement on how best to counter or transform the racism facing the Chippewas
of Nawash. In particular, interviews with non-Indigenous allies indicated a
significant difference of opinion on whether and how to build bridges to racist
opposition forces. Faith-based and community groups believed there was utility in
engaging foes in dialogue. For example, MCC followed this approach in its efforts
to try to create an independent Citizen‘s report on possible common interests
between OFAH (Ontario Federation of Anglers and Hunters), OMNR (Ontario
Ministry of Natural Resources) and the Chippewas of Nawash.

However, any ongoing dialogue with OFAH was deemed a failure by organizers
within the Chippewas of Nawash who had already attempted a somewhat similar
strategy of directly engaging OFAH at its own meetings (as noted earlier). It was
also perceived as a naïve strategy to believe that opposition was ready to listen,
especially from those who members of the Chippewas of Nawash who had
personally (and as part of a collective identity) experienced the racism first-hand and
for whom dialogue with OFAH as a continuum of emotional and intellectual
violence targeting Indigenous peoples.
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A union, like the Canadian Auto Workers (CAW), historically engaged in solidarity
struggles, was more comfortable in directly confronting racism through explicit antiracist and human rights education than, for example, faith-based groups. As
explained by former CAW union educator Ken Luchardt, ―[a]s a result we engaged
our members directly on the issues of racism against First Nations communities in
the Bruce Peninsula.‖344

On the other hand, as Neighbours of Nawash, based in Owen Sound, were less
convinced of structuring an approach primarily based on persuading the nonIndigenous community of their inherent racism as means for improving relationships
with the Chippewas of Nawash. As a Neighbours activist said, they had a different
understanding of the conflict and the Owen Sound community based on their
―extensive relationships in our own community‖, one wherein ―Neighbours of
Nawash in Owen Sound, did not see the non-Indigenous community as unitary
purveyors of inherent racism‖.345

Moreover, Neighbours felt such actions, centred on an anti-racism approach, would
have further polarized their Owen Sound community.

What [some Chippewas of Nawash activists] wanted to do was more rallies,
much more angry confrontation stuff which may have been the right course
for Nawash. It just wasn't something that we could do. (CGG: 255)

344
345

Ken Luckhardt from Rick Bauman from Wallace, Struthers and Bauman (2010 forthcoming)
Marilyn Struthers from Rick Bauman from Wallace, Struthers and Bauman (2010 forthcoming)
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So we knew what we could pull off. The kind of stuff to XXX [from the
Chippewas of Nawash] would want to do would have been way too
dangerous for us. It would have polarized our communities further and we
weren't doing that. (CGG: 247)

As a result, ―[w]e were not going to form a big antiracism organization; it wouldn't
have flown here. (CGG: 249). Instead, Neighbour‘s strategy incorporated a
feminist-based approach of focusing on the building of relationships rather than
direct confrontation, particularly in a small rural community, ―so, what we learned
through our feminist work was work more quietly in changes of root causes –that
was about relationships.

Additionally, another faith-based organization, Project North346, held the view that
solely focusing on ‗racism‘ did not adequately capture the other structural elements
of conflict (economic, political, legislative, governance) nor the unique aspects of
Indigenous peoples‘ struggles where their inherent rights and land title set their
conflicts apart from others which are solely race-based. Moreover, they contended,
using the term ‗racism‘ as the opening for discussion resulted in even greater
resistance and defensiveness from non-Indigenous community members to crosscultural awareness building (CMM: 25).

Broadly speaking, the perspectives amongst non-Indigenous supporters and groups
varied from the CAW‘s explicit endorsement of anti-racism pedagogy on the one
hand to community-based and faith-based groups‘ reticence, on the other, to utilize
346

An ecumenical advocacy group active at that period. It later become part of KAIROS, a broader
ecumenically-funded organisation.
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an explicit ―anti-racism‖ discourse as a means of transforming the conflict. For
example, an MCC activist compared the difference between the Mennonite
constituency and the Neighbours of Nawash,

...my perception of what they [Neighbours of Nawash] were into and what I
thought our constituency churches would be able to handle, the Neighbours
of Nawash were probably too radical. (CKK: 147)...My recollection is that
they would have been willing to talk race language, racism, [more] than a lot
of our folks would have been comfortable with. (CKK: 153)

The willingness or reluctance to use an anti-racism discourse was explicitly tied to
the degree of being locally situated and the potential for divisiveness and
repercussion in that context. The CAW was not directly tied to Owen Sound or
Wiarton or any particular geography whereas other non-Indigenous communitybased organizations and activists were clearly situated locally. In those contexts,
local activists preferred to use a ‗softer‘ interest-based conflict resolution/community
development approach that entailed finding common values, concerns and interests,
be it at ―just folks‖ level, neighbourliness, or environmentally in order to ―create
movement towards cohesive community action, both within the non-Indigenous
communities, and with the Chippewas of Nawash‖.347

These varied approaches to racism raised a number of critical reflections on
collaboration and the situated knowledges of community-based peacebuilding. For
example, dependent upon the specificity of local situations, the discourse of ―anti-
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racism‖ was seen as a much more problematic language and approach as it was for
Neighbours in their rural ‗relationally-driven‘ community contexts and ―too radical‖
for an MCC constituency. On the other hand, a critical evaluation suggested that the
difficulty in speaking up about racism by local organizers and the faith-based groups
led to a ‗softer‘ approach that missed opportunities to directly confront the systemic
roots of structural inequalities of Canadian colonialism as actively lived in
communities.348

Local

Connected to the situated relations of power and ‗geographies of knowledge,
grassroots activist dialogues and negotiation of collaboration highlighted the
importance of local space, localized knowledge, and local approaches that constitute
‗cultures of difference‘.
In this regard, there is a useful comparison to be made between geographically
embedded non-Indigenous activists (Neighbours) versus those who are externallybased, or regional (MCC and CAW), for they occupied different territory in the nonIndigenous community, both literally and figuratively speaking. Specifically, how
did these local place-based knowledges impact on the appropriateness, effectiveness
and/or sustainability of strategies to build relationships with and within nearby
communities?

A partial answer lies in the differing position of non-indigenous

local activists like Neighbours versus those externally-based allies like the CAW and
MCC. These different situated knowledges and sense of place brought varying
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strengths, limitations and approaches to community-based peacebuilding and
relationship building.

For instance, Neighbours of Nawash strategies reflected the importance of local
space, localized knowledge and a rootedness in a community. Neighbours activists
brought a place-based awareness of local power and community structures, a degree
of their own credibility, status and influence as a community members, a capacity to
identify applicable strategies and a specific understanding of the impacts of
particular strategies upon either further polarizing (anti-racism) or creating potential
building relationships spaces in their community setting (platforms). Moreover, that
knowledge of local context was linked to the particular nature of rural organizing, its
relational and informal nature, and understanding the limits and language of local
discourse. The strength of their differently placed knowledge emanated from daily
lived experience from within their community space .

For example, as a key activist from Cape Croker noted,

And that's another reason why local people are important because they
understand that, and they know that the head of OFAH in Owen Sound is
also the head of the Chamber of Commerce. (CAA: 196)

On the other hand, the strengths of this local knowledge was also limited by a lack of
organizational and financial resources; their inexperience in anti-racism analysis; and
the risks they faced in terms of social exclusion, repercussions and economic
hardship, personally and professionally, within their own community because of
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their solidarity work. Whereas Neighbour‘s local knowledge of appropriate
strategies and attachment to local space offered a different set of possibilities, being
locally situated simultaneously brought limitations strategically, analytically and
increased risk from within their own communities

Less geographically embedded external-based allies, like the Mennonites and the
CAW brought greater organizational strengths and resources: paid staff, regional
communication networks, expertise in campaigning, research, advocacy, and the
capacity to engage memberships numbering in the tens of thousands. They also
could, as in the MCC Ontario case, create broad, community-based public advocacy
events like their participation in fishbuys. Further, the location of externally-based
allies, like the Mennonites and the CAW, offered an organizational and
constituency-based capacity that allowed them to take different risks, such as their
Citizen‘s Inquiry or incur potential criminal charges without the same local
consequences.

On the other hand, they lacked what locally-based activists clearly had; an intimate
knowledge, connection and set of already established relationships within placebased communities. As MCC noted, ―We don't really have any strong Mennonite
churches until you get two hours away from the Cape.‖ This hindered regional nonIndigenous activists in two significant ways. First, the absence of strong place-based
local connections meant they lacked the capacity to combine local and strategic
knowledge to discover what strategies might have been most effective, and second,
the absence of local legitimacy worked against local acceptance of the regional
activities such as The Citizen‟s Inquiry Report.
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As such, from the experience of the Chippewas of Nawash working with nonIndigenous supporters in such a place-based environment, ―… the only people who
can really build in a local community, the only people who can build those type of
bridges if they are going to be built at all, are local non-native activists. (CAA: 196)

Containing both strengths and limitation, the capacities and knowledge of nonIndigenous partners were inextricably linked to their location. Within this, it was
their situated local knowledges (a knowledge of difference) of appropriate strategies
and attachment to local space that offered different strategic possibilities, politically
and culturally.

Partnerships

Hence, occurring in a local climate of acute crisis, grassroots relationship building
between the Chippewas of Nawash and various non-Indigenous supporters involved
a constant negotiation of varied interests, approaches and strategies. 349 Their
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Some key questions on partners and partnerships:
1. Who are partners? Types: Class-based, faith-based, elements of civil society?
2. Who are they likely to be? How are they defined as such?
3. Do people talk of partnerships or is that my language?
4. Why are people partners?: nearness, shared issues, priorities, values>
5. How do partners assess and decide to support FN rights/narratives?
6. What is the process of moving towards a common understanding of some of the
elements of the conflicts? What does it mean to strategize with partners? Importance,
common meaning, process, goals?
7. When are they useful (defined as influential) and when do they diminish credibility?
When are partners useful? When do they diminish credibility of the issue? The
importance of influence within their own community as a key element of strategy. How
partners speak of each other? Respect?
8. What is a group's interest in each action? Eg. not wanting to exacerbate the situate. Or
a strategy? What do they believe they were attempting to accomplish? Eg. "common
ground".
9. Continuum of strategies with allies jockeying for acceptable actions? What strategies
become divisive? For whom? How? (Related to risks, tensions)
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different localities of place and knowledge existed and operated within diverse
organizational, personal, cultural, political, and faith-based/ideological
frameworks.350

For example, from the perspective of activists from Cape Croker, the Chippewas of
Nawash Band Council was already burdened and over-stretched with enormous
community demands.

The utility of grassroots relationships with non-Indigenous

supporters were critically evaluated in terms of their instrumental use to directly
support the immediate and critical goal of achieving unhindered fishing rights.
There were a number of concrete categories where the strengths of non-Indigenous
supporters were seen as having been useful: place-based knowledge and cultural
practices (understanding their respective local contexts and their influence within
their own communities; undertaking certain activities of benefit such as building
platforms and fishbuys); increased resources (material and academic);
understandings of solidarity; and the value of psychological and emotional support
for Cape Croker.351

More specifically, for the Chippewas of Nawash strategically, the importance of a
non-Indigenous support‘s placement locally in terms of influence and credibility

10. Informational needs
11. Any long term change occurring in FN/ally relationship or do they serve mostly
financial/instrumental value at crisis moment? Grassroots organizing cross-culturally
not happening.
12. Changing networks over time (church to?), Sustained by reciprocity?
350

The CAW was working from a socialist (―social unionism‖) union perspective that linked
oppressions and struggles under the rubric of capitalism. MCC used a faith-based ideology and its
Christian values of social justice and peace.
351
Also giving material resources to support Cape Croker: MCC seconded a Research associate to the
Band for six months while the CAW donated office equipment, materials, as well as helping publish
and distribute popular education material produced by Cape Croker.
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within local communities had strategic value in creating space for the Chippewas of
Nawash to articulate a different narrative and counter disinformation.

…to accrue influence is important and one of the things the Neighbours of
Nawash brought is that some of those folks had influence. … and their
names were known well enough to attract some attention and those folks can
build platforms.... (CAA: 90)

Similarly, ―simply by buying fish from our fishermen-- there was a ban -- and that
was really important‖ (CEE: 76). Non-Indigenous ‗fishbuy‘ solidarity was
important for creating space for the Chippewas of Nawash, to publicly challenge the
OMNR ban on the sale of fish.

Another category of strength was the understanding of solidarity by non-Indigenous
forces like the CAW (who brought the strength of understanding the nature of
solidarity work and years of experience of activism in asymmetrical conflicts as in
South Africa) that placed them in a sophisticated and ready-made understanding for
developing political relationships that looked to take direction and leadership from
Cape Croker. (CAA: 137)

Further, from the Chippewas of Nawash perspectives, that ability to follow the
Chippewas of Nawash lead was also reflected in the particular strength of academic
partners, not only in creating and providing important archaeological or biology
information, but also in their capacity to speak to wider audiences outside of the
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local context and the persuasive social credibility they carry contingent on their
status.

Like I think some of our professional and academic relationships [lawyers,
fisheries biologist, cultural anthropologist, historian] are much stronger than
the grassroots….I think that is where there has been the most sustained
relationship and real feedback to the community. (CEE: 191)

Lastly, there was the psychological and emotional support from non-Indigenous
supporters towards a Chippewas of Nawash community feeling ‗under seige‘.352

I think that alliances… are psychologically important at a time when people
felt… people really felt isolated and intimidated, threatened. (CEE: 246)
[Further,] I know people, especially the young people on site, that may been
their first time they may have seen people willing to support them as
aboriginal people in an aboriginal dispute. So I think that was important.
(CEE: 76)

Within these mutual grassroots dialogues, the Chippewas of Nawash saw local
knowledge as having been a key feature of being able to organize and engage
conflict; that activities rooted in that context stood a much better chance of being
appropriate to the circumstances; and that acts of intellectual and emotional
solidarity were possible.

352

―Under Seige‖ was the title of a document written by the Chippewas of Nawash that submitted to
the Ipperwash Public Inquiry held by the Ontario Government ten years after the shooting of an
Indigenous protestor, Dudley George, during a police raid (September, 1995) on a provincial park
occupied by members of the local Indigenous community of Stoney Point and Kettle Creek.
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On the other hand, the Chippewas of Nawash community‘s placement in an acute
crisis of local racism, overstretched internal capacities and the concentrated drive for
unhindered fishing rights also meant that it was not until later that the utility of an
integrated strategy and deeper relationship building with non-Indigenous supporters
would be recognized. As one activist Band Council member said, ―That‘s what was
missing. There was not an overarching strategy.‖ (CFF: 191)353

Challenges and Limitation

At the same time, the Chippewas of Nawash‘s dialogue was a self-generated critical
pedagogy on the challenges and limitations of working with various non-Indigenous
supporters. Among their concerns were the epistemic and cultural challenges nonIndigenous audiences and activists faced in understanding/translating the Chippewas
of Nawash worldview (‗culture of differences‘), but more an inability to develop and
deliver their respective non-Indigenous constituencies as a critical mass for
advocacy.

Epistemically and historically, one of the challenges was the difficulty of nonIndigenous partners to epistemologically understand, retain and represent the
worldview and perspective of Indigenous people. Given the view of the enormous
cultural separation between Indigenous and non-Indigenous societies, it became
difficult to imagine how grassroots activists could then convincingly translate and
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CAA commented again later (personal communication, August 25, 2009). ―For the record, no one
had an overarching strategy for dealing with the backlash. How could we? It was coming fast and
furious and there was no manual: no law, no history, no academic work to guide us.‖
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contest the ingrained cultural assumptions of their own community members or the
(local) power elite.

So that puts non-native allies at a certain disadvantage. Especially if they're
only dealing with the First Nations community on a emergency level. So you
can teach them history, and you can talk to them about the natural right of the
issue, the natural justice, but to get them to truly understand from the First
Nations point of view, to get them to truly understand the significance of the
land. (CAA: 57)

At the same time, one Chippewas of Nawash Band Councillor/fishcatcher (CBB:
236-305) spoke about the numerous informational presentations he gave and the
biggest challenge being the lack of history held by non-Indigenous listeners which
then impacted on any process of strategizing or creating common agendas.

Another of the limitations of working with partners from the Cape Croker
perspective was the partners‘ lack of influence in their own respective communities.
This meant they were unable to influence key decision-makers or garner supportive
high-profile or influential public figures.

So a lot of people [other than the key Chippewas of Nawash supporter] who
want to come up and help are really not all that much help. And quite
frankly, unless they have some sort of influence in their home communities,
they are probably more of a liability. (CAA: 76)
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Second, they were sometimes deemed to be ―liabilities‖ as their own socio-political
marginalization became attached to Indigenous causes thereby contributing to those
issues being dismissed. Hence, their support was not only ineffective but detracted
from the search of Indigenous issues seeking mainstream credibility or attention.

And in one case study conversation, my ‗sandals-wearing‘ influence354 were part of
the critique:

CAA: Sometimes you get these really gung-ho allies and the only influence
they have when they go back is to organize some sort of piddley
demonstration in front of City Hall or the Parliament buildings or whatever.
And yet 50 people and 50 people is pretty big in a demonstration these days.
And the milling about in sandals and placards. While it's almost inviting
scorn, …(CAA: 76)

Rick:--yeah I know I was part of those demonstrations.

CAA: yeah I know you were, and I don't mean to be uncharitable, but it's
almost counterproductive, because they can be so easily dismissed and
therefore dismiss the issues. (CAA: 76-78)

Third, partially tied to the above issue, was the gap between the leadership exercised
by activists and the inability to deliver the bulk of their constituency in actively
supporting Cape Croker‘s interests. So while they might have been organizational
354

Indeed, I was one those demonstrators in Toronto outside the provincial parliament wearing my
well-worn ‗hippie‘ Birkenstock sandals. It was hot that autumn otherwise I would have worn my Doc
Marten‘s.
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support from grassroots activists, their respective membership did not necessarily
engage similarly with it. In the same vein, the lack of the larger community or
membership participation meant that a ―critical mass‖ (CHH: 157) of people never
developed.355 Again, this points to the arena of public discourse on Indigenous
peoples, or the specific issue of fishing, where a counter voice never develops to the
point of seriously challenging a dominant (hegemonic) perspective.

I think of those relationships as interpersonal -- not inter-institutional or even
intercultural. Intercultural in the sense that people belong to different groups
but they don't bring their group with them necessarily; that [Church] Minister
couldn't deliver his congregation, the CAW could not deliver their members.
So you had good people like MCC and Neighbours-- they could get a modest
institutional commitment if you look at money and things like that. (CEE:
125)

Fourth, numerous Cape Croker respondents, especially referring to the National
Churches, spoke about the issue of ―inconsistency‖ , their questionable motives,
passivity and lack of committed resources.356

…truth is that the churches did not want to put a lot of money into it,
anything big. … It always came back to money, it always came back to "we
355

―So like I said, if you can reach a critical mass, you can accomplish things. My view is that we
were unsuccessful in creating that critical mass. (CHH: 157)
356
First, there is a consistent distrust over the motives from Cape Croker to working with elements of
the National Churches or church groups. This is complex and is in parts indicative of the historical
and contemporary relationship between Cape Croker and the National Churches, or churches in
general (Residential schools, past Church support for assimilation). There was/is a general distrust of
the churches motives (continued framework of missionaries, sincerity, consumption of native
spirituality) and their level of commitment (challenges in having the Churches devote resources, adopt
a strategy, timidity to confront and engage their congregation about Indigenous rights and racism).
So, the conflict becomes one of trust over motives, commitment and the historical relationship.
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don't have a lot of money" "we don't have a lot of people don't have a lot of
resources". And as I said "then why are we here?" …It was a lopsided
meeting. And then they were fighting amongst each other about which
church does the most for Indian people to begin with. It was crazy….(CDD:
102) So we get a meeting with everybody having a great talk about how
Indian rights should be acknowledged but no one has much wherewithal to
do anything about it. We had a good meeting though. (CDD: 115)

Tensions with Partners357

On the other hand, there were also reciprocal frustrations and tensions between nonindigenous supporters towards the Chippewas of Nawash (and equally felt by the
Chippewas) concerning differences over analysis (Eg., knowledge of local context
and what is possible/appropriate versus an emphasis on anti-racism) and strategy (
Eg., confrontational approaches such as joining OFAH versus an approach of
building relationships and transforming the opposition).

The conflicting discourse towards the Chippewas of Nawash was centred on very
differently situated locations concerning analyses of confrontation versus
engagement with local opposition forces. For example, in the case of Neighbours, it
involved a conflict of strategy and analysis concerning Neighbours‘ approach to
using a feminist community development approach of quietly building relationships
and dialogue between all factions which was felt to be the most appropriate strategy
357

Key Questions: Partners have conflicts and what does that look like? Where do they disagree and
why do they disagree? What does it mean in this context of creating social movements and alliances?
In the context of colonialism and racism?
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that least polarized their community of Owen Sound (CGG: 255). Similarly, MCC
sometimes saw the Cape Croker strategy as a confrontational of creating an ―army‖
geared to a win-lose approach-- as in the case the Cape Croker strategy of
confronting and disrupting OFAH from within meeting through a 5th Column idea
approach. Moreover, such strategies, even if acceptable to an MCC activist, were
beyond the readiness of the larger Mennonite constituency.

―And so if I look at things and the range or continuum, probably there were
some things over here that we either did or were willing to do [but the
Chippewas of Nawash] would have said "it is not worth it"…. "don't
bother". So in the centre, there are the things that we collectively agreed
upon. And over here are some things they would have loved to see us do and
we weren't quite ready, or able to do, or didn't have the capacity or what ever.
That is probably how I would characterize that relationship. And there was
always a little bit of jockeying in defining what those common places
were.‖358 (CKK: 227)

A fourth area concerned the role of anti-racism as foundation for developing
strategies and agendas. In short, the Cape Croker analysis was that racism was a key
feature of the conflict and need to be directly addressed by non-Indigenous partners
with their constituencies. Others partners felt it was important but a direct
confrontation was less effective than a cross-cultural engagement process that was
more in keeping with their overall conflict resolution approach.

358

CAA offered this remark (personal communication, August 25, 2009), ―This section is important
from a practical point of view. I know I pushed allies to do things that they weren‘t quite ready to do,
but at the end of the day, I (and Nawash) accepted what they could do without a lot of debate. That
kind of ―willing space‖ is crucial in forming alliances.
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Finally, the common grassroots dialogue also included a certain disappointment with
the impact of grassroots community-based peacebuilding in the local context. As
one person from the Chippewas of Nawash concluded, ―I don‘t know to what extent
they reduced conflict…I don‘t think they changed the local perceptions around the
whole thing‖ (CEE: 246). And echoed by Neighbours, ―I think you need a critical
mass to bring about systemic changes and we weren‘t able to do that. (CHH: 119)

On the other hand, the negatives also pointed to the hopes of grassroots communitybased peacebuilding: the ability of non-Indigenous supporters to deliver their
constituencies and local influence, the creation of sustainable relationships of
influence, and a negotiated intersecting of cultural differences and epistemologies.

This category of conflict between partners highlights the ways in which differences
in strategy (efficacy, goals), analyses (appropriateness to the local context and
conflict resolution approaches), decision-making and consultation as it impacts
identity, and trust (commitment to act) interact to produce success, challenges,
limitations and tensions.

Transformation
Lastly, and perhaps the most fundamental challenge and limitation to collaboration
and relationship building was the capacity and requisite of intersubjective knowing
between ‗cultures of difference‘ (Indigenous concepts versus non-Indigenous) and its
implications for understanding issues of power, solidarity and the development of a
common language concerning the land. This was true between non-Indigenous
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activists, within their respective constituencies, and regarding strategies of
relationship building with the Chippewas of Nawash as part of transforming the
conflict.

These epistemic challenges had particular configurations and implications for both
organizing and grassroots relationship building.

For example, as one of the key

organisers for the Chippewas of Nawash put it, there was a ‗mindscape‘ that created
a different Indigenous view and language of the land and the world.359

So, George Blondin [writing] in My Life in the Sahtu talks about the
landscape, becoming one with the Mindscape; the land enters the mind of the
people… It's the way that First Nations people think that is very different.
The way they learn is different, the way they think is different. You couldn't
find two more diametrically opposed cultures. (CAA: 59)

Further, these space between epistemologies, ―puts non-native allies at a certain
disadvantage (CAA: 57) …they don't have the vocabulary or the Mindscape to pick
themselves up from their own cultural references and put themselves in a place
where they can understand someone else.‖ (CAA: 67). And equally important, this
was seen as presenting an epistemic challenge for non-Indigenous activists to convey
this alternate Indigenous world view and influence to other people in their
communities.
359

Regarding sustainability and partner expectations, part of the issue was epistemological; how does
one maintain an alternate understanding given the daily context that is so different and perhaps not
connected (how often do I think of Indigenous reality?). It also connects to developing partnerships
within communities; how does one communicate a reality that is so second-hand? Third, it connects
to locality where our spaces are so different. For example, CAA‘s view was that maintaining an
understanding was too much to ask of allies and that is a limitation on the capacity of partnerships to
evolve.
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So, how then is XXX to turn around and influence people in their
community, especially people who are part of the power structure, part of that
culture, ingrained in that culture like an MP [Member of Federal Parliament]
and MPP [Member of Provincial Parliament]? How are they going to
persuade them that they need another way of thinking in order to deal with
First Nations? (CAA: 60)

Notwithstanding, did organizing in the local space between cultures of difference
require identical epistemologies or were there other means of creating a common
language? For instance, while the specific experience of the Chippewas of Nawash
were understood as not being wholly transferrable nor wholly understood by nonIndigenous activists, some non-Indigenous activists were seen as having a parallel
epistemological capacity in understanding the ‗mindset‘ of Indigenous people either
because of their previous social justice activism elsewhere or because they (Eg.,
CAW activists) understood practices of solidarity, evident in their respect for the
Chippewas of Nawash and the capacity to grasp key strategic approaches. (CAA:
137)

In addition to the potential epistemological intersections and parallels for grassroots
relationship building and potential strategies, the power of community-based
storytelling, individually and publicly, was understood as a space for creating a
different but common language covering counter-narratives, disrupting narratives,
and new narratives of possibility. For example, for one Chippewa of Nawash
community activist, storytelling became a means to disrupt racist narratives and offer
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Chippewa-based ones in a way primarily directed to Chippewas of Nawash but
offering possibilities of difference to non-Indigenous peoples as well, particularly via
spaces created in the CAW union education settings as a platform for the Chippewas.

My storytelling is what I call antiracism work. I do it first of all for my
people. And that non-native people can understand is an added bonus, or are
receptive to the stories, is an added bonus. I do primarily so that our people
[the Chippewas of Nawash] can foster and promote a greater understanding
of ourselves and we are and where we come from and all that wonderful
stuff. And again, for non-natives to promote and foster a greater
understanding of who we are, where we come from, and how we fit into the
landscape. It‘s how I choose to do my work to storytelling and hence the
antiracism work that I‘ve done so far. (CCC: 9)

Similarly, working in the opposite direction within the Mennonite community in
Ontario, MCC followed a similar pattern but based on an appreciate inquiry
approach of resurfacing past relationship stories between Indigenous and nonIndigenous communities.360

On the other hand, I think our best work happens when you can get
underneath that and say ‗there is something to the relationship we have had
with these people‖. And there are some powerful stories around here of good

360

For the role of localities and storytelling, see Freeman, Victoria (2010 forthcoming). 'Toronto Has
No History!' Indigeneity, Settler Colonialism, and Historical Memory in Canada's Largest City.
Unpublished PhD dissertation,, Department of History, University of Toronto.
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relations in the Grand River Valley in the 19th Century; just and neighbourly.
(CKK: 58)

And tellingly, such a community pedagogy of storytelling had implications for a
different discourse about neighbours, historical dispossession and potentially
reshaping local relations of power between Indigenous and non-Indigenous.

―trying to be decent neighbours to each other and that is sometimes going to
mean some major shift in things like power of property maybe in order to
mend those relationships. One of the things that I think is hopeful is that
there are some stories of better times when it wasn't such an imbalance.‖
(CKK: 58)

Still further, the Neighbours of Nawash organized a public meeting (1995) in Owen
Sound including the local Sportsfishing club (affiliated with OFAH) and Indigenous
fishers from Cape Croker that sought to create a space of alternate stories, possibility
and counter narratives, ―especially for the silent majority [of Owen Sound‘s nonIndigenous population that supported good community relations with the Chippewas
of Nawash] to have a chance to hear what was going on and to learn both sides.‖
(CGG: 161)

Indicative of epistemologies of difference and a language of commonality in that
public space, one non-Indigenous activist from the Neighbours of Nawash group
said, ―If you were looking for a common framework for everybody, it would
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probably be ‗caring for the land, a deep deep love for the land‘. I think that is
probably the driver that we all hold in common‖. (CGG: 295)361

Lastly, the power of storytelling becomes the means to recount community-based
peacebuilding, not as a discursive term, but as grassroots community relationships
rebuilding themselves. As a Neighbours activist said, ―that is the only way I know
how to tell the story. It is a story of relationships, not a story of peace building. It is
a story of relationships that tumbles into peace building when you lose the peace,
lose the assumptions about peace that you thought you had. (CGG: 16)

Conclusion
The case study involving the Chippewas of Nawash and non-Indigenous supporters
was emblematic of the larger Canadian conflict while simultaneously serving as a
window into the interaction of Indigenous peoples and diverse non-Indigenous allies
as they responded to specific local crisis moments situated in a much larger macro
context.

This conflict and grassroots dynamics extended beyond simple fish quotas, and into
an examination of relationships in and between communities of difference. On the
one hand, it revealed an entangled relational web of continued colonialism, settler
culture, racism, structural inequality, economic and environmental control over
dwindling fish stocks, and a much deeper conflict over the established Treaty and
inherent rights of Indigenous peoples in Ontario and Canada.

361

Understood as the construction of a common landscape of interests, such a viewpoint later
informed the later organizing activities of the Neighbours of Nawash as they sought to create an
alternate space for consensus between conflicting perspectives.
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On the other hand, the self-generated critical pedagogy drawn from the experience
and reflection of diversely situated non-Indigenous grassroots activists and
Indigenous community members provided concrete examples and insights into how
they negotiated their different place-based, situated knowledges and roles with each
other including the successes, limitations and tensions they faced in that grassroots
process.

In terms of broader movements for social change, or new social movements, this
grassroots dialogue and set of experiences offered lessons in process, strategy and in
negotiating differences. The challenges and hopes the Chippewas of Nawash and
non-Indigenous activists was a complex grassroots dialogue engaged in creating a
common project of support for the Chippewas of Nawash in the context of
differently situated places and knowledges.

First, those grassroots dialogues of collaboration between the Chippewas of Nawash
and non-Indigenous allies contained self-generated pedagogies concerning the
importance of recognizing ‗geographies of knowledge‘, as well as differently
situated group priorities and abilities as requisite building blocks to construct
sustainable relationships across collective identities. Being explicit about identity,
interests and location, both internal to the organization and between allies, could
have provided a structure upon which to negotiate differences and visualize a
continuum of strategic possibilities and roles.
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Second, this case study on collaboration also highlighted understandings on
accepting strategy as an evolving vehicle driven by unforeseen circumstance wherein
activities are sometimes ad hoc and simply arise as a reaction to the ‗displacement‘
of community; the disruption of space as it did for the Neighbours of Nawash
concerning the local farmers‘ market incident. At other times, the diverse world
views and values from which strategies arise, such as the deeply held values and
approaches was reflected in the Mennonite Central Committee‘s tactic of creating
public dialogue through a Citizen‟s Report, or the centrality of concepts of
―neighbourliness‘ and community relations held by Neighbours of Nawash.

Third, the ability to have collaborative strategies and coordinated priorities is linked
to an understanding of an ally‘s capacity to undertake certain actions. The case
study experience indicated a spectrum of diverse strategies, and options for
participation extending from working in tandem where there are convergences, to
choosing to work separately or differently in terms of tactics and priorities.

Fourth, combining the strengths of an ally‘s location, whether it be locally or
externally-based, impacted on the overall effectiveness and appropriateness of
strategies. This was demonstrated when the Neighbours of Nawash‘s public forums
succeeded in engaging factions within a community where MCC‘s Citizen‟s Report
did not.

Fifth, there were critical debates to be negotiated regarding the diverse approaches to
engaging with the behaviours and effects of racism within non-Indigenous
communities towards Indigenous people. This was a place where community-based
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peacebuilding could have been strengthened by processes explicitly naming the
varied positions on anti-racism, and identifying the cultural and political frameworks
held by the Chippewas of Nawash. This in turn might have assisted assist
organizations and communities to outline a typology of localized approaches to
racism.

For me, the research produced some counter-intuitive findings about the efficacy and
impact of these relationship-building, partnership efforts at the local level.
Intuitively, I imagined to hear an explicit discourse on allies, partnerships, alliances,
self-government, colonialism, reconciliation, peace or conflict resolution, and
racism. I assumed that there would be an intense process of inclusive collaboration
on analysis, goals, and tactics. I intuitively supposed that the actions of allies would
be connected into a deliberate set of explicit intentions that had short, medium and
long-term goals and specific outcomes.362 I expected that these efforts would be
highly coordinated and strategically complementary. And I assumed that these
partnerships would develop and sustain themselves over time as part of ongoing
efforts to address larger social issues involving the relationship between Indigenous
and non-Indigenous peoples both locally and on the macro level.

Intuitively, I was not expecting to come across an ad hoc nature of coalition
building, a highly complex local scene, the pivotal role of legal rulings (Fairgrieve
court decision), the enormous diversity but also similarities of thinking, nor finally

362

CAA added (personal communication, August 25, 2009), ―I think that if we had tried this, the
whole thing would have crumbled in un-ending debate, and there was no time for that luxury. It was
best, I still think, to develop strategies on a case-by-case basis, and keep them practical and free of
over-analysis and within the scope of what a group felt it could accomplish.‖
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an ambiguous sense amongst grassroots activists as to whether these efforts impacted
on the local relationships and in what ways.

However, the findings of grounded theory were the findings although they were not
what I had expected to hear in this particular case. What I felt I heard amongst
activists narratives was a lack of overall and common political conjunctural analysis
as well as agreement upon broader strategic cooperation and longer-term strategic
planning. Moreover, though acknowledging how differently positioned as I was
(with my sandals), I did not, however, perceive the creation of a set of sustained
organisational partnerships. Further, it would seem to have been a common
conclusion amongst the Chippewas of Nawash and non-Indigenous supporters that
such efforts were helpful in a limited ways in specific instances but there did not
exist any explicit evaluation criteria regarding the usefulness of these processes and
strategies in assisting short, medium or long-term goals. The cohesion and
sustainability of these efforts at conflict transformation were impacted by the
different standpoints that reflected larger power and social relations embedded in
differently located historical experiences, constituencies, resources and approaches.

While the larger systemic issues of inherent rights, racism and self-determination
still remain contested, the efforts of the Chippewas of Nawash and their nonIndigenous allies did result in each developing complementary strategies, perhaps
limited further community violence, and certainly publicly leveraged non-Indigenous
locations to support the implementation of the Cape Croker‘s fishing rights. The
grassroots collaboration between the Chippewas of Nawash and Neighbours of
Nawash, Mennonite Central Committee-Ontario, and the Canadian Auto Workers
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was a site of exploration and reflection regarding the impact of various forms of
grassroots community-based peacebuilding. Their experiences represented the
possibility, hopes, and contemporary challenges of building peace from the bottomup.363

363

Finally, I am left with further questions such as: would collaboration more effective if they had
been able to clarify and acknowledge an analysis of difference from the outset, and how difference
implicates different motivation and choice of strategies? Would the efforts have lead to greater
strategic collaboration, more effective outcomes or sustained relationships? Or, is the capacity of any
collaboration inherently limited in some ways at the historical moment and the extent of unfolding
crisis?
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Chapter 6:

Grassy Narrows

Introduction

The case example of Grassy Narrows argues that experiences and discourses
between Grassy Narrows and non-indigenous supporters were localized practices of
transforming asymmetrical power from the bottom-up through negotiated
understandings, collaboration and the development of trust delineated by
solidarity.364

The case example asked what could be learned from a grassroots situation where
differently situated parties have different privileges/status at the macro level but
choose to attempt to renegotiate these at the local level. It suggested that reworking
of macro relations of power began at the micro level happens through inverting the
past; to invert the micro marginalized ontology and epistemology of one group,
Grassy Narrows First Nations (Indigenous peoples), and reposition it to a point of
joint leadership and practice with non-Indigenous supporters that offered a counter
point to established relations of power. Moreover, reconfiguring these relations of
power involved building relationships between individuals, communities and
collective identities went beyond one of instrumentality to a more profound
relationship of relationality and trust.

364

The case study research was composed of 24 interviews: 11 community members of Grassy
Narrows, 11 non-Indigenous activists, and 2 representatives from the major forestry company, Abitibi
Consolidated conducted mostly in February-March 2007, with a small number before and afterwards.
See the chapter on Methodology for further information.
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Further, the case example suggested that grassroots relationship building was an
ongoing place-based process and set of outcomes involving a praxis of critical
reflection and transforming practices. Immersed in the asymmetry of power
emanating from the macro level, micro relationships in the local context were
composed of situated standpoints containing multiple meanings. In the case of
Grassy Narrows First Nation community members‘ lived experiences, worldview
and socio-cultural practices were a daily contestation and resistance of asymmetrical
relations of power occurring at the local level. Conversely, non-indigenous
grassroots supporters were often differently privileged, particularly in terms of
relations of power. They were, for the most part, socially position within the
dominant Euro-Canadian society; geographically based in large urban centres and
were mostly university educated, social justice activists. At the same time, nonIndigenous grassroots activists were a relatively marginalized political voice and
smaller constituency within the larger public Canadian arena and hegemonic sociopolitical discourse. For both non-Indigenous supporters of Grassy Narrows (mostly
non-local individuals and NGOs) and Grassy Narrow, these alternative spaces
straddled both the domain of privilege as well as a political periphery.

Lastly, the change initiated at the micro community level was understood as
contributing to an evolving, albeit slow, cultural trend of decolonization driven by
protest, legislative advocacy and community development, and the reconstitution of
wider, more equitable relationships between Indigenous and non-Indigenous
peoples.365 The resulting dynamics engaged diverse ‗geographies of knowledge‘ and

365

See the section on solidarity and the conclusion in this chapter for references supporting this
contention
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had implications for future practices and reworking historically problematic
communal relations between Indigenous and non-Indigenous peoples.

A key site of this complex interplay was the Grassy Narrows‘ blockade of a logging
road into their traditional territory wherein members of the Grassy Narrows
community actively asserted their own meaning into a space long dominated by
relations of colonialism and state attempts at cultural genocide. At the same time,
the Grassy Narrows blockade initiated a localized grassroots process of relationship
building between members of the Grassy Narrows community and non-indigenous
grassroots activists that engaged with the asymmetry of structural power in its local
manifestation. This grassroots relationship building became a complex site/process
of re-negotiating local meanings, collaboration and trust inside a social justice
framework of instituting change from the bottom-up.

Such a reconfiguration of larger social relations at the local level was material and
relational. Materially, it encompassed amplifying the voice, capacities and decisionmaking powers of Grassy Narrows within the larger public discourse, as well as in
the local processes and practices with non-indigenous supporters. Yet, those
material practices were fundamentally relational. They were constructing relational
ontologies, epistemologies and ways of being between Grassy Narrows and nonIndigenous. The very activity of collaborating was a negotiated relationship with
reference to one another –Grassy Narrows and non-indigenous supporters.

Understood as a complex negotiation and emerging joint dialogue, grassroots
relationship building between Grassy Narrows and non-indigenous supporters
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recognized the asymmetrical power relations, and sought to create an alternative
relationship of equity embodied in differently structured localized processes and
practices. Given the historical circumstances, such a grassroots community-based
peacebuilding example had wider implications, theoretically and practically, for
potentially reconfiguring and transforming the long-term protracted social conflict
between Indigenous and non-Indigenous peoples in Canada.366

In particular, the example of Grassy Narrows pointed to trust and solidarity as the
foundation for any vision or practice beyond an instrumental relationship and
towards any potential for long-term transformation. Trust was at the centre of
grassroots relationship building and given the asymmetry of power, a legacy of
colonialism and ‗cultures of difference‘, trust needed to be located and understood in
the first instance as defined by Grassy Narrows and their situation. From this
perspective, any structural and cultural ‗intersection of knowledges‟367 involved
transforming the way indigenous and non-indigenous peoples related, communicated
and acted. Hence, trust became a negotiated process of reciprocity, participation
and equity, as well as an outcome of negotiated meanings, emotional knowledge and
friendship based upon implicit notions of solidarity.

Concurrently, the case of Grassy Narrows highlighted the challenges, tensions and
contradictions inherent in an emerging and ongoing process of trust and relationship
building.
366

As the following will show, grassroots relationship building was neither a

It is worth restating that Grassy Narrows First Nations is a place-based locality with all of its
particularities and specificities. Indigenous communities in Canada are neither internally or
externally homogenous historically, culturally or politically. One might be struck at what might
appear as an ‗essentialized‘ representation of Indigenous peoples‘ spiritual epistemology. While
spirituality and any attachment to particular version is acknowledged as different between and within
communities, this was the spiritual narrative of Grassy Narrows blockaders as they spoke it.
367
Phrase from Eric Johnston, former Chippewa of Nawash Band Councillor, Cape Croker, Ontario.
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smooth nor linear process but involved moments of both reproductive (Foucault
1980; Said 1978) and emancipatory relations of power and practices. The voices of
various Grassy Narrow community activists (―blockaders‖) represented a profoundly
different ontological, epistemological and ethical framework occurring in a shared
space with non-Indigenous Euro-Canadian worldviews. Asymmetrical power
relations and differing cultural practices arose and needed to be negotiated. The
enactment and practice of solidarity occurred in a context of multiple, and
sometimes competing, agendas existing simultaneously both for Grassy Narrows and
with non-Indigenous supporters.368

It was the importance of the engagement and negotiation across power relations in
this context that the chapter explores the existence, meaning and practices of
relationship building at the local level and its potential for transforming elements of
direct, structural and cultural violence.

Key to framing the process of community-based peacebuilding in Grassy Narrows
was the importance of solidarity as praxis and its intersection with trust and
relationship building. First, solidarity entailed a conceptual discourse and set of
self-reflective guidelines for an alternative practice of collaboration and relations of
power between non-Indigenous activist and Indigenous peoples (in this case, Grassy
Narrows). Second, it was a process of lending political and material support to
strengthen Grassy Narrows‘ decolonization, driven in part by constructing

368

What it meant was that groups like Amnesty International, Friends of Grassy and CPT were more
informed by a human rights and social justice agenda; ForestEthics in the first instance by an
environmental set of priorities; Boreal Forest Network and, to some degree, RAN by a dual set of
priorities encompassing the other agendas. The community of Grassy Narrows, as well, had it
heterogeneous views both on the blockade, and towards the leadership and strategy of the elected
Band Council.
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overlapping agendas.

Third, the example of particular NGO supporters was

indicative of what a successful version of solidarity could look like at the
community level and its implications for longer-term relationship-building.

This chapter was organized in eight (8) parts: context, situated standpoints,
solidarity, localized practices (practices of locality), trust, tensions and challenges,
language and a conclusion on impacts.

First, the chapter will begin with a brief overview of the community of Grassy
Narrows; its size, history and current context of domination and resistance. The
impacts of the macro power relations on the local context will be recounted in order
to understand the place-based lived experiences of Grassy Narrows and the context
into which non-Indigenous supporters walked.

Second, the diverse, multiple and complex framings of the conflict itself were linked
to underlying ‗geographies of knowledge‘: socially constructed collective
standpoints situated historically, culturally, ontologically and epistemologically.
These are relevant elements to understanding the conceptual frameworks that were at
play in any negotiated relationship building between Grassy Narrow and nonIndigenous supporters.

Third, within these dynamics, an implicit notion of solidarity became an active set of
guidelines for non-Indigenous supporters as they tried to negotiate the complex
interplay of power at the local level with Grassy Narrows. Unequal and
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asymmetrical relations of power faced by Indigenous people nationally, and Grassy
Narrows in its own locality, were being refashioned through an evolving relationship
between Grassy Narrows and non-Indigenous supporters that referenced an
alternative local knowledge and set of practices where power was open to greater
negotiation in a particular local context.

Fourth, the differently lived experiences and situated standpoints interacted in the
place-based practices between Grassy Narrows and non-indigenous supporters.
Centred primarily around the Grassy Narrows blockade and NGO campaigns, their
experience of working together involved a constant negotiation of meaning and
actions, evidenced in reproductive and alternative practices of power.

Fifth, key to reworking relations of power and building relationships between Grassy
Narrows and non-Indigenous supporters at the local level was non-Indigenous
activists proving themselves as trustworthy. Trust-building was the process of
reworking the legacy of historical distrust and asymmetrical relations of power
through ongoing practices (as both process and outcome) of creating shared
experiences, joint dialogue and negotiated meaning with Grassy Narrows.

Sixth, at the same time, the process of trust and relationship building contained
tensions between emancipatory practices and moments of continued inequality. This
was part of an ongoing challenge to negotiate both power and cultural frameworks.
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Seventh, discursively reflective and evaluative of the complexities of locality,
glocality369, and the differently situated relations of power (and identity) between
Grassy Narrows blockaders and non-Indigenous grassroots activists, they attributed
different and common contemporary status to grassroots relationships between
them.

Eighth, grassroots community-based peacebuilding and relationship-building in
Grassy Narrows could be seen as an ontology of becoming engaged in a practice of
re-organizing asymmetrical power embodied in an alternate paradigm of collective
relationships based on a relationship of reciprocity, trust, solidarity, friendship, and
emotional knowledge. 370

Context

The experiences of Indigenous communities like Grassy Narrows had been
dramatically configured by the ongoing historical relations of structural and cultural
violence directed towards indigenous peoples in Canada. Situated on a 36 square
kilometre reserve in northwestern Ontario, the Asubpeeshoseewagong Natum
Anisnabek (hereafter referred to by its English name of Grassy Narrows First

369

Thierry Drapeau (2010) refers to ―glocality‖ to describe the intertwining and reshaping of global
and local situated places of experience. Glocality involves more than hegemony and resistance; it is
the porous boundary intersecting power, space and everyday social practices where the forms of the
global and local are being independently and mutually produced, influenced, reproduced, contested,
challenged and made alternate. So, too, the shaping and sharing of allies‘ knowledges and concrete
practices becomes a space where the vertical hierarchies of global domination and Canadian
colonialism can be horizontalized and at times reversed, a place where the local practice create
different possibilities and configurations of relationships.
370
The Chapter is driven by the following questions: how were Indigenous and non-Indigenous
grassroots activists at Grassy Narrows negotiating new relations with each other? In what ways did
local processes challenge macro relations of power while simultaneously negotiating and creating
space for both difference and commonality? How were efforts at grassroots relationship-building
altering the possible?
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Nation or simply as Grassy Narrows or Grassy) is an Anishnabe (Ojibway)
community of 800-1,200 people.371

The protracted social conflict of neo-colonialism in Canada continues to be a
contestation, On the one hand, it involved daily lived Indigenous communities‘ (and
individual‘s) experiences of a structural asymmetry of power, racism, legislated
‗apartheid‘ and attempted cultural genocide372, poverty, social implosion, lateral
violence and trauma. On the other hand, there is a powerful Indigenous peoples‘
decolonization struggle involving the resurgence of collective identity, knowledge,
self-determination (economic, political, cultural control and decision-making),
community development and healing.

Grassy Narrows‘ own situation of structural and cultural violence stretched back to
at least 1873373 and extended into the present. A number of historic deleterious
government policies subordinated the sovereignty of Grassy Narrows and established
a hegemony over numerous facets of community life: politically, culturally, socially,
economically and environmentally. Beginning with the nexus of usurping
indigenous sovereignty and government-sanctioned efforts at assimilation (cultural
genocide), the community of Grassy Narrows -and the very land to which its
material and cultural existence depended – faced hydro-electric flooding, physical
371

The Band membership is 1,200 with 800 living on-reserve and 400 off-reserve. Cited in
discussion with Band Council members. Also see, Department of Indian and Northern Affairs
Canada. Registered Indian Population by Sex and Residence 2005. http://www.aincinac.gc.ca/pr/sts/rip/rip05_e.pdf
372
See Chapter 4 regarding the Indian Act of 1876 still in force and the policies of residential
schooling.
373
Under the peace and friendship Treaty of 1873 (also known as Treaty #3), Grassy Narrows agreed
to share the territories while retaining the right to occupy, sustain and use their traditional territory
encompassing more than 6,000 square kilometres.373 The land has a central importance, even
indivisible, and people have an ongoing symbiotic relationship with it culturally, economically,
socially, educationally, medicinally and spiritually.
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displacement, underdevelopment, residential schooling, mercury poisoning and
logging.374

At the same time, beneath that sequence of state-sanctioned violence, was an intense
private community history; a history not just of events but also of place-based
impacts and consequences on individuals, families, children and Elders locally. This
was the level of localized Grassy Narrows meaning, reactions and standpoints
constructed in the context of government colonialism and personal struggles for a
better future.

These deep-seated impacts have been further exacerbated by the loss of control over
natural resources, specifically the widespread development of the non-indigenous
commercial logging in the 1980s and its clear-cutting practices375 resulting in
roughly 50% of the community‘s traditional territory376 having been logged.377

374

This is documented in research in the 1970s detailing a litany of lateral violence including high
rates of alcoholism, suicide, rape, murder, child abuse and neglect all in a small tightly-knit
community of 800 (Anastasia M. Shkilnyk. A Poison Stronger Than Love: The Destruction of an
Ojibwa Community. New Haven: Yale University Press, 1985. p.11-49. Cited in Amnesty).
Shkilnyk‘s is a highly controversial book, much despised within the community and amongst
indigenous scholars for its lack of ethical treatment of the community in writing in identifiable ways,
uninformed consent, and revealing confidences. It is also criticized for its bleak conclusion of social
disintegration rather than acknowledging that community members were also responding in
constructive ways simultaneously.
375
Clear-cutting is a commercial forestry practice still common in Ontario where large swathes of
land are completely deforested and logged, leaving behind empty and devastated environments.
376
The traditional territory of 4000 square kilometres called the Whiskey Jack and Trout Lake Forest
by the province, is relatively untouched Boreal forest. The entire tract of Boreal Forest in Ontario
(See attached map) stretches 1000 kilometres east-west and 100 kilometres north-south and includes
the Grassy Narrow territory. It is one of the world‘s few remaining un-logged forests, composed of
pine and spruce trees, diverse plant and animal life, that is threatened by the level of cutting.
377
http://freegrassy.org/learn_more/the_boreal_forest. Accessed March 6, 2008
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As recently as January, 2006, the community called for a moratorium on industry,
particularly logging, within their traditional territory.378 They pointed to the
contextual history and contemporary nature of the structural violence:

We practice our way of life on our trap lines on our Traditional Territory.
Our way of life has been seriously threatened in the past by residential
schools, mercury pollution, flooding for hydro dams, and relocation by the
Federal Government. Now what remains of that way of life is being
destroyed by clearcut logging of the Boreal Forest for Abitibi and
Weyerhaeuser in collusion with the Provincial Government with and the
wilful blindness of the Federal Government. (Italics original)379

In short, the issue of clearcutting of the forest, for Grassy Narrows, was directly tied
to the larger history of colonial relations. The usurpation of Grassy Narrows‘
historic control and traditional community-based decision-making by the Provincial
Government (Ontario) led to unsustainable government-sanctioned forestry practices
and multinational corporate exploitation resulting in little real economic benefit to
the community whilst inherently threatening their very survival as a people.

378

Addressing themselves to the two pivotal forestry corporations (Abitibi Consolidated and
Wyerhaeuser Trus Joist), provincial and federal government leaders, investors and retailers, they
wrote:
We now declare a moratorium on further industrial activity in our Traditional Territory until
such a time as the Governments of Canada and Ontario restore their honour and obtain the
consent of our community in these decisions that will forever alter the future of our
people.378 (Originally bolded)
379
See Appendix #6 for summary of the Open Letter in greater detail. Copies of the letter and press
release can be found online at http://freegrassy.org/take_action/organize/moratorium/.
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Community Resistance

Since the 1980s, Grassy Narrow community resistance took on multiple approaches
through legal appeals and letters to key Provincial and Federal Ministers, ministries,
and the Forestry companies380, as well as legal action by trappers381, petitions and
public protests382. One of the blockader summarized that frustration,

And as a group at the blockade it seems that we went through phases… first
we tried going through what the government wanted. Their procedures, I
guess you know, writing letters and stuff like that and it didn't work. (GNN:
13)

The lack of meaningful redress was endemic of the structural asymmetry of relations
of power between Grassy Narrows and the Canadian government. This recipient
standpoint of asymmetrical structural violence was articulated by members of Grassy
Narrows as they talked about having tried to negotiate with government structures

380

Chief and Council, together with some community members did attend a single meeting with
Abitibi (Canadian-based international forestry company) in November 2003 in Winnipeg, Manitoba
to discuss various issues subsequent to a campaign of targeting Abitibi‘s retail customer in the USA.
The company has voluntarily reversed itself from an earlier intention to log right to the reserve
boundaries, choosing instead to maintain a 10 km no-cut zone around the community since 2003.
381
In 2000, Sierra Legal Defence Fund, an NGO supporting legal action, undertook a suit on behalf of
three trappers from Grassy Narrows community, arguing that the province of Ontario forestry
practices of clearcutting violates the rights to hunt, trap and fish established under the Treaty of 1873
while simultaneously asserting that the province lacks the authority and jurisdiction to issue licenses
on Grassy Narrows‘ traditional authority. In May, 2006, the Ontario Superior Court of Justice
ordered the Ontario Government to pay the legal costs of the trappers so as to enable the case to move
forward. A full trial will take place sometime in 2008.
382
There were various public protests: December, 1998 at Kenora gala dinner celebrating Kenora as
―the Forest Capital of Canada‖ where Grassy Narrow members demanded proper processes of
government consultation; April, 1999 where Grassy Narrows members slow down and leaflet traffic
on Canada‘ national motorway, the Trans Canada Highway; public protests at OMNR meeting and
Federal Member of Parliament (MP) Bob Nault‘s office, Kenora member of parliament and Minister
of INAC. Later protests included temporarily blocking the Trans Canada Highway and Separation
Lake Bridge, Ontario on July 13 and 25, 2006 respectively; and in Seattle, Washington in the summer
of 2007 outsider the Weyerhauser (American-based international forestry company) corporate office.
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and bureaucracies. Grassy Narrows members experienced the negotiations and legal
approaches with the government as a win-lose situation with themselves on the
losing end both in terms of process and outcome.

[T]hey [Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources] keep telling me that we have
to talk... and I do meet with them. Some times the blocks or area of the wood
that I want to be saved, aren‘t saved you know [whereas],… at the beginning
you know, [OMNR says] ‗we‘ll do a win - win agreement you know…you‘ll
win and I‘ll win.‘ (GHH: 37)... It‘s frustrating ‗cause you give them a
concern and they‘ll open up this big manual--sometimes they‘ll have three or
four of them --and they‘ll look up a section under that gives them permission
to cut [Laughs]. (GHH: 63)

Further, the process and decision-making controlled by the government, who were
party to the conflict. Such a situation inherently produced inequity for Grassy
Narrows.

When we asked the Minister of Natural Resources to put a halt to logging
nothing happened. …Order came down from the Minister of Environment
that ―yes, there will/ may be a halt but we have to do some investigating and
this could take six months. So it wasn't fair at all. (GKK: 445)
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The structural violence and lack of redress383 eventually resulted in a December 2002
Grassy Narrows community blockade of a newly constructed forestry logging road
entering into their traditional territory.384 This blockade expanded in numbers, size,
meaning with continual daily occupation until June, 2004 but still in place currently.
Set up several kilometres outside the reserve, the community-supported selforganizing blockade attracted national and international attention, and at any one
time had anywhere from half a dozen to well-over 150 people participating: other
Indigenous activists, non-Indigenous individuals and a number of NGOs.385

In particular, the blockade by Grassy Narrows community members was the
beginning of a physical presence and substantial support by external non-indigenous
NGOs in a myriad of ways: active accompaniment and violence-prevention at the
blockade site itself, media relations and campaigning, legal advocacy; public
education and access to different grassroots networks and national/international
constituencies; and perhaps most importantly from the Grassy Narrows perspectives,
a sense that they were not alone in their struggle.

383

The Ontario provincial government on September 8, 2007, appointed former Canadian Supreme
Court Justice Frank Iacobucci to begin discussions with Grassy Narrows on forestry management
control, and potential partnership models, logging practices, economic development and provisional
protection for traditional activities. (Cited in Amnesty 2007: 28)
384
Initially begun on December 3, 2002 by three young Anishnabe women in Grassy Narrows, they
felled a tree across a newly constructed logging road entering into their territory.
385
NGOs or community-based support groups included Christian Peacemakers Teams, Friends of
Grassy, Boreal Forest Initiative, ForestEthics, Rainforest Action Network (RAN), and those that lent
support at one time or another: KAIROS, Amnesty International, Sierra Legal Defence Fund. In
addition, these groups were often connected to wider support networks and memberships.
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Situated Standpoints

The grassroots process of collaboration during and after the blockade was an
ongoing process of relationship-building between Grassy Narrows and various nonIndigenous activists/NGOs based upon developing common interests,
acknowledging divergent ones, and creating a process of grassroots interpretation
and practices. Importantly, such a process of grassroots relationship building
illustrated the different and situated ‗geographies of knowledge‘ embedded locally
(place-based). Such standpoints framed the conflict through diverse, multiple and
complex socially constructed collective standpoints. That, in turn, highlighted the
connection between the way Indigenous and non-Indigenous activists understood the
general-local conflict and its subsequent impact upon grassroots relationship
building in terms of defining interests and creating strategies.

Through the blockade, members of the Grassy Narrows community and blockaders
actively asserted their own cultural worldview into a public arena long dominated by
relations of colonialism and state attempts at cultural genocide. Their narratives
were a self-representation running counter to a dominant framing and discourse of
asymmetry that explicitly challenged the unspoken government silences regarding
structural (colonialism, economic, political) and cultural violence (racism, language,
spirituality). Further, those situated standpoints served as basis from which to
negotiate and challenge the asymmetry in relationships both with non-Indigenous
grassroots supporters and as part of a wider strategy of decolonization.
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All of the eleven active community members within the Grassy Narrows blockade
actively asserted that the conflict and the blockade were to be understood in terms of
a collective experience of colonialism and its impact; a lived experience of structural
and cultural violence.

Second, their worldview symbiotically linked their identity to the land and its
relationship as intrinsic to their cultural survival. As such, to understand the
motivation behind relationship building and contestation, as readers and for nonIndigenous supporters, was to comprehend the significance of this relationship to the
land for Grassy Narrows.

Third, the voices of these Grassy Narrow blockaders represented a profoundly
different ontological, epistemological and ethical framework (‗culture of difference‘)
occurring in a shared space with non-Indigenous Euro-Canadian worldviews.

It was the totality of the colonial experience and its impact on Grassy Narrows that
led one of the blockaders to say, ―It‘s about everything‖: family, identity, culture,
colonial history, genocide and recovery.

For me personally it's [this conflict] about the land, my children and their
children. And the fact that a lot of young people in my community don't
have an identity. It‘s about everything…. everything that's around. Like I
say from the beginning when the settlers first came! Just everything our
people has been through. Like poisoning and like all the genocides I guess.
(GLL: 21)
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This postcolonial counter-hegemonic narrative of Grassy Narrows blockaders
expressed a lived experience of structural violence against them that encompassed a
litany of racist government policies, enforced poverty, containment, political
cooptation, a lack of community control and collective rights, broken treaties and
continued efforts at dispossession.

In the first instance, it was framed as the history of explicit structural violence in the
form of confinement, underdevelopment and co-option.

... they want to keep us confined in these ghettos they call reserves. Look
around the reserves, there is absolutely a lot of poverty out there. The only
people that have things are the ones that are willing to cooperate with the
outside government. (GKK: 21)

Then, the structural violence manifested itself as a lack of collective rights and
community decision-making.

We‘ve been asking for recognition and respect. ... We have to be recognized
as a human being with distinct values and needs and government will have to
recognize that. (GKK: 444)

Further, Grassy Narrows blockaders situated themselves within a place of
asymmetrical power manifested itself through a complex contemporary mixture of
racist government policies and alliances with industry.
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And we have the government and industry on one side and us on the other
side, so it wasn't fair, right in the beginning. So that's why I'm saying the
government is making sure white people have jobs. (GKK: 445)

That conglomeration of government/industry forces combined with a state-controlled
process of conflict resolution that further reinforced asymmetrical power relations.

Clear cutting is happening today and we don't have the recognition and
respect as human beings. Because I guess it became obvious when the
Minister of Natural Resources is appointed the referee/mediator. And
referees/mediators are supposed to be neutral. So we have a conflict of
values and here and we have Grassy people and industry… So it wasn't fair
at all. (GKK: 445)

Similarly, cultural violence against the Grassy Narrows‘ ways of life flowed from
unfulfilled treaty promises and broken understandings

When you look at the blockade itself, it is about our treaty rights. But it's
also our way of life. (GVV: 29)

Additionally, Grassy Narrows‘ worldview linked identity and cultural survival to the
land. Grassy Narrow blockaders spoke about the land and its implications in a
symbiotic way; there was no division between themselves and what we (non-
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Indigenous) would call nature, or the land. The land was identity in a relationship
given by the Creator. As one Grassy Narrows blockader put it,

[F]or us our fight is to protect the land because that‘s part of our Creatorgiven responsibility and because also the land is like who we are.
Everything about us is the land. (GJJ: 11)

The land was not an object external to one‘s being. Rather, it was a relationship of
reverence, respect and responsibility.

It was something living, embodied with

spirit(s), ancestors, histories and necessities.

For us it's like where we get our food, where we get our medicine, where we
pray; it's a part of who we are. It's engraved in our spirits and in our blood.
Our ancestors walked through that territory for ever. (GLL: 397)

At the same time, dispossession from the land was simultaneously framed as both
structural and cultural violence; a symbiotic intertwining of land and culture in
which government-sanctioned clearcutting was the last stage of cultural genocide.
Land was not simply where people were, but who they were.

… because the land is us you know. It‘s the final stages of cultural genocide
is like destroying the land. Cause once the land is destroyed then we‘re
runned-off the land and … I think that‘s the intent is to just get us off the
land.

(GJJ: 49)
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Hence, in this context, though the blockade against logging might have appeared to
be about protecting a forest, the blockade had much deeper significance for a culture,
spirit and identity intricately tied to the land.

(laughs) I let each child take the soil and just re-connect with it. They held
that soil like tobacco. And they prayed and then we put it back and I took it
back to the land. None of them know their language. For us to survive as a
people we need to reconnect to the land and to relearn what makes us a
nation. (GPP: 421)

In the context of such structural and cultural violence, the blockade for Grassy
Narrows blockaders was about recouping and preserving a way of life, language and
culture in a post-genocide or continuing reality of attempted genocide.

The

blockade was, in fact, an alternate and counter-hegemonic discourse.

It‘s almost like the blockade is where you realize who you really are, you
know. (GQQ: 222)

It's basically like I'm re-learning myself, because for the longest time I put
everything on the back burner and more or less accepted everything. (GVV:
31)

… our traditional way of life. …We're trying to preserve whatever is left of it
… essentially for the culture and language to be passed on to our own
children. That's pretty well the main issue beside all the other devastations ...
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the pollution in the water, for one thing, the relocation [and] before that, the
residential school system and its just like everything that comes together—
the genocide, like everything else, all those thing come in there… (GQQ: 29)

The blockade became more of an internal Grassy Narrows‘ process of asserting their
own situated standpoint, lived experience and ways of being. Hence, a deceptively
straightforward comment was actually filled with much more complex meanings
such as when someone said, ―Oh, I think it‘s all about the destruction of the ah,
forest…all around our community you know, and our traplines too‖ (GHH: 19). In
point of fact, it was a cultural discourse for a ―holy place‖ (GHH: 25) intimately tied
to a collective way of being that is under immense threat.

The lived experiences of asymmetry combined with situated standpoints,
ontologically and epistemologically, to create specific understandings of the conflict
within a ‗culture of difference‘. Both the framing of the conflict and Grassy
Narrows self-initiated blockade were localities of contesting a dominant discourse
and asymmetry of power.

Solidarity, Trust and relationship building

Given the assertion that grassroots relationship building was relational in character
and embodied in practices and negotiated localized knowledges, the essence of local
practices and solidarity was understood as the reconstitution of trust and power in
relationships, particularly from the Grassy Narrows‘ standpoint. In this way,
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grassroots relationship building was an ongoing localized practice of discursive and
material negotiation between Grassy Narrows and non-Indigenous supporters.

The status and strength of that relationship building could be seen in the identifying
key requisite constitutive elements of a new decolonizing relationship. Hence, nonIndigenous supporters were obligated by semi-articulated principles of solidarity to
understand and negotiate with Grassy Narrows‘ situated standpoint, collective
worldviews, values and motivations.

Hence, one of the chief frameworks informing non-indigenous own situated
knowledges and constructing practices at the local level was the concept of
solidarity. This was a particular conceptual terminology in non-indigenous support
groups that functioned as a set of political-ethical principles and corresponding
actions in supporting and working alongside Indigenous communities. These
guidelines of solidarity constituted a complex set of ethics and practices geared
towards building alternate relations of equity at the grassroots.

Solidarity was premised upon countering and transforming dominant relations of
power through a participatory process of collaboration between groups. In this
situation, a politically marginalized group, like Grassy Narrows, led their own
struggle and way of development whilst their own situated knowledge, capacitybuilding and political efforts were reinforced by the actions of non-Indigenous
supporters.

Solidarity was a conceptual discourse for non-Indigenous activists that

acted as a measure to compare theory, practice and purposes.
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In a general sense, solidarity was defined by one non-Indigenous activist as, ―[d]oing
our best to make their struggle our struggle, to lend support‖ (GCC: 148). More
specifically, solidarity was supporting Grassy Narrows‘ right to decide and define its
own outcomes, in part recognizing that every community was highly contextual in
spite of similar struggles. Solidarity was then a collaborative practice conceptually
embodying [Grassy Narrows‘] community self-determination as a fundamental
principle of dismantling macro power asymmetries and local relationship building.

[s]ome organizations will only support in indigenous people issues if the
indigenous people want the same thing that they want as an outcome. And I
think when you're in solidarity with the [Indigenous] community that you
support their right to choose whatever outcome they want. (GDD: 165-166)

One Christian Peacemakers Team (hereafter referred to as CPT) member spoke
about the inherent difference in power between themselves (and other ENGOs) and
Grassy Narrows, both as place-based urban environmentalists and as situated in a
larger social hierarchy.

In the position that I find myself in relation to grassy and other indigenous
communities in general I think, is so easy for ‗allies with privilege‘ from the
mainstream to alter and run the local agenda. If so easy to decide that that is
‗oh, that is an environmental issue, so I want to see Grassy Narrows declared
a park‘. …. That the urban activists are in a position to determine what
alternatives to clearcutting, it becomes just another form of colonization.
(GCC: 20)
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And the efforts to disable those potential impacts through changing the authority of
narratives by ―serious listening and …practising not talking.‖ (GCC: 29)

Supporting choices made by the community itself about their own direction involved
notions of solidarity for non-indigenous supporters. In part, that meant asking
diverse elements of the Grassy Narrows community what was needed based on
―developing good relations with the leadership there‖ (GEE: 15) including the Band
Council and the blockaders.

But it's not for me to decide what happens there. It's not for me to dictate. Its
for me to do what I am asked to do and certainly provide any advice that I'm
asked for but what people do with that is not up to me. (GDD: 594)

The concept of solidarity was a moment of greater reflection on pivotal points of
knowledge and power, and in particular non-Indigenous activists asking themselves
with whom were they in solidarity with and from whom to take guidance; the entire
community or segments of it? In practise, one non-indigenous activist concluded it
was taking guidance from those Grassy Narrows community members who were
willing to work with it.

[S]o we started discussing … about who exactly we were in solidarity with
…. And I don‘t think we ever fully answered that question. And the way we
tended to answer it was that the people who were interested in working with
us, who were in the blockade, who we would take guidance from. But when
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there were conflicting things coming from the community, we had to address
that. (GBB: 85)

Inversely, the solidarity was also framed as not necessarily relying on Grassy
Narrows to provide all the direction or initiatives. This was synonymous with the
Anishnabe cultural philosophy of giving somebody the information and letting them
decide autonomously what to do (GKK: 231). One key non-indigenous activist
recounted the scene.

I remember one time a student asked FF [Grassy Narrows community
member], ―what can we do to support you when we go back to Hamilton?‘
And he replied ―whatever you do will be fine‖. And the student pressed him
and FF said ―you'll figure it out‖. So they had a solid valid idea of what the
allies need to figure out and what they, the protagonists in a struggle, needed
to figure out. And they just refuse to be baited into giving advice. (GCC
:107)

Solidarity then was a recognition by non-indigenous supporters of a relationship that
was about becoming supportive allies in a struggle that was defined (and framed)
and situated by the community one was seeking to support, in this case Grassy
Narrows.386

386

This is confirmed by one of the Grassy Narrows blockaders, ―Yeah. We usually…when they ask
us that, we usually say, um, "It‘s up to you about what you want to do." We don‘t really ah, say you
know, ‗do this, do that.‘ It‘s whatever you can do.‖ (GJJ: 224)
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Solidarity also involved an explicit reversal of macro level power and state-directed
development where agendas were imposed and community decision-making
restricted. Instead, solidarity as a practice within community-based peacebuilding
was principled upon supporting the power of the community to decide its own
strategies and goals. At the same time, it is not without its tensions, particularly in
terms of choosing with whom to be in solidarity in a divided or heterogeneous
community, particularly when there a major discordant between Grassy Narrows
community members/activists and the Band councils.

Solidarity as a principle moved beyond the discursive and combined with local
alternative community approaches, processes and practices informed in
contradistinction to the dynamics of structural violence embedded the macro
relationships evidenced with government and forestry companies. This showed itself
in alternative processes between Grassy Narrows and supporters around four
elements: processes of consultation and decision-making; developing strategies;
roles; and overlapping agendas in strategies.

The process of consulting and decision-making with Grassy Narrows was
fundamental to the development of a relationship of equity and the autonomous
space to participate, make decisions and direct the implementation.387 In particular,
non-Indigenous practices of solidarity were exemplified by the Christian
Peacemakers Team (CPT). All eleven of the Grassy Narrows blockaders

387

The opposite approach has been referred to in government-sponsored consultations with Grassy
Narrows (and FN in general) where joint decision-making is not part of the process.
Yeah, even consultation that's just them coming to say ―okay this is what we're going to do
to your land. It's not up to you this is what's going to happen anyway. I don't know why
people even try asking for that. Consultation is just for them to come and say, ‗oh that‘s
what we're doing.‘ (GLL: 445).
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interviewed praised Christian Peacemakers Team (CPT) for their approach to
collaborating and creating respectful decision-making with Grassy.

Christian peacemakers‘ teams… did a really good job with communication
between us and them and other groups… we made decisions for the
community but they never tried to persuade us to look at things another way.
They're sort of like two bodies working together, two groups working
together. Decisions were made by us and the Christian Peacemakers Teams
just flew right into the plan. (GKK: 181)

Christian Peacemakers Teams (CPT) people described the process they used at the
blockade,

In some ways when CPT wanted feedback from people, we would organize
our meetings at the blockade so off reserve and out of prison.388 We would
arrange transportation for people who couldn't make it, who didn't have a
way of getting there…. We would cook a bunch of chilli usually and invite
people to bring other things. And we would clean the roundhouse out and
light two fires. Then we would all eat together, chat and just hang out for a
couple of hours. Then we would have a sharing circle. That was our format
generally. And we might have a couple of questions we wanted people to
respond to. Or, just say "what's on your mind about CPT these days?" So
that was the mechanism that we employed. .. The other one I have already

388

It‘s not an uncommon parlance in Indigenous and solidarity circles to refer to reserves as
analogous, or in fact as actual prisons or more metaphorically as prisons of colonialism.
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mentioned which is sort of more one-to-one chats in the bush or at the store
or fishing. (GCC:105-106)

For other non-indigenous supporters, solidarity, as a practice of re-organizing power
between themselves and Grassy Narrows, also involved consultation and
collaborative decision-making. In particular, this was understood as a process of
―generating ideas, fleshing them out based on our knowledge of how those systems
work‖ then ―bringing them to Grassy Narrows …and see which ones they want to
give us the go-ahead to work on.‖ (GTT: 92).

That's something that we hear, if you are in on the scene, but it's a really
important point to take direction from people who are on the front lines if you
are a supporter, not to go in with all these assumptions and force your ideas
on anybody or anything. (GAA: 33)

Solidarity within relationship building also involved negotiating processes and
strategies in that space between a more process-oriented Grassy Narrows approach
and a goal-oriented non-indigenous approach. As one non-Indigenous activist said,

I‘m not sure if we could have strategized better with them, but I think I would
give more time to discussions around strategy. I think were prone to setting
up a meeting and discussing strategy for 40 minutes and going home, rather
than going around to people‘s houses, having a coffee with them, and
allowing more things to come into play, and being more patient with the
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process. We thought about it, but we tended to prepare our ideas, organize
meetings and just weren‘t patient enough. (GBB: 193)

These practices of consultation were understood as respectful collaboration defined
as participatory, inclusive of diversity and as a process-practice of reorganizing
power in framing and making decisions. It was a fundamental negotiation of
meaning and action at the grassroots level.

Just as processes of consultation countered and positioned alternate locations of
decision-making, so did processes of developing strategies and actions that actively
looked to expand the power and influence of Grassy Narrows. There were strategies
of solidarity employed collaboratively and independently of each other ( Grassy
Narrows and non-Indigenous supporters). There were two main foci: blockade
support and wider strategic actions.

The first element involved directly supporting the Grassy Narrows at the blockade
itself. This involved media relations support, mobilizing international and national
networks, supplying materials (food, building supplies), maintaining a continuous
physical presence and witnessing (CPT) as peacekeepers.

The second element was NGO strategic support and campaigns in the external public
arena beyond the blockade: economically, politically and educationally that included
direct action, public advocacy and education, legal and political pressure. One
strategy combined fundraising with public education (Friends of Grassy in
Winnipeg), another was media (websites, information flow, press releases, capacity
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building skills), campaigns to pressure corporations (Boreal Forest Network (BFN),
Rainforest Action Network (RAN): banners, access to company officials, targeting
sales), international lobbying and reports (Amnesty International); Legal challenges
on behalf of trappers (Sierra Legal Defence Fund), mobilizing networks of support
(BFN on Action Alerts), trying to expand the local set of potential allies (Fiends of
Grassy on meeting with unions, CPT and street theatre and local churches). These
strategies and actions at the grassroots level were understood as actively supporting
Grassy Narrows in the specific of preventing logging in their traditional areas, as
well as enabling their re-working of an asymmetrical power relations in the larger
context by expanding the material, strategic and political means at its disposal.

As part of solidarity and strategically supporting Grassy Narrow, blockaders and
non-indigenous supporters made reference to respecting the specialized roles that
each could play in such a way that respected differences, emphasized respective
strengths and avoided reproducing subordination. Hence, renegotiating power at the
local level entailed non-indigenous supporters being able to understand their role not
as key leaders but as components of a Grassy Narrows strategy.

And it‘s not uncommon to people to come in to Grassy, especially white folk,
who say ‗I‘ve got this project that‘s going to save your community‘ and try to
be outsiders who have all the solutions and who try to start bossing people
around in a way that‘s really not respectful of the work that‘s being done
there. (GBB: 21)
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Frankly, I think you should be a component. I think you should be a
component. I don't think that taking this paternalistic approach to
communities is appropriate. (GDD: 109)

In the same way, solidarity and negotiating power relationships also involved
developing overlapping (not identical) agendas that respected differences while
supporting similar interests between Grassy Narrows and other non-Indigenous
agendas. This approach produced a synergy and system of parallel beliefs (GTT:
34) that reinforced their common understanding to protecting the land and the
people, as recounted by a non-Indigenous supporter and Grassy Narrow blockader
respectively.

And I think for YYY [an NGO] -and me within YYY-- is about connecting to
and seeing that struggle. And the overlap is that neither of us want that land
destroyed by industrial development-- be it for future generations or
historical genocide and present genocide, or ecological values. (GRR: 48)

I think what was important for me was that people had the same beliefs as we
did, and that they believed in what they were doing. (GVV: 198)

And for Grassy Narrows community members, part of CPT‘s practice of solidarity
involved reciprocal teaching and learning was a practice of trust and building a
relationship.
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That was one of the good things about CPT [Christian Peacemakers Team]
and why I felt so comfortable because, the learning and the teaching that was
happening, it wasn't just Grassy teaching them, it was also them teaching us
their values as well, and what they believed in. Its not to say that control,
that they were there to control, or for them to say, this is how you do it, it
wasn't like that. There was a mutual understanding there. There was a mutual
learning there. (GQQ: 200)

In sum, there were three main conclusions concerning the importance of solidarity as
praxis as a basis for re-negotiating the larger historical asymmetrical relationship
between themselves as representatives of the dominant Euro-Canadian culture and
Indigenous peoples, specifically Grassy Narrows.

First, solidarity was about the envisioned nature and alternative practices associated
with developing a transformed relationship of equity between non-Indigenous
supporters and Grassy Narrows, driven in part by constructing overlapping agendas.
It entailed a conceptual discourse and set of self-reflective guidelines for an
alternative practice of collaboration and relations of power between non-Indigenous
activist and Indigenous peoples (in this case, Grassy Narrows).

Second, it was a process of non-Indigenous grassroots activists lending political and
material support to strengthen Grassy Narrows‘ decolonization. Solidarity was a
discourse based upon an explicit recognition that processes of decision-making and
strategizing were intimately connected to collective issues of power. More
specifically, solidarity was enabling Grassy Narrows to direct their own campaigns
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though extending political and material support, and lastly, following a collaborative
process where Grassy Narrows‘ leadership and self-determination were central to
building relationships for social change.

The example of CPT was indicative what a successful version of solidarity could
look like at the community level and its implications for longer-term relationship
building. CPT‘s approach and actions showed the possibilities of a consistent
relationship at the grassroots built on concepts and practices of solidarity and the
way it engendered trust, longer-term relationships, and developed empowering
approaches based on social transformation. As representatives of the dominant
(white Euro-Canadian) culture, CPT‘s approach of solidarity and grassroots
relationship building became a complex process of re-negotiating meanings,
collaboration and trust inside a social justice framework.

Trust

As a key approach in building grassroots relationship between Grassy Narrows and
non-Indigenous activists, solidarity was relational in character and embodied
negotiated place-based practices and situated localized knowledges. Moreover,
solidarity was interlinked with the very essence of local practices understood as the
reconstitution of trust in relationships.

On the other hand, the legacy of Canadian -Indigenous relations had left a profound
sense of disappointment and distrust for Indigenous peoples towards EuroCanadians. This presented a challenge at the local level where the Grassy Narrows‘
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historical experiences of relationships with non-Indigenous peoples had occurred in a
context of asymmetrical racism and relations of power. As a consequence, any
development of trust between Grassy Narrows and non-Indigenous supporters was
set in a deeply problematic context.

As the following section shows, grassroots relationships building and negotiated
dialogues between Grassy Narrows and non-Indigenous activists had to account for
past discordant practices, even at the grassroots. However, simultaneously, they
sought new relationships of possibility, reciprocity and transformative cultural
pedagogies. Such a negotiation of trust flowed from those implicit guidelines of
solidarity and social justice.

Trust was a deeply problematic area as explicitly stated by Grassy Narrows
members.389
As one community member put it,

… you know, because you've been mistreated for so long by these people,
how are you supposed to trust these people even though they come there as
your supporters, or allies? (GQQ: 176)

389

10 of the 11 Grassy Narrows interviews spoke about issues of trust as important. In part due to
the semi-structured nature of the interview, it was the theme of trust was explicit but twice it was in
term of mistrust and one person spoke about in terms of being able to work with certain NGOs.
Examples:
―I guess me, it comes back again with because with going back to the history. Even going
back as far as treaties. Maybe even going further back, in the days of Columbus, I think that's
where trust was lost along time ago from the Natives towards the non-natives. (GQQ: 172)
Like I grew up in a residential school… And we learned about them [Euro-Canadians]…but
they didn't learn about us because they were too busy trying to assimilate us and civilize us.
(GNN: 245, 246)
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In the same vein, it was a challenge for Grassy Narrows blockaders to envision what
exactly a new relationship with non-Indigenous peoples would look looked. Such an
experience was just a beginning.

... it's probably because we haven't actually experienced that yet. Why we
can't answer it. It's something that we would have to learn from to. …Just
like how we're learning now since the blockade started. (GNN: 245- 246)

In this context, for members of Grassy Narrows, transforming the historical mistrust
required ongoing shared experiences and understandings between themselves and
non-indigenous people as lived proof. Trust (and solidarity) was not just a word but
a number of actions sought from non-Indigenous activists (GHH: 561) that included
six categories: direct experience of Grassy Narrows cultural existence on the land,
commitment and participation in the blockade, exhibiting a sense of shared values
and contextual understanding, communicating with honour and honesty, not
usurping Grassy Narrows leadership role, and pro-active participation in Grassy
Narrows‘ ceremonies.

First, trust was negotiated by the way (actions) non-indigenous supporters proactively participated alongside the Grassy Narrows community, experienced its way
of life, and exhibited a lived empathy.

These were people that actually did things with you. Some of them even lived
at the blockade, on the reserves with the people. They went hunting with you,
they went fishing with you, they did all of the things with you that you were
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trying to protect. These were people that you know, actually living the
lifestyle you're living. These were people that slept out in -40 weather in
January and February and knowing, the things you have to go through. I find
that is where a lot of that understanding came from, from them knowing what
you're going through, with them being there and experiencing it. (GQQ: 196)

Another facet of trust for Grassy Narrows members was the level of non-Indigenous
commitment and participation in the blockade, indicative of respect.

… I mentioned there was a lot of people coming and going, and because the
people from Grassy was always there at the blockade, and with all these
people coming and going, that‘s where this trust issue came. We have these
people here, where do these people come from? Who are they? Sometimes
these questions were brought up, because like there were so many people
coming and going and that's where this trust issue came from… (GQQ: 224228)

Again, CPT‘s work was acknowledged as specifically deserving of trust.

Like what I said with the CPT, they were there from the very beginning
when the blockade went up and right till the end. To me anyways, they were
the people I could trust. They were the ones I could develop a close
relationship to as friends. ...They weren't people who were just there one day
and gone in the morning.
(GQQ: 224-228)
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A third component was knowing that a non-Indigenous supporter shared a
corresponding set of values and beliefs about the context and political situation of
Grassy Narrows.

And to me, in order for me to trust someone, I have to get to know them, I
have to be in the same like, knowing what my beliefs are and what my rights
are, I have to know if that other person agrees with what I believe in or at
least is at the same level of what I believe in. (GQQ: 180)

A fourth area of trust was honour and speaking the truth about representing Grassy
Narrows.

Yes! I expect everybody that's involved in the struggle to be as honest as us.
To be truly honest...They cannot exaggerate; they cannot lie about our
struggle they have to speak the truth. (GKK: 157)

The theme of non-interference and autonomy was very much a Grassy Narrows‘
cultural and political value. Set within a context of colonialism and asymmetry,
respecting the role of Grassy Narrows‘ leadership at the blockade was pivotal for
trust. Taken up later in the chapter under the theme of tensions at the grassroots, one
specific example highlighted the erasing of trust when Grassy Narrows‘ lead role
was displaced by a non-Indigenous activist.
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What we kind of got from XXX and YYY [NGOs] was that they kind of used
us for their own publicity. (GLL: 237)…And in the end I see that s/he was
there for his/her own glory. And I could never trust her/him, and s/he knows
that. (GLL: 262)

Sixth, another major dimension of negotiating trust was non-indigenous supporters
participation in ceremonies390 as a key cultural aspect of Grassy Narrows
relationship-building. Their participation was understood by Grassy Narrows
blockaders as representing a desire to understand Anishnabe and come together in a
relationship of equals. (GLL)

A lot of times, what I've seen, they wanted to be a part of what was going on.
They wanted to learn, they wanted to be there to experience, and in order for
them to experience that they had to participate, it was their choice. (GQQ:
220)

Ceremonies

The significance of Grassy Narrows‘ ceremonies as an important cultural and
political practice was grasped by non-indigenous supporters.391 Specifically,
invitations and participation in ceremonies were understood as a sign of honour,
engagement and intercultural negotiation; a space for developing trust, building

390

Ceremonies was defined earlier as spiritual cultural forms of healing, prayer and collective sharing.
Drumming, singing, sweats and sharing circles were a few of the ceremonies mentioned.
391
9 of 11 non-Indigenous activists spoke about it, either explicitly (7) or implicitly (2) in talking
about the nature of developing relationships. However, not all non-indigenous supporters (numbering
in over a hundred) activists who participated in some way over time at the blockade chose to do the
same –particularly those who weren‘t as intimately involved in the long-term.
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relationships and sharing differently situated knowledges. At the same time, the
shared space of Grassy Narrows‘ ceremonies also functioned as a self-generated
critical pedagogy; a border-crossing between parallel mindscapes, and reflections on
‗cultures of difference‘.

Hence, grassroots non-Indigenous activists spoke of ceremonies as part of a
relationship building process guided by solidarity but founded upon actions within
that supported the development of trust between themselves and Grassy Narrows. In
particular, four (4) elements combined trust and self-generated critical pedagogy:
participation in Grassy Narrows‘ ceremonies, cultural communication and ‗speaking
truthfully, reflecting upon their own situated power and ‗white‘ privilege, and the
importance of reciprocal learning.

In particular, in this ceremonial space of practice, a willingness by non-Indigenous
supporters to engage culturally with Grassy Narrows was taken as indicative of a
genuine interest in building new relationships of curiosity and respect. As one CPT
activist said,

Yeah, they [ceremonies) did [play an important role in relationship building].
It wasn't necessarily whether you participated in them or not, when invited or
not, but it is how you respond to invitations to participate in ceremonies.
(GCC: 72)

As the same non-Indigenous activist said ceremonies were a practice that helped to
navigate the border-crossings of contrasting worldviews and understandings. It
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reinforced previously mentioned concepts of ‗speaking truthfully‘ and intercultural
modes of communication.

You know, there is such an emphasis on…speaking truthfully. There is a
very high value put on revealing your thoughts and your feelings. The
sharing circle is based upon that and that's why it functioned I think in
organizing setting in that when people invite non-indigenous allies into the
circle; its because that is a place of truth telling. Your ability to speak
honestly -- maybe not articulately, but honestly-- in that sacred setting is
something people value. (GCC: 91)

Simultaneously, trust was a practice of deep engagement with the personal and
political side of identity focussed on a commitment to developing an ongoing
relationship with Grassy Narrows.

I think I learned a lot from listening to them. In some ways I tried to adopt
that style of communication both of them and communicating with people in
Grassy. You make the personal and the political, I think. All of you is there.
That‘s what people trust. If you can be 100% present then the relationship
can grow and develop. (GCC: 32)

As another non-Indigenous grassroots activist re-affirmed,

And we have been able to laugh and share about our lives with each other in
this non-formal ―I-will-never-understand-you and you-will-never-understand-
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me , but here we are going to try way‖.. And I think this space of ceremony
is one of those places where that has really happened for me-- that there has
been a genuine interest on both of our parts to share parts of our culture in
this ―I really care about you and you really care about me, and we want to
know each other's space‖. (GRR: 75)

Negotiating a vision of trust, collaboration and relationship building emerged
through a process of mutual learning. Learning together involved a relation of
reciprocity and commitment from both non-indigenous and members of Grassy
Narrows. In the first instance, it was non-indigenous supporter examining their own
privileges in a separate process of critical reflection and, second, the community of
Grassy Narrows making a decision to invest in that relationship.

Yes, you need to find somehow the strength and the dignity and the
communication skills to be able to navigate those differences and uphold that
position of respect to work with people in all kinds of different places. This
requires of us with white- skin privilege or colonizor-privilege to do a bunch
of our homework outside that setting. So I feel very lucky and privileged that
people took the time to educate me in that way. And it was overtly stated
‗we know you will be around for awhile, it's worth educating you‘. So the
other white people in the community, teachers, CPT people who were there
for a month-- they [Grassy Narrows] didn't invest energy into those
relationships. (GCC: 65, 66)
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That added to an opportunity for self-generated critical pedagogy for non-Indigenous
groups.

I think this is a community that has taught a lot of lessons to [NGO]
campaigners in terms of how to interact with an indigenous communities.
(GDD: 503)

In the case of Grassy Narrows, the politics of trust were such that Grassy Narrows
community members though welcoming of external supporters, were also wary;
historical experiences had not been re-assuring. As such, place-based relationship
building was involved in a reversed asymmetry of trust; non-Indigenous supporters
were negotiating a contemporary trust by overcoming a historical distrust with the
ultimate decision-making regarding trust with Grassy Narrows.

Grassy Narrows members articulated trust as evidenced by actions, shared
understanding and a reciprocity of learning. Trust was, in its essence, an ongoing
practice of equity, commitment and respect. Non-indigenous supporters were aware
of this joint discourse around trust and their participation in differently situated
ceremonies and cultural communication was a recognition that local space was more
than contestation; it was a performative space of alternative practices, knowledges
and relationships.

Trust in this context was a process (reciprocity, action, participation) and outcome
(friendship, emotional knowledge, negotiated meanings) located at the centre of local
grassroots relationship building as a foundation for any vision and practice beyond
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instrumentality. In sum, the enactment of solidarity occurred in a context of
multiple, and sometimes competing, agendas existing simultaneously both in Grassy
Narrows and between external supporters.392 Solidarity, trust and relationship were
intertwining processes that had inherent value in altering power relations and
building relationships at the level of the local.

Tensions and Cultures of Difference

The case of Grassy Narrows also revealed the challenges, tensions and contradictions
inherent in an emerging and ongoing process of trust and relationship building.
Grassroots relationship building both for Grassy Narrows and non-Indigenous
supporters
was neither a smooth nor linear process. Rather, it involved moments of both
reproductive power and emancipatory practices that needed to be negotiated across a
spectrum of different locations, understandings, and strategies.

There were four main categories of tension for members of Grassy Narrows: NGO
attitudes and behaviour that reproduced the larger social relations of inequity;
external practices of decision-making and organizing that clashed with community
practices; and a mistrust over motivations and commitment to relationship building;
and a positioning of voice, framing and authority that subordinated Grassy Narrows‘
sovereignty. How -- if it all-- were these elements negotiated?

392

What it meant was that groups like Amnesty International, Friends of Grassy and CPT were
informed by a human rights and social justice agenda; ForestEthics in the first instanced by an
environmental set of priorities; Boreal Forest Network and, to some degree, RAN by a dual set of
priorities encompassing the other agendas. The community of Grassy Narrows, as well, had it
heterogeneous views both on the blockade and towards the leadership and strategy of the elected
Band Council.
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The Grassy Narrows discourse about tensions referred to non-indigenous activists‘
attitudes and behaviours that emulated historical relations of colonialism. This came
in the form of the ill-informed understandings of community's sophistication.

...sometimes there still is that superiority…attitude that comes through at
some point, you know… (GPP: 506)

And they [particular NGO] seemed to be interested in what.. um, making
the…giving us ideas about how to move the community forward a little bit.
It almost like they thought we were ten years behind or something. (GHH:
245)

A second area of tension was the non-indigenous organizing and decision-making
practices that ran counter to Grassy Narrow approaches. Structured and formal NGO
processes clashed with Grassy Narrow approaches that valued informality and time
differently. In that context, formal meetings was seen as undermining collaboration
and community participation from some Grassy Narrows perspectives.393

Like when they say, ―You have to develop a needs assessment‖…or
something you know, and then it‘s …it‘s such like a rigid format …so
sometimes you know we have to step in and say, ―Stop, you know, that‘s not
working for us.‖ And they‘re [NGO]starting to know that. We do things
393

The dissimilar approaches to organizing highlighted a particular non-indigenous process that
excluded Grassy Narrows community members. A NGO process of fixed times (7 a.m. the following
morning) and organizing that demanded a different type of mobilization and resources (availability of
cars to transport people who often don‘t have cars) meant that Grassy Narrows people couldn‘t
participate as that was not how they organized themselves.
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differently. And our time is slower...we do things slower. We need to check.
We need to observe and see, you know, where things are going. It could take
years, you know, for us to come up with a comfortable room where we can
say this way or that way about something, you know. (GPP: 248)

Third, the tensions that arose in those practices had larger ramifications in
reproducing feelings of disempowerment, colonialism and mistrust. For example,
one key blockader disagreed with a particular NGO‘s organizing process as it put
her/him in a difficult position of having to hide things from his/her own supporters.
More importantly, such a process left her /him feeling Grassy Narrows community
disempowered by not feeling in control and having a choice to participate or not.
Regarding a particular public blockade action,

[T]hey [certain NGOs] wanted to keep it quiet that we were going to be
blocking …like really hush-hush. I feel like from the very beginning we
never had anything to hide. And I felt like for the first time I had to hide
from our own supporters. I felt like they were doing what we were fighting
against -not giving these people their own choice if they wanted to be
involved or not.
…I felt like that made us look like we weren't in control [rather] that they
were. (GLL: 323)

Similarly, tension arose in the midst of an action where one NGO‘s decision to
vacate a particular blockade implied a deep sense of disrespect for the sovereignty
and integrity in the eyes of some Grassy Narrows activists. It contradicted an
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understanding that the Grassy Narrows protestors had had about the level of
understanding and support about Anishnabe territorial sovereignty (GLL: 227).
Further, the NGO act of leaving the blockade in the face of police threats was
understood by some Grassy Narrows members as the NGO having reduced the
meaning of the conflict to a simple environmental one rather than one of sovereignty
and identity. It created a contradictory message as to whether non-Indigenous NGOs
were there for environmental priorities or to support Grassy Narrows‘ claims.

Fourth, the power asymmetry of representation was seen as reproducing itself in the
process of communication between the protestors (Anishnabe and external NGOs)
and the police whereby Grassy Narrow people were relegated to the back. That
positioning of voice had the consequence of media coverage centring on the NGO
message in spite it having been a Grassy Narrows-led issue. This had the effect of
reducing the opportunities for Grassy Narrows community members to be
empowered and control the process, a sense of their having being used, and
ultimately, undermining a sense of trust so key to negotiating future joint
collaboration.

What we kind of got from XXX and YYY [NGOs] was that they kind of used
us this summer for their own publicity. That's how I see it because all over
the papers it was like XXX was led…. It wasn't Grassy Narrows… and
meanwhile they were getting all the direction from the people at Grassy
Narrows. It was like ―oh we did this; we did that, look at us. (GLL:
237)...Well, the way I look at it is that we could still use them the way they
use us.
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(GLL: 268)

Indicative of differently situated non-Indigenous cultural ontologies, NGO
imperatives, organisational and cultural patterns of organizing, and larger relations of
situated power, the Grassy Narrows discourses on categories of tension positioned
certain non-indigenous supporters‘ attitudes, behaviours, processes and actions as
fundamentally disempowering, disrespectful and inducing distrust. In terms of
identity, power and subordination, each of those tensions occurred with their own
complexity and consequence for impeding relationship building and trust.

Conversely, there were five (5) broad areas of challenge for non-Indigenous
supporters that impacted on building relationships and strategies that, similar to
Grassy Narrows, were reflective of differently situated ‗geographies of knowledge‘,
cultural practices and lived realities. Non-Indigenous grassroots activists‘
narratives indicated an internal negotiation and self-generated critical pedagogy
around culturally organized processes of decision-making and organizing; lived
realities on a reserve; NGOs as organisational structures; disconnects in crosscultural understanding; and the power relations of respect.

In a general sense, non-indigenous NGO views were cognizant of the existent of the
differently situated nature of themselves and Anishnabe communities like Grassy
Narrows. Their discourse reflected the view that different cultural paradigms and an
asymmetry of power created practical challenges in processes of working together.
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Differing cultural approaches impacted on decision-making that in turn created
challenges for negotiating a framework for action. The dissimilar life experiences,
framing, cultural perceptions of time, processes of acting, and decision-making
ontologies were ongoing moments of negotiation and learning for non-indigenous
supporters at the local level. As one non-Indigenous activist said, ―[t]here‘s been
lots of challenges‖ (GTT: 97). On one hand, this included different Grassy Narrows
community decision-making processes and criteria based on a starkly different
ontological and epistemological references than those of non-Indigenous activists.
For example, as another non-indigenous activist experienced, there were different
social processes of community decision-making that were not necessarily visible to
non-indigenous supporters. Not privy to much of the history of those Grassy
Narrows community discussions, what seemed like a ten minute conversation had
been going on for decades. The result was a community dialogue process that was
culturally invisible/opaque for non-Indigenous activists.

I actually always feel like we don't have a good window into the thought
processes behind the organization of the blockade. …Because from our point
of view, the planning period was very brief. Things were just appeared to be
spontaneously happening but clearly-- although they were improvised-people knew each other for generations. They were not organizing with
strangers. So they have a way of doing things that just gelled and coalesced
without needing to articulate all the ground rules or common understanding.
That was already in place and invisible to me. So from the ally perspective,
you know, people [Grassy] talk about a blockade for about 15 years and one
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day it suddenly appears and is a new one every five days after that. How
does that happen? [Laughter] (GCC: 100-103)

Moreover, whereas the Grassy Narrows blockaders‘ cultural notions of time
focussed on long-term priorities and conflict transformation framework that spanned
hundreds of years, an NGO campaign was set within a sense of shorter-term urgency
while mediating internal organisational priorities and resources.

Back to the time thing – there‘s a times scale issue. People from Grassy
Narrows recognize clearly that this is a 400 year old issue, that it‘s been
going on their whole life and will continue, whereas people at XXX have a
need to show results to their funders, to motivate their activists, to show that
they‘re making progress and not just blowing against the wind. A five-year
time horizon is probably the furthest XXX could think ahead. We have a 200year plan, but it‘s not how decisions are made day-to-day. So a lot of us see
an urgency that is not necessarily the urgency that Grassy Narrows sees, even
though they‘re the ones feeling the direct impact of what‘s going on. And that
obviously affects approaches and decisions and how they‘re going to be
made. (GTT: 108)

Further, one non-indigenous supporter identified that decision-making ontologies
and epistemologies were a space where the particularities of a European/Western
rationality and scientific method mismatched a Grassy Narrows blockader
framework of decision-making based on a process of emotion and ethics (that
something feels right) informed by spirits and dreams. These situated frameworks
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translated into practices of decision-making that were organizationally and culturally
different. An unresolved cultural and structural tension this presented a challenge
for a non-indigenous NGO wanting to plan with predictable and precise time frames
for specific campaign actions.

I think you could say there‘s been more western style of decision making
that‘s viewed as rational where you can collect pieces of info that need to go
into it, the parameters of what we‘re trying to influence, what resources we
have at our disposal and make the best decision. The decision is made in
advance of the action taken and then it‘s followed through on. Whereas at
Grassy Narrows I think – at least with a lot of the people whom I work with –
emotion plays a much stronger role. People want to make a decision they feel
good about, which is not necessarily made with the rational weighing of
objective factors. (GTT: 106)

At the same time,

There‘s often a spiritual factor in the decision, so dreams can affect the
decision, visions, experiences in your day that have personal significance,
and always people do what feels right at that time – they don‘t decide the day
before what they‘re going to do tomorrow, they don‘t say a week in advance
‗we will go block this road in a week.‘ Even on a speaking tour they don‘t
take notes in advance or write a script. They get up and say what comes to
their heart. (GTT: 107)
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Taken together, these different processes and criteria for decision-making produced a
number of constraining elements and tensions for the development of joint objectives
and the development of relationships between resulted-based funder-dependent
NGOs and a differently structured Grassy Narrows approach.

A second domain of tension and negotiation for non-indigenous supporters was the
lived reality of Grassy Narrows community members - a reserve community394
where daily survival and limited resources was enmeshed in a historical structural
violence. The structural challenge of material poverty and daily demands of
community members‘ lives resulted in a limited capacity to feed into the functional
approach of external NGOs

On the time one, we‘re used to working with people who are chained to their
desks – other NGO works or people in the corporate world or students who
have internet access multiple times a day, cell phones, landlines – from
whom we expect responses to inquires in a day or two, and of whom we
expect that if we leave two emails or messages and they aren‘t returned, that
we‘re being spurned. But in Grassy Narrows, some people don‘t have a
phone in their home. If they do have a phone, you might be leaving a
message with their niece or who knows who and who knows if it got to them,
and even if it does get to them, the core people at Grassy Narrows are
parents, grandparents, traditional land-users, holding down regular jobs,

394

A ―Reserve‖ is a relatively small parcel of land reserved exclusively for the use of an indigenous
community but that is wholly under the Indian Act‘s jurisdiction and ultimate control.
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running an activist campaign on a wide range of issues, dealing with crisis
management, having all kinds of things on their plate – so they may or may
not get back to you that month. (GTT: 99-100)

Non-indigenous activists were cognizant that these structural issues constantly
threatened to overwhelm community capacities to act. The ongoing history of
structural violence articulated earlier in the paper resulted in Grassy Narrow
members being situated in a reality of day-to-day survival and healing.

Well, you're certainly not going to get consensus very easily in indigenous
communities, largely because when their small communities are seriously
impoverished in most cases. …To get people to, one - to think about what
they want instead when their dealing with the day-to-day struggles is very
difficult to get people to focus on alternatives. And [second], it's just
impossible to expect that you're going to have more than a handful of people
who are in a position to take the time to think their way out of this problem.
(GDD: 218-219)

Consequently, non-indigenous supporters were required to rethink their expectations,

To expect that you‘re going to get a lot of proactive community involvement
beyond a handful of people I think it's unrealistic when people are dealing
with these kind of daily struggles. It's just not going to happen. So I do think
it would be great if communities could more proactively work to build
consensus within their own communities about what they want as outcomes.
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But, I don't think in a lot of cases it's very unrealistic to expect that kind of
involvement. (GDD: 220)

Both Grassy Narrows and non-indigenous NGOs manifested differing cultural,
ontological and epistemological paradigms. This intersected with differently situated
lived realities that created a complex site of negotiating collaboration in terms of
processes, decision-making and strategies.

A third tension and challenges emanated from within the non-indigenous
organisations and their internal organisational processes. NGO organisational
priorities, planning and campaign cycles, hierarchal decision-making structures, and
funding issues led to miscommunication, gaps and dysfunctional approaches with
Grassy Narrows.

For instance, non-indigenous organisational structures and hierarchical decisionmaking processes created challenges and gaps in working with Grassy Narrows.
This could be seen to impact on trust and relationship building. Not only was the
NGO organisational practices unfamiliar to members of the Grassy Narrows
community but given that trust was a highly relational, the relationship of an
individual non-indigenous activist with Grassy Narrows could be challenged by the
organisational demands.

Any kind of project requires a different kind of timeline and approach to
deadlines and to flow than what is usual at a non-profit. Also, in terms of
decision-making structures, it‘s a challenge for me in that I‘m the person they
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know and see and have a relationship with, and yet I don‘t have ultimate
authority in my dealings with them – I often have to say "I have to take that
back to my boss or to my team to discuss". A lot of the factors that go into
decision making – things like budgeting, the need to fundraise, accountability
to the board and members, public perceptions of our organisation and our
work – aren‘t factors that folks at Grassy Narrows are used to taking into
account. (GTT: 101)

Fourth, there were actual fissures and breakdowns in knowledge that reflected a
cultural and organisational disconnect and spaces of detachment. One such area for
non-indigenous supporters were their own personal gaps in understanding the lived
experience and impacts of asymmetrical power relations for Grassy Narrows.

The

consequence was a breach in meaning and practices that was difficult to imagine
ever overcoming, essentially constituting a ―cultural breakdown‖ (GRR: 46) in
knowledge. As one non-Indigenous activist put it, ―I think I constantly gain
awareness but it is not my experience, is not my history and I am an outsider on that.
― (GRR: 46). In the same vein,

Wow! I don't think I will ever understand what it means to be an Anishnabe
person on Anishnabe territory in the nation that is Canada right now. I don't
have ancestry or lineage that is so embedded and grounded in one place. So I
think that one of the most important lessons that I have learned is that I will
never understand that. Not that it is an ‗us versus and them‘ mentality but in
moments shared with people from the Grassy Narrows community on the
land and in ceremony and conversation, it always goes deeper for me. And I
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feel that like I keep going down another level into intuition, guttural, physical
body knowledge, but it will never go as deep as it is for them. (GRR: 63)

These gaps and tensions extended from the personal back into organisational
frameworks. When I asked one environmentalist who are schooled in ecological
sustainability, interdependence, and globalization as to how well their organisation
understood the Anishnabe perspective, the sense of a historical relationship and
colonialism and whether there was a need to work beyond the environmental values
in the situation, they replied

They [Environmental NGO] don't. I don't believe they understand that at all.
I'm not saying this from point of ‗screwed them‘ or they are horrible people.
YYY is an organization that has two thirds of its staff in the United States,
and they've never heard of Anishnabe. Most of them have never set foot in
the Boreal forest. There is a complete disconnect and YYY structure is to
have one or maybe two people be the connector for that. I am supposed to
bring the forest and the culture and the connection of the land and all of those
things to the table for YYY. (GRR: 153)

This pointed to how the relationship building were intimately tied to both the
personal relationship evolving between an individual person representing an
organisation as well as the organisations capacity, or not, to understand the local and
historical context in which it is working. The consequence was a knowledge
disconnect that threatened to impede the depth of relationship building between nonindigenous and members of Grassy Narrows.
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Fifth, one of the peculiar tensions in non-Indigenous activists being cognizant of the
historical asymmetry of power was the uncomfortable space of inter-identity
organizing and an NGO practice of wanting to avoid usurping indigenous leadership
or direction giving. NGOs subordinated some of their own initiatives and actions in
trying to mediate those relations of power and historical asymmetry with Grassy
Narrows.

Ironically, this is not what Grassy Narrows was preferring when it came to the
actions of their allies -they wanted each to choose for themselves on how to act. So,
in wanting to be thoughtful to not reproducing historical decision-making inequities,
a support organisation like AAA erred on a reluctance to initiate things to a greater
degree than Grassy Narrows would have preferred. It became a tension-space of
negotiating new balances, spaces of leadership and decision-making. In this
uncharted context, non-indigenous activists were exploring those boundaries of
power.

We tried to take a lot of direction from the community. But sometimes is
didn‘t work out. There were times when a lot of it was either just waiting for
direction or trying to figure out what we could do on our own, or suggesting
things and trying to work with people to come up with ways to proceed and
act. There were times when some of the key blockaders were giving us the
impression that ‗you guys don‘t always have to wait for us to initiate things.‘
Which was good to hear, because it shows a level of trust, but I think it may
have been frustrating to them at time because we were too reluctant to initiate
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things on our end – we didn‘t want to step on toes or hijack what they‘d
begun. (GBB: 23)

What appeared in these localized practices were tensions, gaps and diverse
challenges for Grassy Narrows members and external supporters related to power,
culture and organisational structures.

The structural limitations of funding, poverty and organizational requisites combined
with cultural paradigms to create challenges for negotiating differing understandings
and meanings of decision-making, organizing, priorities, as well as overcoming
disconnects of experience between Grassy Narrow community members and nonIndigenous grassroots activists. These tensions, challenges and limitations were
articulated by non-indigenous supporters and constituted an ongoing negotiation of
praxis related to the lived realities on a reserve and practices within an NGO.
Grassy Narrows blockaders and other community members expressed the tensions in
terms of patterns of non-Indigenous perspectives, actions, processes and strategies
that reproduced existent asymmetrical power and/or disempowering processes
thereby undermining community approaches, sovereignty and tentative levels of
trust.

Language

Given the contexts and practices in which they find their joint relationship, how did
they conceptualize the overall relationship, was it one of partners, allies, supporters
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or friends? What did any of these discursive designations indicate about the status of
relationship building between Grassy Narrows and non-indigenous supporters?

The differently structured Grassy Narrows and non-indigenous worldviews and
practices at the local level reflected a complex negotiation bearing itself out in the
actual language between Grassy Narrows and non-indigenous supporters used to
refer to each other; not so much as allies or partners but more as supporters or even
friends. It was a marker of the status of the relationship building and what emerged
was a two-tier discourse on relationships. The consequence was a complex and
somewhat ambiguous status of relationship building between and amongst Grassy
Narrows blockaders and non-Indigenous activists reflected in the language itself.

For example, some members of Grassy Narrows referred to external non-indigenous
individuals or organisations as ―supporters‖ (GHH: 286, GHH: 10) but hardly ever
as partners, allies or a coalition (GKK: 202).395 On the rare occasion when someone
did use word ‗ally, it did not imply a deep relationship or any evolving nature, but
more of a understanding and respect.

I think the closest word in English would probably be ‗allies‘, eh?! People
that are just like … they understand what you‘re up against and they respect
what you‘re doing. Yeah … I don‘t think they‘re - they‘re not partners, you
know. I don‘t think the word partner describes them. The relationship that
we‘ve lived -- more like allies. Because a lot of these people they ah, they‘re
familiar with other situations like the Palestinians, the Israelis, you know, and
395

Similar to Cape Croker where no one used the term, ‗partners‘, except where I organized the
language in that fashion.
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then Iraq, you know. So… but they are familiar or they understand what we
are doing and they respect it you know. (GPP: 134)

In a general sense, the Grassy Narrows distinctions between the designations were
judged with reference to the actions and understandings exhibited by non-indigenous
supporters in terms of the length and quality of time invested in getting to know the
community, the degree to which there seemed elements of a shared understanding,
and finally, the depth of any personal relationship that had developed during the
process of collaborating through that process. Hence, for members of Grassy
Narrows, a deeper relationship of trust, or friendly relations, was linked to a nonindigenous person‘s understanding and belief in the community that stretches beyond
an instrumental relationship into a joint understanding and practices of respecting
autonomy. That degree of trust and practice was indicative of the reworking of
power at the local level and in personal relationships with wider implications for
creating change and impacts at the macro and micro level.

For Grassy Narrows blockaders, there were different designations underlined in the
first instance by a belief in the commitment and respect manifested in the actions of
any non-Indigenous supporter which in turn is connected to the level of trust and any
desire to know them more personally.

I think for me, I don't know if they are allies or friends or supporters. You
name it – they are here to help us. We‘ve had… I guess a relationship, not a
business relationship. It's a friendly relationship. (GKK: 105)
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Ah, most of the time, I'd call them allies. But like some of the top people I
knew, in YYY, CPT—it‘s almost like they become your brothers or sisters.
(GFF: 43)

I guess it depends; there are some people that come along where I kind of get
to know the person where I would call them or friends. I mainly just call
them supporters. There are a few people that I've become good friends with.
(GLL: 36)

Every person I've ever met I've had an inkling for them. Some people I know
they're for real, that they're really there because they‘re there for the land or
that they're really there because they want to do something. (GLL: 48)

However, no one used the term ‗partner‘, which instead seemed to imply much more,

Well like for me my sisters and I, we are partners in what we do. We stand
for exactly the same thing and we don‘t have to say, we don‘t have to say
anything. We know exactly where we come from. If we do something, you
know. I don‘t know, it‘s like having the same mind. (GPP: 146)

The designations by Grassy Narrows members suggested there was a spectrum of
evolving relationships with non-indigenous being constructed at the local level. One
of the key elements was the practice of trust, itself dependent upon the degree of
engagement, shared sense of space and understanding, and negotiated relations of
power.
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The notion of relationship building as an evolving process was also understood by
some non-indigenous supporters; irrespective of the terms used, relationship
building went beyond being instrumental allies extending into the political
configurations of power and emotional domain of the personal.

A number of non-indigenous activists spoke of the dual facet of this relationship; as
both an ally organizationally as well as having a personal relationship that made the
relationship larger than just ally work. It became a ―ongoing, serious and
committed‖ (GTT: 123) relationship that people built upon; the blockade ―is not the
end of the story‖ (GAA: 45). Similarly,

I think I would generally use the word ally to describe both CPT's positioning
with respect to Grassy and my own involvement with the issues that they are
confronting. On another level because I spent a significant amount of time
there and have close relationships with people, there is a way which is the
personal, interpersonal. There are times when I feel like I am doing ally
work, and time so I feel we are just hanging out. (GCC: 12)

And just as the terms seemed to occupy minimal relevance for Grassy Narrows
members, so too for supporters who fundamentally distinguished the relationship by
its level of friendship and commitment.

Is it an ally, a supporter, a partner, does it make a difference to you? I think
of myself as a friend, I like the name Friends. Friends for me means they can
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walk into my house without knocking, I can walk in theirs without knocking,
its a face-to-face relationship. They know they can rely on me. (GEE: 41)

At the same time, the relationship with Grassy Narrows was clearly understood in
terms an asymmetry of power. One activist‘s discourse used both ‗ally‘ and
‗partner‘ to describe the differently situated consequence of the struggle for Grassy
Narrows.

Ally is a good term. I think I like it because, for me at least, it has some of
the connotations of the Anishnabe word ‗partner‘ does. But also the idea that
maybe Grassy has more at stake right now and CPT or I do in the struggle.
So it has to be respected that they are the protagonist and we take the
initiative. That is our prerogative to do so but we are taking our lead and
cues from them. That is why I would describe us as allies. You could say
partners too. (GCC: 13)

The spectrum of terminology and designations by both Grassy Narrows and nonindigenous supporters were indicative of a relationship building that mixed
organisational, professional and personal elements whilst recognizing the cultural
and power relations therein. The actual discourse pointed to the status and nature of
relationship building in this context; the shared sense that relationships could be
move beyond instrumental and professional level into a closer relationship of
friendship founded on trust. Second, any such trust reinforced collaboration and
negotiation. Hence, the degree to which tensions and challenges were negotiated
was reflected in the varying degrees of trust experienced at the local level.
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This particular discourse of trust, solidarity and language had longer-term
implications for grassroots peacebuilding and social change through becoming an
internal set of counter-hegemonic codes of possibilities. It reflected a complex renegotiation of macro relations of power at the grassroots level and the possibilities,
limitations and variances involved. It further suggested that grassroots relationship
building (or community-based peacebuilding) was not homogenous, linear nor
wholly agreed upon by in terms of meaning. Rather, it was an evolving discourse
and practice of locality.

Given the contexts and practices in which they find their joint relationship, how did
they conceptualize the overall relationship: was it one of partners, allies, supporters
or friends? What did any of these designations indicate about the status of
relationship building between Grassy Narrows and non-indigenous supporters?

Conclusion

The case study began with evidence that the community of Grassy Narrows was
contending with asymmetrical relations of power between itself, the State and the
dominant Canadian society. As such, Grassy Narrows, as the less powerful side
structurally (economically, socially, politically) was in a constant state of being
forced to contest the perspective of the dominant culture and institutions of
governance. Within this broader macro context, the local community of Grass
Narrows and their daily lived experiences faced a space of structural violence,
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exclusion and a limited scope of decolonizing negotiations as a consequence of the
fixed ontologies and interests of the Federal and Provincial Governments.

The chapter contended that relations of power were more fluid and open to greater
degrees of negotiation at the local level with Non-Indigenous activists and
organisations. Highly contexutalized interviews with members of Grassy Narrows
community, mostly blockaders, and non-Indigenous activists from six communitybased and NGOs were evidence of an ongoing process of mutual learning,
negotiation and transformative change; culturally, politically and socially.

One of the main frameworks for understanding the dynamics and transformative
potential of grassroots peacebuilding in this case scenario was the interlinking of
relationship building, trust and power. Power was key because it was the historical
relationship of subordination that was being challenged and reworked in the daily
interactions, roles, processes and strategies between Grassy Narrows and nonindigenous supporters. Trust was important because of its role as a criteria and
signifier of change; it was both a basis and outcome of working together at the
grassroots community level. Relationship building was an essential rubric,
discursively and materially, in terms of new practices of participation, development
and equity between Grassy Narrows and non-Indigenous supporters guided by
solidarity.

Within these larger themes of knowledge/power, trust and relationship building, the
field research outlined the multiple and complex situated standpoints, ontologically
and epistemologically. These conceptual understandings pointed to the
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fundamentally different worldviews and values that operated both nationally and
locally. They anchored dichotomous collective frameworks and interests between
Indigenous peoples and the dominant Canadian society nationally; culturally,
politically and economically. These lived experiences and situated knowledges
interacted at the local level as Grassy Narrows and non-Indigenous activists worked
alongside one another at the blockade and in larger external campaigns of advocacy
and education. These local experiences of collaboration involved a constant
negotiation of meaning and practices, sometimes emancipatory, other time
reproductive of relations of power.

What un-deniably happened was a form of grassroots relationship building. Beset by
inevitable tensions, relationship building was both a discursive and material practice
underpinned by varied levels of trust. It involved a conscious re-working of
historical distrust through a process-driven outcome that sought to invert the
marginalization of Grassy Narrows in the large social hierarchy as well as build
personal/organisational relations via the local level. Trust was engendered by a
transparency of actions, ongoing commitment, cultural engagement, and a
collaboration that was both professional and personal. Guiding non-Indigenous
activists were conceptual frameworks of solidarity that by its very nature sought to
create support for Grassy Narrows‘ goal of decolonisation and self-determination.
Equally important was Grassy Narrows‘ process of self-directed leadership and a reinvigorating of their own cultural knowledge as a basis for organizing internally and
externally.
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Overall, the discourses about relationship building were themselves a counterhegemonic practice of negotiating relations of power, knowledge, trust, processes
and actions at the local level. In the specific local context, it concerned a
demarcation of a leadership role to Grassy Narrows and an assertion and recognition
of their situated knowledge, experiences and cultural values. Simultaneously, the
local context contested the hierarchies of knowledge and privileges inherently
invested in non-indigenous supporters, in part by disabling those standpoints and
processes of dominance, and replacing those with a space encouraging both
autonomous and collaborative actions.

Lastly, the impacts of this relationship also produced a synergy of collaboration and
activism with tangible results for Grassy Narrows and environmentalists. The
blockade and external campaigns resulted in two recent major successes. First, the
decision by the American paper company, Boise, to stop buying wood fibres
originating in the Grassy Narrow territory (also known as the ―Whiskey Jack Forest‖
in land-management parlance) from Montreal-based paper manufacturer,
AbitibiBowater, was evidence of the success of the grassroots advocacy campaign
between Grassy Narrows and non-Indigenous activists. Indicative of a changed
public discourse, the Boise reason was in support of Grassy Narrows and a
negotiated resolution as they stated in February 2008,

In support of the ongoing dialogue, out of respect for the Grassy Narrows
community and their leadership, Boise wishes to honour the request of Chief
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(Simon) Fobister to discontinue sourcing fibre from the traditional use area of
Grassy Narrows.396

This type of cumulative pressure, nationally and internationally, (blockade, targeting
buyers, media, and public support) forced Montreal-based AbitibiBowater, one of the
world‘s largest forestry companies, to announce on June 3, 2008 that it was now
prepared to give-up its forestry license to operate in the one million hectare Whiskey
Jack Forest.397 This was an enormous retreat by the forestry company, and lent
credence to the Grassy Narrows (and Amnesty International) call for a moratorium
on logging activity and the honouring of Grassy Narrows‘ control over their
traditional territory.398

Further, reflective of the parallel (but not identical) interests between ENGOs and
Grassy Narrows, these public campaigns contributed to the 2008 announcement by
the provincial Government of Ontario (July 2008) to protect at least 50% of the
boreal forest region (the size of the United Kingdom) in Northern Ontario from large
scale industrial development such as logging, hydroelectric development and
mines.399 The region included the territories claimed by Grassy Narrows.
396

The Canadian Press, February 28, 2008.
www.canadianbusiness.com/markets/market_news/article.jsp?content=b0228120A
397
The National Post newspaper. Jun3 3, 2008.
www.nationalpost.com/scripts/story.html?id=561188
398
Roberta Keesick, Grassy Narrows blockader and community member, speaking on the Canadian
Broadcasting Corporation on June 5, 2008. www.cbc.ca/mrl3/8752/asithappens/20080605-aih-3.wmv
399

As part of that commitment, the Government of Ontario promised both a moratorium on all new
development in Northern Ontario and a process to create a land use plan for mining, forestry, and
other development in those areas not currently protected. Ontario also committed itself to work with
Indigenous peoples (―First Nations‖ in Canadian parlance) to ensure their consent and a share in the
benefits of any future resource and industrial development within their territories. In addition, the
Ontario government has committed to revising the Mining Act which currently gives mining
companies the right of entry and access on virtually all lands in Ontario; private, public, and
Indigenous peoples. See Mining Watch, a Canadian Ngo working alongside Indigenous communities,
who were main proponents of changing the outdated Mines Act (1906 and 1924) of Ontario.
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Welcomed by both ENGOs400 and Grassy Narrows, such an acceptance was not
unproblematic for them. 401

In sum, the relations of colonialism, global capitalism and the construction of
alternative configurations were neither static nor absolute. At the grassroots level,
new relations of power were being tentatively negotiated between Grassy Narrows
community members and non-Indigenous supporters. Evident in the discourse and
practices, the local was challenging both itself and larger structural relations.

(http://www.miningwatch.ca/). They offered a critical view on the inadequate amendments to the Act
currently proposed by the Ontario Government
(http://www.mndm.gov.on.ca/miningact/pdf/mining_act_tech_briefing_slides.pdf).
400

See the websites Amnesty International (Canada) on behalf of various ENGO‘s, Labour and Faithbased social justice groups
(http://www.amnesty.ca/resource_centre/news/view.php?load=arcview&article=4392&c=Resource+C
entre+News) and the cowboys of Canadian environmentalism, Greenpeace
(http://www.greenpeace.org/canada/en/recent/ontario-promises-to-protect-mi).
401
Personal communications with a number of blockaders in September, 2008. In brief, while seen as
a positive step forward in terms of a spoken commitment, Grassy Narrows‘ land claim remains in
contestation . Further, the proof of those Government commitments will have to be evaluated in the
actual practices and agreements that follow.

